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One

May, 2055
A line of ships darkened the horizon. But it wasn’t a convoy; they were
too close together for that.

As the helicopter approached the floating mass, the pilot pulled on
his collective control to gain altitude. The aircraft ascended and now the
passengers could see that the ships in the stationary caravan were chained
together, bow to stern.

‘Go higher,’ shouted the sergeant. ‘They might open fire.’
The pilot again lifted the collective control and the big United
Nations Sikorsky rose another 1,000 feet through the cold air. Now they
could see that the line of vessels was merely the edge of a vast floating
platform. They already knew it consisted of countless hulks chained,
roped and lashed together to form a huge island of rusty metal.
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Decommissioned oil tankers, bulk carriers and container ships – all
streaked with corrosion, some showing evidence of collision or old shell
damage – had been linked to each other, creating a hinged carpet of
groaning steel floating on the surface of the ocean. Even from their
increased altitude of over 2,000 feet it was impossible to make out the
vast platform’s far edge.

‘Jesus, will you look at the size of that thing!’ exclaimed Michael
Fairfax from his window-seat behind the pilot.
‘Let’s fly a circuit,’ suggested the sergeant over the headset
intercom, pointing to his left.
The helicopter banked and, careful to remain just out of the
potential range of small-arms fire, the pilot began to fly around the
eastern edge of this hulk leviathan.
They were almost at the bottom of the world, in the Southern
Ocean, 1,500 miles south-east of New Zealand, having been forced to
wait in Auckland for six days before a suitable break in the vicious May
weather had occurred. This close to the Antarctic the autumn storms
could continue for weeks on end and the conditions here did not benefit
from any of the climate-management techniques that were now routinely
applied to the wealthier regions of the planet.

‘It’s about thirty miles wide,’ said the sergeant, twisting around
from the co-pilot’s seat to address their only passenger. ‘And about the
same in length. It’ll take us an hour to go all the way round it.’
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Michael nodded, then lifted the powerful image-recording
binoculars he had brought with him from San Francisco. Adjusting the
barrels to fit his eyes, he zoomed in and frowned as the image was
electronically stabilized.
The entire visible surface of the giant platform seemed covered in
sepia dots – like some old half-tone newspaper image. Then Michael
realized he was looking down at countless brown, cream and yellow
faces, crowded together like mushrooms on a dark woodland floor. All of
them were upturned towards the beating rotor blades.

Further in, he saw the bright flash of welding arcs as men worked
on the old ships and, to his surprise, he saw propeller wakes streaming
from a few of the ships at the outer edge of the platform; he had
previously understood that none of these hulks retained any engine
power. In the far distance, an inner section of the vast hinged platform
rose on a giant swell that travelled slowly underneath the whole steel city,
lifting twenty or thirty of the huge vessels at a time.
In the front co-pilot’s seat, the sergeant – a volunteer seconded to
the UN from New Zealand’s special forces – kept his own field glasses
trained on the scene, scouring the huddled masses for any trace of a
shoulder-mounted rocket launcher or other missile-firing system. It was
what visitors to these drifting metropolises dreaded most. Even though
their passenger today was due to be welcomed by the hulk community’s
leaders – and despite the Sikorsky’s clear UN markings and seven-ton
cargo of much-needed food aid and medical supplies – there would still
be some who might be tempted to vent their anger and frustration on
these representatives of the rich world.
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Michael lowered his binoculars from the scene of dispossessed
humanity. Despite appearances, the multitudes of environmental refugees
on board this hulk city – and the millions more who were forced to live
on other, similar, groaning platforms of despair – were the most
potentially valuable group of clients that Michael Fairfax’s legal firm had
ever had the chance to represent. A growing cultural awareness of the
immense wrongs that had been inflicted on them by governments and the
multinational corporations promised that.
Once again he lifted his field glasses to scan the far edge of
Pacifica One, as this particular floating refuge had been dubbed by the
media.
The day was sullenly overcast and he glimpsed lightning
illuminating the interior of grey clouds on the far side of the artificial
island. Here and there, light was reflected from golden minarets, crosses,
spires and cupolas that the faithful had erected over makeshift mosques,
churches, temples and other places of worship.

From all across the

undulating metal raft, narrow columns of smoke rose into the air;
thousands were cooking their midday meals on open fires.
‘Task force at ten o’clock,’ observed the sergeant. He had now
retrained his binoculars in the opposite direction, towards the east.
Michael followed his gaze and saw an old-fashioned aircraft carrier and
half-a-dozen grey warships cruising slowly in the far distance. As if on
cue, the radio crackled into life. The pilot pressed his transmit button to
confirm their aircraft’s call sign and flight plan.
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‘The USS Vincent and support vessels from the … Australian …
Japanese and … British navies,’ the sergeant called out to Michael as he
identified the ships’ markings one by one. ‘They just steam round and
round these hulks to make sure they don’t try to break out and head
across the Pacific – they block any who try.’
‘Worst posting in the world,’ added the pilot as they left the naval
force behind.
Michael turned his attention back to the drifting city and noticed a
large, irregularly shaped white mass floating a few hundred yards off the
platform’s perimeter.
‘Looks like an iceberg,’ he observed. ‘Isn’t that a hazard for the
outer vessels?

‘They collect them,’ explained the sergeant. ‘It’s their only source
of fresh water – other than any rainfall that accidentally comes their way.
They set off in tenders to get a line on to one of the smaller bergs, then
tow it back and secure it to the main platform.’

Michael nodded and tapped out a brief note to himself on his
communicator. He could now see six or seven other icebergs tethered
around the hulk city’s extensive perimeter. Lashed to one of them was
the upturned and disembowelled carcass of a whale; it seemed that the
icebergs also served as floating refrigerators.
‘There are often skirmishes about fresh water between those who
live in the middle of the city and those around the edge who have better
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access to icebergs,’ added the sergeant.

‘It can sometimes get very

bloody down there.’
Suddenly a loud, clanging alarm filled the cockpit.
‘Incoming!’ shouted the pilot, banking the aircraft violently to the
left. Michael felt a double whump as decoy flares and missile-killers
were fired from the rear tubes of the chopper’s defence system.
The aircraft dropped through the air, as if thrust downwards by a
giant hand.

Michael saw the pilot wrestling to maintain control as he

carried out an emergency descent, and then there was a sudden explosion
high overhead as the surface-to-air missile was detonated by one of the
defence systems.
Now flying at full power only 200 feet above the waves, the pilot
levelled off and scanned his display screens for any further missile
signatures.
‘Not a very nice welcome,’ he said over the intercom, once it
became clear that no further SAMs had been fired.
‘It’s become almost traditional.’ The sergeant shook his head.
‘That’ll be some headstrong kid with an itchy trigger finger.’

They regained altitude and flew on, now two kilometres further out
from the edge of the metal island. Minutes later they noticed a separate
and smaller raft, also composed of ship hulks, which was loosely attached
to the central mass by scores of ropes and chains. The surface of this
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platform was quilted with rectangular patches of green, yellow, white and
brown.
‘That’s one of their marine farms,’ explained the sergeant. ‘They
collect topsoil from spots in Antarctica where the ice has melted and then
bring it here to grow some crops of their own.’

Michael noticed that four rope bridges had been rigged between the
main platform and the floating farmlands; each was lined with tiny
figures who had ceased their scurrying to and fro in order to stare
skywards

‘Why do they keep those farm-ships separate?’ he asked.
‘So they can untie them and tow them towards any convenient
rainfall,’ his security escort replied. ‘They’ve got a couple of working
tugs which can pull these floating farms hundreds of miles out in search
of rain. Judging by the activity down there, it must be harvest time for
one of their crops.’

‘So they’re self-sufficient?’
‘Each ship also maintains its own fish farm,’ said the sergeant.
‘They get by, just about.’

After they had completed a full circumference of the artificial
island, they followed the navigational instructions that would supposedly
provide them with a safe flight-path to land on this metal landscape.
Turning inwards, they flew at a level 2,000 feet for fifteen minutes.
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Michael noticed more welding activity, and more propeller wakes
churning deep between the endless rows of lashed-together ships. There
seemed to be an air of intense activity everywhere.
Finally they executed a defensive descent – rapid and almost
vertical – towards the white-painted deck of an ancient crude-oil megatanker situated at the very centre of the ferrous settlement.

It seemed that this particular outsize vessel served as the
community’s

heliport,

communications

centre,

hospital

and

administrative headquarters, all combined. It extended for a quarter of a
mile, had a bridge 200 feet high, and was the only giant carrier in the
whole floating platform that was not covered with makeshift dwellings.
It also seemed as if the former Prince Sahid was the only ship in its
vicinity to have seen a coat of fresh paint recently.

Descending onto its cold, wind-scoured deck, Michael was greeted
by the three leaders of the community’s ruling council: Rattin Alix , Hoy
Soon Juan and Chanda Zia, originally from the Seychelles, the
Philippines and Bangladesh respectively – all lands now lost to the risen
seas.
Ringed in a distant circle around the perimeter of the flight deck
were at least 200 young men, all of them carrying some sort of semiautomatic weapon. Unlike the official greeting party, their attitude did
not seem particularly friendly.
‘Welcome – namaste,’ intoned Chanda Zia, pressing his hands
together in front of his face, lifting them to his forehead and then bowing
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deeply. The council leader was wearing a white brimless hat and an old
grey Nehru suit.
‘Namaste,’ responded their exotic visitor – a tall white lawyer from
the rich world over the horizon, a man who claimed he could provide help
to these stateless and status-less, unwanted people. Counsellor Michael
Fairfax’s visit to this hulk city had been set up only through a process of
careful and prolonged negotiation by Médecins Sans Frontières, the
global medical charity, with logistical support provided by the local UN
office in Auckland.

The sergeant pulled two large flight cases from a baggage
compartment in the helicopter’s deep hull as a dozen of the waiting men
rushed forward to begin unloading the main cargo of aid and supplies.
Then the visitors were quickly escorted to what must have at one time
been the captain’s stateroom.
‘For you,’ announced Michael, nodding towards the metal flight
cases that the sergeant was placing carefully on an old dining table. The
lawyer stepped forward, snapped open the clasps and lifted each lid in
turn.
He was presenting the refugee community with a state-of-the-art,
solar-powered, global-coverage, satellite communications system: all
multi-sensory, all ultraband, complete with twenty miniature all-weather
cameras linked by a local-area wireless network.
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The council members gathered around with interest, lifting out
components of the sophisticated communications network and turning
them over in their hands.
‘This technology is essential because I’ll need to keep in touch
with you as our case progresses,’ explained Michael, as his hosts
examined the rugged communications equipment. ‘I will also need each
of you to sign these agreements,’ he continued, unfolding two formal
documents and placing them on the well-used table.
The three men scrutinized the papers carefully. The first was the
crucial document of appointment, a contract giving Michael’s firm
exclusive rights to the refugees compensation case. The second was a
legal writ.

With the lawyer’s help, Chanda Zia translated the key

passages for the benefit of his colleagues.

‘I’ll need to apply for special permission to put your claim before
the court,’ Michael explained.

‘Normally they’ll only hear requests

brought by citizens of recognized nation states, but I intend to argue that
your community here deserves to qualify as a nation. There certainly
seems to be enough of you in terms of numbers.’
Chanda nodded and quickly bent to add his signature to each
document. After a brief discussion, the others also signed their names
painstakingly.
When the sergeant had witnessed the signatures, Michael refolded
the documents and carefully returned them to an inside pocket. His face
remained impassive but he had just secured the right to represent what
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was likely to become the largest civil case for compensation in all legal
history.
Michael now had the opportunity to try and improve the lives of
millions of the world’s poorest inhabitants – human detritus referred to by
the more fortunate as ‘environmental refugees’ – people who had been
forced to flee their former homes because of flood, drought or famine.
But the member states of the United Nations still refused to grant these
masses any rights to asylum, rights from which so-called ‘political’
emigrants benefited automatically. These refugees, all victims of extreme
global warming, were the ‘unofficials’ that no nation was prepared to
welcome onto its shores.
The business transaction now completed, Michael’s new clients led
their legal representative out to begin his tour of inspection.

In blustery wet winds that failed to deliver sufficient rainfall to be
usefully collected, he was led across a succession of slippery gangplanks
and up and down treacherous ladders as they crossed from one groaning
hull to another.

Michael’s sub-miniature lapel cameras captured

everything he witnessed.
Each huge deck seemed to be crammed with its own ragged
population, their driftwood huts interspersed with pitched tents between
which tattered washing flapped and billowed wildly. Everywhere mangy
goats and chickens ran about amidst this makeshift accommodation,
nibbling and pecking at any available scraps.
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Whole tenements had also been built beneath the main decks.
Inside a former petroleum tanker, Michael bent his lanky frame, entered a
low corridor and emerged into a main hold to find that layer upon layer of
dark and airless accommodation had been constructed within its
cavernous expanse.
Endless rows of cubicles, made from wood, cardboard, fabric and
waste-plastic, were strewn with pallets on which lay a sighing, moaning,
coughing mass of bodies that could not or would not be coaxed up into
the topside cold to meet their important visitor. Michael noticed several
television sets dotted incongruously about, all tuned to satellite channels
and all powered by a single sputtering generator. When Chanda asked if
he would like to penetrate still deeper into this stinking labyrinth, the
lawyer declined politely, forcing himself not to gag on the stench.
Everywhere he visited, he was struck by the silence of the hordes
who gathered to watch their progress. The men stood, sullen and mute,
some armed with knives or ancient automatic weapons, just staring at this
interloper from the rich civilization over the horizon. Though simply
dressed in navy sweater and jeans, his thick brown hair covered by an old
woollen hat, Michael was aware that his shining whiteness alone marked
him out as belonging unmistakably to that other world.
At each pause he was announced to them in their own language as
the American attorney who intended to fight for their rights to official
refugee status, for their unhindered rights of passage across the seas in
search of better weather conditions, and eventually for the basic
entitlements of immigration and resettlement. But, equally importantly,
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he aimed to win for them all some financial compensation for what they
had suffered at the hands of the giant energy corporations.
But after three hours of exhausting progress, he realized that all he
was hearing in return were the dreams they harboured of finding
sanctuary in his own rich, unflooded, well-fed world. It seemed that
these people didn’t want to fight global capitalism; they merely wanted to
join it.
‘United States? We go to United States – America.’

‘England, please.’
‘Canada, my brother is there.’
‘Please, Germany – I have friends to live with. I work hard.’
Only one person raised an alternative subject, a short, teakcoloured man in early middle age. ‘We need rain, proper rainfall,’ he
insisted. Michael caught the trace of a Western education in his voice.

‘I have already arranged some real rainfall,’ he announced loudly,
‘though not as much as I’d have liked. You can expect to see a Volume
Two precipitation here for approximately seventy minutes next Tuesday
afternoon, starting at oh-two-hundred GMT. And that comes with the
compliments of my law firm – Gravitz, Lee and Kraus, of San Francisco.’
The little man smiled, then turned to translate this news to others.
Amid further smiles, a single hand waved an acknowledgement of thanks.
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The visitor wondered what their religious leaders must make of a world
where rain could only be guaranteed to fall in any quantity after prior
payment had been made to some invisible extraterrestrial controlling
force.
‘And we also need that diesel fuel,’ said Chanda quietly in
Michael’s ear. ‘For our main generators.’

The lawyer nodded.

He had been given a list of his clients’

requests over one of their old-fashioned voice-only satellite phones
before he came here, but it had proved difficult to find a tanker company
willing to deliver fuel to the ‘hulk people’ of the Southern Ocean.
‘It’s on schedule, Mr Zia,’ he told his client. ‘Arriving Friday, as
agreed.’

Chanda smiled, then pressed his hands together in thanks and
bowed.
Although Michael’s tour took over four hours, he estimated that he
had visited only twelve or fifteen vessels. But he knew that there were
over 900 hulks of varying sizes lashed together in this one floating
community alone. And he also knew there were four other similar hulk
nations of the environmentally dispossessed scattered across – but tightly
corralled within – the angry seas of the unpopulated southern latitudes.
‘How many people do you reckon live here altogether?’ he asked
Chanda Zia.
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‘We can’t be sure, Mr Fairfax,’ said his guide, after a short silence.
‘We tried to do a proper count last year, but with over sixty languages, a
dozen religions, and ships arriving every month...’ He tailed off, then
hazarded, ‘At least three-quarters of a million.’
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Financial Times
Tuesday, May 23rd 2055

INSURERS DIVERT TYPHOON
AWAY FROM JAKARTA
A group of Western insurance companies led by Zurich
Indemnity, has contracted directly with the ERGIA Climate
Management Corporation to provide atmospheric energy to
steer a Category 5 typhoon away from Jakarta.
It was
forecast that the storm would have made landfall on the
outskirts of the capital within the next 72 hours.
The insurers’ intervention follows the Indonesian
government’s refusal last year to pay increased charges for
annual climate management and typhoon control.
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Two

Champagne does not fizz in space, so Perdy Curtis shook her ball-valve
plastic glass vigorously up and down in the hope of producing some
bubbles. But, despite her efforts, when she pushed the spring-loaded ball
down into the glass with her little finger, nothing happened. She frowned
and shook the glass again.

As a television producer, Perdy was an interloper into what was an
otherwise exclusive briefing for almost eighty of the world’s most
influential stock-market analysts.

They were being ferried in four

separate shuttles up to the ERGIA Climate Control Space Station where it
sat in a permanently maintained deep orbit, 66,000 kilometres above the
Earth. The occasion for this visit was the company’s announcement of a
new natural energy resource and of its plans to float shares in this new
service on the world’s stock markets.
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Despite her respected position within the BBC and the wider
broadcasting community, it had been Perdy’s first trip into space and
when Narinda Damle, her executive producer in London, had arranged
for Perdy’s participation in this exclusive financiers’ junket she had been
quietly delighted.
At thirty-two she seemed to have been the only space virgin
remaining amongst her many high-flying media friends. And in the year
2055 – the age of so-called ‘walk-on, walk-off’ space travel – that was
not something to boast about.

Their ferry ride into orbit had been short but exhilarating. It had
taken the hybrid rocket-plane just eight minutes to escape the Earth’s
atmosphere and although many of her fellow passengers had exhibited an
air of cultivated boredom at the mundane routine of going into space,
Perdy had not tried to disguise her own curiosity and sense of wonder.
The analysts and fund managers joining this trip had been invited
to visit the largest of the world’s weather-control space stations, and
Perdy had joined the group to assist her research for a forthcoming
documentary, a co-financed BBC-MSN production called ‘Nice Weather
We’re Having – 25 Years of Global Climate Management.’

It was

scheduled to air worldwide in six months’ time, to mark the quarter
century since Mankind first took control of the planet’s weather and
began to manage away the worst effects of global warming.
As they approached their destination Perdy could not help but
exclaim, ‘My God! That’s quite something.’
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Framed in the small triple-layered window beside her was a giant
silver object that seemed to hang in space. It looked just like a chromeplated windmill.
‘That’s the Ergia space station – where we’re headed.’ The man
seated next to her was an investment banker from Morgan-Stanley New
York. ‘Those fan blades are directional mirrors reflecting sunlight back
down to Earth.’
Perdy thought she had never seen anything more beautiful. The
giant fan hung absolutely stationary in the night sky – a shining manmade jewel against the backdrop of a billion stars. She had only ever
seen this ‘night-sun’ from Earth, of course, and from such a distance she
had never before been able to make out its precise shape.
As their orbital ferry approached the space station, Perdy realized
that she had seriously underestimated the size of the ERGIA control
centre. She glanced down at the information the investor-relations staff
had provided to the guests.
The diameter of the solar reflectors from tip to tip is almost twenty
miles, while the central hub of the space station is a triple-skinned
titanium sphere over 900 feet wide. It carries a permanent staff of sixtyfive, with accommodation for up to 100 visitors. In Earth’s gravity, the
space station would weigh 245,000 tons.

For the next five minutes the ferry edged its way through the final
300 metres of computer-controlled slow manoeuvring and, as Perdy
watched – now glued again to her window – the hub of the space station
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came to seem like a huge hemispherical building. It was certainly as high
as any of the towers in downtown London or Manhattan.
Finally they felt a series of shudders as the space station grasped
the ferry and locked it into the main docking hold alongside four other
passenger transports. All around them, numerous smaller shuttles and
escape craft also sat in the vast docking bay at the base of the spacestation hub.
Their one-hour tour of the ERGIA control centre was packed with
information. Perdy had already read a lot about the company’s climatemanagement systems, but it was not until she actually witnessed exactly
how entire regions of the Earth’s weather were controlled and directed
that she fully understood just how impressive this achievement was. By
reflecting concentrated sunlight onto the upper atmosphere, the ERGIA
Corporation and its competitors could change the temperature and
altitude of the stratospheric winds. This allowed whole weather systems
to be seeded, grown, aborted, directed or dispersed.

Perdy recorded

everything she was shown with her personal micro-cams.

Each visitor was given a pair of Velcro-soled overshoes to wear
throughout their visit, and guides escorted them in separate groups of
twenty to visit the living accommodation, the extensive gym and leisure
facilities, the canteen, the computer centre and, last but not least, the main
weather-control centre and its famous viewing gallery.
‘The trick is not to raise one foot until the other is securely
grounded again,’ their guide reminded them, as the doors to the viewing
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gallery rose to admit them. ‘And please hold firmly onto the handrails at
all times.’
As the party carefully foot-sucked its way into the main
observation centre, they were confronted by a huge panoramic viewing
window, in which their home planet hung suspended like a giant threedimensional Imax image.

The concave window pane was a one-hundred-feet-high sheet of
thick, armoured cerami-glass which, despite its perfect transparency, was
proof against all radiation, space dust and even sizeable particles of stray
space debris. The vast expanse of glass stretched from side to side for a
distance almost three times its height, making the observation chamber
itself seem like a giant floating aquarium.
Behind the visitors, the men and women busy controlling the
climate on the planet down below were seated in an amphitheatre of
steeply tiered rows of workstations, so that each one of them had a clear
view of the blue and white planet Earth and its beautiful swirling weather
patterns.

The space station itself, the visitors were informed, was

currently positioned precisely above the day-night meridian.
‘I’ve got a bid of eleven million dollars for a one-hour Volume Six
rain storm in Marrakesh,’ yelled one of the controllers suddenly.

‘I’ve got thirteen million two for that precipitation – if we can
send it on to Cairo,’ called another.
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Another shout announced a further bid from Marrakesh. The next
voice asked if anyone had two hours of late-night sunshine available, for
a film shoot in Seattle which had overrun on its schedule.
‘If you could make your way up to those spare seats above – ’ the
tour guide pointed ‘ – we can begin the presentation.’

As she took her seat, Perdy found another glass of champagne at
her elbow. She had now got the hang of the ball-valve mechanism. The
trick was to just touch the ball with the tip of your nose while sucking the
champagne up through the built-in straw.

‘May I have your attention, ladies and gentlemen?’
As the room quietened, the cosseted visitors – collectively advisers
to funds with over $118 trillion under investment – turned their attention
towards the podium positioned in front of the vast viewing window. A
sharply suited woman with a short haircut was holding up her hand to
gain their attention.

‘Well, we have now come to the main purpose of your visit with us
today,’ she continued. ‘Please join me in welcoming the president of the
Ergia Corporation, Mr Nicholas Negromonte.’

The clapping was necessarily subdued because many of the
bankers were still holding their glasses of champagne. Others were busy
adjusting cameras and personal information systems to record or to relay
this event down to ERGIA-approved colleagues on the ground.
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The world-famous entrepreneur bounded onto the stage, waving
cheerfully.

Everybody in this audience felt that they knew him

personally, simply because his face appeared so often in the media. Apart
from his celebrated business activities, he was a keen pilot of vintage
airplanes and spacecraft and in his youth he had pursued a career as a
junior tennis champion – until his older brother had been killed in a
terrorist incident and Nicholas Negromonte had retrained to take over the
family-run business.
‘Welcome aboard, everybody,’ he said, grinning widely. ‘‘Today
it is my pleasure to give you a private preview of the latest and most
powerful of our company’s climate-management resources. Over the past
three years we have been building a new solar-energy resource on the
moon that we call LunaSun.’
He paused to underline the significance of this announcement.
‘Very soon I hope that you and your colleagues will react with
enthusiasm to our first public offering of shares.

We plan to bring

LunaSun to market at the beginning of October this year.’

Negromonte gazed keenly around the faces of this group of
influential banking analysts. Their recommendations would decide the
fate of his company’s share offer.

‘OK. Let’s roll the video,’ he said, stepping off stage. As the
room darkened, the huge viewing window transformed itself into a 3-D
screen.
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The opening clip revealed the moon as seen from an approaching
spacecraft, then the action cut to a massive building site being created on
the lunar surface.

Using time-elapsed photography, the video then

followed the construction of a vast array of solar reflectors that had been
installed successively on the moon’s barren terrain.
As a reverential voice-over reminded them, the United Nations had
granted the ERGIA Corporation a unique licence to utilize a tract of the
Earth-facing lunar surface for solar capture. As a result, 2,600 square
miles on either side of the moon’s equator had in recent months been
covered with over 42,000 high-luminosity, self-cleaning, self-repairing,
curved mirrors that could be individually directed and angled towards
different sections of the Earth, each by its own set of solar-powered servo
motors.
The moon was the latest, and by far the largest, solar-reflector
project to be developed by the ERGIA Corporation and, although not yet
fully on-line, it had already become the most powerful light source to
shine in the night-time sky – a nocturnal sun that would soon quietly
adjust atmospheric temperatures, disperse clouds and provide light and
heat precisely where it was required, playing its part in the ongoing battle
to keep global warming in check while simultaneously providing the
world with low-cost, low-intensity energy.

This newly equipped moon still went through its primeval phases,
of course – from new moon, to full, to waning crescent – but in each part
of the visible lunar cycle it now shone in the sky like a celestial halogen
lamp. By day it was like a small sibling of the sun; by night it became the
burning centrepiece in a string of fairy-light reflectors that, to the fury of
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Earth-bound stargazers, now outshone the natural stars in the night sky
and made ground-based astronomy almost impossible around heavily
populated areas.
Then the presentation switched to a live link. TV cameras were
sending signals back from the company’s main administration building –
a ten-acre extension to Luna City, the international moon colony that had
been growing rapidly over the last twenty years.
As the commentator reminded them, focused heat from geostationary reflectors in lunar orbit not only provided a warm environment
inside the human settlement but had also melted a small part of the
moon’s buried polar ice reserves to provide the colonists with a plentiful
supply of fresh water.
The finale of the telecast presentation showed off-duty engineers
and support staff diving into LunaSun’s indoor swimming pool, a facility
constructed inside a small impact crater and filled with melted polar ice.
Then the video faded to black, and the large screen resumed its function
as a viewing window.

The hub of the space station had rotated meanwhile, and now they
were suspended over the dark side of their home planet. The moon itself
was in view in the distance; shining full.

As they watched, it seemed as though someone had suddenly set
fire to that lump of lifeless rock; the visitors were dazzled as all the
mirrors on the lunar surface turned in unison to reflect the sun’s rays
directly towards the space station. Then, just as suddenly, the reflectors
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were re-directed away and, blinking, the audience once again adjusted
their eyes to the dim light of the viewing gallery.
Someone then started to clap and necks craned all around as others
sought to identify what had prompted this applause. Then, as more joined
in, Perdy saw what had caught their attention.

Right in the middle of the dark mass of the Indian Ocean, far
below, shone a bright light reflected onto the Earth’s night-time surface
by the solar mirrors up on the moon. The image it formed was the
encircled E of the ERGIA corporate logo.
Very smart, Perdy thought, as she too joined in the applause. She
ran her fingers through her short, blonde-highlighted hair as she
wondered just how bright and how extensive that image of light on the
water must be for them to be able see it from 66,000 kilometres up.
The guide was now ushering the visitors down to stand by the
viewing window themselves, for a better vantage point. Though Perdy
found herself standing at the back of the throng, she was quite tall and
could still see clearly. She marvelled again at the sleeping Earth laid out
below her, then gazed up at the moon which once again appeared no
brighter than normal.

‘I hear you’re making a film about us, Perdita?’ said a quiet, deep
voice at her shoulder.
The BBC producer turned to find Nicholas Negromonte at her side.
She was almost as tall as him but she was surprised at how muscular he
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seemed close up; he seemed to radiate an aura of fitness. His dark, wavy
hair almost glowed.
‘Most people call me Perdy,’ she told him smilingly. ‘And thanks
for letting me tag along today. It’s been very informative.’
‘Would you like to visit the moon for yourself, Perdy?’ asked
Negromonte, glancing back at the lunar surface. ‘I have to visit the
LunaSun facilities again in a couple of weeks. So if the BBC would like
to come along...’

Before she could answer there was a sudden deafening roar. The
lights in the viewing gallery flicked out and Perdy felt the floor under her
feet begin to move. Like everybody else’s, her soles had been stuck to
the suction carpet, but she suddenly found herself shaken loose and
catapulted up towards the lofty ceiling.
Her head struck metal and she instantly lost consciousness.
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Three

Two days after visiting the hulk community, Michael Fairfax was 3,000
miles further north, thirty degrees of latitude closer to the equator, and
in a considerably kinder climate.

He had broken his journey home to stop over in the island republic
of Independent Samoa, in the naturally balmy South Pacific.
But he wasn’t visiting for rest and recreation; tourists no longer
visited these islands.

The rising oceans had spared few of the nation’s

beaches, the formerly idyllic weather had become far too unpredictable,
and the local crime rate was now notoriously high.
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As he turned his face away from the setting sun, Michael noticed
some graffiti daubed in faded green paint across a large boulder
embedded in the sand, just where the eroded beach finished and the treeline began.

FUCK CLIMATE CONTROL
He turned to Mautoatasi Otasi, his host, and pointed out the
scrawled protest. ‘Do many of your people feel like that?’

‘Most of them,’ acknowledged the elderly prime minister sadly.
Samoa had never been a rich nation but in the late twentieth
century this group of islands had evolved into a vacation paradise,
favoured by those who preferred natural beauty and unsophisticated
living to high-rise hotels, crowded swimming pools and neon-lit casinos.
However, over the last fifty years the terrible effects of global
warming had swallowed nearly all of the beaches, and the rising seas had
also contaminated most of the islands’ scant groundwater reserves. That
had been the beginning of the end for the country’s short-lived tourist
boom, and now this remote nation was almost wholly unvisited and its
coastal inhabitants had been driven from their homelands.

‘Well, we’d better be getting back,’ said the prime minister,
heaving a sigh. They had spent much of the afternoon inspecting the
denuded coastline where those beautiful beaches had been, where the
villages had once thrived. Throughout, Michael had been assiduously
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recording data and images to substantiate his forthcoming legal case
against the world’s major energy corporations.
Lost in their own thoughts, the two men threaded their way back
through an abandoned village to where a ministerial assistant was waiting
for them with the official car – and a well-armed security escort. Neither
man seemed to notice that the surrounding woodland was unnaturally,
claustrophobically mute, the air heavy as if the island was holding its
breath.
By the time they reached the narrow dirt road it was almost dark.
On this cloud-free evening the full moon seemed enormous and, to eyes
more used to northern latitudes, unbelievably close. The stars had started
to create a jewelled canopy that Michael now knew from experience
would develop quickly into a vast and startling sweep of stellar
luminescence. He thought how much Matthew, his thirteen-year-old son
and a keen amateur astronomer, would have enjoyed being here now.
Then the hydrogen-powered limo and its small military escort was
on its way back to the capital, returning the Samoan government’s
important guest to Aggie Gray’s Hotel in Āpia, the one fully functioning
hostelry remaining on the island.
Once in his room, Michael checked that his system had dealt
correctly with all of the day’s texts, emails, voice calls and other forms of
electronic communication. Then he spent fifteen minutes talking to his
two sons back home in California. As he closed the connection he was
suddenly overcome by a sense of profound loneliness.
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He sighed and shrugged off such feelings. In less than twenty-four
hours he would be flying home to San Francisco, the city in which he had
been born, the city that was still his home and was also home to his exwife and two children. He realized he was still missing Lucy.
Picking up a remote control from the bedside table he flicked on
the wall-mounted viewing panel.

Instantly filling the screen was an image of what looked like a
mangled child’s toy, and Michael frowned as he tried to work out what it
was. Then a news caption appeared.

ERGIA SPACE STATION EXPLOSION
ECO-TERRORISTS SUSPECTED

‘U.S., European and Chinese rescue craft are now on their way to
the Ergia Space Station to aid survivors of a blast that occurred at
seventeen-fifty-four GMT today, Wednesday,’ a newsreader’s voice
announced over the image. ‘The explosion damaged the docking bay and
outer hull, but so far there are no reports of fatalities. The Ergia control
centre has been blown out of orbital alignment, however, and the station’s
delicate solar reflectors have been severely damaged.’
Michael could clearly see the damage to the long extensions
radiating from the hub of the space station; it now looked like a child’s
plastic whirligig that had been scrunched up by a giant hand.
‘The FBI Space Crime Unit has been called in to investigate, while
Ergia has announced that, as an emergency measure, all climate
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management has temporarily been switched to the company’s back-up
control centre in Los Angeles. Some disruption to scheduled weather
patterns in North America is expected for the next several weeks. This
morning, Ergia stock has plunged to an annual low of three dollars and
nine cents on the NASDAQ market.’
Michael flicked off the screen thoughtfully. ERGIA was top of his
hit list for legal action, but he had little doubt that the mighty corporation
would be fully covered by its insurers. The question was, how could
terrorists yet again have smuggled a bomb into a space station? It was the
third such attack in as many years, and each time public outcry had been
followed by security reviews and a tightening up of procedures.
After pouring himself a Scotch and ice, he went into the bathroom
for a leisurely soak and, with the taps running, undressed slowly. Then
he eased his weary body gratefully into deep, warm water.
He was about to embark on the largest, longest, most high-profile
and most worthwhile case of his legal career. Following decades of
environmental, social and economic abuse by corporations in all corners
of the planet, the United Nations, the EU and, most surprisingly, the allpowerful United States had finally ratified a joint agreement to set up a
new international judiciary to administer corporate justice. The world’s
newspapers and business magazines had recently been rife with
speculation about the various cases being planned against certain
multinational corporations.
After eight months of persuading enough world-class experts to
testify in court that global warming had been caused by fossil fuel
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emissions – and that the major energy companies had fully known this,
even as they went on peddling their toxic products – he would soon be
announcing his first gigantic legal action. His claim for damages was
likely to run into trillions of dollars.
Michael’s body was suddenly jerked upwards, then he fell back
and banged his head hard against the edge of the bath. A strange ripple
travelled up the tub towards his head and the surface of the bathwater
broke up into little cross-hatched wavelets.
As he sat forward quickly and reached for a towel, the room lights
flickered and went off, then the loud wail of an electronic siren filled the
hotel. Outside the bathroom window there was a strange orange glow
high in the sky.
Leaping from the bath, Michael ran towards the sliding door and
stepped out onto the white-painted wooden balcony. The town seemed
unusually dark.
He heard an immense, improbably deep double boom and gazing to
one side over the low rooftops of Āpia he saw the mountain in the
distance. Gouts of flame were now spouting from its distant summit and
streams of glowing red were already tracking down the upper slopes. He
felt the frame of the balcony flex alarmingly beneath his feet.

Then Michael could only stand watching in awestruck horror as the
ancient lava plug of Mount Māriota was blown high into the night sky,
propelled upwards on a completely vertical column of fire.
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HUNDREDS FEARED DEAD AS
SAMOAN VOLCANO ERUPTS

GEOHAZARD’S SHARES TUMBLE
Shares in Geohazard Laboratories, Inc. (GEHAZ) crashed to
an all-time low of $1.65 on NASDAQ last night following the
company’s failure to warn that Mount Māriota, Independent
Samoa’s long-dormant volcano, was imminently due to erupt.
With a force equal to a fifteen-gigaton atomic explosion, the
volcano erupted yesterday at 19.41 Western Pacific Time,
blowing billions of tons of rocks and lava into the atmosphere.
Early reports indicate that hundreds of Samoans living nearby
died in the aftermath.
Fires that broke out in the surrounding dense rainforests and
across the capital city of Āpia were still raging out of control
this morning. Over 4,000 people have been made homeless
and the entire island of Upolu is without power or running
water.
Mount Māriota is the world’s fourteenth major volcanic
eruption so far this year.
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Four

All was blackness. Then, deep down in the core, there was a red pinpoint
of light, racing upwards towards the surface.

The ground started to shake and a deep roar rose like the sound of
the burning sun. Suddenly the fiery magma was halted, held back by
some impenetrable barrier, filling the air with acrid, seething smoke.
From her motorized viewing chair suspended high over the deep
holo-projection pit, Dr Emilia Knight nodded to herself in satisfaction.
Then she called to her assistant, seated at a nearby workstation.
‘That’s correct, the lava plug held for almost twelve hours – jump
forward now.’
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Emilia projected a personal laser display and counted down the
seconds. ‘Five, four, three, two–‘
With a deafening double explosion, a fountain of red-hot magma
blasted up in front of their eyes, as if they were looking straight into the
exhaust flames of an upended rocket engine.

Emilia slammed her chair’s joystick to the right, and her seat raced
on its rails around the perimeter of the deep holo-projection silo. She
wanted to see down into the heart of the eruption, into the few seconds
after the planet’s molten interior had punched a hole upwards through its
thin crust.
Now arrived on the other side of the virtual volcanic crater, she
saw streams of giant rocks and liquefied metals shooting up past her eyes.
As hydraulic rams shook the floor and walls of the Simulation Theater,
she gazed deeply into the chimney of the volcano that had damaged both
her personal scientific reputation as her company’s corporate image.
It was the third time this morning that they had run the holosimulation – even though it was only thirty-six hours since the actual reallife eruption had occurred on Samoa.
Recordings had been collected from over 6,000 sensors located in
the region. Using this data Emilia and her team of seismologists and lab
assistants had recreated Mount Māriota’s devastating cataclysm in perfect
detail, in order to examine the event over and over again to see why they
had failed to detect the build-up of pressure, and why they had failed to
give a warning enabling the local authorities to order an evacuation of the
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Samoan capital.

Over 600 people were now believed to have died

because of their failure.
As Senior Risk Assessment Seismologist for the Pacific Region,
Emilia Knight had personal responsibility for monitoring seismic activity
around Samoa itself. She herself had been on duty, here at Geohazard’s
U.S. headquarters in Oakland, California, when the volcano had blown so
unexpectedly. She was furious; it was the first major seismic event that
she had failed to predict during her eight years with the company, and it
was the company’s first public failure in fourteen years.

Twisting the joystick again, she propelled her viewing chair around
the perimeter rail for another 180 degrees; all of the data and the
computer analyses were now displayed in a fast-running real-time overlay
around the image of the eruption:

Magma exit velocity: 1,440 km per hour (Mach 1)
Plume height: 28 km
Thermal energy: Eth = V · d · T · K
(joules, volume, temp., heat)
Energy released: 2 x 1018 joules
Nuclear equivalent: 15 gigatons, approx.
(100,000 times that of the Hiroshima
atomic bomb.)

Emilia wanted to drink in every detail of this catastrophe, to create
a mental model that would allow her to understand why Māriota had
behaved so differently from all the other volcanoes that she had ever
studied.
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Although the special effects of noise, sound, movement and smoke
had been included in the Simulation Theater’s design mainly to help
educate and entertain visiting schoolchildren and members of the public,
Emilia found these accompaniments to visual computer simulations
extremely helpful; they stimulated ideas and thoughts in the scientific
mind about what might have happened deep within the Earth’s mantle.

The first phase of the main eruption had lasted over thirteen hours,
but now Emilia touched a control on her personal laser screen to pause
the computer-generated re-enactment. Immediately, the floor and walls
of the theatre’s simulation area returned to their resting positions, and
powerful extractor fans began to remove the non-toxic smoke that helped
to make these simulations hyper-realistic.

The background lighting

returned to its normal level once more and the activity-status lights over
the exit doors switched from red to green.
‘It must have been a spontaneous sub-eugeosyncline occurrence,’
Emilia pronounced to the room in general. ‘Not a chance in hell of us
detecting it in advance.’

Stefano Bardini, her assistant, turned away from his workstation to
face her. ‘Bad luck, Em,’ he said sympathetically. ‘But there’s got to be
a first time for everybody.’

‘Not on my watch,’ snapped Dr Knight. The petite seismologist
was known for her own volcanic temper and she thrust herself angrily out
of her chair. ‘Let’s go over the ambient data for three days prior to the
event. There must be something we missed.’
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A door in the opposite wall of the Seismic Simulation Theater
opened and a smartly attired woman entered, followed by a tall, gaunt
man in a severe charcoal-grey suit.
Emilia finished entering instructions on her laser screen, then
turned to face the new arrivals. Steve Bardini rose and came to stand
slightly behind her.
The female visitor was Gloria Fernandez, Geohazard’s head of
human resources.

‘This is Mr Taylor Blane, our new C.E.O.,’ said the HR executive
by way of introduction. ‘Mr Blane, this is Dr Emilia Knight.’
Emilia shook the man’s large hand and lifted her head to meet his
stern gaze. Then she turned to her assistant, intending to present him to
their new boss.
‘So what the hell happened in Samoa?’ demanded Blane,
interrupting her introduction in a deep Texan drawl. ‘With all these hightech toys, how in Christ’s name did you guys fail to spot it coming?’
Emilia eyed the lean man up and down; she wasn’t used to being
spoken to in this way. She even considered ordering him out of her
Simulation Theater, then thought better of it.
‘We’re not sure yet,’ she said coldly. ‘We’re running the data
now.’
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‘Have you seen what you’ve done to our goddam stock price?’
asked Blane.

The C.E.O.’s disapproving scowl shifted from Emilia

Knight to her assistant and then back again. ‘Well?’ he demanded.
‘We just don’t have the budget to keep sufficient trained staff
based out there,’ said Emilia at last, her voice icy calm. ‘We don’t even
employ local Samoan people as part-time monitors, not since the last
round of cutbacks.’
‘There was absolutely no warning when Māriota blew,’ broke in
Steve Bardini, stepping forward, ‘No one could have predicted it, except
maybe God Himself.’
‘Thank you, Steve,’ said Emilia quietly, glancing from her assistant
back to the C.E.O..
She didn’t have much to add to her preliminary written report, an
account that had been so lacking in hard facts – she had struggled to make
it extend to two pages – that its brevity had clearly infuriated the new
C.E.O. and had led to this confrontation.
‘I’m sorry my initial report was so brief, sir,’ said Emilia. ‘But
now that we’ve built and run a simulation, I’m convinced that the Mount
Māriota eruption was a very rare event, a spontaneous sub-eugeosyncline
occurrence that …’
Her voice tailed off as she noted her C.E.O.’s uncomprehending
stare. Then she remembered he was an accountant, not a scientist.
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Trying an easier tack, she explained, ‘You see, we usually notice a
pattern of earthquake swarms – little tremors – in advance.

And we

listen out for what we call groans. But very occasionally there occurs a
large seismic explosion so far down in the Earth’s crust, thirty kilometres
or more, that it doesn’t provide us with any of the normal advance
warnings.

The magma just comes shooting right on up – that’s what

happened on Samoa.’
Taylor L. Blane regarded the two scientists in front of him with
scepticism.

‘I’ll only accept that once I’ve seen an independent technical
review,’ he told them. ‘I presume you’re going out there to visit the
actual volcano rather than just remaining here and playing with all these
fancy gadgets?’
The two scientists exchanged glances. They had been discussing
the same thing just before they’d starting running this morning’s
simulations. The problem was that Emilia had only recently terminated
their furtive office romance and neither of them really wanted to be
forced back into close companionship during an arduous overseas trip.
Or, at least, Emilia didn’t. Steve didn’t mind at all. He still thought he
could get her to change her mind, and they could get back together again.

‘We were planning to leave tomorrow,’ said Emilia hastily.
‘We’re selecting our support team right now.’
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‘Very good,’ rasped the C.E.O.. He fixed the senior Pacific Region
geophysicist with his rifle-bore gaze. ‘Get up on the real mountain,
Doctor Knight, and be ready to aplologize to the world for our failure.
I’ll get our press office to fix a couple of network TV crews to meet you
there. Then say you’re sorry that the world’s leading seismic prediction
contractor was unable to warn the public about that eruption. And, for
God’s sake woman, look like you mean it!’

*

WORLD NEWS….17.00 ET….05/26/55 – MSN NEW YORK

ANCHOR, AURORA TEMPLETON

SCREEN CAPTION:

FBI RAIDS TERRORIST HIDEOUT

AURORA:
The FBI today raided an apartment in Venice, Los
Angeles believed to have been used as a hideout
by the Planet First Organization.

With the cooperation of the LAPD, government
agents entered the apartment building shortly
before dawn, seizing computer systems, files and
a small quantity of explosives. A female suspect,
said to be in her thirties, was detained for
questioning.

Earlier today the PFO claimed responsibility for
the explosion that damaged the Ergia Space
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Station and triggered a multinational rescue
effort to save over sixty crew members and
nearly one hundred visitors.

In its statement the PFO added, ‘Controlling the
world’s weather for the sole benefit of wealthier
nations is a criminal act that will inevitably
endanger the planet’s long-term health.’

Now we go live to our reporter, Sandy Pertakis,
in Venice Beach, Los Angeles.

*

‘They’re blasting now,’ Dr Heinrich Jensen yelled into the microphone,
just as the sound of another distant explosion shook the prefabricated
communications hut. ‘They’ve blown off the tips of two glaciers, and
they’re now rigging tow-lines to the largest icebergs. Over.’
The research climatologist released the transmit button on his
hand-held microphone, and waited for instructions from his project
director in Hamburg.
‘Who are they? Say again, who are they?’ demanded Professor
Karl Politza, Director of Antarctic Research, from his office in Northern
Germany. The question arrived faintly at the Heard Island base, the
short-wave signal bouncing between two satellites, disrupted by the fierce
solar radiation and magnetic fields swirling around the South Pole.
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‘They’re hulk people,’ said Jenson. ‘I can just make out one of
their hulk platforms on the horizon. They landed here at dawn. Over.’
Heard Island lay in the Southern Ocean, seven miles inside the
Antarctic Circle.

Technically, this small volcanic outcrop was

administered as an External Territory by Australia. But in the six years
that the University of Hamburg had maintained a research team on the
island, the personnel who had rotated through the station had never seen
even one Australian visitor, and had never experienced anyone attempting
a landing by sea – until now.

Jensen’s walkie-talkie lay on the bench beside him and it suddenly
crackled into life.
‘They’ve got guns,’ reported Akiro Kakehashi, shouting over the
noise of the howling Antarctic winds. He was the best linguist on the
team and along with five others he had gone down to the small cove to
remonstrate with the uninvited visitors.

‘They’ve been shooting the

penguins and the seals and now they’re demanding food, water and diesel
fuel from us.’

Jensen relayed this information to Hamburg and waited for a
response.

‘Don’t resist,’ ordered Politza, concerned only for the safety of his
distant research team. ‘Give them all the supplies you can spare. We’ll
re-equip you from Auckland as soon as the weather allows.’
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After the Director signed off, Heinrich Jensen was in two minds
about following Hamburg’s advice. As he had been helicoptered down to
Heard Island from Auckland four months earlier, his aircraft had skirted
two of those vast hulk-platforms. He had realized how many tens of
thousands must be living out there on the open seas, and once you started
handing out precious supplies of food, water and fuel, there would be no
end to it….

*
Dr Emilia Knight waved goodbye to the two TV crews who had
interviewed her and watched as the Samoan police escorted them down
from the dangerously hot mountainside. She waited until she could see
their vehicles throwing up clouds of lava dust on the narrow road leading
back towards Āpia – the islands’ still-smoking capital, fifteen kilometres
to the east. It was now time for her to unpack some equipment and get on
with her real work on this newly reawakened volcano.
She had earlier pointed out to the TV journalists the rivers of
drying lava, the smoking stumps of rainforest trees, the many belching
magma holes, and had made dutiful excuses for Geohazard’s failure to
predict the horrific event.
But Emilia knew that she and her team had little to aplologize for.
It simply wasn’t possible to detect every seismic disturbance or volcanic
eruption before it happened; in fact, it was something of a miracle that
their company could predict any of them.
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Precise earthquake prediction was particularly difficult, and only
an eclectic mix of orbiting cameras and ultra-sensitive in-ground seismic
instruments allowed the company to do better than its government-run
predecessors.
Today, Geohazard Laboratories felt sufficiently confident to
provide ‘event likelihood warnings’ on a sliding scale of probability, and
the company had predicted accurately four out of the last five earthquakes
rated above Magnitude 6. That was just as well; in recent times the
annual number of non-climatic hazardous events such as earthquakes and
volcanic activity had more than doubled.

After a half-hour climb, Dr Knight stood 430 feet higher up on
Mount Māriota, just 200 feet below the smoking edge of the volcano’s
recently enlarged crater.

She had donned a silver heat-resistant protective suit with integral
Teflon-Mylar boots. Her head was encased in a wide-visored, airtight
helmet.

Two hours’ worth of compressed, oxygen-enriched air was

strapped to her back, and four miles of micro-tubing circulated a sodiumbased coolant around the suit’s inner lining.
This close to the mouth of the still-active volcano, the ground
temperature reached ninety degrees Celsius, and the sulphurous mineral
air, corrosive as battery acid, was capable of stripping the lining from
unprotected human lungs.
Emilia got down on all fours, raking gloved hands through the
smoking debris of pyroclastic rocks and cinders.
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‘I’m still getting ground trembles at about three-point-seven every
four or five minutes,’ Steve Bardini announced suddenly in her ear.
Her assistant, with four technical support staff, was still in the
company’s temporary monitoring station that they had established on the
outskirts of Āpia, but within the confines of Emilia’s helmet it felt as if he
were sharing the suit with her. She hastily turned off the image of him
projected in front of her eyes – the better to focus on what she was
looking for – but he still shared her view, could see all that she saw. It
was comforting that he could monitor every measurement recorded inside
Emilia’s suit, including her respiratory function and other vital signs.
Two remotely-controlled miniature helicopters hovered one
hundred feet above: one directly over the mouth of the volcano itself,
watching out for ‘hot ballistics’ – sudden volleys of lava shot out of the
chimney – and the other directly over Emilia’s own position, its down
draught helping to disperse the smoke around her. They too had cameras
feeding images back to the Āpia control centre. Without a climbing
partner physically beside her, this long-distance support team provided
the virtual equivalent.
‘You know it’s not stable yet,’ Steve warned her once again,
tempted – but not yet ready – to call his boss off the hot mountainside and
back to safety.

Emilia had been determined to undertake a brief

preliminary site survey, but had promised to remain no longer than fortyfive minutes.
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‘Look at the colour of these,’ Emilia said, almost to herself,
weighing two small rocks in her gloved palm. ‘They’re extremely heavy
– do you recognise this material? It looks like it’s phreatomagmatic.’
‘Looks almost chondritic,’ Steve observed.

‘That’s from very

deep.’ He paused. ‘You haven’t got long now – check your coolant
level.’

Moving slowly, like an early moon explorer, Emilia stood up and
dropped her two samples into a large collection net clipped to her belt.
She glanced up towards the smoking lip of the crater.

‘Emilia, no!’ Steve’s voice was insistent, but she was already
heading higher, searching for any material that would have been vomited
up during the very last of the volcanic surge – stuff that would have
arrived with least force, material originating from the very bottom of the
deep magma chimney.
She was now surrounded by ‘vog’ – a thick, foul-smelling miasma
composed of sulphur dioxide and microparticles of volcanic ash.
Visibility was less than ten metres at ground level.
‘You’ve got over twenty-two degrees internal,’ Steve’s voice
warned her unnecessarily as she approached the crater’s edge. Her suit’s
system had already displayed a warning icon on Emilia’s visor.
Suddenly a rock that had looked like a firm toe-hold shot
backwards from under her right boot.

Emilia fell heavily onto her
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shoulder, then cried out in pain as the bottom edge of her metal air
cylinder dug sharply into her lower back.
‘Emilia?’ Steve’s tone betrayed serious alarm.
She stared up at the small patches of blue sky she could see
revealed in the immediate vortex of the spinning helicopter blades. It felt
as if her spine had cracked.
‘Emilia!’ Now he sounded almost frantic.

‘O.K, I’m O.K,’ she managed, as she sucked in deep breaths.
‘Nothing broken,’ she gasped, trying to sound more certain than she felt.
She closed her eyes to focus on the pain. After a few moments of
fighting down bile, she realized that it wasn’t as bad as she had feared.
‘I’m O.K,’ she repeated.
‘I can’t see any signs of suit rupture,’ reported Steve inside her
helmet. Emilia nodded as if he were speaking to her from across the
room.
She heaved herself over onto one side, then, gradually up onto her
hands and knees. The worst of the pain was definitely subsiding. Lifting
her head, she gazed up the remaining stretch of mountainside, across a
terrain of smoking rocks immediately around the crater’s rim. Suddenly
she spotted a fragment that looked unlike anything she had ever seen
before. It was about twelve inches across, with jagged convex surfaces
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that caught the light and glinted a dull silvery-yellow. It lay on the very
lip of the crater.
‘Look, Steve!’ she urged her former boyfriend, who was still
checking his read-outs.

The instruments indicated no threat to the

integrity of her suit, but the exterior level of background radiation was
now rising sharply.

Emilia propelled herself higher still and she was suddenly looking
down into the vast smoking crater. She estimated it to be about half a
mile across, a central basin filled with swirling columns of hightemperature gasses. For a moment she imagined that tongues of fire
could still be seen deep in the abyss.
‘Come down now!’ ordered Steve, finally asserting his authority as
Expedition Controller. The integral Geiger counter in Emilia’s belt had
started to hum continuously.
She reached out her right hand to pick up the unusual rock, but its
slick surface slipped from her fingers. As she tried again, she felt its heat,
even through her thick, protective gloves. Once more, the sharp-edged
rock sample slipped away.
‘It does look unusual,’ agreed Steve in her ear, now paying closer
attention to her find.
‘It’s almost glowing,’ gasped the senior geophysicist.
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‘We’ve got an RA spike!’ warned Steve as the Geiger counter’s
song rose angrily inside Emilia’s suit.
Unclipping a pair of large specimen tongs from her belt, she
reached out with two hands, extended the calliper arms fully, grasped the
rock and lifted. The Geiger’s song shot into the treble.

‘My God!’ she exclaimed. ‘This feels heavier than lead.’
Suddenly the rock slipped out of the callipers.

‘Come down now,’ ordered Steve once more. Her stress indicators
and vital signs were approaching dangerously high levels. ‘We’re getting
over sixty rads.’
‘Hold on,’ grunted Emilia. She knelt carefully and got her arms
under the peculiar glinting rock.
‘Nearly got it …’ She forced herself to her feet, the hot sample
held tight against her chest. Dropping the rock into the collection sack on
her belt, she straightened up carefully and gingerly tested her back.
‘Unbelievable!’ shouted Steve. ‘Do you see what that weighs?’

In the sole of each of her boots were gravity meters, strain gauges
and weighing scales. Now they had automatically calculated the weight
of the new sample Emilia had added to her load.

‘It’s over forty pounds!’ exclaimed Steve
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‘I’m on my way down,’ shouted his boss over the shrill scream of
her Geiger counter.
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Five

It was raining heavily in San Francisco. Such precipitation wouldn’t have
surprised any of the city’s residents in years gone by, but the region’s
weather was now closely managed and this particular Thursday evening
was scheduled to have been dry and fine. Consequently, the freak rain
was proving to be a source of considerable annoyance.

All over the city and the greater Bay Area, carefully planned sports
events, outdoor concerts, barbecues and countless other social pursuits
were being spoiled. The networks were jammed with locals complaining
to TV stations and government offices. This evening was supposed to
have been sunny and hot!
‘Damn!’ exclaimed Michael Fairfax as his foot shot from under
him on a slippery wooden step. He almost dropped the packages he was
carrying, the gifts he had brought back from New Zealand for his boys.
He grasped the walkway’s wooden handrail, only just managing to
maintain his balance.
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When he had made arrangements with Lucy for this handover, the
weather schedule had promised a sunny evening. It had seemed the
perfect opportunity for an early dinner, especially at a Bay-side restaurant
with an outdoor deck.
But now the old wooden building and jetty were soaking wet and
slippery underfoot. Michael stepped up onto the restaurant’s covered
walkway and shook out his umbrella.
He heard a car horn. Then the boys were tumbling out of the back
of his ex-wife’s large utility vehicle and running towards him through the
rain.
‘Hey, Dad,’ called Matthew in a thirteen-year-old voice that in the
space of just two words managed to oscillate between a piping treble and
an uncertain bass.
‘Dad!’ shouted Ben, not quite six, as he too scrambled up the
wooden steps and out of the rain.

Michael put one arm around Matt’s shoulders while he hoisted a
squealing Ben under the other.
A hostess appeared in the restaurant doorway and smiled at this
family horseplay.
‘We have a reservation,’ panted Michael, as he finally set Ben
down on his feet. ‘We were supposed to be out on the deck, but ….’
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‘Don’t worry,’ said the young woman. ‘I’ll find you a window
seat.’
They were visiting The New Trident restaurant, one of San
Francisco’s most treasured historic haunts. It sat on the shoreline at
Sausalito, a small artistic community across the bay from the main city,
where Michael had made his home since the divorce.

The restaurant’s interior had been lovingly restored: a late-1960s
psychedelic trip with highly polished wood surfaces and floral designs
from the original hippie period.

But none of these details mattered to the boys. The reason Michael
had suggested this venue was the deck – the outdoor seating area which
they all enjoyed but which Ben particularly loved. He liked it because it
often provided close-up views of the high-powered offshore speedboats
that set off from nearby to race out under the Golden Gate Bridge.
As the hostess promised, they were shown to a window table, but
dark clouds covered the whole of the distant San Francisco city skyline
and the mist was so thick that only the pulsing flash of the lighthouse
indicated where Alcatraz Island lay the middle of the bay.
Michael ordered sodas and snacks for the boys and a beer for
himself. Then he scooped the presents up from the floor and into his lap.
‘I missed you guys,’ he said as he handed over the large packages.
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Matthew tore at the giftwrap and extracted his present first. It was
a single roll of wallpaper. The boy frowned, suspecting he’d been given
something of mere utility.
‘Roll it out on the floor,’ suggested his father.
Still puzzled, Matt slid off his chair and unrolled a section of the
long sheet.
The dark wallpaper was covered with glowing stars: it was an
image of the night sky.

‘Hey, Dad, thanks!’ grunted Matthew, not yet fully appreciating all
the features his gift had to offer. ‘That’s part of Cygnus,’ he added,
pointing to a star formation on the paper sheet.

Michael grinned at his astronomy-mad elder son. ‘That’s just part
of your present, Matt,’ he explained. ‘There’s another ten rolls that will
be delivered to your home tomorrow. They’re all electronic, and when
they’re put together you can create the whole night sky in your bedroom.
The stars glow and move, like the real universe.’
Ben had temporarily stopped pulling at the metallic gold paper
wrapped around his own gift to see what it was his brother had received.

‘Turn it around,’ suggested Michael. ‘It won’t tear.’
Matthew pulled at the long sheet of electronic paper, Ben jumping
down from the table to help him, and the boys turned the sheet around to
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face the other way along the wooden floor. As they did so, the star
patterns rotated. Matt realized what was happening.
‘Is it magnetic Dad? The stars are changing their position.’
‘There’s a tiny cellular GPS receiver in each roll,’ explained
Michael, delighted by Matthew’s obvious pleasure. ‘It always knows
where it is. It just changes the display to fit.’
‘Carpe Diem!’ exclaimed Matthew softly.

‘I’ve already talked to your Mom about it,’ added Michael. ‘And
we’ve arranged for decorators to come in and repaper your room – as
soon as you like.’
Matt pushed himself up from the restaurant floor and seemed about
to embrace his father. But he suddenly became self-conscious and merely
raised two thumbs in thanks and mute approval.

Then he bent and

carefully rerolled the electronic wallpaper.

Both boys returned to sit at the table just as their drinks and snacks
arrived.
‘And what have you got?’ asked Michael, putting an arm around
his younger son’s shoulders.
Ben took a first slurp of his pink, sugar-free milk-shake and
quickly pulled at the wrapping paper on his gift. As the inner layer fell
away, the boy saw the flying-saucer-frisbee inside its box.
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‘It’s solar-powered,’ explained his father.

‘When the sun’s

shining, it will stay in the air for ever.’
‘Lightspeed,’ said the awed Ben, borrowing one of his big
brother’s many superlatives.

‘And it’s remote-controlled,’ added Michael.
‘Hey, Dad,’ announced Matt with a grin. ‘Did you hear that a
restaurant full of lawyers was held hostage?’

‘Noooo,’ Michael said, shaking his head exaggeratedly, as if he
were a wet dog emerging from the sea. ‘O.K, tell me what happened?’
‘The bad guys threatened that until all their demands were met they
would release one lawyer unharmed every hour.’
Despite himself, Michael couldn’t help laughing, and Ben,
although he had clearly endured many rehearsals of the joke, laughed so
hard he almost fell off his chair.
‘So, tell us about the volcano, Dad?’ asked Matthew. He still held
the sheet of celestial wallpaper partly unrolled in his lap.
‘Nothing to tell really ,’ said Michael, smiling. ‘I just saw the
volcano erupt from my hotel balcony.
anywhere near me.’

The hot stuff didn’t come
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‘Look,’ said Ben pointing his small forefinger across the restaurant
towards the empty bar area. ‘The wolcano!’
There was a large screen mounted behind the bar and Michael
recognized an image that was all too familiar to him.
‘Come on, Dad,’ said Matthew, heading towards the bar.

Michael walked across the restaurant with his two sons – both still
carrying their gifts – and the bartender turned up the volume.

The screen showed a short, attractive woman in a protective hard
hat standing on the slopes of a smoking volcano.
‘… and this unanticipated eruption is continuing to spew lava and
ash high into the atmosphere over Samoa. Specially directed winds are
now dispersing the airborne debris harmlessly over the Southern Ocean
and Antarctica.’
‘That’s where you were, Dad,’ said Ben excitedly.

‘That’s where the hulk people are forced to live,’ Michael
reminded his privileged sons.

‘It’s impossible to calculate the economic and social impact of the
volcano’s eruption on the people of these islands,’ continued the female
presenter in a surprisingly sensual voice. Then a caption appeared at the
bottom of the screen.
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Dr Emilia Knight
Earth scientist, Geohazard Labs

‘This was the moment of explosion, caught by our permanent
monitoring camera four days ago,’ said the presenter, now gracing her
viewers with a mischievous smile.
Suddenly the screen was filled with an image that was already
burned into Michael’s memory. It was shown here from another angle,
but he would never forget the awful slowness, the immense scale of the
energy released, as the volcano blew its ancient lava cap high into the
night sky.
The scientist-presenter came back on the screen and, with a rueful
grin, apologized for her company not having been able to warn about the
eruption in advance – A very attractive woman, thought Michael, very
attractive indeed.

Then the image changed to reveal a news presenter in a studio.

‘Come on, guys,’ said Michael, turning away. ‘The weather’s
clearing. Perhaps we can go out on the deck after all.’
*

Dr Emilia Knight leaned her forehead against the tiled wall of the shower
cubicle and allowed the powerful jets of hot water to course all over her
body.
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She was back at Aggie Gray’s Hotel in the Samoan capital, and she
had lost count of the number of showers to which she had already
subjected her body.
Once again, she worked up a rich lather with the hotel’s perfumed
soap and carefully washed every inch of her body. She used a wet towel
to reach the small of her back, where she knew a small graze had been
made when she had fallen on her oxygen cylinder.
Could radioactivity just be washed away?

That was what the

manual said, anyway. Logically she knew that her biohazard suit should
have prevented radio-active material reaching her skin, but she felt an
overwhelming desire to scrub herself repeatedly.
Emilia turned the mixer tap off again, dried herself off and stepped
out of the cubicle.
Picking up one of the hand-held Geiger counters supplied by
Geohazard, she placed it on her stomach, her chest, her neck and her
pelvic region. She was testing how much radiation exposure she had
suffered from her foolhardy handling of the strange rock sample up on
Mount Māriota.
From each site on her body the reading said, ‘BorderlineDangerous.’
She put her arm behind her back and held the sensor to her spine:
2.767. Where her skin was broken the reading was above borderline.
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Emilia didn’t know enough about radiation sickness to know whether that
meant her blood had been affected.
With a shake of her dark, wet curls, she stepped back into the
shower cubicle and turned on the water once again.
*

As the ship carefully maintained its position, six-and-a-half miles above
the seabed of the North-east Pacific Basin, at the third deepest spot in the
whole Pacific Ocean, Chief Oceanographer Valerie Cummings triggered
a very loud noise, the first in what would be a series of such acoustic
explosions.
At its source, the sound was so deafening that it exceeded the
decibel level of a sonic boom. But neither Val Cummings, nor any of the
other thirty-four crew members on board the U.S. Navy Research Vessel
Orlando, heard a thing. The noise was emitted from huge concrete-cased
underwater loudspeakers positioned on the seabed 231 miles to the north.

The system clock had been reset to zero, as always when such an
acoustic test was triggered, and the underwater microphones now waited,
ready for the sound waves from the first test in the series to arrive.
The U.S. Orlando was in the North Central Pacific, at 22.5N,
147.2W, 430 miles north-east of Hawaii. Below the ship lay a sufficient
depth of water to cover the peak of a submerged Mount Everest and still
leave a half-mile clearance.
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The research vessel was one of a fleet operated by the San Diego
Naval Academy of Oceanography, and Valerie Cummings was creating
an accurate and up-to-date deep-water temperature map of the water
strata covering the floor of the Central Pacific ocean.
A muted roar over the speakers in the floating lab told her that the
sound she had triggered had reached the microphones. The system would
verify its data, then calculate the speed at which the sound had travelled
through the water. The technique was known as Acoustic Thermometry
of Ocean Climate – ATOC – and had proved to be a cost-effective and
reliable way of measuring deep-sea temperatures. Sound travels faster
through warm water than it does through cold, and a simple calculation
would provide an accurate measurement.
Jesus, that couldn’t be right. She scanned the data display on her
main screen, then replayed the entire experiment from start to finish. The
temperature seemed to have risen by 1.3721 degrees Celsius since the last
check was made! Impossible.
Valerie filed the data, re-set the system, then repeated the
experiment. Now the increase was shown as 1.8911 degrees C! The
temperature of the water at the bottom of the world’s deepest ocean
appeared to have soared by almost two degrees in a single year. If that
was correct, the ocean’s entire heat budget would be wrecked.

She instructed her system to continue the planned series of ATOC
measurements, moved to her communications keyboard, and started to
write a short emergency report to the Oceanography Academy in San
Diego. Just before she was about to transmit it, she recalled the recent
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eruption on Samoa and she added a second recipient to the circulation list
– Stefano Bardini, Geohazard Laboratories, Inc., Pacific Region,
Oakland, California – before hitting ‘Send.’
Then she used her personal communicator to send a private,
unauthorized and highly encrypted message to certain recipients in San
Diego and Berkeley, California.

*
‘How do you feel, Em?’ asked Steve Bardini anxiously. It seemed like
the hundredth time he had asked her the same question in the past three
hours.
‘I’m OK, OK – for the last time,’ snapped Emilia Knight irritably.
During this trip she had made it quite clear that she had no intention of
resuming their romantic relationship, but his over-solicitousness now left
her feeling both annoyed and guilty.

Then she suddenly wondered

whether her current bad temper might itself be a symptom of radiation
sickness.

‘Sorry, Steve,’ she added, ‘I’m just tired. I didn’t sleep very well.’
They were in a passenger jet flying 28,000 feet above the Pacific,
and once again Emilia saw her assistant surreptitiously slide the thin
silver cylinder out of his trouser pocket and hold it tight against the lefthand side of her body.
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She heard the treble note rising and increasing in frequency as it
pinged, then Steve pressed a button and raised the Geiger counter so they
could both read its built-in display.
‘Two-point-one,’ he said. ‘Still the same.’
Before leaving the hotel that morning she had taken a dozen more
showers, each time scrubbing herself hard with a stiff-bristled brush,
while taking exceptional care never to scratch or break the surface of her
sore skin.

The team at base camp monitoring her descent from the
mountainside had quickly realized that the unusual rock fragment was far
more radioactive than any geological sample they normally encountered
in the field. Steve had even urged her abandon the hot rock, to leave it
behind on the mountainside, but Emilia had argued the importance of
carrying out a proper analysis in the lab.
‘This suit is radiation-resistant,’ she had reminded them as she
placed the rock into one of the shielded sample cases in the back of her
four-wheel drive vehicle. ‘Don’t worry so much.’
Now Emilia Knight took the small radiation gauge from her
assistant and quickly scanned the supplementary data that it had captured.

They had already called ahead, had warned their colleagues in
Geohazard that they were bringing home an unusually radioactive sample
that needed urgent analysis – the sample that was now inside a double-
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shielded flight case in the aircraft’s hold. They had also informed Human
Resources that Emilia herself would need to see a doctor.
The Geiger counter’s read-out still suggested that she was
borderline-OK. She felt no physical symptoms of discomfort although
she had once or twice imagined she could feel a burning deep inside her,
near where the heavy rock had slapped against her waist and thigh. As a
geologist she knew of only one natural element that was both radioactive
and heavier than lead and she didn’t at all like the idea that she might
have been close to it, still worse that she’d actually picked it up.

‘Emilia!’ cried Steve suddenly, staring now at the screen of his
personal communicator. ‘Vesuvius is getting ready to blow again! Look
at these long-period events.’
She took the unit from him and scanned the seismic data he had
just received from Geohazard’s European HQ in Athens.
‘You’re right,’ she exclaimed, all worries about her own health
suddenly banished. ‘And it’s going to be big. I’m going to fly straight on
to Italy.’
*
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London Times
Tuesday, June 6th, 2055

VESUVIUS ERUPTS
THIRD TIME THIS CENTURY
Naples:
Mount Vesuvius erupted again last night for the third time this
century. The main crater was reopened at 10.37p.m. local
time by a blast of magma which propelled debris over 30
kilometres into the atmosphere.
Villages at the foot of the mountain had remained uninhabited
since the last eruption in 2039, so there is thought to have
been little or no loss of life.
In Naples, residents were urged to stay inside with doors and
windows shut. In the streets many citizens are choosing to
wear smog masks to protect themselves from ash particles.
All air traffic is being routed away from southern Italy.
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Six

Perdita Curtis remembered nothing of her rescue from the damaged
ERGIA Space Station, nor of her subsequent return to Earth. She had
woken to find herself in a hospital bed in Florida.

‘You’re very lucky,’ the doctor explained as he showed her the
scans.

‘You were quite severely concussed, but there’s no internal

bleeding and no lesions.

Rest and observation for another three days.

Then, if everything is well, you can go home.’
The headache had lasted a week, a headache whose severity forced
Perdy to reclassify as rapture all headaches she had suffered previously.

The BBC’s insurers had paid for her repatriation to the UK in a
supersonic business-class jet, and eight days later than she had originally
planned, she had rescued her marmalade cat from her neighbour and
resumed her bachelor girl’s life in Shepherds Bush, West London.
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Perdy returned to work at BBC Network Headquarters on the
following Monday morning to be greeted as a heroine by everybody she
met as she made her way to her office. There were flowers from her boss
waiting for her, and a large and expensively gift-wrapped box had been
placed precisely in the centre of her glass-topped desk.

First she admired the flowers, then she undid the ribbon-bow on
the box and folded back its spangled giftwrap. Inside she saw a plastiglass cube, about half-a-metre square.

In the centre of this transparent case, seemingly suspended within it
and turning slowly, was a perfect scale model of the planet Earth,
complete with floating clouds and swirling weather patterns.
Ringed all around the tilted planet was a network of solarreflecting satellites, some orbiting, some stationary, and a large space
station. Powered by some unseen source, they were beaming light down
onto the slowly revolving planet.

Perdy bent and examined the model through the glass. How did it
all remain in place? She could see no wires or supports. The degree of
the tilt at which the planet revolved surprised her; she presumed it to be
accurate, but very few of the ubiquitous TV or video images of the globe
made the tilt this apparent – and you certainly didn’t notice it from space
either!
‘Hi, Perdy, how are you feeling ...?’
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Narinda Damle, her executive producer, had arrived in the doorway
but the greeting died in his mouth as he noticed the model that sat on her
desk. He too bent over and stared through the glass.
‘How wonderful! It’s a sort of orrery,’ he observed. ‘A moving
model of the Earth and its satellites.’

Perdy slit open the ivory-white envelope that had been placed
beside the box.

FROM THE DESK OF NICHOLAS NEGROMONTE

Dear Perdy,
On behalf of us all at the ERGIA Corporation, please accept
my apologies for the injuries you suffered during your visit
to our Control Center.

I understand that the FBI have

already detained one suspect in the case and that further
arrests are expected in the near future.

I will be in England myself for the next couple of weeks and
if it would be of help for your documentary I would be
pleased to welcome you to Langland Park, my residence in
Lincolnshire. I would also like the opportunity to aplologize
in person for the injury and shock you experienced when
we last met.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Negromonte

Perdy smiled ruefully as she finished reading the handwritten
invitation. Then she handed it to Damle.
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‘They all think they can buy us, don’t they?’ he said, snorting
indignantly, as he finished reading. ‘As if we’ve never been invited to a
stately home before.’
‘Well, I haven’t,’ said Perdy, shrugging.

‘And I think I ought to

go anyway. If I can persuade Negromonte to talk on camera, we’ll get a
prime-time transmission slot.’

*
‘I want to go straight for the jugular,’ Michael Fairfax announced to his
executive board. ‘Slapping a writ on Nick Negromonte will make a big
splash in the media.’
‘Wouldn’t be worth the paper it’s written on,’ grunted Saul
Levinson, the firm’s senior partner, dismissively. ‘How many lawyers do
you think Ergia keeps on permanent retainer?’
Why was Levinson suddenly being so negative? Like the rest of
the board, he’d known about this case for months. But Michael just
happened to know the precise answer for his colleague.
‘Eight hundred and eleven Bar-recognized attorneys, Saul,’ he
conceded. ‘And that’s just in the USA. They use outside law firms
throughout the rest of the world.’
‘And we would be taking on one of the world’s richest
corporations in what is, after all, a new and wholly untested legal
jurisdiction,’ observed Marjory Hinterscoombe gloomily. She was the
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senior finance partner of Gravitz, Lee and Kraus. It was her job to keep
speculative litigation within manageable bounds.
‘Come on, Marjory,’ said Michael disbelievingly.

‘You’re not

getting last-minute jitters, are you?’
The lawyer was on his feet, facing his partners in the main
boardroom on the sixty-second floor of the recently completed
Embarcadero Space Needle in downtown San Francisco. He had just
spent an hour outlining the case he wanted to launch against the world’s
major energy companies.

‘If you go for the jugular, as you put it,’ said Saul Levinson, ‘are
you really ready for the weight that’s going to descend on you – on all of
us? It won’t be just legal opposition. They’ll do anything to stop us, to
delay this action, to discredit you, to prevent you hurting their share price.
It could get very nasty – and very personal.’
Michael glanced from face to face, weighing up the remaining
level of commitment among the firm’s senior partners.

‘Public opinion will be the final jury in this matter,’ he told them.
‘It was public opinion that forced the politicians to set up the new civil
justice court to try such cases. The question is, are we now going to fail
to bring these offending corporations to justice? Are we going to leave it
to some other law firm that is braver than we are?’
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‘Your hulk people are already seriously upsetting public opinion,’
snapped Levinson. ‘Look at their recent attack on that Antarctic research
colony – all the scientists’ supplies were stolen.’
‘I’m assured that my own clients weren’t responsible for that. I’ve
warned them not to do anything rash, no matter how desperate they feel.’

The partners exchanged glances, and then everyone was gazing
towards Saul Levinson. Finally, with a sigh, the senior partner shook his
oppugnant head.

‘I’m sorry, Michael,’ he said, ‘this is just too big. If you want to
pick off a small part of your claim and make it into a stand-alone case, I’ll
support you. Otherwise I must say no to a full-scale class action. You’d
be risking the very future of this firm – a practice that’s taken over a
century to build up.’
‘I have to agree with Saul,’ added Marjory Hinterscoombe – too
quickly, as if rehearsed. ‘The financial risk would be far too great for us.’

Now Michael felt a distinct sense of alarm. This was not how
partners’ meetings normally went. Any contentious issue was usually
resolved well ahead of time, in pre-emptive discussions held prior to the
official meetings, in corridor canvassing, in private deals made beside
water-coolers, or in discreet negotiations conducted in quiet restaurants.
He had thought that approval for his case was a done deal.
‘I’m not prepared to walk away from this,’ Michael heard himself
saying. ‘And I’m not prepared to scale it down it into a minor case that
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will achieve nothing effective for most of those people who have lost
their homes and their livelihoods.’
Levinson’s dark gaze bored into the younger lawyer’s as if he
wished to silence him completely.

‘I’m truly sorry, Michael,’ he

growled, as if that were his last word. ‘It’s just too soon to know how
this new international court will interpret the law. We should wait a
while until it resolves a few cases.’ He closed the lid of his textpad with
determined finality.
Michael picked up the remote control that he had been using earlier
for his presentation and aimed it again at the large 3-D screen.
The lights in the boardroom dimmed and the display was once
more filled with views of the hulk platform, images which Michael
himself had captured during his research trip. The partners watched the
vast mass of rusty metal floating on the ocean, then the picture cut to
show hundreds of silent, rag-swathed people standing in a wind-lashed
silence on the heaving deck of an elderly oil tanker.

Michael allowed the video to continue running until the camera
went below decks, into the darkness of the hulk’s interior. He froze the
image on the rows of bodies lying below deck, then he brought the room
lights back on.

‘This injustice is not something that I’m prepared to give up on
easily,’ he said quietly. ‘If I have to, I’ll take my case to Beauchamp,
Seifert and Co.’
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As he spoke he knew that he was potentially delivering his
resignation, something he had never anticipated having to do. The
Brussels-based legal firm he had just mentioned was the largest of all
litigators in the environmental and ecological field, and it had already
filed three major cases to be heard before the newly established court.
‘I don’t think they would be frightened of it,’ he added, hearing the
words leaving his mouth but wholly unable to take them back.
‘You may resign if you so choose,’ said Levinson angrily. ‘But the
case stays here. The intellectual property belongs to our firm.’

*
‘We are absolutely surrounded, sir,’ insisted Louise Waller.

The

Chairwoman of the Pitcairn Island Council clutched her nightgown
tighter around her throat as she gazed out of her open bedroom window,
the telephone clamped to her ear.
‘Surrounded?’

barked

Sir

Hugo

Poole,

Britain’s

High

Commissioner to New Zealand.
Although it was seven-fifteen a.m. with a winter dawn just
breaking in the South Central Pacific, the day was four hours younger in
Auckland and the HC had been woken up by the night duty officer to take
this urgent call.
‘How the devil can you be surrounded?’
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‘I’m looking out of my window now, sir,’ replied Miss Waller,
who doubled as the mayor of Adamstown, the tiny island’s only village.
‘The ships have formed a circle that stretches all round the coast, as far as
I can see.’
‘How many damn ships?’ demanded the High Commissioner
testily.

Miss Waller had completed a rapid count while she had been
waiting for him to be roused.

‘I can see twenty-eight at least, but the convoy runs around the
island on both sides. And they’re big ships too, old oil tankers and
freighters, although some of them have what look like guns or missile
systems mounted on deck.’

‘What are they actually doing at present?’ demanded Poole.
She raised her binoculars and focused on the activity at the island’s
extensive oil storage depot.

‘One of the tankers has moored beside the oiling jetty. I think they
intend to take on fuel.’

Miss Waller moved her binoculars back to focus on the ships in the
bay.
‘Now they’ve launched two inflatables,’ she reported. ‘There’s a
party coming ashore, and it looks as if they’re well armed.’
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‘Right, I’ll get on to London. You go down and talk to them,’
ordered Poole. ‘Don’t take any unnecessary risks, you hear me?’
‘Yes, sir,’ agreed the spokeswoman of one of the world’s most
remote communities.

*
Michael Fairfax was still in a state of shock when he arrived back at his
office on the sixty-third floor of the Embarcadero Space Needle. His
executive assistant, Serena Jones, was waiting for him in the doorway
with an air of anticipation. He knew she was expecting to hear when
their massive legal action would be launched.
But he didn’t want to discuss the case with her. He hadn’t yet
worked out why he had been ambushed in the partners’ meeting. He
didn’t yet know whether he was going to swallow his pride and stay on
with the firm, or whether he had already gone too far in talking himself
out of his lucrative partnership. Either way, he knew that he would soon
have to call his new clients in the Southern Ocean and advise them that
their case was temporarily on hold. After everything he had promised
them.

‘Just give me a little while, Serena, would you?’ he asked absently.
He was about to close his office door when she said, ‘There’s a
call on line two, Mike. A woman – says she must speak with you very
urgently.’
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‘I’m not taking any calls this afternoon,’ said Michael, giving a
firm shake of his head. ‘Just say I’m in conference.’
‘The caller is the woman the FBI picked up in Los Angeles – the
alleged member of the PFO cell who bombed the Ergia space station.
She’s calling from a state penitentiary.’

The attorney stared at his assistant as if she had gone mad. After
three years of working for him, it now seemed as if she had learned
nothing.

‘You know I don’t do any criminal work,’ he snapped. ‘Put it
through to Alison Zeffirelli or Mitch Tonks in Public Justice – they’ll
handle it.’

He moved again to close his door, but Serena stretched out a hand
to stop him. She glanced over her shoulder, to check if they were being
observed by any staff in the outer office, then stepped inside.

‘She claims she’s an ex-girlfriend of yours and you’re the only
lawyer she can trust,’ Serena hissed in a semi-whisper. ‘Apparently you
were at college together. Her name is Carole Gonzaga.’

Michael felt rooted to the spot: Carole Gonzaga, the first major
love of his adult life; the wild-child arts student who had helped him
break away from his archly conservative upbringing; the woman he had
once loved with a burning youthful passion but who had eventually
broken his heart.
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But how could Carole Gonzaga be caught up with eco-terrorists?
‘Well?’ asked Serena, as her boss stood silently staring into space.
When he didn’t respond, she insisted, ‘Mike, will you take this call or
not?’

‘Put it through,’ he said, nodding curtly.
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Seven

They hadn’t even allowed Dr Emilia Knight to visit her own home, let
alone catch a connecting flight on to Italy, where an army of
volcanologists was already gathering on the flanks of Mount Vesuvius.
As soon as she had cleared Immigration at San Francisco airport,
Emilia was met by Gloria Fernandez, Geohazard’s head of human
resources. The brusque HR woman handed her details for a reservation
on a domestic flight leaving ninety minutes later, and Emilia had
suddenly found herself bound for San Diego, 500 miles further south.

On arrival she was collected by a female naval ensign and driven
directly to the U.S. Navy Medical Center.
Internal radiation sickness cannot be treated: there is no cure for
damaged bone marrow, lymph glands or blood cells.

Emilia had made
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herself an instant expert on this condition, long before she arrived at one
of the few American medical facilities equipped to diagnose and treat the
effects of human exposure to radioactivity.
For two days, as the hospital’s lone civilian patient, she was
subjected to a series of painful and intrusive tests that forced her to
acknowledge parts of her body that she had hardly known existed before.
Tissue samples were taken from her skin, muscles, liver, spleen, kidneys,
and even bone marrow.
In brief respites between these repeated physical invasions she lay
in her private room fielding hundreds of work-related and personal
emails, while privately testing her body and her moods against the short
checklist of key symptoms that she had memorized.
‘I’ve got no radiation sores, and I don’t feel any unusual
weakness,’ Emilia informed the doctors with more assurance than she
actually felt. ‘I haven’t vomited and I’ve still got my appetite.’
The naval medics nodded, said little, then annotated their electronic
charts before arranging for yet further tests.
Three days after she had first been admitted to the hospital an older
male doctor whom she hadn’t encountered before came to visit her.

‘Miss Knight,’ he began, ‘I’m Dr Bowman. I’m the consultant in
charge of this unit.’

Emilia stiffened and sat more upright in her hospital day-chair.
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‘You’ve put my decontamination team through a very useful drill,
but I’m pleased to say that we don’t think you have suffered any serious
long-term damage from your radiation exposure.’
Emilia let out a sigh that could have propelled a racing yacht.

‘Whatever it was you picked up on that mountainside was certainly
very nasty, but your suit stopped most of the rads from getting into your
body. You’ve had what we call a Grade Five Exposure.’

Something in his tone started her worrying again. ‘Grade Five?’
she asked.
‘Light occupational,’ the consultant said. ‘The sort of exposure we
see in nuclear workers when there’s been a small leak. Nothing to worry
about, really.’
‘So there will be no ill effects?’ asked Emilia.

The doctor started a grimace, which turned into a smile. ‘We can’t
quite say that, Miss Knight,’ he admitted. ‘We need to monitor over a
longer period the samples of your bone marrow that we’ve taken. But
you’re fit enough to get back to work – providing you don’t start
collecting any more radioactive rocks.’
‘So what would be the effects?’ persisted Emilia.
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‘Exposure to radioactivity usually damages blood-forming tissue to
some extent,’ Bowman explained. ‘There is a corresponding reduction in
the supply of blood cells and platelets, and this increases the tendency to
bleed – something you might notice, for example, if you suffered some
other injury. It also reduces the body's defence against infection.’
‘You mean I’m more likely to catch things?’ asked Emilia.

The doctor twisted his neck as if his shirt collar was too tight. ‘Not
to any noticeable degree,’ he said. ‘But we’ll need to do regular followup checks – say every three months.’

*
In the true spirit of artistic altruism, Capability Brown created grand
English gardens, parks and vistas that he knew he himself would never
live to see revealed in their mature glory.
Perdita Curtis stood on the balustraded south terrace of Langland
Park in Lincolnshire and gazed out with pleasure along a central avenue
of mature elms that had been planted almost 300 years before she was
born.
In the foreground lay a formal Victorian water garden complete
with rectangular ponds, classical fountains, topiary hedges, gravel paths
and so many pale statues it looked like a well-kept cemetery. In the far
distance, perhaps two miles away at the end of the broad avenue of trees,
Perdy could just make out the glint of a lake.
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It was a warm and sunny morning in early June, a perfect English
summer’s day, with just a few puffball white clouds decorating a
Wedgwood-blue sky.
Perdy wasn’t particularly awed by her gracious surroundings – she
was a confident woman, at home no matter how high the ceiling or how
exalted the company – but she was intensely curious. If she could get
permission to film Negromonte in this palatial setting, it would give her
documentary some much-needed attractive imagery to offset the many
space shots and computer-generated graphics that would be required to
show her audience how climate management actually worked. It would
also guarantee that her documentary reached the largest possible
audience.
‘Miss Curtis?’

Perdy turned to see Bob Johnson, her ERGIA public relations
escort for the day, emerging from the interior of the great Georgian
house. Earlier he had accompanied her up from London in one of the
company’s helicopters.

‘Mr Negromonte is out flying,’ he aplologized, ‘but he left a
message asking me to …’

The PR man’s words tailed off as he shielded his eyes against the
sun and pointed into the distance. ‘I think that’s him now.’
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Perdy turned, following Johnson’s gaze out along the avenue of
elms. At first she couldn’t see what he was indicating. Then she noticed
a black speck low down on the skyline.
As it rapidly grew bigger, she could see that it was an antique
warplane – a single-wing, propeller-driven fighter – that was being flown
towards them between the avenue of trees, as if it were intending to attack
the house.
‘Spitfire Mark Four,’ explained Johnson in her ear. ‘Over one
hundred years old. It’s his new toy.’

With a bellowing roar Negromonte increased the aircraft’s power
and headed straight for them as they stood on the terrace.

At the last

moment he lifted the aircraft’s nose and, in a slowly executed victory roll,
shot over their heads and up over the multiple roofs of the great house.
Perdy flinched under a powerful down draught of warm air. She
heard all the casements rattle in the façade behind her as the throbbing
note of the Spitfire engine pounded at them, then began to recede.

She turned to see the PR’s man reaction. He simply shrugged, as if
to say, What can you do with him?

*
The roaring tsunami reared even higher as it came within a hundred
metres of the shoreline. It was impossible to make out either end of the
giant wave.
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As it hit the beach, the wall of water rose still higher, then rushed
on inland, the ground shaking under its massive weight as it engulfed the
low sea wall, rolled across a dual carriageway and smashed broadside
into a densely populated commercial district.
In every street people were milling about wildly, some seeking
refuge in buildings, some running away from buildings, some lying face
down in terror, others crouching behind walls. But the torrent of water
washed them all away with an Earth-shaking roar that seemed to continue
for a cruelly long time after the limbs of its human victims had ceased to
thrash helplessly.
Dr Emilia Knight propelled her viewing chair around the holo-pit,
to take up a position right behind the seething mass of water she had
created. Pausing the simulation, she gazed down on the wreckage that the
tsunami had caused along her virtual model of the Hawaiian coastline,
then shook her head sadly. ‘What if we gave the population a twentyminute warning instead?’ she asked Steve Bardini.

He tapped the figures into his workstation, and the revised data was
instantly displayed on the information overlay in front of the now-frozen
image in the holo-pit.

1,627 fatalities, 6,300 homeless.

Damage

estimated at $14.67 billion.

‘A bit better, but still awful,’ Emilia murmured. ‘Let’s go back and
run the underwater quake again – this time make it Magnitude Four.’
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They were modelling the deep-sea data that Valerie Cummings had
forwarded from the U.S. Navy Research Vessel Orlando. Her oceantemperature readings had suggested fresh seismic activity beneath the
Pacific seabed, prompting Emilia and Steve to spend the whole morning
gathering additional ambient data from Geohazard’s deep-sea pressure
detectors, coastal tide gauges, and tsunameters.

It was Dr Knight’s first day back at work after her hospitalization,
and she was now feeling fully recovered. But this new data from the
Pacific floor was truly alarming. The simulation they had created showed
that a major undersea quake might allow the Hawaiians only a three-hour
warning of an approaching tsunami. If the event was Magnitude Five or
above, their model suggested that over 20,000 people would lose their
lives, and the island would be plunged underwater for a distance of up to
three miles inland from the northern coast.

‘Shouldn’t we at least be issuing a preliminary alert?’ Steve asked
as he keyed the new instructions into their modelling system.
Emilia sat back in her viewing chair and considered carefully.
Exactly when to issue alerts was always a tricky decision. If you warned
a community too early before an event, or when nothing actually
happened, they would cease to believe in warnings altogether – which
always proved disastrous in the long run.

If you delayed issuing a

warning too long, the population living in the danger zone didn’t have
sufficient time to get themselves clear.
‘OK, hold up on running that new model,’ she agreed. ‘Let’s send
a Level Three warning to our liaison contact in the Pacific Disaster
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Center on Hawaii – and copy it to the Governor’s office. Make clear it’s
just a precaution, with no imminent threat of earthquake or tsunami at the
moment.’
Steve nodded and swivelled back to his keyboard.
Emilia extended a personal laser screen, cleared the simulation
from the holo-pit, and brought all the theatre’s screens back to their
normal pan-global views as they monitored the restless planet.
She zoomed in on a large screen that provided an orbital view of
Vesuvius. The old girl was still belching vast clouds of smoke over all of
the eastern Mediterranean, although good advance warning meant that at
least she hadn’t killed anyone this time – yet.
Then Emilia spotted a seismic alert in a very unusual latitude. She
pulled up a geographical overlay and saw that seismic pressure was
building up in the middle of England. That was unusual: there had been
no major earthquakes in Britain since the seventeenth century. But she
was relieved to note that Geohazard in Athens was already monitoring the
build-up in seismic activity. Nowhere’s safe these days, she thought.
Her personal communicator pinged. ‘Glad you’re working in the
building today, Doctor Knight,’ said Taylor Blane, the C.E.O. ‘Would
you come up to my office?’
*
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Chanda Zia was standing on the old dining table in the stateroom of the
Prince Sahid. For over an hour he had been addressing the full ruling
council of Pacifica One as well as many other hulk residents who had
insisted on thronging into the room to attend this emergency meeting.
‘No, no,’ he repeated, ‘our lawyer says that we MUST wait until he
can successfully bring our case to court – he claims there will only be a
short delay. If we try to break away from this region, we’ll automatically
lose public support in all the rich countries.’
There was hubbub again amongst those who understood English –
the only semi-common language within this wildly heterogeneous
community – and to this din was added the babble of interpreters relaying
Chanda’s words to others.
Rifles and automatic weapons were brandished excitedly and
Chanda knew that if they’d been outside in the cold winds the young men
would already have been firing angry shots into the sky.
‘We must wait,’ he repeated, waving his arms to try and cool down
these hotheads. ‘We’ve waited years for this chance, and we must wait
just a little longer to see how the new international court works.’
But the council leader knew that patience was finally running out.
After three decades of being harried from ocean to ocean, the younger
men were no longer prepared to be constantly pushed away from the
richer parts of the world, treated like rubbish deposited at sea and
forgotten. For months they had been repairing those old ships that were
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still serviceable, getting their engines working again, while new vessels
had been arriving with spares, fuel and even, some said, weapons.
Thirty years before, when Chanda himself and his extended family
had first been forced to flee their flooded homelands in Bangladesh, they
had taken over one of the laid-up oil tankers in the Chittagong ships’
graveyard. Others had followed suit, and soon the abandoned hulks had
provided weatherproof homes for thousands of displaced families from
the lower-lying lands of the equatorial belt. Then millions more had
followed, from flooded, desertified or drought-ridden areas of Africa, the
Philippines, Cambodia, Thailand and Egypt – and from China’s coastal
plains.
Some of these redundant ships had originally possessed working
engines, others relied on tows, but somehow they managed to move and
eventually every rich nation had been intimidated by these hordes of
homeless, status-less people roaming the oceans in old, unseaworthy
hulks. They had sent out their navies to harass and corral the hulk people
further and further away from their shores, pushing them finally into the
vast empty seas of the southern latitudes.

Ultimately, unable to secure fuel or even spare parts for their
engines, these environmental refugees had been forced to chain their old
ships together to survive the howling storms of the Antarctic seas. Not
one single nation was prepared to open its borders to these refugees,
people who were regarded as voluntary, unofficial migrants. Thus the
hulk platform communities had been created.
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‘Sixty of our ships already have engine power,’ bellowed a darkly
bearded young man Chanda knew to be John Gogotya, one of the more
aggressive of the young African-born community leaders.

‘Another

hundred will be able to sail as soon as they have diesel fuel. Now is the
time for us to go and find new homes!’
Scores of voices roared their support. Chanda knew that many of
the recently repaired ships had already been slipping away at night, using
the cover of bad weather to cloak them from the radar of the circling
naval escort, then returning a few nights later. The rumours were that
these expeditions had gone in search of new sources of food, water and,
most importantly, diesel fuel.
‘No!’ shouted Chanda, over the din. ‘No! Our only hope is to
stick together. Let’s just give our lawyer a few weeks more to get his
case going.’
There was a sudden loud report, deafening in the enclosed space.
Then all went quiet.

‘We will wait no longer,’ pronounced John Gogotya, as he lowered
his automatic rifle. ‘We have no land, no water, no sunshine, no rain.
And now we have no legal case. We are leaving here to find a new
home.’

There were whoops and shouts of support from all round. Then
most of the young men were jumping up and down, chanting.
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‘Then do what you must,’ said Chanda with his head bowed. But
no one heard him over the din.
*
Lunch had been set up for Perdy and her host in a colonnaded gazebo on
the west lawn where a table had been laid with white linen and glittering
silver cutlery. Two chairs were placed in readiness. A butler in a grey
tunic and dark striped trousers was waiting to greet Perdy.

He was

uncorking a bottle of Cristal champagne.

Nicholas Negromonte arrived ten minutes later, driven across the
verdant lawn in a balloon-tyred golf cart.
‘Welcome to Langland Park, Perdy’ he said, bounding into the
gazebo. ‘How did you like my Spitfire?’
So American, thought Perdy. No hesitation in talking immediately
about himself and his expensive toys. She knew that his father had been a
Greek shipping tycoon who had taken U.S. citizenship only shortly before
his first son had been born, but this Negromonte seemed wholly
American in his unashamed love of money and technology.
‘Must be expensive to keep such an important antique flying,’ she
said, offering him a wry smile.
Negromonte glanced at her quickly, trying to assess whether she
was being ironic or merely stating the obvious. It wasn’t easy to know
with these Brits.
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‘One of the last three still flying,’ he said, as he accepted a glass of
champagne from the butler’s silver tray and sat down beside her. ‘To
you,’ said Negromonte raising his glass.
‘To this glorious day,’ said Perdy. ‘It’s beautiful here. You’re
very lucky.’

She’d meant her statement to be a little provocative. Did he think
of himself as lucky, or as clever, or as merely entitled?

‘I am very lucky indeed,’ he agreed smoothly. ‘Especially to have
you here for…. how long can you stay with us? I was hoping you could
stay for dinner this evening, at least.’
As he spoke, Perdy noticed the table in front of her starting to
sway. Instinctively, she reached out to steady it, thinking it had been
caught by a gust of wind. Then she felt her chair flex beneath her and she
saw a crack suddenly snake down one of the gazebo’s white Doric
columns.

Negromonte leaped to his feet.

‘Outside,’ he yelled, grabbing

Perdy’s arm and yanking her from her chair. ‘We must get away from
the building.’

*
Twelve miles to the north of the Langland Park estate, the Reverend
Nigel Phillips, rector of the little parish of Dale Deep, Lincolnshire, was
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alone in the little thirteenth century church of St Michael’s when the first
tremor hit.
The vicar was a devout man and, as was his weekday afternoon
custom, he had locked himself inside his church for privacy and was now
on his knees in the front pew. He was praying for the recovery of a
seriously injured girl who had been knocked down and run over in the
village High Street the week before.
At first, Reverend Phillips thought he must have been taken ill.
His eyes snapped open and he hung onto the pew for support. It seemed
as if his balance had been suddenly impaired.
Then he noticed that the old brass chandelier above the altar was
swinging wildly from side to side.

He frowned in confusion, then

suddenly guessed what must be happening. Almost 300 years earlier,
Lincolnshire had suffered England’s worst earthquake on record.
The vicar realized what he should do. He jumped to his feet and
ran along the flagstoned aisle towards the pair of high-arched doors at the
far end of the nave. He knew that he had to get outside immediately,
away from the old stone church.
As he reached the doors, he felt the worn slabs beneath his feet
begin to heave. Then he saw a crack starting to open up between the
massive wall and the floor.
Swaying from side to side in an attempt to remain upright, he tried
to insert the old key in the large escutcheon lock of the ancient door, As
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he missed the keyhole, he heard a sudden loud crash from above, then a
booming bell-toll.

He looked up as the master bell, Brother James,

plunged through the floor of the belfry, smashed onto the top of an
interior stone buttress, then ricocheted outwards and tumbled down on
top of him.
Crushed under twelve and a half tons of fifteenth-century Belgiancast bronze, the vicar died instantly. He was to be one of the three human
casualties of the Lincolnshire earthquake of 2055, Britain’s worst-ever
seismic shock. It lasted almost two minutes and registered 4.8 on the
Richter Scale.

*
‘Dr Knight – Emilia? Do come in,’ said Taylor Blane cordially as she put
her head round her boss’s office door.

Emilia noted that Gloria

Fernandez, Blane and three other men were already gathered around his
meeting table.
‘Coffee?’ asked the C.E.O. smilingly. His attitude was now very
different to what it had been at their first meeting.
Emilia declined and took a seat beside Gloria Fernandez.

‘This is Colonel Greene from the U.S. Defense Nuclear Agency,’
said Blane, as he introduced a sallow man in late middle age.
‘Doctor Bowman you already know…’ She realized it was the
medical consultant who had recently treated her, from the Radiation Unit
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in the San Diego Naval Hospital. As she returned his smile she felt a
sense of alarm – what was he doing here?
‘And this gentleman is from a government agency in Washington
…’ said Blane. Emilia waited for his name and department details, but
her boss didn’t provide them.

‘Now, how are you feeling after your adventure on Mount
Māriota?’ asked the C.E.O., almost solicitously.
‘I’m fine, absolutely fine,’ said Emilia, frowning slightly. She
couldn’t imagine what this meeting was about.
‘It turns out you have done your country a great service,’ Blane
continued, looking down at a DigiPad on the desktop in front of him.
‘But before we can share any more information with you, we need you to
sign this. Mrs Fernandez will witness your signature.’
He turned the DigiPad towards her and pushed it across the table.
Emilia read the heading.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NATIONAL SECRECY AGREEMENT

‘It’s the standard agreement for government contractor employees,’
explained Gloria.
technicality.’

‘I’ve already signed one – it’s really just a
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‘Except that we put you in prison if you ever repeat what you are
about to be told,’ said the unnamed man from the unidentified
government agency.
‘Then I’d rather not know at all!’ snapped Emilia, rising from the
table.

She was about to leave the room when Taylor Blane stood up
quickly and intercepted her. He placed a kindly hand on her shoulder and
led her back to the table.

‘I think we rather got off on the wrong foot, Emilia.’ He smiled,
motioning her back to her chair. ‘You have done something of very great
value and I’d like to tell you about it, but we do need you to sign this
agreement …’

Shrugging reluctantly, she lifted the DigiPad and read through the
chapter headings.
‘It just means that you can’t divulge information that’s of crucial
importance to our country,’ said Gloria Fernandez.

‘That’s not

unreasonable, is it?’
Emilia considered, then gave another shrug, unclipped the stylus
and added her signature in the space indicated. She then passed the
electronic reader to the HR executive.
‘Very good,’ said Colonel Greene, the man from the Defense
Nuclear Agency, as Gloria witnessed the document. ‘We have since
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analysed the radioactive rock sample you brought back from Samoa. Any
idea what it is?’
‘Well, from its weight, and from the dosage of radiation I picked
up, I thought it might contain some traces of uranium.’
‘Dead right,’ said Greene. ‘But in fact it is something more special
than that. It is thirty-five per cent nickel, twenty-eight per cent iron, and
thirty-one-point-six per cent pure uranium.’
Emilia immediately thought back to the size of the sample she had
collected – almost a third of that had been pure uranium! She’d never
read about uranium ore being found before in such concentration.
Then she completed the calculation. ‘And what about the other
five-point-four per cent?’ she asked.
‘That’s why we’re all here,’ said the unnamed agent. ‘That was
plutonium.’

There was a silence as Emilia digested this additional information.
Geology had been her foundation subject at university and she
remembered that plutonium was normally found only in trace amounts.
The super-heavy metal used for making atomic weapons was produced in
quantity only within nuclear reactors.
‘Are you sure?’ she asked, stunned.
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‘Not only was it plutonium, it was isotope two-three-nine,’ said the
colonel from the Defense Nuclear Agency.

‘Fissile material, almost

weapons grade.’
‘I don’t understand,’ said Emilia.

‘How could it possibly be

plutonium?

‘That’s what we intend to find out,’ said the colonel. ‘We’re going
to dig down into that volcano as soon as the present eruption subsides.
We’d be grateful for a copy of the simulations you’ve created, and we’re
going to have to impound all the video material and data that you and
your assistants captured on site…’
Emilia was no longer absorbing much of what was being said
around the table. Her mind was racing; she knew that fissile plutonium
could only be produced by neutron irradiation, by the sort of atomic
bombardment that takes place during nuclear reactions.
If that sample had been brought up from deep inside the Earth, did
it mean that there was nuclear activity occurring within the core? Some
maverick scientists had suggested such a thing in the past – had suggested
that the Earth was a mini-sun, that only continuing fission at the core
could produce the swirling magnetic fields that protect the planet from
cosmic radiation.

And if plutonium was now breaking away and travelling up
through the previously impervious mantle to be ejected by a volcano,
what must be happening at the core?
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‘Dr Knight … Emilia?’
She realized that they were trying to regain her attention. It was Dr
Bowman who was speaking to her now.
‘Once I learned that you’d been handling pure plutonium, I thought
I should come up and see you myself,’ said the doctor. ‘The half-life is
so long that we’re going to have to keep a much closer eye on you.’
‘You mean I’ve got to go back into hospital?’ asked Emilia,
alarmed.

‘No, but I think you ought to be transferred to light duties for the
moment,’ said Bowman. ‘Until we establish the rate of decay in the bone
marrow samples we’ve taken.’

‘I’m arranging for you to take on a local PR role for Geohazard,’
said Gloria Fernandez. ‘Go round the schools, talk to the children about
earthquakes, that sort of thing.’

‘But what about monitoring the Pacific Region?’ asked Emilia.
‘We’re bringing Carlos Robredo up from Mexico City,’ said Blane,
firmly. ‘He’s arriving this afternoon.’

*
Under spreading cedar trees that were already ancient when King Henry
VIII had hunted across these rolling pastures, Nick Negromonte and
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Perdy Curtis strolled together in a companionable silence. It was late
evening and they had not long finished dinner.
The afternoon’s Earth tremors had subsided quickly, and her host
had soon gathered status reports from his staff all around the estate.
There was the crack in the gazebo column, but there had been no obvious
damage to the venerable old house itself, nor to any of its many
outbuildings, gatehouses or estate cottages.
‘Quite a surprise,’Negrononte had said as they were driven back in
the gold cart across the lawns. ‘Not the sort of thing you expect in
England.’
Then he had given Perdy a personal tour of the house. She learned
that it had been extended and refashioned by the sixth Lord Langland
between 1763 and 1786, and that this tract of the English wold had been
graced with Robert Adam’s Palladian genius and Capability Brown’s
green artistry to celebrate the noble lord’s success in the Virginia cotton
plantations.

‘What a fantastic art collection!’ Perdy enthused, gazing at
seemingly endless walls of pictures, including paintings by Canaletto,
Tintoretto and Rubens.

‘Most of them came with the house,’ Negromonte admitted. ‘The
last owner didn’t want to split them up – and your government didn’t
want them to leave the country.’
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‘So do you ever open this place to the public?’ she asked, staring
up at a large painting of a woman captioned Portrait of an Unknown
Woman; From the Studio of Michelangelo.

‘For a few months a year, when I have to be elsewhere.’
The tour had taken almost two hours and even then Perdy realized
that she had seen only part of the mansion. As she passed some open
doors she was aware of a quiet buzz of activity, and she realized that the
ERGIA Corporation maintained a sizeable staff at Langland.

‘Will you allow us to film here?’ she asked. ‘I’d very much like to
interview you in this setting.’
‘Let’s talk about that over dinner,’ Negromonte had proposed. ‘I
presume you’ll be able to stay over. If not, the helicopter can fly you
back to London in an hour. ’
In the mirrored dining room they had dined on wild salmon and
venison from the estate’s own deer park. As they ate, Negromonte asked
Perdy about the other weather-management companies she intended to
cover in her documentary, questioning her about her own attitude to
climate control. Then he asked if his public relations people could have
sight of her film before it was broadcast.

‘Absolutely not,’ said Perdy firmly. ‘That’s not BBC policy.’
Now, as they strolled under the ancient cedar trees, Perdy returned
to the request she had made earlier.
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‘I really would like to film you here, against this backdrop.’ She
turned to wave towards the grand house behind them. ‘It would be an
elegant counterpoint to all the high-tech space imagery.’
It was a perfectly clear night, the stars ablaze in the country sky,
while the moon, three-quarters full, gallantly added its own natural
reflection to their soft glow.
‘I’m not sure that would be a good idea,’ said her host at last,
turning to gaze down into her eyes. ‘I’ll have to talk to my media people.
They just might think all this is a little over the top for your programme.’
Perdy heard a ping and Negromonte lifted a communicator to his
ear.

He listened carefully, then said, ‘Excellent, well done. Give me
two minutes at level two, then rejoin the main network.’
He flipped the communicator shut and returned it to his pocket.
There was a pre-emptive smile hovering around his lips, as if he was
about to tell her a joke.
Perdy waited to see what he was going to say, then he lifted his
right hand and snapped his thumb and forefinger together.
Suddenly the entire park was bathed in bright sunlight. Perdy
instinctively shut her eyes tight against the glare, but gradually reopened
them, looking about her, as they adjusted to an eerie nocturnal daylight.
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‘Our space station repairs are now finished and we’re back on
line,’ said Negromonte. ‘This is their way of letting me know.’
From nearby, Perdy heard a bird start to sing in the treetops. Then
it was joined by another, and suddenly all of the birds nesting in the great
trees around them woke to the false dawn.

As suddenly as it had arrived, the sunlight was switched off again.
Now it seemed even darker than it had before.

Perdy felt her host moving closer. ‘You’re not cold?’ he asked.
She shook her head, then felt Negromonte’s arms slip round her
shoulders. He was bending his head as if for a kiss.

‘No!’ said Perdy firmly, turning away. ‘Let’s keep our relationship
on a strictly professional footing.’
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Eight

As no airline offered direct flights between San Francisco and the Santa
Barbara peninsula, Michael Fairfax chose to drive the 300 miles south to
Lompoc. He was on his way to visit the state penitentiary in which the
Los Angeles Police Department was holding his one-time girlfriend – a
woman now accused of belonging to a PFO terrorist cell.

When he had taken her call he had wondered at first if this might
be a hoax, but as soon as he heard her throaty voice he was left in no
doubt. He hadn’t seen Carole Gonzaga for over fifteen years, not since
they had been students together on the same UCLA campus, but her
vibrant personality had reached out to him once again over the networks,
instantly familiar.
‘I need your help, Mike,’ she told him huskily. ‘Not as a lawyer,
but as a friend – if you can still think of me in that way.’
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He explained that what she needed above all else was a criminal
law attorney to represent her, but during this one permitted phone call she
had begged him to visit her. ‘I have no one else I can trust and there’s
something very important I have to tell you.’
Because this trip was not directly connected with the firm’s
business, Michael had taken two days of his annual vacation entitlement
to drive down Route One – the old scenic highway that wound its way
sinuously along the Pacific coastline.

He was pleased to have an excuse to get out of the office;
informing the hulk community that there was going to be a delay in
bringing their case before the international court had been both difficult
and humiliating. When he had originally secured their agreement of
representation, he had promised his clients an initial hearing within three
months of his appointment. He felt instinctively that their simmering
anger could not be contained for much longer.
Michael drove on through Big Sur, Monterey, Carmel and Grover
Beach – all in beautiful late-spring sunshine just as scheduled, now that
the local weather-management services were back on line – and then on
through the agricultural flower fields of Lompoc, thousands of acres that,
thanks to climate control, were now filled year round with magnificent
outdoor blooms.
Skirting the Brandenburg U.S. Air Force base, he soon identified
the ugly state penitentiary fences as they loomed over the surrounding
flower fields.
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Shortly before four-thirty p.m. he was shown into a shabby
interview room in the outer ring of low buildings. Almost as a matter of
routine he laid a DigiPad on the small table as if about to record an
interview with a client.
The door opened and two overweight female prison guards entered,
escorting a woman prisoner, manacled at her hands and feet, between
them. She was wearing an orange all-in-one prison-issue suit.
As Carole lifted her head, Michael found it hard to conceal his
surprise. He doubted that he would now have recognized her if they’d
passed on the street. Her dark hair was close-cropped and her largefeatured, theatrical face that had once captivated him now looked deeply
shadowed and haunted. She looked so much older than he remembered.

He nodded to her – the usual curt greeting of a lawyer to a client in
restraints – then asked the warders to remove her manacles for the
duration of the interview.

Without replying, one of the guards removed Carole’s wrist cuffs,
but pointedly left her leg irons in place.
‘It’s OK, Mike,’ said Carole. That throaty voice again – the only
thing about her that seemed unchanged.
The female guards stepped back to stand either side of the door,
and Carole shot him an urgent look of request.
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‘Outside, please,’ he told them.
They glanced at each other and then reluctantly turned and left the
room. Michael saw that one of them remained stationed on the other side
of the door, watching them through the wire-reinforced observation
window.

Carole Gonzaga stooped and began peering under the table top.
Then she picked up a metal-framed chair and examined it.
‘What are you looking for?’ asked Michael.

‘I’m a terrorist,’ she hissed, as she continued her searching. ‘Don’t
you understand, they listen in wherever I go.’
‘But anything they recorded covertly between us would be totally
inadmissible as evidence,’ protested Michael. ‘They couldn’t use any of
it.’
‘That’s not what I’m worried about.’

He had wondered how she would be, what he could say to her after
all these years: Hi, Carole, great to see you again. How are things?

But he hadn’t expected to find the haunted, anxious creature who
was now shuffling along each wall in turn, apparently expecting to find
hidden microphones.
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Michael sat down at the interview table and pointedly turned off
the recording function in his DigiPad.
‘What can I do for you?’ he asked firmly.
Carole was now by the door, examining the architrave. For a
moment he wondered if she was mentally ill. Then she shuffled back to
her chair, sat down and leaned her head fully forward, across the table.
Instinctively, Michael did the same.
‘Put some music on, loud,’ she said, nodding at his DigiPad.

As a busy lawyer, he didn’t usually bother to carry much music
around with him, but he located something that he thought might be
sufficiently loud, touched Play and turned the volume up. The beat filled
the room.
‘OK,’ Carole said quietly, still leaning forward over the table so
that their heads were almost touching.

‘You’ll have to remember

everything I’m going to tell you. You must get in contact with Professor
Robert Fivetrees at Berkeley – Department of Planetary Geophysics.
He’s discovered there’s something seriously damaging the Earth’s
magnetic field, but our wonderful government has slapped an NSO – a
National Secrecy Order – on his work. He can’t publish his findings or
even talk about them.’
Michael was listening carefully, though what she was saying
sounded like wild eco-activist paranoia – or something worse. He stared
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intently at her, their eyes only inches apart. But he detected no madness
there, only a steely determination.
‘He gave us the information secretly,’ hissed the prisoner.
‘Fivetrees says climate management is seriously disrupting the magnetic
poles. We tried to get the media interested, but they think we’re just
freaky extremists. The professor needs to find a legal way to get his
research published – maybe somewhere abroad. Will you meet him – see
if you can help him?

He’s really nervous now – because of his

connection with us. But he’ll talk to you if you tell him I sent you – if
you tell him about our time together.’

Michael straightened up and his former lover slowly did the same.
Her wide dark-eyed gaze held his, seeming all the more intense because
of her cropped hair. She nodded once, as if to reinforce her request.

‘And that’s it?’ he asked in a normal voice.
‘That’s it,’ Carole confirmed.

‘But you will still need a criminal lawyer to prepare your case – to
see if you can get bail.’
‘I don’t want bail,’ she told him, ‘and I’ll be representing myself. I
intend to make a statement from the witness box, and tell the world in
open court – where they can’t stop me – what our government is covering
up.’

*
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‘Commander on the bridge!’
‘Commander on the bridge!’ repeated the watch lieutenant, coming
to attention, then he staggered forwards and fell hard into the
commander’s arms, just as the senior officer stepped into the ship’s hightech control centre. All of the other six members of the watch were now
clinging to pieces of equipment or grabbing at handles to stop themselves
being thrown across the sloping floor.
Lt. Commander Buckler R. Jarvis, captain of the USS Vincent,
already knew he currently had the worst naval posting of all – not just the
worst posting in the U.S. Navy, but the worst posting in any of the
world’s navies. Steaming in circles in an attempt to corral the hulk
platforms and their millions of environmental refugees within these wild
Antarctic seas was a humiliating duty just on its own, but the
uncontrolled weather of these extreme latitudes made the task so
miserable that each ship spent only three months on ‘hulk station duties’
before being relieved.

‘Well, what is it?’ Jarvis demanded as he heaved the young watch
lieutenant back onto his feet and fought his way over to the captain’s
chair. It was three-twenty a.m. local time and he had been summoned out
of a deep sleep by his Executive Officer.

As Jarvis had hurriedly pulled on his uniform he had wondered if
this bad weather was causing problems for the rest of the fleet; although
the nuclear-powered Vincent could ride out almost any storm, the Force
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Nine gale that they were currently experiencing could cause serious
problems for the smaller escorts.
Even the mighty aircraft carrier now reared like a frightened horse
as she crested a giant wave and, not for the first time, the commander
understood the wisdom of the hulk people in lashing their many ships
together to form a single platform. It was a raft so large that it could float
across the giant undulations of the oceans like a leaf on the surface of a
flood.
‘We’re getting strange radar signals, sir,’ yelled the Exec over the
noise of the howling gale outside.

‘From the far side of the hulk

platform. It looks like some of their ships are coming adrift.’
Lt. Commander Jarvis nodded for the signal to be fed to his own
screen, then gazed at the jagged image which shimmered in front of him.
‘We’re also getting a lot of false images and interference from the
bigger waves,’ shouted the Exec. ‘Some of those blips might just be
water.’

The commander studied the picture again. It did seem as if scores
of ships had broken away from the main platform, but it was impossible
to be sure.

The carrier rose up once more, and everybody on the bridge braced
themselves for the mighty crash that would follow. It was a wicked night
for anybody to be out on the open seas.
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‘Satellite imagery?’ asked the commander.
The Exec shook his head. ‘Total cloud cover, sir.’
‘Can we put up a recon drone?’ he asked, already guessing the
answer.

‘Can’t launch in this, sir. We’ll have to wait until it gets below
Force Three.’
The commander nodded. The ship was therefore almost blind. He
leaned forward to examine the radar image again. The far side of the
hulk platform was over sixty nautical miles south of the task force’s
current position. In this weather it would take them ten or eleven hours to
steam all the way round the platform to see precisely what was going on.

‘It looks like part of the platform is breaking up,’ Jarvis said to his
Executive Officer. ‘Those breakaway blips are far too big to be single
ships.’

‘Unless they’re very big wave series,’ observed the Exec.
‘What’s the met forecast?’

The Exec had a printout ready. ‘This is expected to last for another
forty-eight hours at least, sir.’
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The commander nodded. With another two days and nights of this
pounding, and if the hulk platform was really breaking up, there wouldn’t
be much left of any ships caught on their own without engine power.
‘Send a signal to Pearl Harbor,’ ordered the commander: ‘ “Ships
appear to be separating from hulk platform.” Send them a copy of our
radar data files – perhaps they’ll be able to get more out of them.’
‘Sir, message coming in from HMS Portsmouth,’ shouted the
watch lieutenant. ‘One of her engines is overheating and they’ll have to
shut it down for repairs.’
That settled it. The Vincent would now have to nursemaid the little
British destroyer through the rest of this storm, maintaining station close
enough to evacuate her crew if she got into further trouble. The hulk
people would just have to look out for themselves.
‘Send to Portsmouth, “Coming to your assistance immediately.” ’
The commander glanced at his Exec, who had already tapped the new
heading into the navigation system.

‘Fifteen minutes, sir,’ he said.
‘And: “Be with you oh-four-twenty-five,” said the commander,
finishing his dictation.
‘Ready on the new heading, twenty-one degrees south-south-east,’
said the Exec. ‘Shall I inform the other captains, then come about and
proceed at three-quarters speed?’
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‘Make it so,’ said the commander, stepping down from his chair.
‘You have the helm.’
*
Emilia Knight lived alone in an isolated house on a high bluff
overlooking an inlet called Muir Beach. The small bay was on Marin
County’s Pacific coast, fifteen miles north of San Francisco’s Golden
Gate Bridge, and she rented the property from her predecessor at
Geohazard, an older male colleague who had accepted a two-year posting
to the company’s seismic monitoring centre in Tokyo.
The ‘beach’ below her house was small and shingly, set back deep
inside the cove. Despite year-round weather management the Pacific
could still be quite wild on this exposed coast. But Emilia loved the
location and she appreciated the fact that before buying the house her
Geohazard co-worker had made a thorough check of the building’s
earthquake-resistant foundations.

The redwood dwelling was on two levels, with a small garden to
the south, while to the west – the ocean side – there was a large ‘sunset
deck’ and the obligatory Californian hot tub.

Three days after she’d learned that she’d inadvertently been
handling virtually pure plutonium, Emilia lounged on her deck on a
Saturday evening, watching the sun go down. It had turned the sky into a
vast sheet of ruby and gold carnival glass.
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She had taken to carrying a pocket Geiger counter wherever she
went, but although she checked the level of radioactivity on her body at
least twice a day, the readings were now close to normal.
‘Hello? Em?’ The man’s voice sounded behind her, from within
the house, and she started before realising that it was only Steve Bardini.
‘Anyone at home?’

‘Here,’ she called and after a few moments her assistant and former
boyfriend stepped out onto the deck.

‘I did ring the doorbell,’ he explained apologetically, and she
realized that he still retained her access and entry codes. She would have
to reprogram her locks and security system.
But she was pleased to see him this evening. They had not met nor
had a chance to talk since she had been so abruptly reassigned. Emilia
had set all of her communications systems to just take messages while she
absorbed the news and weighed up what she had been told.

‘Hi, Steve. Grab a beer,’ she greeted him, shielding her eyes
against the low sun.
He fetched a bottle from the kitchen and came to sit beside her.
Outside of the office there was still a slight awkwardness about their
recently recategorized relationship.
‘How’ve you been?’ he asked.
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‘Two-point-one,’ said Emilia, smiling. ‘And falling.’
‘Oh, great. I was worried because I heard you’d been transferred
out of Risk Assessment.’
She wondered how much she could tell him.
‘They’re transferring me to night shifts for a while,’ Steve added
sheepishly. ‘I guess it’s because we screwed up on Mount Māriota.’
Emilia merely nodded and stared into the sunset.

‘And they made me sign a goddam National Secrecy Agreement!
Said that in the future I couldn’t tell anyone about our trip to Samoa.’
‘Did they tell you why?’ she asked.
He shook his head. Then she realized: if Steve had also signed an
NSA, she could tell him what she knew.

An hour later and it was almost dark, only the faintest red line on
the horizon indicating the sun’s passing. Emilia picked up a remote
control and lit the deck lamps and anti-bug zappers. In the last sixty
minutes she and Steve had allowed their scientific imaginations to run
wild, hypothesizing about what sort of phenomenon could produce pure
plutonium deep underground, and how it could be propelled to the Earth’s
surface. Both wanted to go back over the data collected before the
Samoan eruption to see if there was any buried clue. They agreed that
they would do so in their spare time, over the coming week.
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Steve rose to get himself another beer. As he passed Emilia’s
lounger he squatted down beside her, reached out a hand and caressed her
cheek.
‘And what about us, Em?’ he asked. ‘I’m really worried about you
now.’

Emilia smiled in the gloom and caught his hand in hers. She lifted
it away from her face.

‘I’m grateful for your concern, Steve,’ she said. ‘But I’ve already
told you. It really is over as far as I am concerned.’
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New York Times
Monday, 16 June 2055

U.S. AGREES LONG-TERM AID
PACKAGE FOR INDEPENDENT SAMOA
The U.S. State Department today announced an aid package
for Independent Samoa worth $48 billion dollars over the next
decade.
‘It is inequitable that standards of living in American Samoa
and its independent near neighbour should be so different,’
said State Department Official Gyro Mandible. ‘Our package
of aid will enable Independent Samoa to join the ASEANPacific Climate Management Consortium to regulate local
weather patterns. This will provide a much-needed boost to
tourism in the region.’

*
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Filbert Steps had been one of San Francisco’s most exclusive residential
addresses for over a century. Perched on the eastern side of Telegraph
Hill, the wooden stairs provided access to a score of old wood-frame
Victorian cottages and villas. The incline was so steep that residents had
to carry their shopping, bicycles and leisure gear up and down the
treacherous steps by hand. It was an alpine lane suited for people who
enjoyed the spectacular views that the hill provided, rather than for those
who favoured their own personal comfort.
Michael Fairfax and his bride Lucy had chosen this rarefied
location for their family home shortly before they’d got married. They
knew that on their own they couldn’t have afforded a house in such an
exclusive area of the city, but Lucy’s father had helped with the large
down-payment.
Telegraph Hill, on which Filbert Steps itself was only one of a
handful of picturesque streets and residential, bougainvillea-draped
stairways, was a small but sheer phallic pinnacle – geologically ‘a
sandstone tor’ – thrust up by the San Andreas fault system on the very
edge of San Francisco’s wide, semi-landlocked bay: the largest and most
beautiful harbour in the world.
Michael walked carefully down the wooden steps and entered the
small front yard of ‘Jersey Villa,’ the finest Victorian house on the hill,
remembering to close the low picket gate behind him. It was his first
scheduled return to the family home since his divorce. Lucy had agreed
that he could visit to see how Matthew’s electronic wallpaper looked now
that it was installed in his bedroom.
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Matt opened the front door and minutes later Michael was up in a
darkened bedroom on the fourth floor of the house, staring around him at
a glowing night sky.
‘It’s absolutely fantastic, Dad!’ exclaimed Matthew. ‘When I go to
sleep the stars are in one position and when I wake up they’ve moved to
exactly where they should be.’

‘It’s not keeping you awake?’ asked Michael.
‘Sometimes I just lie here watching the sky move very slowly
around me, and it’s as if I can feel the whole planet turning. Ask Mom if
you can stay over – you should try it yourself!’
The divorcé sensed privately that it was a little too early for him to
request such a privilege, but Michael was delighted that his gift had
proved so successful. He merely smiled and nodded.
‘Hey, Dad,’ said Matthew suddenly, in a stagy voice. ‘Why does
the Bar Association prohibit sexual relations between a lawyer and his
client?’
Michael was already smiling; his older son never stopped teasing
him about his much-derided profession. ‘I don’t know. Why do they
prohibit lawyers having sex with their clients?’
‘So they don’t bill their clients twice for the same service.’
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Michael’s guffaw was totally unforced. He’d usually heard Matt’s
lawyer jokes before, but he always delighted in the pleasure his son
derived from teasing him. This gag, he realized, represented a testing of
the taste boundaries as his son entered adolescence.

He wondered

whether he was expected to disapprove slightly.
‘But there’s just one problem about the wallpaper, Dad,’ said
Matthew, serious again. ‘The alignment is a fraction of a degree out.’
The boy pulled aside a curtain screening a pair of glass doors,
opened them outwards and stepped out onto the wooden deck outside his
attic bedroom. His father followed.
Arranged on the timber platform outside were three old-fashioned
optical telescopes, all of them linked to image grabbers and computer
cables snaking back into the boy’s bedroom.
‘You must be the only guy in the country still bothering with
opticals,’ marvelled Matthew’s father. He knew that almost all other
amateur astronomers now took their visual feeds from the Galileo IX or
from one of the many other space telescopes in orbit around the Earth or
Mars. The advent of solar-reflective climate management had produced
so much light pollution in the night sky that only the brightest of stars
remained visible over heavily populated regions.

‘But the wallpaper isn’t quite accurate,’ Matthew insisted. ‘I’ve
got my telescopes trained on the Pole Star, Orion and Arcturus, and they
just don’t quite line up with the stars in my room. Either they’re one
parsec out or Telegraph Hill is subsiding.’
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Michael stepped back into his son’s bedroom and gazed up at the
simulated night sky again.

He had bought this expensive electronic

wallpaper in a department store in Auckland, and he had been very
specific about the need for both realism and accuracy. With a son as starmad and knowledgeable as Matthew, it wouldn’t do to present him with
anything of less than professional standard.

‘One hundred per cent accurate, sir,’ the well-informed shop
assistant had assured him. ‘The Eighth-generation cellular-GPS networks
are sub-millimetre precise.’

This gave Michael an idea for a father-and-son outing. ‘How about
packing up your telescopes and us driving out into the mountains one
night?’ he suggested. ‘We could do some real stargazing away from the
city lights.’
‘Great,’ said Matthew. ‘But I’ll have to check with Mom first.’
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Nine

‘Santa Maria, it’s an Armada!’ shouted Squadron Leader Julio Velasquez
over the intercom. He had just seen the radar image on his head-up
display.
In the rear seat of the long-outdated Peruvian Air Force fighter jet,
Flight Sergeant Ricardo Garcia punched buttons that would calculate the
number of individual ship signatures that were being picked up by the
aircraft’s imaging system.

‘There’s over two hundred vessels out there,’ the navigator advised
his pilot.
Flying in formation behind the forty-year-old twin-engined
Eurofighter Typhoon, one of the last manned warplanes ever built, were
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seventeen similar jets. All were armed with laser-guided bombs and airto-ground missiles.

They had been scrambled from their bases at

Chimbote and Callao on Peru’s Pacific coast after a commercial jet pilot
had reported seeing a large number of unidentified cargo vessels
approaching the nation’s territorial waters.
Suddenly the squadron leader made visual contact with his target.
The ships were spread out line abreast on the horizon, in a rank so wide
that it was impossible to make out either end. There were old megatankers, crude-oil carriers, container ships and freighters.

Velasquez

realized they must be hulk-people ships, but now they were all steaming
under their own power.
Velasquez’s orders were clear. He issued an instruction for the
large squadron to break into three groups, two to overfly the approaching
ships from opposite directions, at 2,000 feet, one group to descend to 300
feet to pass low over the old vessels, to enable themselves be clearly seen
– and heard.
‘This is Squadron Leader Velasquez of the Peruvian Air Force,
calling the captains of ships approaching Peruvian national waters,’ he
radioed in English over Channel Nine, the international frequency for all
emergency broadcasts.

He waited, then repeated his call. There was no response.
‘Transmit on all frequencies,’ Velasquez instructed his navigator.
Then he repeated his message twice more, once in Spanish.
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‘They’ve lit up a missile range-finder,’ shouted Garcia. Until this
point there had been no suggestion that any of the old vessels might be
armed.
‘We’ve got incoming.’ The shout came from one of the aircraft
flying down at sea level. Velasquez banked his plane sharply to the left,
and peered down to try and get a visual fix.

‘It’s an old Chinese SAM,’ reported Garcia as his radar identified
the weapon. ‘No problem – I have a lock on their launcher.’

Almost immediately there was a flash of light far away to the
south, then they heard a shout in their headsets. ‘We got it!’
‘Missile kill confirmed,’ said Garcia from the Typhoon’s back seat.
‘Shall I take out their launcher?’
‘Negative,’ said Velasquez, levelling his jet out again. He opened
his transmission to include all aircraft. ‘Do not return fire,’ he ordered
his squadron. ‘I repeat, do not fire. Delta wing return to zero-two-zero
and resume formation.’
He tried again to make radio contact with the vessels below, this
time adding a warning that any further missile launches would be met
with immediate lethal retaliation. Once again he ordered the ships to
change their heading immediately to a direction that would take them
away from Peruvian waters.

There was no response to any of his communications.
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The squadron had now been circling the ships for over thirty
minutes and fuel limitations meant that they would soon have to turn and
head back to base.
Julio Velasquez issued curt orders to his wingman and two other
pilots in the squadron. Then he led them down to sea level.

The four jets began their bombing run at a height of 300 feet,
coming out of the east. Each of their laser-guided bombs was set to
detonate 600 yards ahead of the targets they selected.

‘Bomb away,’ shouted Garcia, and Velasquez watched on his headup video display as the 200-pound bomb detonated right in the path of
one massive oil tanker. A huge plume of water shot high into the air and
the shock of the explosion sent a giant wave radiating outwards.
The four attack jets lifted their noses to climb to their recon
altitude.

Five minutes later, as they smoothly rejoined formation,

Velasquez heard one of the other navigators call out, ‘Ships are turning,
ships are turning.’
He glanced down and saw that several of the antiquated vessels
were indeed starting a long, slow turn to starboard, as if choreographed.
Then the remaining ships also began to slow and turn in the same
direction.
After ten minutes of flying the length of the scattering convoy, to
ensure that all of the ships continued along their slow semicircles,
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Squadron Leader Velasquez ordered the rest of his flight to return to base.
He remained on station for a further fifteen minutes, pushing his own
emergency fuel limit to the maximum. He wanted to ensure that none of
the skippers on the ships below had second thoughts about trying to sneak
back to anchor at any point along the long and sparsely populated
Peruvian coastline.

*
‘On behalf of the people of Samoa, I wish to express my government’s
gratitude for your interest in our cause and for all the help you have given
us so far. But I repeat, we must withdraw from participation in the legal
case you are pursuing.’
Michael Fairfax had been surprised to hear again from Mautoatasi
Otasi, prime minister of Independent Samoa, so soon after he had been
forced to tell his clients that there would be a delay in getting their case
before the international court. In the meantime he had been intrigued to
read of America’s decision to grant the tiny nation a generous aid
package, something he himself hadn’t even known was in the offing.

‘I don’t understand, Prime Minster,’ he said. ‘Your case for
compensation remains excellent, and the current delay in bringing it to
court is purely temporary.’

‘There’s a whole new future for Samoa now,’ said Otasi, ‘thanks to
the generosity of your government. My cabinet colleagues and I feel that
it would be wholly inappropriate to continue with a legal action –
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especially as so many of the corporations concerned have a large number
of American shareholders.’
Michael nodded, even though Otasi could not see him. Neither
man had chosen to select ‘visual’ for this conversation.
‘I understand. Thank you, Prime Minister,’ said Michael and he
returned his phone to its cradle.
He sat for a while in his office on the sixty-third floor, just staring
out of the window. From here, he could see all the way to the snowcapped summits of the Diablo Mountains, fifty miles to the north-east.
The recently constructed Embarcadero Space Needle had already
become the city’s most famous landmark.

Over three-quarters of a

kilometre tall, it had been built right on the shoreline of the San Francisco
Bay, on a site formerly occupied by the old Hyatt Regency hotel and the
Embarcadero shopping centre.
Despite being constructed on reclaimed land only 500 yards from
the water’s edge, mid-twenty-first-century civil engineering techniques
and materials had allowed the builders to erect the world’s highest
commercial, residential and retail building – a total of 181 floors topped
off with a rotating viewing gallery – in a high-risk earthquake zone,
whilst proclaiming with full confidence that the Needle could withstand
any degree of shaking that the ever-parturient San Andreas Fault could
deliver.
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The tower’s construction continued down below ground level for a
depth equivalent to twenty storeys, where its massive base sat on huge
metal rollers which were themselves laid on a vast concrete platform.
The theory was that even in the most severe shaking, the building above
would merely glide back and forth on its rolling foundations, while the
nanotube and carbon-fibre upright girders would allow the tall building to
flex and sway like a blade of grass in the wind.

Michael turned his gaze to the sprawling city of Berkeley, on the
other side of the Bay. It was a clear day, as scheduled, and picking up the
binoculars he kept on his desk, he rose to his feet and focused them on a
well-known Berkeley landmark.
His meeting with his former girlfriend inside Lompoc Penitentiary
had unsettled him. On his long drive back north he had taken Highway
101, the more direct, non-scenic route, and once he had handed the
driving over to computer-guided cruise control he had allowed his mind
to wander again over what she had told him.
The more Michael thought about it, the more ridiculous Carole’s
request seemed. He didn’t want to get tangled up with her again, or have
anything to do with Planet First extremists or eco-terrorists. He believed
that, for all its faults and delays, the law was the right way to deal with all
forms of injustice and environmental abuse.

Through his powerful binoculars the Berkeley University campus
looked neat and well-kept.
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With a sigh he returned to his desk and slumped in his chair.
Neither Saul Levinson nor any of his other partners had mentioned the
hulk-people case to him again – and none of his colleagues had refereed
again to his threat to leave the firm. It seemed as if, having made their
decision, they were now expecting him to simply pick up the threads and
get on with alternative litigation.

But he had spent almost two years preparing his case against the
giant energy companies. By now, he had expected to have a team of
thirty or forty lawyers working for him, and a date set down for a
preliminary hearing at the new Court of International Civil Justice in The
Hague over in the Netherlands.
Michael stared at his desk, now clear of everything except his
pictures of Matthew and Ben, then turned to his info screen. Ignoring the
scores of emails and messages competing for his attention, he touched the
number his inquiry produced and waited for the call to be put through.
‘Professor Fivetrees’s office,’ said a female voice.

He picked up the phone. ‘This is Michael Fairfax, I’m an attorney.
I’d like to speak with Professor Fivetrees.’ He hesitated, then added,
‘Please tell him I’m an old friend of Carole Gonzaga.’

*
‘Who knows how old planet Earth is?’
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Dr Emilia Knight glanced around the class of thirteen-year-olds
and waited. Some of their faces were turned towards her but many
students were making notes, doodling or affecting lack of interest. Yet,
after an unsure start, she was starting to enjoy these local speaking
engagements.
This afternoon’s visit to the Robert Louis Stevenson High School
in San Francisco’s Sunset district was her third such experience within a
fortnight. She had given the class her usual talk about how to be prepared
for earthquakes in the Bay Area, and now she was moving on to more
general geoscience.

‘Ten million years,’ said a pretty African-American girl with a bob
haircut and acne.
‘A bit longer,’ said Emilia, glancing across at the strained-looking
class teacher – a pinched man in his late forties.
‘A hundred million years,’ suggested an Asian girl with lime-green
hair.

‘Even longer – quite a bit longer,’ Emilia prompted. She knew that
these kids would have done basic Earth sciences back in sixth grade, but
it seemed as though they hadn’t retained much.

Turning to the large screen on the wall, she picked up the
electronic stylus and started to write in capital letters: THE EARTH IS
…’
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Roger Mantle, the form teacher, cleared his throat pointedly.
Emilia glanced across at him and then turned to follow his gaze. A slim
boy with a thick tangle of brown hair, seated at the back of the room, had
his hand half raised, at head height.
‘Yes?’ prompted Emilia.

‘Ah, it’s kinda between five-point-eight and six-point-two billion
years old,’ offered the boy. ‘But it, ah, seems like that date is being
pushed back every year. Ten years ago they thought it was only four and
a half billion years old.’

‘Absolutely right,’ Emilia told him. Then she wondered if it would
be good teaching practice to push this knowledgeable student a little
harder. She followed her instinct. ‘And do you know why the date has
been changing?’
‘We keep discovering that the universe is older than we thought,’
said the boy, now slightly uncomfortable, glancing quickly to his right
and left, trying to ascertain how his fellow students were reacting to his
performance. ‘And we can’t rely on testing rocks on the Earth – they
seem to be younger than they are because of crustal recycling. They have
to do isochron age tests on lead traces to measure uranium decay.’

The visiting scientist glanced at the teacher and saw that he now
wore a smile of pride.
‘Do we have a budding geophysicist here?’ asked Emilia, talking
half to the boy who had answered, half to his teacher. There was no
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response from either and Emilia’s instinct now told her to move on. The
boy had hung his head, biting at a hangnail, not wanting to make further
eye contact.
‘Excellent.

That’s quite right.

We’re still in the process of

learning how old both the Earth and the universe really are.’

She turned and wrote quickly on the wall screen: THE EARTH IS
BETWEEN FIVE AND SIX BILLION YEARS OLD.
Then she told the class bluntly just how little scientists really knew
about the interior of the planet – something she herself had been forcibly
reminded of in recent weeks.
Emilia explained that, in relative terms, the Earth’s crust is thinner
than the shell of an egg, and inside this delicate casing vast blobs of
molten viscous rock wallow and balloon slowly, like globules in a giant
lava lamp.
Projecting some of Geohazard’s stock computer graphics onto the
screen, she showed the class that inside their planet was a solid inner core
– about 500 miles in diameter, slightly smaller than the moon – which
seemed to float at the centre of an outer core of molten metals.

She described how there was also some evidence that the hard
inner core was rotating around its own axis at a different speed and
direction to the rest of the planet. It was the independent motion of this
inner core that produced the powerful magnetic field that ballooned out
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around the planet, protecting it and its inhabitants from the sun’s fierce
magnetic wind.
‘So, in fact, we know very little for certain about the inside of our
own planet,’ Emilia concluded. ‘And none us can really prove that Jules
Verne wasn’t right all along.’
The class laughed at this. A new movie version of Journey to the
Centre of the Earth had recently been released, this time with full 3-D
imagery and MegaSense effects.

Roger Mantle stepped back in front of his class, and thanked Dr
Knight of Geohazard Laboratories for providing her stimulating talk.
Emilia acknowledged the small ripple of applause. Then a loud buzzing
sounded from outside in the corridor.

The students rose noisily from their desks and soon the only people
left in the classroom were Emilia, Roger Mantle and the tousle-haired boy
who had answered her question.

‘This is Matthew Fairfax,’ said the teacher.
Emilia shook the tall teenager’s hand and gazed up into his green
eyes.

‘So you’re really interested in geology?’ Emilia asked.
‘Matt’s our star pupil in the sciences,’ said Mantle proudly.
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There was an awkward silence and Emilia wondered if the lad had
a question for her about one of the recent volcanic eruptions.
‘I live on Telegraph Hill, near the piers,’ said the boy. ‘Do you
know the area?
‘Of course,’ agreed Emilia. ‘Great location – you’re a lucky guy.’

‘Have there been any Earth tremors recorded in that area recently,
Dr Knight?’

Emilia stared up at the intense young questioner and smiled.
‘Maybe twenty or thirty every day. The ground beneath San Francisco is
always moving. But you won’t notice anything, usually. Most tremors
are very mild.’

‘But they’re strong enough to move Telegraph Hill?’
Emilia laughed out loud. ‘Oh no, absolutely not. There’s been
nothing under the city that humans could feel for over two years. And I
don’t think Telegraph Hill itself would be shaken, even if there was. You
only really get that reaction with soft Earth – sedimentary soils, landfills,
that sort of thing. Like down in Mission or in the Marina district.’

‘Well, the hill must be sinking then,’ said Matt. ‘’My dad says it’s
made of bedrock, but …’ he hesitated and then gazed directly at the
pretty geologist. ‘I do computer-aided optical astronomy. I did a star
declination last night, and found that the whole sky seemed to have
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moved south-east by eight MAS. I checked my alignments – the hill has
to be moving.’
Emilia shook her head doubtfully.

Before her transfer to

Geohazard she’d been the local Bay Area earthquake monitor. She knew
every danger zone in and around the Bay Area cities; had walked most of
them, sneakers in one hand, water bottle in the other.

She always wondered why humans with sufficient money to live
anywhere in the world would choose one of its most dangerous locations.
But she knew it was the vigorous subterranean activity that made the
region’s landscape so appealing; it was so beautiful that even she lived
within the area, although she could at least claim some professional
justification.
‘This must be your standard outfit,’ the earthquake monitor had
regularly warned all those who lived or worked in such dangerous areas.
‘In this area, always wear comfortable shoes and carry water. You’re
going to have to walk out one day.’ She knew all the local seismic
hotspots.

‘Your father’s right,’ said Emilia.

‘It is bedrock – Massive

Sandstone from the Cretaceous period. That’s why there’s an old quarry
on Green Street. All the land around you may move, but the whole city
would have to fall into the sea before Telegraph Hill itself shifted.’
Matthew glanced at his teacher, then back at the guest lecturer.
‘That’s what I thought too, but I’ve checked it over and over again. I’m
sure it’s moving.’
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Undoing the fasteners of his school bag – she sensed an air almost
of desperation in his movements – the boy produced a sheaf of papers and
gridded photographs. Emilia took them from him and rippled through the
pages. They were star maps, and all of them were timed and dated; the
apparent anomalous movement that he had mentioned was highlighted
and measured to the astronomical ‘MAS’ or milliarcsecond, an angle
equal to one thousandth of an astronomical arc second.
‘Could we stay on in here for a few minutes?’ Emilia asked the
form teacher.

‘There’s about ten minutes left of this break,’ explained Mantle.
‘I’m off to get a coffee. It’s all yours.’
Emilia smiled her thanks, walked to the front row of desks, and
laid out the data sheets that the boy had given her.
‘Why don’t you take me through these chronologically?’ she
suggested.

It seemed as if no time at all had passed before Roger Mantle
reappeared. ‘You’ve got to be in the music room in one minute,’ the
teacher reminded Matthew.

The boy hurriedly gathered his printouts together. Dr Knight had
already admitted how it did seem from his data that the point of
observation had moved by a minute amount, but she was also thinking of
the many errors that could account for the aberrant readings. Measuring
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space and the relative motions of many stellar bodies thousands or
millions of light years apart could be a very tricky business.
‘Would your parents let you come visit the Geohazard Observatory
at Mount Tamalpais?’ Emilia asked him. ‘We don’t use it much these
days. Maybe we could do a star declination there and also check out your
equipment.’
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Ten

On a clear Thursday evening in mid-June, Michael Fairfax left his office
at seven p.m., collected his hydrogen-powered BMW sports saloon from
the garage beneath the Embarcadero Space Needle, and drove out of the
city across the lower deck of the Bay Bridge.

Skirting Oakland, he passed through the satellite cities of Concord
and Stockton and continued up into the foothills of the Sierra Nevada on
the old and almost deserted Highway 49, the original pan-handlers’ trail
into the mountains.
It was shortly before ten p.m. when the car’s navigation system
told him that he had completed 154 miles and should now slow down in
preparation for arrival at his destination.
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He spotted the truck stop set back beside the west bound
carriageway and, crossing over the oncoming lane, swung into its large
parking space. The lot was filled with big 32-wheel truck rigs, pick-ups,
motorbikes and off-road utilities, but at the end of one ragged row of
vehicles he noticed a classic car that seemed totally out of place in this
setting. It was a green turn-of-the-century sports Jaguar that appeared to
be in immaculate condition.
Michael removed his tie and opened the collar of his white shirt.
He had intended to go home for a change of clothing before driving out of
town for this unusual rendezvous, but he had been delayed by a monthly
case-load meeting that had overrun.

He was now being regularly

assigned to handle his legal partners’ overspill litigation.
Engaging maximum-security defences on his own vehicle, the
attorney strode across the cinder-strewn car park towards the truck stop’s
bar. From inside came a sound of heavy retro-rock that made the walls
and windows vibrate. As Michael pushed open the swing door, he was
hit by a wall of amplified sound. A rock group was playing at the far end
of the low room, slamming out the sort of heavy beat that was still played
by specialist radio stations up and down the length of California. Odours
of tobacco smoke, beer, bourbon, cheap perfume and testosterone-laden
sweat washed over him.

Couples were dancing in a small area in front of the low stage –
large, tattooed men in denims and leather-clad women with big hair –
strutting and bobbing with stiff shoulders and straight backs.
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The elegantly suited lawyer felt more than a little out of place and,
as he pushed through the crowd, he became aware that some of the
redneck customers were casting him suspicious, even threatening glances;
at least his contact shouldn’t have any difficulty in identifying him.
As he mimed an order for a beer, a huge figure loomed out of the
crowd to stand close beside him at the bar. Michael pointedly refrained
from looking sideways at the stranger, but then he felt a large hand
descend on his shoulder.
The man had to be almost seven feet tall and he had long, greying
hair swept back and bunched into a pony tail that fell to the middle of his
broad shoulder-blades. His weather-beaten face looked as hard as an
anvil and his annealed cheeks were concave, like the bows of a warship.
‘I am Fivetrees,’ said the man, bending his head close to Michael’s
ear. ‘Stay close.’
Throwing some dollars onto the bar counter, Michael picked up his
beer bottle and followed the large man towards an empty booth to one
side of the stage. As he slid onto the ripped plastic of the banquette, he
realized why this booth had remained unoccupied. It was positioned right
in front of one of the group’s PA system loudspeakers. Michael could
feel his chest bone vibrate with each beat. It would be impossible to talk.

The huge man – of Native American extraction, Michael guessed –
slid into the seat opposite and handed him a small white cordless
earpiece, indicating for him to insert it in his ear. Then he reached
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forward and stuck a Velcro-backed miniature microphone onto Michael’s
jacket lapel.
‘Now’ – the man’s voice sounded clearly in his inner ear – ‘can
you hear me?’
Michael nodded.

‘This is a privacy gizmo that one of my Berkeley colleagues
developed. It’s a comms system that filters out all sound but the users’
own voices.’

Ten minutes later, Michael and Professor Robert Fivetrees were
deep in a wholly private discussion. They had swapped and checked each
other’s digital identifications, and the professor had shown Michael how
to train his system to recognise his own voice, even over the high-decibel
din of the rock music.
Robert Fivetrees had been one of Carole Gonzaga’s more recent
lovers, Michael now learned.

‘She told me about you when we were still together,’ Fivetrees told
him. ‘That was before she got mixed up with these Planet First people.’

The professor started to explain what his work in planetary
geophysics entailed, and as he ranged across subjects such as kinematic
dynamo theory, magnetosphere anomalies, global paleointensities and
solar pressures on the geomagnetic force field, Michael quickly
recognized the immense intellect and depth of learning camouflaged
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beneath the long hair, red check shirt and cowboy boots. He also learned
that Fivetrees was one of the few remaining descendants of a tribe of
Yokuts Indians who had once lived in the San Joaquin Valley, in the
Sierra Nevada. Eventually he steered the man around to their reason for
meeting.
‘The government served me with an emergency secrecy order three
months ago,’ complained Fivetrees, dropping his voice still further,
despite their private communications system. ‘As soon as I submitted a
paper to the U.S. Geophysical Review, agents were all over me. They
called it a matter of national security.’

‘What’s so threatening about your work?’ asked Michael.
The professor held up one finger, thrust a hand into his jeans’
pocket and extracted a slim silver container that looked like an oldfashioned cigarette case. Then he plucked two folding menus from their
holder at the end of the table and stood them upright, to form an enclosed
and shielded area on the table top.

Flipping open the lid of the silver case, Fivetrees placed the unit
within the screened area. Suddenly a miniature holo-image of the Earth
appeared in the makeshift mini-theatre.

‘Another prototype from the Berkeley consumer electronics
department,’ explained the planetary geophysicist.
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As he watched, Michael saw bright purple rings crackling out from
the small-scale planet in scores of different directions, like electricity
radiating outwards from an electrostatic generator.
‘This is our planet’s normal magnetosphere – the magnetic field,’
said Fivetrees, glancing around to check if any of the gyrating dancers
were paying undue attention.
‘But this is starting to happen …’
Huge whorls in the magnetic force fields appeared near both poles,
and then the electric rings swung laterally around the sphere, reversing
themselves through 180 degrees before snapping upright again.

The

effect was quite beautiful.
‘I’ve detected a serious weakening in the Earth’s magnetic field,’
said Fivetrees. ‘It looks as if its polarity is getting ready to flip.’
‘Flip?’ queried the lawyer, astonished by such an idea.

The scientist shrugged. ‘Over geological time it’s been natural
for the magnetic poles to reverse – to flip – every quarter of a million
years or so; it’s happened hundreds of times.

But we’re now way

overdue. It’s been half a million years since the last time the magnetic
north pole swung down and became the south pole – and vice versa.’
‘But you think it’s started to happen now?’ asked Michael.
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‘Well, the flip usually occurs when the Earth’s magnetic field loses
intensity, when it weakens,’ explained the professor. ‘In the past we
think this has been down to changes in the Earth’s dynamo speed – the
rate at which the core and the mantle revolve relative to each other. But
this time I think it’s due to something else.’
Even though the band’s music was still pounding out so loudly that
Michael could feel it through the floor, and despite having their own
private form of electronic communication, the geophysicist leaned even
closer across the table.

‘There has been no internal change in the way the core and mantle
are behaving.

Something else is weakening the magnetosphere and

causing this oscillation.’ Fivetrees glanced around again carefully. ‘I’m
certain it is being caused by the new climate-management technologies.
The orbiting reflectors are directing the solar wind back towards the Earth
and weakening its polarity bias. This wind is filled with trillions of
charged particles that all interact with the geomagnetic fields around the
planet – in the ionosphere.

In turn, their magnetic repulsion induces

eddies of magnetic currents deep within the Earth. One result of this
technology is that the climate changes, a second is that we screw up our
planet’s main protective shield, and a third is that we mess with the
magnetic forces deep in the Earth’s mantle and, perhaps, even in its core.’

‘What makes you think so?’ asked Michael, uncertainly.
The professor turned and snapped the miniature holo-projector
shut, then leaned back over the table towards him.
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‘I’ve spent the last eleven years deciphering and digitizing handwritten observations of the weather and records of seismic events that
were kept by Jesuit monks over the last four centuries. His intense, darkeyed gaze was focused fixedly on Michael’s face. ‘In three hundred
different monasteries scattered over every region of the world, these
monks recorded the daily weather, and any seismic activity, as part of
their daily routine. My analysis proves that there is a direct link between
electrical activity in the magnetosphere, the planet’s climate, and the
degree of seismic unrest. Stronger magnetic fields in the ionosphere
directly weaken the magnetic fields produced by the dynamo of the
Earth’s molten core – the two are totally interdependent – and when you
start artificially changing the climate around the planet, you weaken the
magnetic fields being produced inside the Earth. The result is that the
mantle flows are disrupted and you get a sudden increase of seismic
events in the Earth’s crust.’

The scientist sat back and gazed at his audience of one to judge
how this information was being received. Michael wasn’t sure how to
react, so he gave a single brief nod.

‘I’ve also measured joule output and plasma-particle dispersion
from the solar reflectors.

The periods of peak output for weather

modification are invariably followed a few days later by seismic
disturbances – I’ve created formulae and algorithms that prove this
circumstantial link. But in addition I’ve built a model that predicts the
actual magnetic disruption in the mantle and the seismic activity that
invariably follows. It is clear that climate management is the reason why
the world is suffering so much volcanic activity and so many
earthquakes.’
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Michael had no idea if this man was a crank or whether there might
be something to his claims.

He had checked the professor out on

Berkeley’s website and he certainly appeared to be eminently qualified in
his field. But the lawyer’s own training and experience had taught him to
be sceptical of any claim until he had verified it for himself. But he also
realized that he wouldn’t be able to check out this wild theory without
some high-level expert help.
‘I’m worried that there may be an abrupt and permanent reversal of
the magnetic poles if we continue to interfere with the Earth’s natural
feedback loops,’ added Fivetrees, his forefinger hammering home his
concerns on the table top.
‘And what would that mean in real terms?’ asked Michael.

‘Nobody knows for sure, but pole reversal seems to be part of the
planet’s regular renewal process.

There would be an abrupt loss of

magnetosphere protection which would allow a lot more radiation to hit
our atmosphere. That alone can be fatal to life forms – if it goes on for
very long. There would also be some huge gee-gees and then–’
‘Gee-gees?’

‘Global-scale geophysical events,’ explained Fivetrees. ‘Like a
super-volcano erupting, or a mega-tsunami. Then there would be a very
rapid melting of the polar ice – perhaps a monstrous rising of the oceans.
Like I said, it’s been half a million years since the last time the magnetic
poles reversed, and nobody was then able to record what happened.
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Certainly it would be totally catastrophic, something that would qualify
as what biologists call an “extinction event” – the loss of a whole species,
or even multiple species, like when the dinosaurs died out.’
‘But why on Earth would our government want to suppress such
information, and to shut you up?’ asked the lawyer.

‘They just think I’m a troublesome crank.’ Fivetrees shook his
head. ‘They’ve accused me of being unnecessarily alarmist because I
want all forms of climate management banned immediately.’

‘But if there’s even a remote chance that you’re right …?’
protested Michael.
‘It’s a politically unacceptable theory,’ Fivetrees spat out, stressing
the world ‘politically’ as if it were a venereal disease.
The band finished a number. Both men glanced up and turned
round in their seats to join in the applause. Then, almost immediately, the
remorseless beat struck up once more.

‘Politicians are now too scared to relinquish climate management,’
continued Fivetrees, as the ambient sound level rose again. ‘All of the
developed economies in the world have become totally dependent on
tightly scheduled weather patterns – energy consumption and production
is now wholly geared to it. If governments suddenly banned climate
control, industries like tourism, agriculture, insurance and energy would
be set back by decades, with colossal losses.

World-wide recession

would follow – and no politician holding office is going to risk that.’
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That much was obvious: Michael nodded. ‘What do you want me
to do?’ he asked.
The professor picked up his miniature holo-projector from the table
top.

‘Take this,’ he said, handing the unit to the lawyer. ‘As well as my
models of the magnetic poles and the seismic disturbance in the mantle, it
contains all my analysis of those monastery records, and also a copy of
the Government’s emergency secrecy order. Take a look at my legal
position to see whether I really can’t publish here. Let me know if there’s
any way I can get this information out – I don’t know, maybe to the
media or to some publication abroad. Maybe it should even go to the
U.N.’

*
There are many theories about why ancient civilizations venerated and
celebrated the planet’s solstice days. But the most convincing reason
proposed for humankind’s almost universal celebration of midwinter is
that the prehistoric people of the high European latitudes could never feel
wholly sure that the declining sun was going to return again.

The prehistoric British temple of Stonehenge, on the other hand,
appears to have been built to celebrate the summer solstice, the point at
which the Earth’s acute axial tilt brings maximum sunshine to the
northern hemisphere.
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Each June, Senior Lecturer Jean Landsman invited a group of her
Cultural Anthropology students from Bath University to forgo their sleep
on Midsummer Eve in order to board a midnight coach for the thirty-mile
drive to the spot where Stonehenge sat disconnected from both its time
and its culture on the bleak open spaces of Salisbury Plain.
She organized this annual end-of-term trip partly because her
undergraduates were mostly young and liked slightly crazy adventures
and partly because the modern Druids, New Age Romantics and other
neo-hippie types who also turned up to witness and worship the solstice
themselves provided plenty of material for the enquiring anthropological
mind.
It was also true that, in the thirteen years she had been organising
these field trips, Jean herself had never failed to be thrilled by the
occasion. Each midsummer she had stood there gazing towards the two
great rings of sarsen stones through the massive triple uprights and out
towards the east, to see the morning sun rise in precise alignment,
throwing its first blinding rays over the Heel Stone, through the centre
‘window’ of the great lintelled quadriform, and out along a line so
precisely predicted and delineated by the prehistoric temple’s builders.
Jean always felt a profound sense of awe then, a closer connection with
some of the very earliest people to have lived, worshipped and died in her
native land.

The advent of weather-management services also meant that
solstice enthusiasts could now rely on enjoying cloud-free midsummer
nights followed by perfectly clear sunrises; the British government
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understood how important Stonehenge and its sun worshippers were to its
tourist trade.
On this particular solstice, fourteen of Jean’s students had agreed to
make the trip with her. She had advised them to bring folding chairs,
small stepladders or boxes to stand on, as the area around Stonehenge
now got so crowded that it was sometimes impossible to see the sunrise
over other people’s heads.
By three minutes to five a.m. British Summer Time, the sky in the
east had been brightening steadily for a quarter of an hour.

‘Thirty seconds,’ Jean called out to her small flock as they stood
around her, perched on their steps and chairs. This midsummer’s dawn
the expectant crowd at the ancient monument seemed larger than ever.

Suddenly a ray of light shot upwards into the sky, and it seemed as
if a million light bulbs had been switched on all along the horizon.
There were cries of ‘Oooo’ and ‘Ahhh’ from the crowds all around,
some worshippers immediately falling to their knees in prayer. But after
a few seconds it seemed as if this crowd’s response was more muted than
usual.

‘Excuse me, Miss Landsman?’ asked Mimi Ikutaro politely. She
was one of Jean’s younger Japanese students, and was balancing on a
small set of aluminium steps beside her lecturer, video camera at the
ready. ‘Shouldn’t the sun shine through – I mean, in between those
stones?’
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The vast crowd fell silent as realization spread that on this
particular solstice the sunrise had missed the Heel Stone and was instead
completely obscured by one of the outer circle’s huge upright monoliths.
*
The Global Haven, the largest ocean-going passenger ship ever built, was
steaming at twenty-six knots some 430 miles north-east of Hawaii, almost
at the Tropic of Cancer, when the radar blip first appeared on her screens.

As the world’s most exclusive marine residence for the
international hyper-wealthy – 6,160 people who lived their lives
permanently offshore, in a floating, self-governing, tax-free maritime
state – the Global Haven sailed by strict rules and regulations that
prohibited unscheduled stops or interchange with other vessels on the
high seas.
But even when they are in control of the world’s richest ship – a
vessel containing some of the most expensive condominiums, flats,
apartments and duplexes ever built – sailors remain seamen at heart, so
the sight of another vessel in distress prompts atavistic impulses to
provide assistance.

‘She’s steaming very slowly, sir,’ observed Thomas Johansson, the
ship’s First Officer, as he watched the radar blip. ‘Making almost no
headway at all.’
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Captain James Monroe, an upright, bearded Scot who looked as
though Central Casting had been approached for ‘a traditional ship’s
master,’ straightened up from the screen and said simply, ‘Maintain
present heading and speed.’
Almost two kilometres long and two-thirds of a kilometre wide, the
Global Haven displaced over two million tons. This vast white flattopped ziggurat-pyramid of the sea sat catamaran-style astride her two
elongated multi-compartment hulls, each four times longer than an old
super-tanker.

The vessel’s incredible size had been made possible only by the
development of new plasti-ceramic materials that, while being both
flexible and light, possessed a tensile strength greater than steel or carbon
fibre.

In terms of volume, the mega-vessel provided as much interior
space as six large conventional cruise liners.

But although 3,700

domestic attendants lived on board to service the lives of their rich
employers, the giant ship herself was heavily computerized and required
only thirty officers and eighty seafaring crew members to pilot her around
the world’s more amenable oceans.
The Global Haven was heading for Los Angeles. This route was
one leg of a carefully planned year-round cycle which took the residents
to the Mediterranean in spring (Cannes Film Festival, Monaco Grand
Prix, side trip to Wimbledon), then on to Australia and New Zealand
(Round the World yacht race, Melbourne Gold Cup, and so on) before a
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two-week stopover in Hawaii, which had been the ship’s most recent port
of call.
During the northern hemisphere’s winter months, the Global
Haven could be seen cruising off the coasts of Argentina (polo), Brazil
(partridge shooting) and Mexico (shopping). During all stages of her
annual voyage, the vessel would take advantage of the pre-published
climate-management schedules to ensure that (other than when she was
steaming at high speed on the open seas) each stopover was blessed by
fine weather for shore excursions.
But each year fewer and fewer of the Global Haven residents chose
to leave the ship for longer than a few hours at a time. When she had
been launched six years earlier, it had been thought that most of the
wealthy leaseholders would spend almost as much time ashore as they did
on board, but it was now clear that the protected and luxurious
environment provided within the ship removed much of their incentive to
return to dry land.
Inside its ultra-wide superstructure, four main atria reached up
through twenty deck levels, each enclosing gardens, trees, ornamental
pools and fountains. Two dozen smaller courtyards, with interconnecting
lanes, created a network of quaint and leafy environments for shopping
malls, sports facilities, restaurants, bars, clubs and cafés.

A pair of

separate monorail loops provided transport for residents at upper and
lower levels, while 262 elevators and forty-eight escalators provided
vertical connection between the twenty-four residential decks.
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The long, flat top deck of the ship served as the community’s
airport and provided a main runway for medium and small jets, six
helicopter landing pads, and an elevator that too aircraft to a large lowerdeck apron which provided parking and maintenance facilities.
At the vessel’s stern, the starboard hull opened inwards in a wide
horseshoe-shaped curve to provide a large, fully enclosed marina.
Powerful hydraulically powered sea gates and a solid harbour bottom
turned the ship’s private port into a wet-dock enclosure, allowing the
moored vessels within to travel with the mother vessel while she was
under way. An ingenious lock even allowed attendant craft to arrive and
leave the giant ship while she was still in motion.
Captain James Monroe made visual contact with the unidentified
radar blip shortly before four p.m. She was ahead, thirty degrees off the
port bow, also steaming in the direction of Southern California. An old
freighter, she was riding low in the water, laden with scores of huge metal
containers piled high on her decks and, most alarmingly of all to
seafaring eyes, a thick column of black smoke was rising into the still air
from somewhere in the centre of the ship. Fire at sea remained the worst
nightmare for any sailor.
First Officer Thomas Johansson attempted to make radio contact
with this container ship on Channel 9, then on all the other available
frequencies, but there was no response.
As they came up rapidly on the limping freighter, Captain Monroe
ordered an unmanned drone aircraft to be launched from the flight deck,
and within ten minutes he and his officers were gazing at close-up video
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pictures of a few semi-naked crewmen using ancient hoses to frantically
fight a fire within one of the holds.
‘Liberian markings,’ observed Johansson. ‘The Java Trader, out
of Manila – I’d say about twenty thousand tons. There won’t be more
than fifteen or twenty crew aboard.’

He tapped the details into a computer and, seconds later, said,
‘Well, she’s not on the Lloyds Register. Perhaps she’s changed her name
recently.’
The bridge of the Global Haven was wholly state of the art. When
the ship’s developers had been busy marketing her 2,568 spacious
residential units (many with their own private pools, elevators and deck
gardens), they had been keen to stress the ship’s numerous safety
features, her in-built anti-terrorist protection systems, and the strict rules
of engagement that would always bind the captain and the crew. Most
important of these was that the ship would never make an unscheduled or
unauthorized stop at sea except when the captain considered it necessary
for the safety of the Global Haven herself, or for any of her residents –
and then only after the ship’s heavily armed defence helicopter had been
launched to circle the mother ship as a precautionary measure.
‘Reduce speed to one-eighth,’ ordered the captain. ‘Take us to
within one thousand yards.’
Johansson glanced sideways at his skipper, but received no
acknowledgement that his look of enquiry had even been noted.
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‘One-eighth speed it is, sir,’ he responded, nodding to the
helmsman to punch in the instructions. ‘Head one-forty north-east.’
The massive twin-hulled cruise ship seemed to rest slowly back on
her haunches as the power was reduced.
‘Shall I order the chopper up, sir?’ asked the lieutenant.

‘We’re not stopping, Mister Johansson,’ said Monroe sharply.
‘Prepare to launch Global Support One. Order her crew to their stations
immediately.’

‘Aye, aye, sir,’ said Johansson and he relayed his captain’s orders.
Monroe ran the ship as if he were still a frigate commander in the
Royal Navy.

The ship’s developers had reasoned that old-fashioned

British naval values would appeal to potential residents – and they had
been right. Monroe was universally popular among the wealthy residents
and was regarded as one of the ship’s greatest commercial assets. There
was now a waiting list of six years for apartments in the mighty vessel.

Messages were barked into telephones, and preparations were put
in hand to launch the large fire-fighting tug that Global Haven
transported within her floating dock.

‘Their orders are to provide all assistance and, if necessary, to take
the crew off that freighter,’ Monroe told his first lieutenant. ‘Tell them to
radio us once the emergency is over and we’ll circle back and collect
them.’
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Fifteen minutes later, the Global Haven was almost abreast of the
old container ship. From a distance of just over 1,000 yards the Java
Trader was totally dwarfed by the towering white leviathan.
‘Slow to five knots and launch Global Support One when ready,’
ordered Monroe.

The captain, his first lieutenant, the helmsman and the four other
crew members on bridge duty all watched on their monitor screens as the
hydraulic pumps raised the water level in the stern dock around the
support tug and pumped in an artificial current. For a safe launch, the
water within the wet dock had to be moving at almost the same speed as
the ocean itself was moving relative to the mother ship.
Then the end boom of the dock lowered, and the ocean-going tug
slipped effortlessly away and out to sea.
‘Sir?’ Johansson now had his binoculars trained again on the
stricken container ship ‘SIR!’

All heads snapped round to follow his gaze. The outside walls of
three of the large containers on the antiquated ship had fallen into the sea.
Then the tops and remaining sides of these containers were suddenly
yanked away as if they were made of no more than cardboard.
‘For God’s sake, no,’ shouted Monroe, snatching the glasses from
his lieutenant.
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But the pair of deck-mounted multi-tube missile launchers were
now plain to see, even with the naked eye. As the officers of the Global
Haven watched in horror, one of the launchers swivelled and tracked
towards the huge vessel. Moments later two laser-guided missiles were
fired in quick succession.
The rockets streaked over the bridge and, with enormous blasts
exploded far above them on the flight deck. From their video monitors
the officers could see their defence helicopter and a business jet explode
in balls of flame.

Monroe flipped up a metal lid on the control panel and hit the
master alarm. A loud wailing filled the bridge, as it was simultaneously
filling every other space within the vast ship. Almost instantly metal
shutters began lowering inside all windows and portholes, other than on
the bridge itself.
Suddenly the radio crackled to life, on Channel 9.
‘Skipper of Global Haven,’ shouted a male voice in heavily
accented English. ‘Stop your engines. Repeat, stop your engines. I have
live missiles locked on to your bridge, communications centre and
residential areas.

I will fire again unless you stop your engines

immediately.’

The captain lifted his binoculars and gazed intently at the
treacherous cargo ship once more.

Now he realized that all of the

containers were fake – wood or cardboard decoys built and painted
simply to trap him. Six men were gathered around each of the missile
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launchers, and there were at least a dozen missiles remaining in their
tubes, aimed directly at his ship and ready to be fired.
‘Stop all engines,’ Captain James Monroe ordered.
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London Times
Monday, 24 June 2055

DRUID’S DAMAGE STONEHENGE
SOLSTICE SUNRISE ‘OUT OF LINE’
Police arrested sixty-two members of a modern-day Druid cult
early yesterday morning following a riot at Stonehenge, the
famous 5,000-year-old stone circle in Wiltshire.
Druid leaders claimed that the sun had failed to rise in its
usual alignment over the ancient monument.
Astronomer Royal Kevin Jones said yesterday: ‘There are
frequent anomalies in the Earth’s orbit around the sun. Our
calculations show that a variation of point one of a degree in
the planet’s orientation was responsible for this phenomenon.
Over long periods, such variations are normal, and are to be
expected.’

*
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The old freighter had suddenly burst into life. No sooner had the engines
of the Global Haven come to a halt than hordes of armed men appeared
on the decks of the Java Trader. At first it seemed as if they numbered in
their scores, then Captain Monroe and his officers realized that there had
to be many hundreds of them.
While the container ship’s laser-guided missiles remained firmly
trained on their target, a dozen inflatables were launched from jury-rigged
derricks mounted along the side of the freighter. Waves of heavily armed
men swarmed down ropes into the boats and headed for the megacruiser’s stern dock.
Ten minutes later a dozen members of the boarding party were
standing on the bridge, levelling ancient automatic weapons at the captain
himself and his officers.
In the meantime, Monroe had reported the ambush to the ship’s
owners in Zurich. He had explained how his defence helicopter had been
destroyed and stressed that laser-guided missiles were now aimed directly
at his vessel.

He quickly dumped all data and video evidence to

Switzerland by private satellite link.
After a short delay he received his instructions: above all, he must
do nothing that would put any of his ship’s residents’ lives at risk.
Monroe guessed that the Global Haven insurers were already calculating
the incredible size of the claim they would now be facing for the loss of
the vast amounts of art treasures, jewellery, cash and other negotiables
that were carried on board. He also knew just how enormous these
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claims would become if any of the billionaire and trillionaire residents
were harmed.
The Swiss proprietors then told him that they were already alerting
the police, coastguard and navy in both Hawaii and Los Angeles.
Finally Monroe had issued his orders over the ship’s master PA
system even as scores of raiders were still clambering up the side of the
ship’s floating dock.
‘All residents, crew and staff, this is the captain speaking. We are
being boarded by a force of unknown origin. Do not offer resistance.
Repeat, do not offer resistance.

The authorities in Hawaii and Los

Angeles have been informed.’
Monroe turned and stared defiantly at the dozen armed men who
had arrived on his bridge.
‘What exactly is it you want?’ he asked the bearded youth who
seemed to be their leader. ‘Money, I suppose?’

‘Your ship, captain,’ replied John Gogotya. ‘We will provide you
all with alternative transport.’ He turned and pointed to the western
horizon.

Monroe squinted into the sun, but could see nothing there. He
picked up his binoculars and, as he focused, he made out scores of black
hulls coming over the horizon, heading straight towards the Global
Haven.
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Eleven

‘So how does it feel to be one step ahead of the professionals?’ asked
Emilia Knight. ‘You did some very good work, Matthew.’
The geophysicist straightened up from the boy’s computer screens,
put her hands on her hips, arched her body backwards to banish the dull
ache in her lower spine, and stared up at the implausible richness of stars
in the glittering canopy overhead.
As scheduled, the night was clear, and from this altitude there was
visibility for forty miles in all directions. She breathed deeply for a few
moments, caught in mystic wonder, as always, then glanced over at
Matthew’s father who was hovering a few yards away. They had met for
the first time only three hours earlier.
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‘You should be very proud of your son, Mr Fairfax,’ she told him.
‘NASA has only just announced that there is indeed an axial variation in
the Earth’s orbit – but Matthew realized ten days ago that something
strange was going on.’
They were in a small paved parking area beside the Geohazard
Observatory, near the summit of Mount Tamalpais, some sixteen miles
north of the Golden Gate Bridge. The mountain was 2,400 feet high and
to the south and far below them the distant lights of San Francisco and its
satellite cities glowed small as scattered dimes. The air was noticeably
thinner and colder at the top of the mountain.

After meeting Dr Knight at his high school, Matthew had asked his
father if the two of them could take up the scientist’s invitation to visit
the observatory.

Michael had cleared the trip with Lucy, promised Ben a special
outing to the aquarium to make up for his not being included on their
evening jaunt, and had then phoned the woman herself at Geohazard
Laboratories.

They had agreed to meet in the car park beside the old observatory,
and as Emilia had shown father and son round the now largely disused
but still intact facility, Michael felt increasingly sure that he had met this
attractive geophysicist somewhere before. He finally realized what had
prompted that notion as he was helping his son to set up his telescopes
and computers.
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‘Didn’t I see you recently on TV, doing a broadcast from the side
of that Samoan volcano?’ he asked as Emilia arrived back with a light
plastic table she had borrowed from a security hut.
No sooner had she confessed to the television appearance than
Matt blurted, ‘Dad was actually there in Samoa, the night the volcano
erupted!’

This tenuous connection seemed to put the whole outing on another
footing and Emilia proceeded to ask a string of questions about the actual
sequence of the eruption and what it had felt like being so close. After
they had exhausted that topic, Matthew had proudly revealed the process
he had used to calculate the tiny misalignment between the Earth and the
surrounding night sky.
Now it was time to pack up. Michael helped his son dismantle his
portable computers and telescopes and load them into the BMW. The
Geohazard scientist returned the table and various other borrowed items
to the security cabin.

‘Thanks a lot, Dr Knight,’ said Matthew, shaking their host’s hand.
‘It’s been great,’ added Michael, as he too shook hands.

‘You’re welcome.’ Emilia gave them both a smile.
Father and son turned towards their car, but as he reached his door
the lawyer hesitated.

He turned and walked back to where the

geophysicist was still standing.
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‘Dr Knight,’ he said quietly. ‘May I call you sometime?’
*
Humans do not thrive in space. In fact, zero-gravity conditions will
quickly kill all Earth-evolved animals. This is the main limiting factor to
human aspirations for the manned conquest of space. Men and women
will not be venturing to the stars – at least, not the sort of humankind
currently bred on Earth.

Nicholas Negromonte was more aware of this than most; he would
spend at least four months of every year in Earth orbit or on the moon,
and he knew from experience the immense physical effort required to
cope with such hostile environments.

‘Twenty-five kilometres,’ announced the cycling machine.
Negromonte blew out his cheeks, exhaled deeply, and raised his
sweating torso from the handlebars. His personal trainer arrived beside
him instantly, proffering a warm flannel and a towel.
They were currently in the large, fully equipped gym on board the
recently repaired ERGIA Space Station. In each twenty-four-hour cycle,
Negromonte and all other resident staff members were obliged to undergo
at least two hours of vigorous workout simply to maintain the same
muscle tone that would be achieved by a normal day’s activity on the
planet down below them. Such schedules meant that meetings had to be
conducted under unusual conditions.
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The C.E.O. dismounted and nodded a greeting to the two men and
one women who had been hovering in anticipation of him finishing his
stationary bike ride.
He was about to receive his daily executive briefing on corporate
developments. He foot-sucked his way carefully across to a running
machine, set the speed to ‘Fast Walk,’ and began to stride out as his
executive committee gathered round.
‘The class action due to be brought against us on behalf of the hulk
people and others at the court in The Hague has now been shelved
indefinitely,’ said Consuela Ponting, ERGIA’s chief corporate attorney.
‘The senior partner at the law firm involved intends retiring next year,
and he’s hoping to run for the Senate. We’ve donated fifteen million U.S.
to his campaign fund.’
‘Very good,’ approved Negromonte with a slight inclination of the
head. ‘Next?’

‘We’ve tested public opinion on your proposed solo re-enactment
voyage to the moon,’ said Hanoch Biran. ‘We have an over eighty per
cent approval rating in all focus groups within our target markets.’

‘Excellent.’ The C.E.O. smiled broadly, stepping up his walking
speed by two miles an hour.
To launch ERGIA’s new lunar energy resource, LunaSun, Nick
Negromonte had come up with his most audacious extreme-sports stunt
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yet. He intended to fly single-handedly a refurbished Apollo 11-type
spacecraft from Earth orbit to the moon. The combination four-piece
craft had been a spare back-up vehicle from the Apollo programme that
Negromonte had purchased from a failing private aerospace museum in
Colorado.
Although the refurbished Apollo had been given modern-day
engines, safety systems and navigation aids, he intended to pilot the lunar
module down to the moon’s surface manually, just as Neil Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin had done eighty-six years earlier. Negromonte had already
spent many hours in a simulator, learning how to fly such an oldfashioned spacecraft.
‘We’re go for you to leave Earth-orbit on October sixteen,’ added
Biran, the director of corporate communications, unconsciously
parodying Houston-speak. ‘You’ll land at Tranquillity Base on October
nineteen, just two weeks ahead of our IPO. We’ve sold exclusive worldwide TV broadcast rights to MSN.’
Negromonte flicked the walking machine’s speed still faster.
‘Excellent,’ he said, beaming. He genuinely loved the adventure in such
stunts, and this one would additionally guarantee massive publicity for
his LunaSun share flotation.

‘Also, we’ve just had a tentative approach from the BBC. As you
know, they’re producing a documentary on climate management due to
go out shortly before our IPO, and they’ve asked if you will participate in
a live studio debate?’
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‘Conducted where?’
‘New York or London I would think,’ said Biran.
Negromonte flicked the control three notches faster, till he was
suddenly jogging.

‘How about our hosting the debate live from our LunaSun building
on the moon?’ he gasped between heavy breaths. ‘That would give them
a first.’

*
Ensconced in the captain’s stateroom on board the Global Haven, John
Gogotya used a remote control to turn up the volume on one of the three
large entertainment screens. He wanted to catch the latest news.
‘And now, the Ten O’Clock News, live from MSN
Headquarters in New York.’

‘Good evening, I’m Aurora Templeton.

‘Over five thousand former residents and
crew of the residential luxury ship Global Haven
arrived in Honolulu harbour this morning on
board a decommissioned oil tanker.

These wealthy tax exiles reported that
pirates had boarded the Global Haven when she
was four hundred and fifty miles north-east of
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Hawaii, and forced them at gunpoint to transfer
to the former crude-oil carrier.

There are no

reports of any injuries or fatalities among either
residents or crew.

‘Many well-known people own homes on
board

the

Global

Haven,

and

opera

star

Ormanston Dunne announced that he and many
other

residents

were

furious

that

the

US

authorities failed to come to the ship’s rescue.
The estimated cost of the loss of both the ship
and its contents is over five hundred billion
dollars.

‘We cross now to Congresswoman Marla
Mendola,

who

heads

the

Congressional

subcommittee on international terrorism.

‘Miss Mendola, why did the US Navy fail to
protect so many US citizens believed to have
been the victims of this act of terrorism on the
high seas?’

‘Aurora, as far as we understand it, this
was not an act of terrorism – nobody was hurt
and no demands have yet been made. It has to
be considered an act of common piracy, and one
conducted outside US territorial waters.

‘Further, the Global Haven is not in fact a
U.S.-registered vessel, nor is the U.S. Navy
responsible for the personal safety or protection
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of property of those who choose to live outside
all national boundaries.

These people pay no

taxes in the United States, nor taxes in any
nation with a reciprocal taxation agreement.

If

they evade their taxes in this way and do not
contribute to maintain our military and lawenforcement

agencies,

they

can

expect

no

protection from us. It’s very straightforward.’

John Gogotya smiled, muted the sound and refilled his brandy
glass. He was sampling Captain Monroe’s private stock of Trés Vieux, a
Premier Cru Grande Champagne-Cognac that, prior to bottling, had been
matured in black-oak casks for over sixty years.

*
The decorative lights of the double-decked Bay Bridge soared out
towards Oakland, almost within touching distance of the lofty window
beside the couple, or so it seemed.
Michael Fairfax was out on a date, his first such social engagement
since he had split up with Lucy – in fact, his first proper date in over
fifteen years.

At thirty-eight years of age, and as an international

litigation attorney, he felt himself a little too old and much too worldlywise to be feeling so nervous.

He and Emilia Knight were seated together at a window table in
Julius’s Castle, a small French restaurant that had perched, eyrie-like,
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high up on a rocky ledge on the northern side of Telegraph Hill for over a
century.
Below them, dusk was falling across the bay and lights were
coming on at points all around their sweeping 270-degree view, turning
the darkness into a glittering fairyland.

Michael had been direct when he had called Emilia, employing a
brusque lawyerly manner to mask his nervousness. He had explained
rapidly about his own divorced status and, perhaps too eagerly, had added
that he would like to get to know her better. ‘If that isn’t an inappropriate
request,’ he had added.
She too had been forthright, almost mocking his businesslike
approach. ‘It isn’t at all inappropriate,’ she said, laughingly. ‘And I too
would like to see you again.’
They had met at this restaurant at eight-thirty: the tall man with
thick brown hair and a careful manner, the dark-haired, vivacious woman
– only a little over five feet four tall – with the bright amber eyes and
attractive, ever-mobile face.
Michael had earlier dropped in on the way to see his boys on the
Filbert Steps,only slightly lower down the hill; it was a relief that Lucy no
longer demanded advance notice for his visits.
‘Matthew’s just getting to that difficult age,’ Michael explained to
Emilia. ‘He’s now thirteen and everything he mentions these days seems
to relate to sex – when it isn’t about astronomy.’
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‘He’s very bright,’ observed his dinner partner.
‘I suppose he’s pushing the boundaries. I think he actually wants
me to discuss sex with him.’
‘Are you two close enough to talk about that stuff?’

Michael shrugged. ‘It’s been difficult since the divorce. I didn’t
see much of the boys in the first year or so. Lucy was still very sore at
me.’ Then, sensing the need for a change of subject: ‘So what’s it like
being a risk-assessment seismologist?’
Emilia laughed. ‘Well, up until the last year or so I would have
described it as long periods of boredom mixed with short periods of
terror. But now it seems as if the periods of boredom are getting shorter.’
‘What does this axial anomaly actually mean, this new tilt in the
Earth’s axis?

She shook her head. ‘I’m not a planetary geophysicist, just a
humble seismologist, but after NASA confirmed that what your son had
spotted was actually occurring, I logged into all the geophys chat rooms
to listen to what the experts were saying ...’

She tailed off, realigning the cutlery in front of her.
‘And?’ prompted Michael.
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‘Well, nobody really knows what it is,’ admitted Emilia. ‘It seems
that the angle of the planet’s tilt varies naturally over time, over very long
periods of time. But this is the first occasion a deviation has ever been
directly observable – at least since we started being able to measure such
things, which isn’t very long, of course. I would guess it’s probably
nothing to worry about.’

During the main course, as their conversation drifted back to
Samoa, Michael noticed his guest becoming evasive as she explained
how an injury sustained on the slopes of the volcano had led her to being
transferred to lighter duties.

Something in Emilia’s sudden reticence prompted the lawyer in
him to probe further, inquiring exactly what sort of injury she’d
sustained.

He was taken aback when she suddenly snapped at him,

‘Look, I can’t really talk about it, OK? They’ve slapped an NSA on me –
I presume you know what that is?’
For a moment Michael wondered whether she mistook him for
some ambulance chaser, the sort of opportunistic attorney who sought to
represent people who suffered injury at work. He hadn’t told her much
about his own career – his disappointment over the postponed hulk
people litigation was still too keen.

‘I’m sorry, forgive me,’ he aplologized quickly. ‘I didn’t mean to
pry. It’s just my goddamn lawyer’s habit.’ Then he frowned. This was
the second application of a statutory instrument of national secrecy he
had heard of in just two weeks – and in a similar field of science.
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‘No, I’m the one who should say sorry,’ said Emilia. She reached
across the table and gave his hand a quick squeeze. ‘It’s just that I caught
something … rather, I was exposed to something dangerous while I was
up that mountain. I’ve become a bit over-sensitive about it.’
Michael felt in his jacket pocket, then glanced around the
restaurant. It was a Tuesday evening, and only three other tables were
occupied, all at some distance away from theirs.
‘Have you ever heard of a Professor Robert Fivetrees?’ he asked as
he withdrew the prototype miniature holo-projector from his jacket. ‘He
works in the Department of Planetary Geophysics at Berkeley.’
‘Of course I have,’ said Emilia. ‘He’s one of this country’s leading
geo-scientists. But I’ve never actually met him.’

‘Watch this,’ urged Michael as he flipped open the holo-projector
and initiated the simulation the professor had shown him in the truck-stop
bar.

‘That’s amazing,’ exclaimed Emilia as she watched. ‘It’s showing
the magnetic fields around the Earth, isn’t it? But they’re oscillating
strangely. Now they’re reversing …’

She gazed up into his eyes and frowned. ‘Where did you get this
thing?’
‘From Robert Fivetrees – he’s a new client of mine. The Pentagon
has issued a blanket secrecy order on all his work, and he’s asking me to
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try and find a way round it – to find a way to get this stuff published. He
seems convinced that the planet’s magnetic poles are about to reverse
suddenly, which would be very dangerous for… well, for all of us.’
Michael glanced at Emilia to see if this was making sense. ‘Not
that I’m qualified to know, of course. This might all be just so much
nonsense, an ...’

‘Not if Bob Fivetrees himself believes it.’ Emilia sat back
pensively in her chair.

‘But how could he tell you anything, or even give you this, if
they’ve imposed a secrecy order on him?’ She frowned at the nowquiescent holo-projector lying on the white table cloth.
‘I agreed to be his legal counsel. That means the law enables him
to tell me anything. It’s covered by attorney-client privilege.’
‘You mean that if I asked you to be my counsel, I could then tell
you things covered by a National Secrecy Agreement?’ she asked.

‘Absolutely,’ agreed Michael.

‘You have a full legal right to

discuss any issues with an attorney of your choosing.’

‘OK. How much do you know about plutonium?’
*
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Emilia lay naked in the dark, limply starfished on top of her bedcovers.
Despite the lateness of the hour it was still hot in her bedroom and the
house timbers were ticking intermittently, like insects signalling to each
other. She usually chose not to run the air-conditioning at night but was
now debating whether to touch a button and summon up a soothing breath
of manufactured cool air to waft across her skin.

Moving her arm, she found the remote control and, as a
compromise, rolled up the motorized blackout blind that covered the
window. The top sash was still open and she gratefully felt a slight
breeze. Now she smelled the sea – the low roar of the surf down below
was her constant and welcome companion – then eucalyptus, and then a
wave of competing siren scents, almost sexual in their intensity. Outside
in her garden the foxgloves, lupines, columbines, lavender and a forest of
peonies were all in bloom – or rebloom – thanks to the benefits of climate
management.
Emilia turned her head, noticed that it was 2.42 a.m., then directed
her gaze towards the window. On this clear night, stars were strewn in
indigo, like diamonds glittering on a jeweller’s velvet cloth. A late flight
was gliding southwards, towards the airport, like a shooting star falling in
slow motion.
Michael’s face appeared in her mind yet again. Since she had left
the restaurant, his image had kept on returning, despite her efforts to think
of other things.
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When asked what it would take for her to appoint him her legal
counsel, he had explained, ‘All you have to do is say the words. That’s
sufficient.’ So she had said the words. And then she had said a lot more.
She told him all about her find on Mount Māriota, and about
Washington’s intention to mine the volcano once its eruption had fully
subsided.

After warning Emilia that everything he now told her would also
be subject to the same secrecy agreement, Michael had then described
Professor Fivetrees’s diligent analysis of Jesuit monastery records, and
his belief in a demonstrable link between climatic behaviour and the
degree of seismic unrest exhibited by the planet itself.
The lawyer had then asked her to take the miniature holo-projector
and to examine its data for herself, to see if she agreed with the
professor’s startling conclusions.

She had already decided that that

would be her first priority, if she could find some time in the Simulation
Theater tomorrow.

Then Michael had told Emilia about his own plans to sue the major
energy corporations. ‘It’s the same old fossil-fuel energy companies who
are now controlling the weather,’ he fumed. ‘It’s as if, after causing
global warming in the first place, they’re now charging the whole world
millions of dollars every day for managing away its worst effects.’
Before parting outside the restaurant Michael had asked if he might
see her again.

When he’d kissed her cheek, his lips had lingered

tantalizingly close to her mouth.
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Emilia yawned. Already three o’clock had tiptoed by. She flipped
her pillow over to its cool side again, in the vain hope that sleep would
seep up from it, and stared up into the darkness. She considered again
Professor Robert Fivetrees’s theory, trying to recall what she herself
knew about planetary motion.

As she lay on her bed, Emilia knew that her feet faced north. She
also knew that, as the Earth spun, her body was hurtling eastwards,
rotating towards the dawn at 1,000 miles an hour.

A snippet of

information surfaced from her distant memory: artillerymen firing giant
guns always needed to allow for the direction and speed of the Earth’s
rotation – left in the Northern Hemisphere, right in southern latitudes.
She imagined the sun now beneath her, on the opposite side of the
world. Then she tried to imagine the spinning, tilted Earth itself – ‘like a
pool ball that’s been given plenty of screw’, to quote one of her old
college lecturers – flying sideways through space at 64,000 miles per
hour, also eastwards in its annual circumnavigation of the sun.

The insomniac starfish fastened her gaze on the square of stars
visible through the window, relishing the lick of cool air on her bare
stomach. 1,000 miles per hour plus 64,000 miles per hour. As she gazed
at the heavens she allowed her body to relax, feeling everything draining
out towards the five points of her body. She imagined she could even
feel the spin powering herself, the house, the land, the sea – everything –
eastwards through time. But is there any ‘east’ out there?
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Then, of course, the Milky Way too was rushing headlong through
space. She tried to extend her thoughts to encompass that. But she was a
child of the Earth and the only model for the tilted, spinning, orbiting,
rushing planet that her exhausted mind could summon up was of a a
Waltzer ride in a long-ago funfair of her childhood.
Her communicator pinged. Emilia woke and glanced at the clock:
3.45 a.m.
‘Em, it’s Steve. I’m at work. There’s a huge swarm of tremors
going on right under us. We’re just about to issue a highest-level alert.’

She swung her legs out of the bed. ‘Have you found its centre?’
‘Not yet. We’re just seeing swarms racing along our section of the
San Andreas Fault – all the way from Monterey to Mendocino.’
Over 400 miles.

‘Jesus!’ she exclaimed. ‘How strong?’

‘Two rising three. But it’s going to be much bigger when it goes.’
‘I’m on my way in,’ Emilia said.
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Twelve

Viewed from directly above, the contour map of San Francisco and the
surrounding Bay Area resembled a giant’s thumbprint.
Swirls of tightly compressed lines clearly indicated where the sharp
rises and falls in the land surface had occurred as massive tectonic
heavings and shudderings had lifted and depressed rocks countless times
since the North American and Pacific continental plates first abutted.
These giant segments of crust, floating on the molten surface of the
planet’s mantle, bumped and crushed each other without respite, like two
fat schoolboys jammed into the back seat of a compact car.
At 6.02 on the morning of Wednesday, 2 July 2055, Northern
California experienced ‘The Big One’ that everybody had been expecting
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since the earthquake of 1906, which had killed over 700 people. At that
time the population of the Bay Area had been around 500,000. Now it
was almost ten million.
But unlike the old mining-supply and harbour town of the early
twentieth century, the modern cities in the San Francisco region had been
built using earthquake-resistant techniques. Buildings were purposefully
constructed to be flexible. Many were seated on top of huge rollers that
would allow high-rise office blocks to glide backwards and forwards as
the ground beneath them heaved. In addition, the highly trained staff of
Geohazard Labs was on hand to warn the region’s inhabitants of any
impending quake.
It is difficult, however, to alert a large community to danger in the
small hours of the morning. Emilia Knight, Steve Bardini and the rest of
Geohazard’s hastily summoned emergency-response team withdrew to
the earthquake-proof seismic monitoring and command centre in the
company’s Oakland basement. By 5.40 a.m. they had got their urgent
warnings out to every emergency service, every radio, TV and press
outlet, and to all branches of local government. But the Geohazard team
could only watch their monitors with mounting anxiety as the strain
gauges broke, the movement meters shattered, and the Bay Area
population slumbered peacefully on.

In a video conference with the police chiefs of the region’s nine
counties, they debated sounding all the old air-raid sirens that still
remained dotted around the cities of San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley
and the outlying areas. But they agreed that the sound of these would
only reach a tiny proportion of the total population.
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They reasoned that, being a weekday, by 6.30 a.m. many of the
region’s inhabitants would be awake and tuning in to the radio and TV
stations that were already broadcasting a continuous stream of emergency
warnings. So they decided against triggering the sirens and, as the police,
fire fighters and hospitals began to put their emergency disaster plans into
practice, the Geohazard seismologists waited and watched anxiously
while pre-quake symptoms accumulated all along the Hayward branch of
the San Andreas Fault.
But the earthquake itself would not wait; it woke the millions of
Bay Area residents just after six a.m. Its epicentre was at Glossfield, on
the eastern edge of the San Francisco Bay, and its magnitude was later
measured by Geohazard’s field instruments as 9.132 – by far the largest
and most powerful earthquake ever measured by modern science.

The downtown area of the City of San Francisco was located at the
very tip of a thin, finger-like peninsula that separated the Pacific from the
wide inland bay. In one gigantic heave and resettlement, the ground level
at the southern end of this isthmus, from Daly City down to SFO
International Airport, dropped by over thirty feet.

The Pacific then

surged hungrily inland and San Francisco’s city centre immediately
became a new island off the coast of California.

That morning all the world’s civil engineers, designers, architects
and builders were forcefully reminded that ‘earthquake-resistant’ does not
mean ‘earthquake-proof,’ as few structures, old or new, escaped the
damage wrought by a three-minute shaking of over Magnitude 9.0.
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As its designers had predicted, the Embarcadero Space Needle
withstood this buffeting throughout, but the massive concrete platform on
which the building was supported rapidly sank into a tectonic-plate
fissure at an angle of almost forty-five degrees, tipping the 182-storey
tower sideways into the San Francisco bay.
The exclusive oceanside communities of Sea Cliff, Baker Beach
and Land’s End, on the north-western edge of the peninsula, became
detached from the main raft of the newly formed island, like a crust being
snapped off a hard piece of stale bread. They sank immediately beneath
the encroaching waves.

All areas around the Bay that were built on reclaimed marsh and
landfill – Marina, Mission, Presideo, Embarcadero, the Oakland shores,
the Alameda oil refineries, the airports – found their buildings, roads,
pipes and bridges shaken to rubble, the soil beneath them adopting the
consistency of oil, so violently was it vibrated.
Despite being an outcrop of igneous sandstone bedrock, the
shaking of Telegraph Hill levelled every building, new and old, on its
flanks during the massive quake. The same elegant French restaurant at
which Emilia Knight and Michael Fairfax had dined the previous evening
was hurled from its lofty perch to plunge down into Stockton Street, 600
feet below.

Every home on the Filbert Steps was destroyed. Inside Jersey
Villa, Lucy Fairfax and her younger son Ben were killed outright when
all three floors of the Victorian timber building collapsed at once. Up on
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the top floor, Matthew Fairfax’s legs were crushed by a falling roof beam
leaving him trapped alive inside the rubble.
Both the Golden Gate and the Bay Bridge collapsed almost
immediately. In the Bay Area over half a million people were to die
during the first day following the initial shock.

Two stacks of aircraft, patiently waiting their turns to land at
Oakland and SFO airports, suddenly lost all contact with their air-traffic
controllers while signals from the airport-landing beacons also
disappeared. Although the flight crews had already received notification
of Geohazard’s warnings, highly alarmed pilots were all trying at once to
contact the Regional Air Traffic Control Center at Sacramento to report
the outages and request instructions.
Gerry Castlemain, captain of an American Airlines wide-body
flight returning home from Sydney, which was at the front of the long
landing queue for SFO, suddenly saw the runway on which his plane was
scheduled to set down disappear beneath the foaming Pacific Ocean. So
did most of his passengers with starboard window seats. Many other
passengers elsewhere in the aircraft were still struggling with their
personal communications systems as they tried to restore lost contact with
the ground.

Captain Castlemain switched to manual control, boosted engine
power, lifted the nose of his plane, retracted the undercarriage, turned
right, and began a climb back towards 2,000 feet. His path took him
west, out over the churning ocean, before he turned right once more to fly
up what had recently formed the coastline of the San Francisco peninsula.
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The plane arrived over the island that had lately been the city’s
downtown area, and the captain slowed his aircraft to 200 knots, just
above stall speed.

Then, in the clear dawn light, the crew and the

passengers on the starboard side of the plane could see that all three spans
of the Golden Gate Bridge were missing. Beyond it, massive columns of
black smoke were starting to rise from the hills of the city centre.

Gerry Castlemain double-checked that the passengers’ seat-belt
sign was still illuminated. He knew that if panic broke out and the 600
passengers without a starboard window rushed to the right-hand side of
the plane in an attempt to see the devastation for themselves many of
them might be injured.
But the captain did not find himself able to press his microphone
button and speak to the passengers personally – he didn’t trust his own
voice. His wife and four children lived down there in the sea-level
waterfront district near the Palace of Fine Arts, two miles east of the now
wrecked suspension bridge, and he was fighting an overwhelming urge to
break every FAA rule and dive his huge jet down to wavetop level in
order to fly past his home to check on the damage.
Castlemain did turn right once again, over the top of the ruined
Golden Gate Bridge and on into the rising sun. He reached for his
sunglasses, checked his immediate airspace for other aircraft, and flew
eastwards across the bay and towards his native city’s new and wholly
unfamiliar skyline. Then he banked the plane to the right – at a sharper
angle than was authorized by either his airline or the aviation authorities –
and gazed down on his own home area.
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Everything in the Marina district looked fuzzy, as if it were out of
focus, and he could not even make out a distinct shoreline. It was no
longer clearly defined by the broad sea walls, and the green on which he
jogged and often picnicked with his wife and children, was under water;
the famous bay had seeped inland. He could not make out his own house,
nor locate any of the ruler-straight avenues that had run up from the
waterside to broad Lombard Street. Most of the houses seemed to have
collapsed, and vast accumulations of wreckage were already floating on
the flecked and foaming seas. He levelled out his aircraft once again.

Castlemain’s co-pilot and close friend, First Officer Anne
Mackowski, held out her open communicator for him to see: No Signal.
He flipped open his own: No Signal.
Anne reached across the cockpit and squeezed his forearm hard.
Then she touched the flight-control computer and summoned the new
heading that would take them on to Sacramento, ninety miles to the east
and two hours back by road.
But the bridges were out and there was now no overland route to
the city from the south.

The captain returned flight control to the computer and as they
started to climb he noticed that Telegraph Hill had shaken the Coit Tower
from its summit – a monument that had been erected in tribute to the
firemen of the 1906 earthquake.

Beyond, he saw the mighty

Embarcadero Space Needle now lying completely on its side in the bay,
stretching almost out to Treasure Island.
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On the other side of the bay, enormous columns of black smoke
mushroomed upwards from the naval dockyard and the oil refinery and
storage depots.
The devastation seemed total.

*
‘He’s agreed!’ announced Hanoch Biran triumphantly. ‘It will be the first
time a serving US president has visited the moon.’

Everyone seated around the elegant mahogany table nodded
enthusiastically: it was a coup.

President James T. Underwood had

agreed to officiate at the formal opening of ERGIA’s LunaSun moon
energy facility.

The endorsement for ERGIA could not be more

significant. All it had taken to secure this honour was the largest single
donation ever made to a political re-election campaign.
‘The White House wants to take over a moon ferry completely, of
course, for security reasons. And they want extra security features added.
But they’re prepared to meet the cost of conversion themselves.’
‘Or have the American taxpayer meet the cost,’ observed Nick
Negromonte. But he was smiling at his team from his position at the
head of the table.
‘Looks like we’ve got ourselves a great launch party,’ he added.
‘You’ve done well, Hanoch.’
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The perception-management team handling the initial public
offering of shares in LunaSun was meeting with the ERGIA boss at his
English stately home. Most members had visited Langland Park before,
and they were used to conducting business beneath glittering chandeliers
and under the glazed gaze of long-dead Florentine worthies.

‘We’ve been having a think about how best to neutralize this
forthcoming BBC documentary on climate control,’ continued Biran,
ERGIA’s Israeli-born director of corporate communications. ‘The BBC
can be very difficult, and very independent. Our recommendation is that
we should embrace them entirely, overwhelm them with cooperation and
input. In fact, I even recommend that you give Miss Curtis the exclusive
interview she wants and let them film here at Langland Park. The more
help we give them, the harder it will be for them to criticize.’

Negromonte smiled to himself. He’d already reached the same
conclusion. ‘Where does their broadcast fit into our schedule?’
Biran scrolled up a page on his DigiPad. ‘You land on the moon in
Apollo Eleven on October nineteen, the president arrives on the
twentieth, and carries out the official opening the next day.

The BBC

and MSN have scheduled their documentary to be broadcast immediately
after the opening dedication – to be followed by a live studio debate on
the ethics of climate control. Our LunaSun IPO comes to market two
weeks later.’
‘Perfect,’ said Negromonte. ‘Did you offer them our invitation to
hold the debate in the LunaSun facilities?’
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Biran nodded. ‘The BBC is worried about the cost – they say
nothing has ever been broadcast from the moon on that scale before.
They’d have to lift twenty or thirty people up to LunaSun, just to run the
technical side. Then there’s the question of how all the guests would get
there.’

‘Tell them we might be able to get the President of the United
States to be the keynote speaker for their debate,’ said Negromonte,
smiling. ‘That’ll make them rethink their ratings forecasts – and their
budgets.’

‘Sir?’ It was Bob Johnson, one of the team’s assistants. He had
been working at a small side table while the main meeting was in
progress.

Heads turned, and the junior executive rose to his feet. ‘I’m sorry
to interrupt, but there’s been a major earthquake, something huge, in San
Francisco,’ he said. Then he held his communicator up. ‘You can even
see it from space – the city has just become an island.’

All heads turned back to the table, and to their own personal
communications systems. Quickly, Hanoch Biran patched his feed to a
large wall-screen. The views coming in were relayed from a helicopter
belonging to Channel 9 News, a local San Franciscan TV station.
They watched in silence as the chopper flew over the smoking
undulations of the city, its hillsides covered with flattened debris, the
slopes naked as if they had been suddenly deforested. Then they could
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see the Embarcadero Space Needle lying on its side, semi-submerged in
the Bay.
*
The U.S. President declared a state of national emergency, dispatching
20,000 troops to the Bay Area. He also ordered the U.S. Navy to sea,
sending all available ships from their home port in San Diego to serve as
emergency ferries in order to link the new island of San Francisco with
the mainland.

From all over the state of California, volunteer medics, paramedics,
search-and-rescue teams, digging parties and blood donors rushed to
provide their services. Earth-moving equipment and heavy lifting gear
was flown into Sacramento by the army, and then driven westwards to the
disaster area. Specialist listening equipment and specially trained sniffer
dogs needed to locate trapped victims were airlifted in from all over the
USA, Europe, Russia and the Middle East.
Self-propelled satellites were repositioned and retasked to hover in
geostationary orbit above the disaster area, bringing their long-focus,
high-definition zoom lenses to bear on the devastation at all wavelengths,
visible and non-visible. At the President’s personal request, the ERGIA
Corporation liaised with the military authorities in charge of search-andrescue to subdue and re-route Pacific onshore winds that might have
fanned the flames of the myriad fires now raging all over the Bay Area.
It was agreed that using spot rain to subdue the fires would only hinder
the search-and-rescue effort.
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In Geohazard’s headquarters in Oakland the scientists worked
back-to-back shifts without sleep, continually warning the public about
multiple aftershocks, checking all of the local fault lines for new
movement, providing specialist advice about building structures, and
dealing with endless official enquiries.
Emilia Knight didn’t leave the risk-monitoring centre for four days.
She snatched what sleep she could in disused offices, showered in the
company’s facilities, changed into company-issue field clothing and
begged repeatedly to be allowed to go out and physically help with the
rescue efforts that were going on all around them.

Each time her

colleagues told her that her specialist knowledge was far more valuable to
the population than her muscle power. But they too felt the urge to rush
outside and simply dig.
Michael Fairfax suffered eighteen hours of almost unendurable
anxiety. He had been woken by the first shock, half thrown out of his bed
as his single-level house shook on its foundations.

It stood on the

bedrock of the Sausalito hills and although its roof was completely
separated from its supports the thick brick walls had withstood the
repeated convulsions.
He’d grabbed a dressing gown, run into his front yard and thrown
himself flat on the lawn. The heaving seemed to go on and on, loud
reports coming from all around as tree trunks snapped, walls cracked and
power lines came down.
As Michael lay with his face pressed into the grass, all he could
think about was his sons – and Lucy. He knew that Telegraph Hill was
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also bedrock, generally considered by insurers to be at lower risk than
other parts of the city, but the house itself was old. It even pre-dated the
1906 earthquake. That thought gave him heart; if it had withstood that
disaster, it would also withstand this one.
When the ground’s heaving finally relented, he pushed himself to
his feet. But he found it hard to comprehend what he was seeing. From
his front yard he had a view right across the bay to the downtown city
skyline and the Bay Bridge.
It was a clear morning but the sun was still low, and at first he
thought it must be some trick of the light. There was no Embarcadero
Space Needle. His office building, the dominant landmark of the city,
had simply disappeared. Then he realized that he could see all the way to
Alameda, on the far-distant opposite shore. There was no Bay Bridge
either.
Michael started to shake uncontrollably. From somewhere nearby
a dog began to bark, and he saw his elderly neighbours cautiously
stepping out of the opening in which their front door had formerly hung.
Now it lay flat on their veranda.
He ran inside for the binoculars he always kept by the front
window. There was broken glass all over the floor where his pictures had
been hurled off the walls and smashed.
Stepping carefully, he found the optics and returned to the front
lawn. His hands were shaking so violently that he had to depress the
electronic image-stabilizing button to make anything out.
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As the microchip compensated for his physical tremors, everything
suddenly appeared sharp and crystal clear. His gaze swept past Telegraph
Hill twice before he recognized it. Coit Tower had gone, as had all of the
buildings on the hill’s western flank. He panned left, to where the Bay
Bridge had been, and saw the giant Space Needle now lying in pieces
across the Bay.

Michael rushed inside for his communicator – a satellite model
whose operation should be unaffected by local network problems – and
he tried all of the numbers he had for his ex-wife and sons and their
home. But even the satellite phone he had given Matthew on his birthday
went unanswered.
Less than fifteen minutes later, he was powering his BMW rapidly
up the sloping road that led out of Sausalito, intending to join the southbound Highway 101 near where it approached the Golden Gate Bridge.
Cresting a ridge he shot a glance to his left, as he so often did, to
estimate the traffic flow on the bridge itself. It was part of his normal
morning commuting routine. What he saw caused him to brake hard and
bring his car to a stop. He switched off the engine and got out of the
vehicle.

Although its two giant ochre-red uprights were still intact, all three
connecting spans of the Golden Gate Bridge were missing.
Fifteen minutes later Michael was down in the marina at Sausalito
trying to find a boat that hadn’t been damaged. The quake had been so
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strong that many of them had been thrown up onto the quayside and
smashed.
Eventually he found a place on a regular Sausalito-San Francisco
passenger ferry crammed with others also anxious about their families
and friends in the city. But it was another two hours before he reached the
Filbert Steps, and the heaped wreckage of Jersey Villa.

There was nobody around to help him as he tore at the large mound
of tiles, stones and broken timbers. As he had run and walked up here
through the littered wreckage of the city, voices had constantly cried out
to him for assistance.

Everywhere people were digging at rubble,

pleading with him to stop and help them find their loved ones.
Everywhere, retrieved corpses were being laid out in neat rows. There
seemed to be no emergency services working yet in the city, but Michael
realized that all access roads were probably blocked.
As a native San Franciscan, educated about earthquake threat since
childhood, he had brought along with him a flashlight, water bottles,
ropes and basic tools and he was thankful that there was no fire blazing at
his house or in the wreckage of the houses on either side. Probably this
was because there was no gas supply to the Steps, he thought as he
worked – they couldn’t pump it up this high. Many of the houses he had
passed lower down the hill had been burning.

He found Matthew in less than fifteen minutes. The boy was
unmistakably dead but not yet completely cold. He was surrounded by his
smashed computer equipment and telescopes, the stars on the room’s
shredded wallpaper still glowing. From the enormous amount of blood
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that had soaked into the wreckage around his pulped legs, Michael
guessed that his elder son had bled to death.
The father could not allow himself time to grieve and, after forty
minutes of hard sawing through a fallen beam, he carefully removed
Matthew’s body and laid him out on the lawn. He immediately returned
to continue sawing and tugging at the old redwood timbers that had once
been his family home.
It was dark by the time he finally found Lucy and Ben. They had
died together in the same bed – perhaps the five-year-old had had a bad
dream and his mother had taken him in to sleep with her. They had been
killed instantly, crushed by a massive ceiling beam and the weight of the
floors above.
Michael left them where they were and went to sit beside Matthew.
The moon was full, and by its bright light he saw that his hands were
covered in blood; he had been sawing, hammering and clawing at the
rubble for seven hours. He had lost most of his fingernails and there was
no surface skin left on his fingers or on the palms of his hands.
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Thirteen

The audacious commandeering of the Global Haven by the hulk people
achieved for them in just a few weeks what years of diligent campaigning
by charities, social campaigners and the more responsible member states
of the United Nations had failed to achieve in decades.
All over the world, the media’s lead news story was the great San
Francisco earthquake and its aftermath. But the second item in most
bulletins was the roaming convoy of hulk people – now with the Global
Haven as its new flagship – that was cruising the international waters of
the Pacific Ocean, not least because so many famous and wealthy people
who had lost their homes and their possessions in the hijacking were
complaining loudly on the airwaves.
Of special interest was the new and ambivalent position towards
the hulk flotilla being taken by the law-enforcement agencies of the
world’s leading democracies.
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After half a century during which tens of thousands of super-rich
individuals had fled their nation states to live aboard luxury ships that
cruised outside all national boundaries (thus escaping taxes and other
communal responsibilities), it almost seemed as if the societies they had
deserted were now gleefully rounding on them. Receptive to the opinion
of their voters, all governments claimed that this act of piracy fell outside
their own jurisdictions, while issuing public assurances that they would
act firmly if the hulk ships ever entered their own territorial waters. Not
one member state was prepared to raise the issue at the United Nations.

And the fact that the pirates had not injured a single one of the
thousands of individuals whom they had so unceremoniously unloaded
onto an ancient French oil-tanker also played strongly in the hulk
people’s favour.

The newspapers had created computer graphics showing what the
luxury interior of the Global Haven might look like now that its luxury
apartments, ballrooms, swimming pools, atria and gymnasiums had been
taken over by as many as 50,000 of the world’s poorest people.

The vessel’s insurers were naturally furious. But, after decades of
fearful rejection, public sentiment began to swing inexorably in favour of
the hordes of status-less, homeless human beings who were forced to live
out on the open seas, rather than towards sympathy for those who did so
solely for purposes of tax avoidance.
‘We can certainly use the hulk people’s story as an angle to open
our film,’ Perdita Curtis explained to her executive producer as, with six
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other team members, they marched through one of the transparent aerial
walkways that provided the main architectural feature of the BBC’s new
West London headquarters.
Narinda Damle and his production staff were heading for a meeting
with the corporation’s head of news and current affairs. This was a
conference in which their request for a massive increase in budget –
sufficient to stage and transmit a live debate from the moon – would be
considered.

MSN New York, their co-production partners, had

authorized their own increased share of the budget, as soon as the
American President’s participation in this debate had been confirmed.
‘And there’s something else, Narinda – something important!’
Perdy stopped dead in the corridor, forcing her boss and the rest of the
team to pause in their headlong rush to their meeting.

Glancing at his watch, Narinda Damle turned to face her. ‘We’re
due in six minutes,’ he reminded her anxiously.
‘I know, but I’ve only just found this out,’ Perdy aplologized.
‘Guess what Negromonte is going to do with the billions raised by the
LunaSun IPO?

He’ll use it to begin climate modification on Mars.

They’re going to melt polar ice and stimulate oxygen production by
planting GM crops specially designed for Martian conditions. Ergia’s
long-term aim is to sell Martian real estate.’
The little group was stunned.
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‘My God!’ exclaimed Damle. ‘That’s a wonderful story, but how
can we include it? We’ve only got a fifty-minute slot.’
‘That’s the trouble, we can’t include it,’ Perdy informed her
colleagues.

‘I learned about this under embargoed non-disclosure –

because of Wall Street regulations over the LunaSun share flotation. We
can’t even talk about it on air until we get to the live debate – which is
after our documentary goes out.’
‘Then we’ll certainly use it in the debate,’ said Damle, as he
resumed marching through the walkway. ‘Come on, the boss is going to
love this.

Perhaps we can get some Planet First people to join the

discussion. Think how they’ll react to the idea that humanity is just about
to start modifying the climate on yet another planet.’
*
Six weeks after his sons and former wife had died in the Great San
Francisco earthquake of 2055, Michael Fairfax was back working again.
He was on his feet addressing over 300 members of the global news
media who had gathered in the ballroom of the Intercontinental Hotel in
Brussels.
‘This is the largest claim for compensation ever made in a court of
law,’ he informed the attentive journalists. He had just shown them the
video of the hulk people which he had shot inside the Antarctic Circle.
‘It’s larger in real terms than the tobacco settlements of the twentieth
century, and the alcohol, cellphone and antidepressant awards of more
recent times. Over eleven million people have lost their homes because
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of global warming, a phenomenon directly caused by the energy
companies who once marketed oil, gas and coal.’
He listened carefully to his own voice as it was amplified around
the room. It sounded OK: strong, no hint of a waver. He was doing fine;
he had been right to plunge back in. Work was always the best antidote.

As he had suspected – and as he had once threatened his overcautious partners in a meeting that now seemed to have taken place in
another lifetime – the Brussels-based law firm Beauchamp, Seifert and
Co. had been delighted to pick up his hulk-people litigation.

Saul Levinson, the senior partner who had originally blocked
Michael’s pursuit of this case, was now dead. So were three more of the
equity-holding partners, as well as sixty-one other attorneys and staff
members – all killed by the earthquake itself or in its aftermath. The
firm’s former offices in the Embarcadero Space Needle now lay under the
waters of the San Francisco Bay. Like so much else in that area, the legal
practice once known as Gravitz, Lee and Kraus was no longer
functioning.

Despite having had almost a century and a half since 1906 to get
ready for another large earthquake, the Bay Area authorities had turned
out to be woefully under-prepared for the scale of the seismic calamity
when it finally came.
The city authorities had no temporary morgues and no processing
procedures capable of dealing with 500,916 fatalities in a single day, nor
the 136,879 deaths that followed in the ensuing forty-eight hours. Power
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was out across the entire area, and there were no crematoria or cemeteries
able to cope with such vast numbers of deceased. The military took
charge.
Lucy Fairfax and her two sons were buried at sea, from the deck of
a large U.S. Navy cargo ship. Almost 14,000 others were committed
during the same ceremony, the dead far outnumbering those few
mourners who, like Michael, stood on the deck as pallet after pallet of
white, weighted bundles were brought up from refrigerated holds and slid
down into the ocean.

None of the other Fairfax relatives or in-laws were able to attend
this hastily arranged committal. Lucy’s own parents were in Los Angeles
and Michael’s parents lived in Lake Tahoe, but no commercial flights
were yet landing in the Bay Area. In any case, there was still no civilian
access to the city. It was estimated that it would be at lest a year before
any new airport facilities could be built. Replacement bridges to link
downtown San Francisco to the mainland were expected to take even
longer, and many were already questioning the wisdom of rebuilding in
such a high-risk zone.

The day after his sons and ex-wife were committed to the Pacific,
Michael gathered up the paperwork and data dumps he kept at his
damaged home, packed two large suitcases, and drove the 250 miles to
Reno, Nevada. There he boarded a flight to Chicago and travelled on
overnight to Brussels.
Within thirty-six hours of his arrival in Europe, he was making a
presentation to the managing partners of Beauchamp, Seifert and Co, the
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world’s leading environmental and human-rights law practice. Being a
prudent man, Michael had kept back-ups of every piece of paper and
every scrap of data intended for his hulk-people case at his own home.
The partners agreed unanimously to fund Michael’s case, to
appoint him an associate partner of the European firm, and to retain in
escrow a proportion of any compensation won for the benefit of Gravitz,
Lee and Kraus of San Francisco – if and when that stricken firm was able
to resume its own practice or appoint liquidators.
‘I will now take any questions,’ Michael told his audience. A
forest of arms shot up and he pointed his latex-gloved hand towards a
man in the front row.

One of the presentation assistants handed a

microphone to the first questioner.
‘Chris Van Assche, NTL,’ announced a tall balding man. ‘Despite
the very large sums that you are claiming from the energy companies,
you have not told us exactly how you will proceed with this case. What
will be your first step?’

Michael nodded, pleased by the question. He had deliberately kept
his formal statement to a minimum, with the intention of supplying the
more important detail during Q & A. That made journalists feel they had
wheedled the information out for themselves.

‘We have this morning applied to the Court of International Civil
Justice in The Hague for two injunctions – the first naming Mr Nicholas
Negromonte, the second his Ergia Corporation – to order them to shut
down all extraterrestrial solar reflectors, refractors, lenses and focusing
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devices and to cease providing climate-management services throughout
the world.’
There was an immediate hubbub, exactly as Michael had hoped
for. Flashlights flared and a loud hum of conversation filled the large
room, while twenty questions were shouted at once, all without the
benefit of a microphone, and all wholly unintelligible.

‘Tomorrow we will seek similar injunctions against all the other
companies who offer climate-modification services,’ added Michael, over
the din.

‘Climate management must henceforth be completely shut

down.’
*
‘Tune in to CNN now,’ said Narinda Damle as he burst into Perdy’s
office. ‘Your pal Negromonte’s being sued.’
She pressed a button on a remote, and the wall-screen came to life.

They saw a tall, dark-haired man addressing a press conference.
Beneath the picture, a screen caption read:

World’s Largest-Ever Lawsuit
Launched Against Major Energy Companies

‘Record,’ Perdy told her system. Then she punched the buttons
necessary to patch the TV feed through to the workstations used by the
rest of her production team.
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They saw a balding journalist rise to his feet. ‘What are your
grounds for seeking these injunctions, Mr Fairfax? What will you be
telling the court in The Hague?’
‘I now have evidence that weather-management technologies are
seriously disrupting this planet’s magnetic fields,’ the lawyer said. The
TV director in Brussels cut away to show the audience reaction. There
was now absolute silence.

Many of the attendant journalists were

recording, some taking notes. ‘And this is now affecting materials way
beneath our feet – at the planet’s very core. In fact, I have scientific
evidence about climate management which proves that by reflecting so
much additional solar radiation towards the Earth the massive increase in
electrically charged particles is warping the magnetosphere, the Earth’s
magnetic shield. In turn, these new forces are pulling at the magnetic
fields deep in the planet’s mantle and this is the direct cause of the
devastating volcanic eruptions and earthquakes we have been suffering
lately.’
‘You’ve got to get him for our film,’ said Damle. ‘Find out how
long he’s going to be in Europe.’
Perdy reached for her phone. ‘I’ve got a friend at CNN,’ she told
her boss. ‘She’ll be able to find out his immediate movements.’

*
Michael Fairfax pressed a button on his remote control and turned to the
large 3-D presentation screen.

The house lights dimmed, and the
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audience watched Professor Fivetrees’s shimmering hologram of the
Earth and its force fields. Michael allowed the demonstration to run
without comment. When it was finished and the room lights had come
back up, he picked up a wireless microphone and walked to the front of
the stage.
‘What you have just seen is a model of the Earth’s magnetic poles
reversing,’ he told them. ‘It was created by one of the world’s leading
experts in geoscience but he has been officially gagged by an American
government secrecy order. However, in view of the devastating San
Francisco earthquake he now considers this issue so important that he is
prepared to give evidence personally to the international court in The
Hague.’
As Michael paused, scores of hands shot up. He held up a whitegloved palm.

‘But there is even more direct evidence of serious

disturbance inside the Earth.

In the days following the eruption of

Mount Māriota on Samoa, an American seismologist recovered large
pieces of radioactive heavy metals from its slopes. According to this
expert such a find is unique and suggests that material is now being
forced to the Earth’s surface from a very deep source indeed.’
This time when he paused no hands shot up. They were struggling
to understand the implications of this startling information.

‘These radioactive samples are now in the hands of the US
military, and yet again the U.S. government has imposed a National
Secrecy Order to prevent the seismologist who made the find from
publicizing or talking about this remarkable discovery.

However,
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following the disaster in San Francisco, the scientist concerned is now
also prepared to give personal evidence to the Hague court.’
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Los Angeles Times
Wednesday, 16 August 2055

PFO RENOUNCES VIOLENCE
In a statement emailed to the LA Times, the Executive
Committee of the Planet First Organization claims to have
renounced all forms of violent protest following the San
Francisco earthquake. The statement was accompanied by
recognized code words which have previously been used by
the PFO. The statement reads:
From today, the Planet First Organization will no longer use
any form of direct or violent action to draw attention to the
perilous state of this planet’s health. The world has already
been given the clearest possible demonstration of the
catastrophes awaiting us if we do not abandon climate
management and other technologies that are being used to
mask the true effects of global heating.

*
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‘Hey, Nick, how’s tricks?’

‘Good morning, Mr President.

Fine, thank you, fine.

And

yourself?’
‘I’m good, Nick, but I’m also a little worried about you guys
floating around up there.’
Nicholas Negromonte, C.E.O. of the ERGIA Corporation, was
speaking from his private quarters aboard the company’s main space
station. He propelled himself over to his window and craned his neck to
locate the eastern seaboard of the United States. Then he ran his eyes
down to the Delaware peninsula: Washington DC should be just to the
west – there.

‘In what way, sir?’ They hadn’t selected visual.
‘This lawsuit, Nick – it’s getting a hell of a lot of coverage.’
‘Better now than later,’ said Negromonte. ‘It will all have blown
over before we welcome you to the moon.’
‘I’ve been thinking about that too, Nick. Don’t you think it might
be wise to delay things for a while?’
‘Absolutely not,’ said Negromonte firmly, aware that if the date
slipped the forthcoming election year would make it almost impossible
for the American President to reschedule a visit. ‘No need at all.’
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‘So there’s nothing to this idea of a link between climate
management and earthquakes?’ asked James Underwood. ‘What about
San Francisco?’
‘Sir, that just proves how hysterical all this is. We’ve known for
over a century that a major quake was due in California. The whole state
sits on one gigantic fault line. To claim that a little reflected sunshine
caused that is ridiculous.’
There was a brief silence.

‘In fact, what we most need is the extra output that the moon
facility is going to provide,’ the ERGIA boss pressed on. ‘There are
almost twenty nations waiting for climate management, and over the next
three years we estimate that will add an extra six per cent to GDP in those
regions.’
‘That brings me to another point, Nick,’ said the President. ‘I
might just need to beg a little of that additional output from you.’

*
‘You can’t believe how these people are forced to live!’ said Michael
Fairfax vehemently, jabbing a forefinger at the image of the hulk people
now frozen on the wall screen. ‘They have no official status as refugees,
so that means they have less than nothing. They’re even denied natural
weather!’
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In person, the good-looking American attorney that Perdy Curtis
had seen on television looked haggard and drawn. There was a burning
intensity in his eyes which seemed at odds with his pallor and his
anxiously-twitching, white-gloved hands. He was pacing as he talked, as
if he was constantly on edge.
Their meeting was taking place in his suite at the Brussels
Intercontinental and he had just shown Perdy his own footage of the hulk
platform adrift in the southern seas.
‘But they’ve now turned pirate,’ objected the TV producer,
deliberately playing devil’s advocate.

She had already come to the

conclusion that this attorney could make a very powerful contribution to
her upcoming film and perhaps to the live debate to be broadcast from the
moon. ‘What about the Global Haven?’

‘That doesn’t affect their historical claim,’ Michael said forcefully,
‘and it’s only a small minority of the refugees who are on the move.
Most of their ships are still trapped inside the Antarctic Circle.’

He walked over to the window and stared down into the busy
Avenue Louise far below.
‘How bad a blow was it for you when the court refused your
request for injunctions?’ asked Perdy, changing tack. ‘You must have
been very disappointed.’
He swung round on his heel to face her. ‘On the contrary, on the
contrary, it achieved everything I had hoped for. It made headlines all
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round the world.

For the first time people have begun questioning

whether climate management is such a good thing. That was only the
first round. The real case will start when I call in my expert witnesses.’
‘I was wondering …’ she said pensively. ‘Would the scientists you
mentioned be prepared to talk on camera? This professor who claims the
poles are reversing – and the scientist who found these radioactive rocks?
Could we invite them to join the moon debate?’
Michael stopped his pacing and came to sit opposite her, on one of
the ruby-red sofas placed at either side of a low coffee table.

‘I don’t know,’ he admitted. ‘At first both of them felt very bound
by the U.S. secrecy agreements. But after the earthquake … they’re both
based in the San Francisco area, you see.’

‘Can you give me their names?’ she asked.
‘Off the record?’

Perdy nodded and paused her recording.
‘Professor Robert Fivetrees lectures at Berkeley. He’s one of the
world’s leading planetary geophysicists.

Dr Emilia Knight – the

seismologist who found the radioactive rock – is at Geohazard Labs in
Oakland. They both feel that the truth should come out now, and I’m
going to ask the court in The Hague to issue them with a writ of witness
protection. It’s a legal device which should go some way to help if the
U.S. government prosecutes them.’
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Perdy had a sudden flash of intuition.

‘Are you from San

Francisco yourself?’ she enquired.
The reaction she saw on Michael’s drawn face provided her
answer.

‘I’m sorry,’ she said. ‘I hope you didn’t lose anyone close.’
He shook his head as if to dismiss the subject. Then she watched
as he gathered his courage.

‘I lost my two sons,’ he said quietly, almost as if to himself. ‘And
my ex-wife. Matthew was thirteen. Ben was five. All of them were
crushed to death in their beds.’

He lifted his hands as he spoke,

displaying his white surgical gloves. ‘I dug them out of the wreckage
myself.’
Perdy saw that the lawyer was forcing himself to say the words, to
get used to saying something that he would have to repeat over and over
again for the rest of his life.
She stared at him in dismay, the awfulness of his tragedy brought
directly into this hotel room by the evidence of his damaged hands. Tears
suddenly welled in his eyes and rolled down both cheeks. He made no
attempt to turn his head away from her, to hide his grief.
Perdy didn’t know what to do, but she rose, leaned forward and put
a hand on his shoulder.

Now Michael was sobbing uncontrollably,
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resting his forehead on the heels of his palms. She sat beside him as he
shook his head in mute apology for his display. Then she put an arm
around his shoulders and, acting purely on instinct, drew him closer
towards her.
*

The immense expanse of the central Pacific easily swallowed up the
Global Haven and the 142 decrepit commercial vessels that now steamed
in loose formation around her. Staying well away from all territorial
waters, this strange flotilla cruised in slow, wide circles as its crews took
stock of what they had gained with their monumental prize – and argued
heatedly about what their next step should be.
Their windfall proved to be on an almost unimaginable scale – and
wholly unexpected.

The super-cruiser’s former commander, Captain

James Monroe, had already been notified by his employers that he would
need to appear before a disciplinary hearing and he was already the target
of nearly 1,000 private lawsuits from furious ex-residents. More were
expected to follow.

But had the captain and his accusers only realized it, this breakaway faction of hulk people had not set out deliberately to snare the
Global Haven herself. They had set up their decoy to catch any modern
vessel that happened to be passing.

Two months after leaving their

deprived but self-sufficient home community in the Southern Ocean, the
convoy had started running short of drinking water, food and fuel. After
being bombed as they approached the Peruvian coastline, they had
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subsequently been unable to secure supplies from anywhere else. Their
hijacking had been an act of desperation.
But now they had fresh supplies – and in enormous quantities. In
her eighty-two main or reserve tanks, housed in each of the doubleskinned catamaran hulls, the Global Haven carried enough diesel fuel,
aviation kerosene and jet fuel to supply her tenders and aircraft for six
years of normal operations. Huge tanks of fresh water were topped up by
three desalinization plants, while the ship’s four main hydrogen-plasma
engines had enough fuel pellets for sixty round-the-world trips.

The freezer-holds of the luxury ship held over 100,000 sides of
beef, lamb and pork, and copious quantities of frozen and freeze-dried
vegetables. Spices, oils, pulses and every conceivable ingredient required
for creating the world’s cuisines bulged from over 200 dry stores dotted
around the vessel and her wine cellars contained over three million
bottles of the world’s most valuable vintages. The pirates showered,
swam, feasted, sunbathed and lazed, each separate hulk-ship community
taking it in turns to enjoy twenty-four sybaritic hours aboard the luxury
vessel.

The shops in the atria malls held huge stocks of leisurewear,
jewellery, designer clothes, sports equipment, fur coats and perfumes
from every continent.

Fourteen banks carried currency in every

important denomination, a TV studio lay ready to record or broadcast and
one large retail outlet was filled with nothing but electronic keyboards
and self-playing grand pianos.
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The ship’s main hospital, fourteen operating theatres and six health
clinics boasted every sort of drug and the latest and most expensive
scanning, diagnostic aid and technological therapies.

These were

immediately put to work treating hundreds of chronically ill and
malnourished refugees who were carefully transferred from the
surrounding vessels.

Up on the flight deck the pirates found themselves in possession of
twenty-six private helicopters, one long-range air-sea rescue chopper and
two dozen business jets, all of them carefully hangared and bolted down
for the duration of the trans-ocean passage. But though many of the hulk
people were seamen and navigators, none were pilots; in the early days it
had been redundant sailors who had helped them commandeer the
abandoned tankers that had since become their homes – but not one of
them knew how to fly.

Rows started breaking out between the community leaders as they
gradually discovered the treasures contained in the vast ship’s 3,011
private apartments. Safe after safe was cut open to disgorge jewellery,
gemstones, gold – and share certificates worth billions of dollars.

Numerous staterooms were filled with the obsessions of the superrich, the collections of rare things that gave purpose to the lives of
individuals who could buy almost anything; porcelain, objets d’art, fine
antiques, early musical instruments – clavichords, spinets, virginals,
violins, lutes and guitars. One apartment was filled with Renaissance
bronzes, another with French armour of the sixteenth century, a third was
graced by magnificent Rouen and Nevers faïence.

One collector kept
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three cabinets of Classical-era Greek and Roman coins, another only the
rarest statuary from ancient Greece.
The apartment walls were covered with thousands of fine paintings
– Rembrandts, Van Goghs, Picassos, Titians, El Grecos, Canalettos –
many of them individually valuable enough to buy a vast country estate in
one of the world’s richest nations. But none of these assets represented
any value to a group of people unable to set foot in the developed world.
‘We should contact the insurers,’ John Gogotya urged his
lieutenants as they met in one of the ship’s grand ballrooms. ‘They will
pay us well – enough for everyone amongst us to buy a passport.’
‘Maybe an Eritrean passport,’ sneered Muhammad Sitta, Gogotya’s
Number Two. ‘Or an Angolan one. I say we should trade this ship for the
right to live in America – or Europe!’
‘He’s right,’ said one of the older men in the group. ‘This is the
best asset we have to bargain with. I say we take it to America – to Los
Angeles.’

‘To Los Angeles!’ enthused Muhammad Sitta.
‘To Los Angeles!’ shouted the others.

*
Eight weeks after the great Californian earthquake, Dr Emilia Knight
lounged on her sunset deck, wondering whether she should ring Michael
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Fairfax. But she wasn’t sure of his current whereabouts. Although she
had spoken to him by phone immediately after the catastrophe – even
seen him on television announcing his massive legal case – he had not
called her since or sent a message.
It was a warm Tuesday evening and Emilia decided that she would
light the deck lamps and turn on the electric bug-zapper before making
the call. Rising to her feet, she leaned on the deck rail, gazing down at
the twinkling lights of other homes dotted around the dark inlet. Most of
the properties in the Muir Beach area had withstood the massive quake.
Cascading boulders and landslides had changed the curves of the small
bay somewhat, but that was the only local evidence of the recent
upheaval.
Emilia Knight’s rented home had also proved to be a credit to its
builders. The stainless-steel bolts that secured its metal underframe to the
cliff itself had stoutly withstood the vigorous buffeting and, after five
days of almost non-stop duty at Geohazard HQ, Emilia had finally
returned home to discover little damage other than a freezer full of
spoiled food and a few minor breakages.

She had swept up the broken glass and china from the floor, still
marvelling that she herself had escaped so lightly. After three days and
nights working within the company’s emergency command bunker, the
U.S. Navy had taken Emilia, Steve Bardini and two Geohazard
colleagues across the Bay to see for themselves some of the damage
downtown.

They were scheduled to meet with government building

engineers who had to decide which of the shattered buildings should be
pulled down, and which were thought able to withstand further shocks.
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Their visit had been like walking through a city that had just
suffered a direct hit from a nuclear bomb.

Only occasionally could

Emilia pick out any familiar landmark – a view towards the Bay that
seemed still unaltered, or a single wall that remained standing , a tattered
advertisement on its flank.

Almost alone among her work colleagues, Emilia herself had not
lost any close friends or family in the disaster. She was from Boston
originally and almost all of her West Coast friends lived fairly near her on
the Marin coastline or in other locations well away from the quake’s
epicentre.
But walking amongst the ruins of the once-great city had affected
her profoundly. As an Earth scientist, she was used to visiting earthquake
sites and areas that had suffered volcanic eruptions. She had witnessed
the urban devastation of Kyoto, Madras and Beijing – but she had never
before seen destruction on quite this scale. Up until this point she had felt
that her geological training and ten-year career in predictive seismology
had provided her with a pretty accurate mental model of how fragile the
Earth’s crust was, and just how easily the shrug of a tectonic plate could
cause widespread havoc. But this forced her to rethink, to rescale her
mental model of the forces pent up beneath the Earth’s surface.

Even as Emilia laid her plans for recalibrating the Geohazard
Simulation Theater so as to allow much larger quakes to be replicated,
she knew that she was merely operating on autopilot. It was the sheer
stillness of the dead San Francisco that had shocked her most. There was
almost no noise within the city, just an occasional crash as one of the
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wreckage-clearing parties managed to free a beam, or the barking of a
stray dog scavenging among the debris.
At the end of a two-hour tour through what had been the Marina
District and Haight Ashbury, she had been forced to turn her back on her
male colleagues to hide her tears. But when Steve Bardini’s arm crept
round her shoulders and she had recovered sufficiently to turn back to
face her companions, she saw that they too were fighting back powerful
emotions.
On her return to Geohazard Labs from the city’s devastated
downtown area, Emilia found an unoccupied office, closed the door, and
dialled the satellite-phone number that Michael Fairfax had given her.
He answered on the second ring. The details of the personal loss
he then recounted caused her tears to well again, this time,
uncontrollably.

She had never before had to face such a degree of

personal involvement in the disasters that she attempted to predict and
ameliorate.
For several minutes Michael spoke as if to console her. Then, as
he described his own family’s burial at sea only the day before, she
realized that his seeming ice-cold strength was one of denial, a symptom
of deep shock.

Then the lawyer abruptly announced that he was about to fly to
Europe – to try to lodge his hulk-people case with the International Court
of Civil Justice in The Hague.
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‘Robert Fivetrees has now agreed to give evidence in Holland
about his data analysis,’ he went on. ‘He considers that the earthquake
we’ve just suffered is the final proof. He seems desperately concerned
for the safety of cities worldwide if the energy companies keep on
interfering with the planet’s magnetic force fields.’
‘He might well be right …’ Emilia was still mentally groping for
words to deal with this bereft man. In the aftermath of the earthquake she
hadn’t had a chance to even look at the professor’s data.
‘Would you now consider telling the Hague court what you found
in Samoa?’ the lawyer urged. ‘The judges could offer you some degree
of protection, but you might still be open to prosecution from our own
government here.’
She thought about the devastation she had just walked through. If
there was the remotest chance that Professor Fivetrees was right in his
theories, it had to be safer to shut down weather-management services
until the effects could be studied further.

‘But I’m not sure if there is any link,’ Emilia told the lawyer. ‘We
have no real idea why uranium and plutonium were propelled to the
surface. Just that it’s never happened before, as far as we know.’

‘But would you at least be prepared to testify to what you found
there?’ Michael pressed her.
She thought about it for less than ten seconds – everything had
changed now. ‘Yes, of course, if you think it will help.’
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The next time Emilia saw the attorney he had been appearing on
the national news, referring to her find and announcing the start of what
might become the world’s largest-ever legal case.
Emilia pushed herself away from the deck rail to light the lamps.
She finally switched on the electric bug-zapper, then lifted her phone and
summoned Michael’s number.
Just as she was about to place the call, her front doorbell chimed.
She sighed and snapped her communicator shut.

Perhaps it was a

neighbour dropping by – everybody locally seemed so much more
friendly and helpful since the earthquake.
Emilia hoped above all that it wouldn’t be Steve Bardini again.
After the emotional shock of the earthquake he had redoubled his
attempts to restart their affair, until she had been forced to tell him in the
clearest possible terms to keep his distance. But despite this, she knew
that he was still hanging around her home in the evenings, often walking
along the beach down below just in the hope of bumping into her. It was
like having a stalker.
‘Good evening, Dr Knight, how are you feeling now?’

The visitor was her doctor from the San Diego Naval Hospital.
Behind him stood two paramedics in full biohazard safety suits. ‘May we
come in?’

Wholly bemused, she stepped aside to let them enter.
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‘What is it, Doctor Bowman?’ she began. ‘Is something wrong?’
Then she noticed that the paramedics had also donned safety
helmets. With Geiger counters in their hands, they advanced across her
living room as if checking for radiation.

‘Your bone-marrow decay tests …’ began the doctor, putting down
his black bag. ‘Well, I’m afraid the rate is far too high. You didn’t keep
any small samples of those rocks for yourself, did you?’
‘I’m not mad,’ Emilia snapped angrily. The paramedics had now
invaded her bedroom.

‘You don’t really think I’d bring radioactive

samples home with me, do you?’
‘And you haven’t suffered any blackouts, or fainting spells?’
continued the doctor, as if she hadn’t spoken. He suddenly reached out
for her wrist and checked her pulse between his middle finger and thumb
while gazing at his watch.

Emilia glanced round to see what the paramedics were now doing.
One of them was in the kitchen, running his Geiger counter over her
countertop.

‘Would you mind sitting down?’ asked Bowman, leading her to an
armchair. He then snapped open his bag and extracted a stethoscope, a
miniature Geiger counter, and small air-jet hypodermic.
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Emilia suddenly felt alarmed. ‘Look, what is this?’ she demanded.
‘Why have you suddenly turned up here uninvited? Why didn’t you just
ask me to come in to the hospital?’
‘You’re right. I’m sorry,’ said the doctor, a kindly smile on his face
as he held his Geiger counter to her abdomen. ‘I did try to call you, but
you know how bad communications in this area have been recently.’

He glanced at the meter’s read-out, then pocketed it without
comment.

Since the earthquake, Emilia’s own mild exposure to

radioactivity had seemed of little consequence and she had since given up
regularly measuring the levels in her body.
‘I just need to take a little blood now,’ Dr Bowman said, tearing
open an antiseptic sachet. He swabbed a patch of skin inside her elbow,
then pressed the hypodermic against it.
Within seconds Emilia seemed to enter a dark tunnel. Then, as she
turned her head to ask the doctor what he was doing, her eyes closed
abruptly and her chin slumped to her chest.

Bowman took her pulse again, lifted one of her eyelids to check her
response to light, then stood upright. He called out to the two men still
searching elsewhere in the house.

Ten minutes later, Steve Bardini finished the long climb up from
the beach, just in time to see a stretcher being loaded into the rear of a
white U.S. Navy ambulance. Catching a glimpse of the patient’s face, he
realized it was Emilia.
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His instinct was to step out of the trees and confront these
paramedics, to demand to know what had happened to his boss and
former girlfriend. But he knew she would be furious if he interfered in
her personal business, if he made any public claim on her.
Remaining within the shadow of the pine trees, Steve watched as
the three finished loading their patient into the vehicle.

There was

nothing urgent or alarmed about their movements, he noticed.
Then he heard a communicator chirrup, and one of their party
answered it.
‘Yes, all done,’ the man in a dark suit informed the caller, his
words drifting clearly through the warm night air. ‘We’ll have her back
in San Diego by two a.m latest.’
*
Highway 1, California’s oldest and most scenic coastal road, had become
blocked at seventeen different locations during the earthquake.
Even in times of seismic passivity, this narrow, winding two-lane
highway was frequently closed because of landslides and rockfalls, so
most busy Californians who needed to get anywhere in a hurry chose to
use the newer dual-carriageway Highway 101 that ran further inland.
But the old winding highway was much loved by tourists for its
magnificent ocean views, and by motoring enthusiasts who delighted in
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the hairpin bends, adverse cambers, sheer-drop ravines and alpine passes
that characterized its 400-mile run between Fort Bragg in the north and
San Simeon to the south.
Shortly after 6.30 a.m., on the first Sunday morning since the
California Highway Authority had announced that all stretches of
Highway 1 had now been cleared and reopened, Professor Robert
Fivetrees gunned his beloved petrol-driven, manual-shift, racing green
Jaguar XKS V-8 – a car constructed in England in the year of his birth –
around a tight, rising bend that led southwards out of the surfers’ resort
known as Stinson Beach.

To his right, and far below, stretched the vast Pacific, a deep greenblue in the clear early-morning light. Ahead lay only winding open road.
The professor had the roof down, his long hair was tied back, and a
driving hard-rock track was blaring from the car’s stereo. It was a great
way to start the day.
He changed down into second gear for a hard left-hander and then
floored the accelerator again for the long straight run up towards the
clifftop ahead, above which he could just see the sun’s rays appearing.
Fivetrees had spent the night with Anne Rossiter, his current
girlfriend and a former student, at her home in Stinson Beach and, as he
often did on a Sunday, he had risen early with the intention of enjoying
the thrills that the deserted early-morning clifftop road could offer a
passionate driver. Later, he would creep back into the house before she
was even awake and begin the task of preparing Canadian bacon, waffles
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and scrambled eggs for their breakfast on the beachside deck. Then they
could spend the rest of the day surfing.
He was doing almost seventy when he had to brake hard again to
take the hairpin bend known locally as Jute’s Dive. Then he was out of
the chicane he knew so well and climbing towards the lip of the cliff.

‘I have him in visual,’ radioed the helicopter pilot who was flying
300 feet above and 600 feet behind him. ‘He’s entering the zone ... now.’
Fivetrees changed up into third and crested the cliffside ridge at
eighty. Now he could see for miles out to sea, a sheer fall immediately to
his right, the red cliff face flashing by on his left. It was a truly beautiful
morning.
‘Five, four, three ...’ the helicopter pilot counted down into his
radio, as the Jaguar approached a sharp left-hand bend.
The big truck shot rear-first out of a concealed cliff-side lay-by.

Robert Fivetrees slammed on his brakes, but he was doing almost
sixty miles an hour and the slab-sided farm truck was sideways on,
blocking the entire road, and was now only twenty feet away. To his left
was a sheer wall of rock, to his right a vertical drop.

At the last moment before impact, Fivetrees flicked his walnutrimmed steering wheel to the right and sailed out into space, the
aerodynamic shape of the car holding it steady in the air for the first few
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moments before the weight of its engine caused it to plummet nose-first
towards the rocks and the foaming surf below.
The chopper pilot watched the car fall, and lowered his stick to
follow it down. The old Jaguar hit a group of black, foam-washed rocks,
and a moment later there was an enormous explosion which made the
pilot instinctively veer away, back out to sea.

He circled round, increasing his altitude to 600 feet. Then he
visually swept the highway for half a mile to the south, then to the north.
There was no other early-morning traffic on the road, no potential
witnesses. A thick column of black smoke was now rising from where
the Jaguar’s wreckage burned amongst the rocks.
‘X-Ray One to Zulu,’ he reported over the radio. ‘It’s a home run.’
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Fourteen

Ben Fairfax’s blue eyes widened as he stared down at the selection of hot
toast and freshly sliced fruit that the flight attendant had placed on his
tray table.
He lifted his wondering gaze from the food and the elegant placesetting, grinned at his father and slowly opened and closed his small
fingers as if they were already sticky. Then he dipped his hand into the
bread basket.
‘Oh man!’ he said with a huge grin. ‘Ciwomen toast!’

For some reason the whole family was flying first-class.
‘Don’t go too far inside the volcano, boys,’ said Lucy cheerily. She
and Matthew were seated on the other side of the aisle.
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‘Sir? Sir?’ A flight attendant was shaking him by the shoulder.
Michael Fairfax struggled back to wakefulness, and with a wave of inner
anguish realized that he had been dreaming yet again about his lost
family.
‘We’ll be landing in Sacramento in ten minutes,’ she said. ‘Could
you please straighten your seat?’

Michael was returning home to California, intending first to visit
his elderly parents in Lake Tahoe for a few days.

They were also

grieving and he knew it would make them feel happier if they could fuss
over him for even a short while. He now felt strong enough to be strong
for them.
Then he planned to summon up his courage and drive back to the
Bay Area, to take stock of local conditions and to test his own feelings
about the stricken region. It had been his home for all his life, but now he
wasn’t sure how he would react. Still, at least there would be practical
chores to occupy him.

Before leaving, Michael had done his best to make his house
secure from looters, but he suspected it might have suffered a break-in.
While he had been preparing to fly to Europe, the local authorities had
kept advising all residents to stay close to their homes, damaged or not,
because the scourge of looting had escalated into such a problem that the
army was permitted to stun-gun looters on sight. Michael had taken most
of his portable valuables round to his elderly neighbours who, horrified
by his bereavement, were only too willing to help.
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On his arrival, he decided that his first task must be to find out
from the authorities how long it would take before his house could be
properly checked for structural damage. Then, if it was worth repairing at
all, it would have to be re-roofed. He supposed that he could probably
manage to camp out in one of the damaged rooms for a couple of nights.
He was also planning to contact – if possible visit – both Professor
Robert Fivetrees and Dr Emilia Knight, to discuss with them when they
could schedule some time to appear in The Hague as just two of his many
expert witnesses.

Michael had now taken possession of a new office in Brussels,
although he sometimes worried whether, in the aftermath of the world’s
worst-ever recorded seismic catastrophe, others might think he was acting
with unseemly haste. But to himself he justified the speed of his actions
by the urgent need to bring the potential dangers of climate management
to international attention. This flurry of activity had allowed him little
time to brood about Ben, Matthew and Lucy, but he was surprised at just
how deeply his ex-wife’s death had affected him – he felt it just as keenly
as if they had never been through a painful divorce.

His new European base could not have been more different to the
ultra-modern premises occupied by his old firm in the Embarcadero
Space Needle.

The third-floor corner office in Brussels city centre

overlooked the Chaussée de Charleroi and boasted three large curved
windows of intricate leaded and stained-glass design.

These were

considered an important architectural feature of the elaborate Art
Nouveau building which the firm of Beauchamp, Seifert and Co had
occupied since it had first opened in 1902.
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Fine antiques filled Michael’s new working environment and he
already had a legal assistant, three full-time European litigation lawyers
and a dozen paralegals all working on the preparations for the first round
of his landmark case. EU Immigration officials had issued their approval
for him to work as an ‘alien professional’ within Europe for two years,
though he anticipated that he would now have to split his time equally
between the two continents.
The plane landed smoothly and after what seemed like an
interminable time as it waited for a gate, Michael finally reached the
arrivals hall, only to find it hopelessly mobbed. He realized that it would
be a long time before he cleared Immigration and, perhaps, an even
longer time before his baggage arrived on one of the many overcrowded
carousels. With a mental groan he tagged onto the end of a long line
shuffling towards a row of passport-inspection counters.
Since the earthquake, Sacramento International Airport had been
attempting to operate at six times its normal capacity. Following the loss
of both San Francisco and Oakland International airports, it had become
the only terminus in Northern California capable of handling international
flights, and the only remaining hub for the endless number of military and
government planes which flew people and resources in and out of the
disaster area.

Temporary dispensation had been given by the FAA for flights to
continue arriving and departing throughout the night hours, and many
civilian flights had also been suspended. But these measures proved to be
of only marginal assistance. The main problems were lack of apron space
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for aircraft parking, lack of terminal facilities to handle such large
numbers of passengers, a shortage of trained Immigration staff to process
international arrivals, and a serious shortfall in baggage-handling
facilities.
‘Mr Michael Benjamin Fairfax?’

The lawyer turned from his place in the shuffling queue to see a
pale, bespectacled young man in a creased brown suit, beside whom
stood an airport cop with his thumbs hooked in his gun belt.

‘Yes?’
The young man flashed a badge. ‘U.S. Immigration. Would you
please follow me, sir?’

‘My bags,’ protested Michael, pointing towards the distant bank of
carousels. People in the line were now staring at him as if he were an
illegal immigrant – or a terrorist.

‘We’ll have them collected for you, sir,’ said the immigration
officer. ‘This shouldn’t take long.’
Puzzled, Michael followed his guide from the arrivals hall, heading
through a security door and into a harshly lit labyrinth of interior
corridors. The cop plodded along close behind them.
Eventually the immigration official halted and punched a
combination of numbers into a wall panel. Michael was ushered into a
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windowless interview room containing a rectangular white table, six
chairs, a wall-screen, and a pair of surveillance video cameras suspended
from the ceiling.
Three suited men rose from positions around the table.
‘Mr Fairfax,’ said the nearest man. He was very tall, teak-black,
completely bald, and dressed in a silver-threaded grey suit. ‘Please take a
seat.’ He indicated a vacant chair at one end of the table.
‘Is there some problem?’ asked Michael.

‘My name is John Defoe,’ said the tall man. He held out a badge.
‘National Security Agency.

This is Mr Reynolds, from the Defense

Nuclear Agency and this gentleman’ – he pointed to the third man at the
other end of the table – ‘is also a government employee. Mr White is
attached to the Pentagon.’
‘What is this?’ asked the lawyer, his voice growing firm. He had
now guessed precisely what this was about, but he didn’t like these men’s
tactics nor their body language.
‘Please sit down,’ said the NSA agent who had provided the brief
introductions.

As Michael did so, the others resumed their places and waited
while the immigration officer and the cop both left the room.
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‘Mr Fairfax, it has come to our attention that you have revealed a
number of U.S. state secrets on international television, and you have
done so knowing them to be the subject of National Secrecy Orders,’ said
Agent Defoe.
The lawyer felt adrenalin rush into his brain, dispelling the
weariness of his journey. This encounter was happening far sooner than
he had anticipated – but he was ready for it.
‘Then I suggest that you prosecute me,’ he said, careful not to
smile, nor to show any hint of arrogance or impertinence. He knew that
the video recording of this interview might become evidence to be used
against him. But he also knew that the last thing they would want to do
would be to prosecute him, not now that he was an associate partner in
the highest-profile human-rights law firm in the world. And not unless
they wanted the information he had to be repeated in gory detail during a
televised U.S. court hearing.
‘Who told you about the nature of the rock samples found on the
Samoan volcano?’ asked Reynolds, the man from the Defense Nuclear
Agency.
‘I’m afraid I can’t tell you that,’ said Michael, once again carefully
keeping his face impassive.

‘Why not?’ his questioner asked, equally unemotionally.
‘That would be a breach of attorney-client privilege.’
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‘Very well,’ said the Nuclear Agency man. ‘What further details
do you yourself know about these rock samples?’
‘I’m afraid I can’t tell you that, either,’ said Michael.
‘For what reason?’

‘That too would be a breach of attorney-client privilege.’
‘And under what jurisdiction would such privilege be protected?’

‘Under both Californian and Federal law. As you must know.’
‘But we’re not in the USA at the moment. Legally we’re still in
extra-national territory.’

‘Nothing is outside the law when it comes to attorney-client
privilege – as you must surely well know,’ the lawyer said gently.
‘Except when it comes to plutonium, uranium and materials that
can be used to construct nuclear weapons,’ snapped the man from the
Pentagon, speaking for the first time.

‘The Patriot Act of 2002

specifically gives authorized agents of the US government the right to
detain any individual, whether U.S. citizen or alien, both within the
United States and in overseas territories that have reciprocal extradition
treaties, if that individual is suspected of being involved with terrorist
organizations.’
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He paused, drumming his fingertips on the table top. ‘I can detain
you in a U.S. military facility indefinitely, Mr Fairfax, and there is no
leave to appeal, no right to a hearing. I don’t even need to prosecute
you.’
Michael struggled not to show his alarm at such extreme threats.
‘But why would you think I am involved with terrorists? You must know
my record as a civil-law attorney?’
‘Are you, or have you ever been, a member of the Planet First
Organization?’ continued the man originally introduced as Mr White.

‘I am not and never have been,’ said Michael clearly.
‘Why, then, did you visit Carole Gonzaga at Lompoc State
Penitentiary?’ asked Defoe.
‘Because I am a lawyer and she asked me to,’ Michael told him.
Then he added, ‘I’m sure you already know that she was a friend from
my university days, so I also felt personally obliged to go and see her.
Unfortunately I don’t do criminal work so I recommended Mr Mitchell
Tonks from my firm – from my previous firm – to handle her case.’
‘I presume that the planetary geophysicist you mentioned in your
press conference is Robert Fivetrees?’ probed the man from the Defense
Nuclear Agency.
‘I’m afraid that information too is also covered by attorney-client
privilege,’ stated Michael, his tone more defiant than he now actually felt.
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‘Fivetrees is another known PFO terrorist sympathizer,’ said
Defoe, a man so shiningly bald that the sutures of his skull could be
clearly made out.
The representative of the Pentagon rose to his feet and walked
around the table. He stood with one hand on the back of a vacant chair,
staring down at the interviewee. Then he pulled the chair out from the
table and sat heavily in it, shoving his face forward until it was no more
than a foot from Michael’s own.

‘Did Dr Knight keep any of that plutonium back for herself?’ he
asked quietly.
Michael stared back at him, appalled. He now understood what
this was about. They’d put two and two together and made five.
‘I don’t know,’ he admitted. ‘I would think that very unlikely.’
‘Mr Fairfax, have you yourself passed weapons-grade plutonium
on to the PFO?’
Michael stared at his questioner in shock. ‘Of course not,’ he
protested. ‘I wouldn’t–’

‘Have you set up a supply route of plutonium for them?’
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‘Look, I have no connection with either the PFO or plutonium,’
snapped Michael. ‘I’m merely here to prepare my legal case against the
energy companies.’
All three interrogators stared at him for a few seconds.
‘If that’s true,’ said Defoe, ‘I warn you strongly to have no more
contact with Fivetrees or Gonzaga. We now intend to take the PFO
down, one way or the other.’
The NSA agent allowed his words to hang in the air for a while, to
give Michael the time to understand fully the nature of the threat they
contained. Then White spoke again.
‘Mr Fairfax,’ he began. ‘Many people do have sympathy for your
clients on the hulk ships. But don’t allow that particular case to get
tangled up with matters of national security. If you ignore this warning,
and attempt to produce evidence in the court at the Hague that is the
subject of a U.S. National Security Order, you will be immediately
stripped of your licence to practise law in the state of California.’

‘You know you can’t do that,’ Michael told him, holding his gaze.
‘The State Bar of California would never–’

‘Yes, we can,’ insisted the Pentagon man. ‘Your licence will be
revoked by Federal order, under the Patriot Act. Then, if you persist in
using this evidence, your arrest will be sought no matter where you are in
the world and, under that same Act, you will be repatriated to a U.S.
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facility here or abroad, where you will be detained indefinitely as an
enemy of the state. There is no appeal.’
The man’s dark stare seemed to bore into Michael’s brain. ‘Do I
make myself clear?’
*

By the middle of the twenty-first century, successive administrations had
excavated beneath the White House grounds to extend the executive
offices as far south as the Washington Needle.

Unbeknown to the

millions of tourists who each year tramped along the grassy Mall, the
world’s most powerful nation conducted much of its business directly
beneath their feet.
The most recent facility to be added to this large subterranean
complex was the Situation Theater, the president’s enhanced personal
command centre, from which he or she could conduct wars, manage
crises, organize coups, and ponder how best to lead a bitterly divided
world.

Capable of holding up to 300 advisers, military staff and

executives, the ‘ST’ was reached by a new underground shuttle that ran
from a small terminus beneath the Oval Office directly into the Theater
itself. The journey took just three minutes.

‘So what have you got for me this evening?’ asked President James
T. Underwood as he stepped from the shuttle and headed up into the
centre of the ST.
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An aide extended a laser panel, touched a holo button, and the
Theater’s circular viewing area was filled with a large 3-D image of a
sun-swept ocean. The air filled with the smell of ozone, while hidden
loudspeakers added an audio simulation of the sea itself.
‘This comes live from one of our own satellites, sir,’ said General
Thomas P. Crouch, chief of the Pentagon Liaison Staff, as the President
eased himself into his command chair. ‘We’re now looking at a point in
the Pacific Ocean midway between Hawaii and California.’
The cameras zoomed in to reveal a large convoy of ships, too many
to be quickly counted. Then the lenses tightened on a huge white vessel
at the centre of the flotilla that dwarfed all of the other ships around her.
‘That’s the Global Haven, sir,’ said the general. ‘The hulk people
are now heading towards our own territorial waters.’
‘Do we know what they want?’ asked the President.
‘We received a message at eleven hundred hours Eastern Time.
They’re offering to dock and surrender the Global Haven at Long Beach
– in exchange for receiving U.S. residency rights for all the people
currently on those ships.’

The President shot a disbelieving glance at the general, and then at
the small group of White House aides who were hovering behind him.
‘How many people, exactly?’ asked Underwood.
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‘They claim they only have a rough headcount, sir.

But

approximately two hundred thousand.’
‘Two hundred thousand!’ repeated Underwood, alarmed. ‘How
long before they enter our waters?’
‘They’re steaming very slowly,’ said the general, ‘because they’re
having to tow some of their vessels that have broken down. At their
present rate, we estimate about three and a half days.’
Mirza Fehimovic, the president’s assistant press secretary, stepped
forward to speak, quietly directing his remarks only at his boss. ‘Sir,
imagine that picture appearing on the front page of the Washington Post,
or the New York Times. It looks like an invasion force.’
James Underwood nodded. It did indeed look like an invasion
force. ‘We’d better head them off,’ he decided. ‘What can you send out
from San Diego?’
The general had prepared fully for this meeting. ‘Almost nothing,
sir. We’ve got just one carrier group in harbour at present, but they’re on
R-and-R. Almost everything else has gone north to San Francisco to
assist in the clean-up.’

‘Pearl Harbor?’ asked the President.
‘The Pacific Fleet is at readiness, sir.
standing by for your orders.’

Admiral Millington is
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‘What if we decided to retake the Global Haven?’
‘We have two fully equipped SEAL platoons training in Hawaii,
sir. They could sail with the fleet.’
‘Put them to sea, general,’ said Underwood. ‘This has gone far
enough. I want the Global Haven retaken and those ships turned back –
before I read about them in the Washington Post.’
*

Michael Fairfax arrived home in Sausalito to find that looters had left his
damaged house untouched. Neither had they violated any of the other
properties in his street, since the residents had organized themselves into
a neighbourhood watch and had taken it in turns to stand armed guard at
both ends of the road during the worst of the post-earthquake looting.
Eight weeks after the cataclysm there seemed to be almost an air of
normality about the area. Michael found rain damage to his living room
and his spare bedroom, but the rest of the house was still relatively intact.
Power, gas and water supplies had been restored, and he had now spent
two days rigging up canvas sheeting to keep out any further water
ingress. He had not yet found the courage to board one of the many extra
ferries laid on by the navy to shuttle people to and from the devastated
downtown area.
His interview with the government agents at Sacramento Airport
had lasted almost three hours. Then he had been escorted back through
Immigration to the baggage hall only to discover that, while he had been
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detained, U.S. Customs had ripped open and searched through every one
of his bags. They had then left his clothes and toilet articles in a heap for
him to repack. They had also managed to crack the glass in the silver
frame containing a photograph of Lucy, Matthew and Ben.
During the days he had spent at home with his parents, Michael
had pondered the real significance of the warnings he had been given. He
had checked the statutes and discovered that the U.S. government did
indeed still have laws that gave it rights of detention without trial –
extreme and inhuman statutes that dated from the early part of the
century, when the American people had suffered their first ever major
terrorist atrocity on home soil.

Outrage, hurt pride and jingoistic

nationalism had been exploited by the neo-conservative administration of
the time to slip though laws so draconian that even the Spanish
Inquisition would have thought twice before using them.

‘The Court of Justice in The Hague might be able to help you,’ one
of his new Brussels-based partners reminded him. ‘They’re very alert to
nation states trying to interfere with testimony. We could ask them for a
writ of witness protection – one that would include you.’

For the moment, however, Michael knew that he must be
completely frank with his two scientific witnesses. He would tell both
Robert Fivetrees and Emilia Knight of the government’s mistaken
assumptions about them and the stern warnings he had been given. As
their attorney, he would have to counsel them that further legal
investigation was going to be necessary before they could consider giving
evidence on any topic covered by National Secrecy Agreements.
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From his parents’ home he rang Professor Fivetrees’s personal
number and left a message suggesting that they should meet up again
when he got back to the Bay Area. He said he would call the professor
on his arrival, to make further arrangements.
But the lawyer discovered that he had a strong and urgent desire to
speak to Emilia Knight in person. He left two messages on Emilia’s
personal phone, but she did not return either call. He then tried the
number she had given him for her house, but that too went unanswered.
Two days after arriving back in Sausalito he rang Geohazard
Laboratories. On his first call he got only Emilia’s voicemail, then again
on his second and third attempt.
Eventually he rang the company switchboard.

When he had

explained his problem, the woman operator put him through to the
Seismic Risk Assessment Centre.
‘She’s out of the office,’ another female voice informed him.
Michael explained that he was Dr Knight’s attorney, that he had already
tried her personal numbers, and that he needed to speak with his client
urgently.
‘All we’ve been told is that she is away for reasons of ill health,’
said the woman.
*
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As Felicity Campion, one of Geohazard’s student interns, put down the
phone on Michael Fairfax, a light, shrilling alarm began to sound in the
Oakland monitoring centre. It was quickly muted and Carlos Robredo,
Geohazard’s duty officer of the day, rapidly began retasking the Pacific
satellites and sea-level sensors to gather more data.
‘Steve, there’s a build-up of tremors on the sea floor a thousand
miles north-east of Hawaii,’ he said into a phone as he worked.
Three minutes later, Steve Bardini entered the monitoring centre.
He had now been appointed to stand in as Risk Assessment Officer for Dr
Knight, while she was on sick leave.
He glanced up at the monitors and the spinning numerals that were
constantly refreshing the data as new information arrived from
underwater sensors and seabed strain gauges.
‘It’s a very big build-up – and over a long distance,’ he mused,
partly to himself and partly to the others on the shift. ‘Over six hundred
miles.’

Steve stepped forward to one of the control positions, pulled out a
chair, and began extracting and transferring historical data that he
intended to run in the Simulation Theater.

‘I’m going to run this as a sim and see what we get,’ he told Carlos
Robredo. ‘In the meantime, we’d better put out a general alert now.
Make it a two-thousand-mile radius – all shipping, all islands.’
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*
Although he was now back at his home in Sausalito, Michael Fairfax was
still not having much luck in reaching anybody with whom he needed to
talk. Until very recently, such mundane matters as reaching clients on the
phone had been handled by his executive assistant Serena Jones.

That thought made him shake his head, and he put his phone back
down on the kitchen table. Serena was yet another of the dead – another
one whose face and manner remained still painfully fresh in his memory.
To suddenly lose a score or more of people with whom you have shared
your life was an extreme wrench, one so severe that barely an hour went
past without Michael having to stop whatever he was doing and rest his
mind for a few minutes, just to recover his composure.
He had continued trying to reach Robert Fivetrees at Berkeley.
Once again he was getting only voicemail and message services. Unlike
Geohazard Laboratories, the university seemed to have no humans
prepared to pick up a phone and answer a straight inquiry. But then,
Michael rationalized to himself, who could know how many staff
members the university had lost? Nothing was normal any longer in this
part of the world – and nor would it be so for a very long time to come.
Rising from his makeshift desk, he walked through the house and
out into the front yard.

On either side he could hear the sound of

householders and their families working busily to bring their properties
back up to fully habitable level. Even though two months had now
passed since the quake, there were still no professional builders or
household tradesmen available anywhere in the entire Bay region. They
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were all employed on priority local-government projects, getting
hospitals, schools and other public services working again.
Michael gazed across the bay towards the city once again – he had
taken to sitting here regularly in the evenings, watching the ferries busily
commuting all around San Francisco Island, as the old downtown area
was now being called.

He wondered if Bob Fivetrees too might have received a heavyhanded visit from government agents. That might explain the scientist’s
silence, and his apparent absence from his university department.

Then Michael was struck by a tremendous sense of guilt; he
certainly wasn’t functioning properly. He had completely forgotten about
Carol Gonzaga.

Even though she had insisted that she intended to

represent herself in court, Michael had urged the appointment of an
attorney to advise her. So, in the end, she had agreed to his suggestion
that his colleague Mitch Tonks, a criminal attorney with Gravitz, Lee and
Kraus, should take on her case.

The next day, when Michael had arrived back at his office in the
Embarcadero Space Needle, the first thing he had done was to drop by
Mitch’s office.

‘Yes!’ The young attorney had punched his fist into the air when
Michael had mock-innocently asked whether he might care to represent
one of the notorious PFO members accused of bombing the ERGIA
Space Station.
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‘Yes!’ Mitch had relished the opportunity, knowing that, whatever
its outcome, the public exposure during such a high-profile trial would
catapult him up the unofficial rankings of State-Appointed Defenders.
Only Mitch Tonks was now yet another of the dead. He had been
in his car crossing the southbound upper carriageway of the Bay Bridge
when that entire section had dropped 400 feet into the water below.

Were it not for a fluke, the circumstances of his death would not
yet have been known – he would merely be one of the many thousands
still missing following the earthquake. It was believed that over 300 cars
had been crossing the Bay Bridge at the time of its collapse, and the Navy
had not so far begun diving to clear the wreckage and recover bodies. As
a consequence, the Bay was now so polluted with rotting corpses that its
water had been declared a health hazard.

But Mitch had been talking to his wife at exactly 6.02 a.m. that
day. Being a conscientious young criminal attorney, he had got into the
habit of rising quietly at 5.15 a.m on weekday mornings so he could
arrive at his office an hour later. It was his habit to ring his wife at six
a.m., acting as her alarm clock, to tell her that he loved her and to wish
her well in her day’s work restoring valuable old paintings for an Oakland
art gallery.

‘THE BRIDGE IS GOING!’ he had yelled to her over the phone
that morning. Then she had heard only his screams.
Michael had so far failed to let Carole Gonzaga know what had
happened to her defence attorney. And, he realized, no one else from
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Gravitz, Lee and Kraus could have done so either. He returned to his
kitchen, found the number and dialled Lompoc State Penitentiary.
‘Can you bring Carole Gonzaga to the telephone, please – that’s
inmate number Y5091621?’ he requested, after he had been transferred to
the maximum-security wing. ‘This is a call from her attorney’s office.’

The female guard who answered the phone had kept him waiting
for several minutes.
‘Who are you, again?’ she asked when she came back on the line.

‘Counsellor Michael Fairfax,’ he told her, ‘from Gravitz, Lee and
Kraus, her representative attorneys.

Would

you

like digital

authentication?’

He glanced at his communicator and thumbed up his digital ident
ready for transmission.
‘You should already have been told,’ grumbled the prison guard.
‘Gonzaga committed suicide last week. She hanged herself in her cell.’
*

Steve Bardini was slouched in the motorized viewing chair that circled
the holo-pit in the Simulation Theater.

He was sunk in very deep

thought. He had run six different simulations based on data from the
Central Pacific seabed, but even his least ferocious set of parameters still
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unleashed a tsunami that would have devastating effects on the Hawaiian
Islands.
The information coming in from sea-floor sensors clearly indicated
that a major seismic event would soon occur just north of the Hawaiian
Ridge, a 1,500-mile-long underwater mountain chain to the north-east of
the main island group. Steve had run back through the last three months
of data, and had matched the new seismic tremors with measurements
transmitted to Geohazard by Valerie Cummings from the oceanographic
Navy vessel RV Orlando three months previously.

Now all that he and the Geohazard team needed to decide was
whether the underwater event building up near Hawaii would produce an
earthquake or an eruption, then what magnitude it was likely to be, and
when it was most likely to occur.

Steve had watched his former girlfriend carry out this type of
calculation a hundred times before, and he only wished that Emilia were
here now to do it once again.

The day after he had witnessed her being stretchered from her
home, he had made enquiries in the Human Resources office about the
whereabouts of his boss. He had been at pains to keep his enquiry casual
– the last thing he wanted to admit was that he had been hanging around
her house yet again.
‘Doctor Knight’s gone back into hospital,’ Gloria Fernandez had
told him breezily. ‘It’s just a routine follow-up – after the dangerous stuff
she was handling on that mountain.’
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Eight out of the last ten seismic events in the Hawaiian Ridge area
had been volcanic, but this one had the look and feel of a quake. There
were no long period events, the seismic swarms were shudders not bumps
and, although no tectonic plates abutted in the Central Pacific, Steve
knew that the instability was rooted in the old crustal fault-line that had
first thrown up the underwater ridge over half a billion years ago.

He thrust himself out of his chair, his decision made. The San
Francisco earthquake had made all Geohazard staff less caring about the
risk of false alarms. He would issue a Grade Three earthquake alert and a
tsunami warning. His best calculations were that the heave would come
late afternoon tomorrow, local time, and that it would measure between
six and seven-point-five.
As he arrived back in the Risk Assessment control centre, Steve
found Carlos Robredo and Felicity Campion standing and staring up at a
wall-screen. The MSN news channel showed an image of a large convoy
of ships. Steve studied the screen caption.

HULK-PEOPLE CONVOY
HEADS FOR CALIFORNIA

‘Whereabouts are those ships?’ Steve demanded.

Robredo merely shrugged.
‘They’re halfway between Hawaii and Los Angeles,’ Felicity
informed Steve.
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He gazed up at the screen. Despite their large size, some of the old
vessels seemed to be riding very low in the water – others were even
being towed.
‘We’re going to issue a Level Three earthquake and tsunami
warning to the Hawaiian region,’ Steve announced, lowering himself into
the duty officer’s command chair.
Carlos Robredo and the intern noted the seriousness in his voice,
and they quickly took up their own positions at the command console.

Steve Bardini dictated the warning that he had decided upon,
including a likely timing for the quake and its probable range of severity.
Then he considered various possibilities for a few additional moments.
He knew that out in the open sea a tsunami posed little threat to shipping
– it merely passed under any ship’s hull like an enormous ripple. It was
only as it approached land that the wave was forced higher by the
upwardly shelving seabed, causing it to rear up to become the towering
monster so beloved of disaster-film makers. That was what the world
‘tsunami’ literally meant – ‘harbour wave.’
But those old tankers and freighters looked very low in the water
and therefore very vulnerable.

‘Broadcast a warning to all shipping in the central and northeastern Pacific,’ Steve told Robredo. ‘Use all commercial and emergency
frequencies, and repeat every hour on the hour until we have more
information.’
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*
Michael Fairfax sat at his kitchen table, trying to make sense of the events
of the last few days. He was becoming a deeply worried man.
After three days of attempting to phone, email and text Professor
Robert Fivetrees, he had still received no response, no acknowledgement,
no word from the man’s departmental colleagues. But now he knew why.
Shortly after lunchtime, Michael had decided to drive over to the
Berkeley Campus and find the Department of Planetary Geophysics and
Bob Fivetrees for himself.

He suspected that the professor had

entertained second thoughts about testifying, either because he too had
received a tough warning from government agents or because the
emotional shock of the earthquake was now receding.
Gas had proved to be the lawyer’s first problem. Car fuel was still
rationed all around the Bay Area and Michael waited in line for almost an
hour before being allowed to buy just six litres of hydrogen from the little
filling station at Sausalito Marina. Even then it had cost twice the normal
price.
He didn’t arrive on the Berkeley Campus until after five p.m. and,
having some knowledge of academic lifestyles, he was concerned that
Fivetrees and his staff might already have left for the day.
Campus security directed him towards the low glass building
housing the various disciplines grouped under ‘Geophysics.’

After
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parking in an almost empty lot, he walked into an atrium filled with rock
samples mounted in glass display cases.
A man at the reception desk asked him whom he had come to visit,
then paused and scratched his head.
‘Look,’ he said, pointing, ‘the Planetary people are all at the far
end of that corridor. Go ask down there.’
Michael did as he was directed and found a room in which a
middle-aged woman was packing books into a cardboard box.

‘This Professor Fivetrees’s office?’
‘Well, it was. Who wants to know?’

Twenty minutes later Michael was back in his car and heading
home to Sausalito. As people tend to do when they have just learned
about a fatal road accident, he was driving more carefully than usual.

The professor had been killed while driving his Jaguar early last
Sunday morning. ‘No, nobody else was involved,’ Fivetrees’s former
secretary had told him, once Michael had satisfied her that he had been
her boss’s legal advisor. ‘He was a bit of a madcap – he loved to drive
that old car of his as fast as it would go. They say he just ran out of road
– but he died instantly, the officer told me. He wouldn’t have known
anything about it.’
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Now Michael checked the time by his old kitchen clock: 8.50 p.m.
He reached across the kitchen table, picked up his phone and tried Emilia
Knight’s home number again. If she really was on sick leave, why wasn’t
she answering? Once more, he got only her message system.
It took him just over twenty minutes to drive westwards across
Marin County, braking hard as Highway 1 made its sharp right turn out of
Green Gulch Valley and entered Muir Woods. It was now dark, and in
his headlights Michael picked out the Pelican Pub where it stood beside
the left-hand turnoff to Muir Beach. He knew the inlet well – he had
often brought girlfriends here during his courting days. There was a
nature reserve just to the south of the little bay, with a quiet parking area
overlooking the surf.
Michael drove carefully along the gently rising, tree-lined dirt road
that led out onto the wooded promontory. At the very end of the track he
saw a turning circle, and a gate displaying the numeral 9. That must be it.
The house was in darkness and Michael glanced at his watch: 9.42
p.m. Not too late to be calling – unless Emilia was so unwell that she was
already in bed asleep.
He rang the door chimes and waited. He rang again and then, on
instinct, he tried the handle. The door opened. He stepped inside, into
the gloom.
He was about to call out, then realized that if Emilia was sleeping
he might wake her. He turned to reach for a light switch.
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Suddenly Michael was knocked to the floor from behind. As his
head was yanked upwards by his hair, he was aware of a forearm, hard as
an iron bar, being rammed against his Adam’s apple.
Panicked, he rolled sideways, kicking out hard with his legs. He
heard a cry, then a fist smashed into the side of his head. Adrenalin took
him over completely, and he rolled once more before tensing into a
crouch.
Just as he was straightening up, a dark figure ran into him, head
down, knocking him flat on his back. As a fist cracked into his jawbone,
Michael jabbed his damaged fingers up hard into one of his assailant’s
eyes. He heard a screech of pain and the figure lurched backwards. With
a heave, the lawyer staggered to his feet.
Michael made out a table lamp silhouetted against a window.
Flicking on the switch, he saw that his attacker – a man of about thirty,
casually dressed, but smart – was down on one knee with both hands
clamped over his left eye.

‘I’m a lawyer,’ shouted Michael, still gasping for breath, one hand
stretched out defensively in front of him.

‘I’m here to visit Doctor

Knight.’

An instant transformation seemed to come over his adversary. His
shoulders dropped and he shook his head. After a few seconds he slowly
stood upright. He removed his hands from his injured eye and blinked
experimentally.
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Michael’s shoulders heaved as he gulped down lungfuls of oxygen.
‘Shit, I’m sorry,’ said his attacker. ‘Those gloves – I thought you
were another looter …’ He tailed off. ‘Are you the one Emilia told me
about? The lawyer who was asking her to give evidence over in Europe?’
Michael was filled with relief, then, suddenly, with extreme
weariness.
‘Yes, that’s me,’ he said. He sank down into a nearby armchair.
‘And you are?’

Their initial exchange and verification of personal information took
only a few minutes, Michael explaining that his gloves were protection
for injuries he had sustained during the earthquake.
‘So what are you doing here and how did you get in?’ asked the
lawyer.
Even before Steve Bardini spoke, Michael noted embarrassment in
the younger man’s face.
‘Emilia and I were friends – quite close at one time. I used to drop
by regularly in the evenings.’

Eventually, Steve admitted what he had witnessed a few nights
earlier, when Emilia had been removed by a U.S. Navy ambulance.
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‘Why the hell didn’t you ask them what was wrong with her?’
demanded Michael, his alarm growing till his words came out more
forcefully than he’d intended.
Emilia’s colleague shrugged, then bit his lower lip. ‘Em had told
me to stop coming by. She and I … well, we used to go out together.
She’d have been furious if she’d have known I was here.’

Michael suddenly understood; the ex-boyfriend hanging around
Emilia’s home like a lovesick hound – ordered to stay away but unable to
obey. Then he realized that he was meeting his immediate predecessor in
the quest for Emilia Knight’s affections. He shook that thought away –
first Emilia herself had to be found.
‘Do you have any idea why the Navy was involved?’

Steve nodded. ‘She was admitted straight to the naval hospital in
San Diego once we got back from Samoa.

They’ve got the only

radioactivity treatment centre on the West Coast. I presumed that she’d
suffered some sort of relapse. That was the word at work, anyway.’

‘Do you know what she actually found on Samoa?’ asked the
lawyer.

Steve considered, then nodded. ‘I saw you discussing your case on
the TV news. I knew who you were referring to when you mentioned the
find of radioactive rocks.’

‘And she seemed to be becoming ill again?’ prompted Michael.
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‘Not as far as I knew,’ insisted Steve. ‘She worked almost nonstop for five days following the quake, and she still seemed to have a lot
of energy. I was just …’
‘What?’ demanded Michael as the younger man tailed off.

Emilia’s assistant slipped his hand into his trouser pocket and
withdrew a slim stainless steel tube. ‘I was just checking background
radiation with this when I saw your car pull up. I’ve checked out her
bedroom, the kitchen, these armchairs. There’s no trace of radioactivity
at all. But at first, everything she even touched started to sing.’
Michael pushed himself out of the low armchair, crossed Emilia’s
glowing redwood-strip floor, and stood gazing out of the ocean-facing
window. Outside, all was blackness.
After a few moments he turned back to face Steve.
‘I’m very suspicious about all this,’ he said. ‘I’m losing witnesses
so fast it’s unnatural.

Have you ever heard of Professor Robert

Fivetrees?’
Steve nodded. ‘Em told me about him,’ he said. ‘She wanted to
run one of his computer models in the Simulation Theater, but we were
then too busy after the earthquake.’
‘He was killed earlier this week in a car accident – just up the
coast,’ said Michael. ‘No witnesses, no other vehicle involved. Six-
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thirty on a Sunday morning, and an experienced driver allowed his car to
just suddenly sail off the cliff road and out into space.’
He sat down again, on the edge of the armchair. ‘And the woman
who put me on to him, she’s also dead. She was accused of being a
member of the PFO unit that bombed the Ergia space station. They claim
she committed suicide in her prison cell, last week.’

Steve Bardini now looked horror-struck. ‘You don’t think …?’
‘I don’t know what to think,’ said Michael. ‘But I certainly think
I’d better go and see my client immediately, wherever she is.’
‘Emilia told me the Naval Hospital is right inside a secure military
base,’ said Steve, also rising. ‘You won’t get in there easily’

‘I will with a court order,’ Michael told him grimly. ‘And I know
one or two friendly judges.’
He turned, as if about to leave, then stopped as a thought struck
him. ‘But I don’t know how I’m going to get down to San Diego. I’ve
got no gas and most of the regular air shuttles have been suspended.’
‘I can get you some gas,’ said Steve. ‘As a Geohazard employee
I’ve got a priority card. I can get as much gas as I want.’
The two men standing in Emilia Knight’s living room stared at
each other. As so often happens between males who have fought each
other physically, an immediate bond had formed.
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‘I’m coming with you,’ announced Steve Bardini.
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Fifteen

.

Reporter Floyd Merryweather, camera operator Jim McGill and pilot
Jenny Reibber, all of Channel 7 TV News Honolulu, got their Bell Long
Ranger helicopter into the air just as dawn was breaking.
With mains electricity out on all of the Hawaiian Islands, and
unsure whether their news centre would be able to continue to run
successfully on generator power alone, they grabbed two SatVid uplink
units and took on as much fuel as the four-seater could carry. They
expected to be in the air for some hours.

As Geohazard Labs in Oakland had warned, a major earthquake
had occurred in the Pacific seabed seventy miles north-east of the
Hawaiian island chain. But the quake occurred twelve hours earlier than
had been predicted and the resultant tsunami ripped into the northern
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coastlines of the islands shortly before midnight. The news team was on
an assignment to provide the world with the first daylight pictures of the
damage.
‘Your feed’s being taken by MSN, CNN and even BBC World,’
said Rob Richos, their producer in Honolulu, over the radio link. ‘Make
it a good one, guys. Going live: three … two … one …’

‘This is Floyd Merryweather of Channel 7 News in Hawaii,’
announced the reporter into his close-fitting mouth microphone. Beside
him, in the other rear seat, Jim McGill was using the remote controls to
sweep the helicopter’s underbelly camera along the coastline of the main
island. The sun had now cleared the starboard horizon.
‘A tsunami, sometimes called a tidal wave, came ashore on the
Hawaiian Islands in the Central Pacific at eleven fifty-two last night.
Eyewitnesses reported it to be over forty feet high, and emergency
services say there has been significant loss of life and serious damage on
all the islands.’

McGill’s camera was now getting pictures of a blasted landscape
that seemed to run inland for miles. Trees were flattened, buildings
washed away, and debris covered the entire surface of the now placid sea.

Merryweather was an experienced reporter and for the next thirty
seconds he allowed the awful images to do the talking for him.
‘An evacuation order for the northern coasts of these islands was
issued by the Governor shortly before seven yesterday evening, but it is
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thought that many families may still have chosen to remain in their homes
overnight.’
Merryweather flicked off his microphone and pulled it away from
his mouth. ‘Not that they’ve got any homes left now,’ he muttered over
the chopper’s intercom as he gazed along the coast.

McGill said nothing. He just kept the camera trained downwards,
poking out of its specially designed plasti-glass filming pod, capturing the
stumps of ruined trees, the cars piled on top of each other, and the now
roofless bungalows.

‘Turning right,’ warned Jenny Reibber suddenly over the intercom
and, after a few more seconds of level flight to allow the camera operator
time to zoom out, she banked the helicopter hard to the right and turned
out to sea. Merryweather and McGill lifted their heads and shot puzzled
glances at the pilot’s back. Wordlessly, she pointed towards the horizon.
Then they saw what had attracted her attention. Jim McGill hastily
panned the camera away from the coast, telescoping its long lens to
maximum range. On one of the monitors positioned at his feet, Floyd
Merryweather watched the images now being captured.
‘There’s a whole line of capsized ships out to sea … very large
ships.’ He realized that he was shouting.
Without turning her body, the pilot reached behind her and thrust a
map into the reporter’s hands. Then, still with her head turned away, she
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jabbed a forefinger down onto the map. Merryweather read the contours
and understood what she was telling him.
‘It would seem that these ships have run aground,’ he told his
global audience, the excitement pushing his voice up half-an octave.
‘The seabed to the north of Hawaii shelves very gently, and at a mile or
so off the coast the depth is only sixty feet.’

Then the images became clearer and seconds later they were
circling over the line of stricken vessels.

‘It looks like part of the U.S. Navy’s Pacific Fleet,’ said
Merryweather, his voice rising almost to a treble as he lifted binoculars to
his eyes.

‘Yes … yes, I can see … A United States aircraft carrier is

lying on her side. I repeat, a U.S. Navy aircraft carrier has capsized!
She’s ... the USS John F. Kennedy. I can see her name and number
clearly now. She appears to have no planes whatsoever on her flight
deck. I can make out the entire underside of her hull – it looks as if she’s
been swept inshore by the tsunami, and has breached in shallow water.’

Using his joystick controls, Jim McGill panned the camera slowly
from right to left along the huge carrier, and then swept the lens forward
to the next grounded vessel.
‘That ship is the USS Lincoln … she looks like a guided-missile
carrier. I can see Navy tugs with lines attached to her side …’
They flew on for another thirty seconds. ‘Now I can see the USS
Navaho. She too is lying completely over on her side.’
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‘Hold up, Floyd’ said Rob Richos, in Merryweather’s right ear.
‘This might be sensitive stuff. You’re just telling the world that our
navy’s out of action.’
Floyd pressed his broadcast-mute button and spoke to his producer
in Honolulu. ‘Too late, Rob – they can see for themselves. It’s like
another Pearl Harbor attack down there. I can see at least a dozen more
capsized ships.’
‘I’m going to cut away for the moment,’ said the producer. ‘I’ve
just got a fill-in satellite feed.’
Floyd Merryweather and Jim McGill relaxed involuntarily as they
went off air. Then they turned their attention to the broadcast monitor
positioned between the helicopter’s two front seats.
They saw an image of a vast number of old cargo vessels clustered
tightly around a gleaming white cruise liner, a leviathan which dwarfed
all the other ships in the pack. Then a screen caption appeared:

HULK CONVOY SURVIVES PACIFIC TSUNAMI

*

The ERGIA Corporation had spent ten days fine-tuning the weather
schedule over central England so that Perdita Curtis and her film crew
would enjoy precisely the climatic conditions they had requested for their
shoot at Langland Park: sunny, warm, but with a few powder-puff white
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clouds in the azure September sky. This was a change to the previously
published programme; originally each morning had been scheduled to get
rainfall.
When climate-management services had first been introduced into
Europe in 2031, each population had naturally cast their electronic
referendum votes in favour of night-time precipitation and daytime
sunshine – other than for the much-demanded, and by now obligatory,
white Christmas. But after two years of this agreeable weather pattern, it
was discovered that the ecology was suffering, since some species of
flora and fauna needed to receive their rain during daylight hours.

As a result, ERGIA, and other weather-management service
providers started to design more natural weather cycles, even though
these improved weather patterns were also delivered according to
carefully worked-out schedules laid down three years in advance.
Now, after decades of local climate improvement, Britain had once
more developed flourishing resort communities on the southern and
eastern coasts. Many domestic and international tourists flocked to the
UK’s sun-drenched ‘Rivieras,’ more worthy of the name these days that
they’d been during the previous century.
The science of weather manipulation was highly complex, but
Perdy Curtis had swotted hard to improve her understanding of the
techniques involved. She needed to make informed decisions about how
much detail to provide to her TV-documentary audience.
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Most laypeople understood that the solar energy companies used
orbiting space mirrors to reflect focused sunshine down onto the top of
cloud formations. Over long periods of time, this energy could disperse
warm clouds to prevent rain, or could heat up cold clouds to produce
precipitation.
The informed public also knew that incredibly large, self-repairing
nano-polymer sunblinds had been placed in deep-space orbits between
the Earth and the sun, positioned to provide adjustable areas of shade
over both polar ice caps and other areas of the globe that were at risk
from overheating. Then, in deep solar-stationary orbits, there were giant
Fresnel lenses, which could focus sunlight into such narrow beams that
they delivered microwave energy bursts directly to ground-based
receivers.
The amount of previously wasted solar power available for tapping
was enormous. Each day the Earth’s surface received naturally solar
energy equivalent to 160 trillion tons of TNT, sufficient in seismic terms
to split the planet in two. And many million times as much energy
streamed straight past the Earth, only to be dispersed in the cold depths of
outer space – until ERGIA and others captured some of it, diverting this
surplus power back to the planet for the benefit of grateful customers.
The BBC’s Virtual Realization Unit had already created 3-D
models and graphics of these technologies and various data titbits for use
in Perdy’s film. She intended to mix actual footage of the space mirrors,
blinds and lenses along with the VR material, to demonstrate how they
worked.
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What Perdy was still unsure about was how much she needed to
explain the more advanced climate-manipulation techniques such as
atmospheric inversion, wind steering, tornado nudging, cloud seeding and
slow-ocean warming.
‘You could get too bogged down in the detail and miss the real
story,’ she told Torrance Olds, her unit director, as they crossed a
manicured lawn in front of the house’s imposing Palladian façade. ‘The
interview we’re about to do will provide the real meat of this section.’
Nicholas Negromonte had given the BBC crew the run of his
English stately home.

Everybody on the team remarked on the

outstanding level of cooperation that the ERGIA Corporation was
providing. No only were all fourteen members of the film unit being put
up in the house’s fine bedroom suites during filming, Negromonte had
ordered ERGIA staff to provide them with transport around the extensive
grounds, full catering facilities, and even the exclusive use of one of the
company’s helicopters.
Olds had been unable to resist this last temptation. He had spent
the first day of the shoot getting aerial shots of the house and its
surrounding parkland, even though Perdy had warned him that she would
be unlikely to be able to use more than thirty seconds’ worth of such
establishing footage before the big interview with Mr Negromonte
himself.
Then they had shot petabytes of video of the house and its interior,
and then of the lake and the Doric temple on its island. Negromonte had
even provided them with a flying display in his historic fighter plane.
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Now, as Perdy and Torrance Olds climbed the flaring stone steps
and walked through the entrance portico under grand Corinthian pillars,
they were preparing themselves for the big interview with the ERGIA
C.E.O.
‘I could get used to this,’ chuckled Olds as a footman, anticipating
their arrival, opened the large double doors to admit them into the gilded
entrance hall.
They had spent the morning in the mirrored dining room, getting
its set-up and lighting perfect. A grip had sat in for the ERGIA boss
while they found the best camera angles and played with reflections in the
large bevelled mirrors that covered much of the walls. They had placed a
baronial armchair beside a marble fireplace and positioned Perdy, his
interviewer, directly opposite it.
Five cameras had been located carefully; two to record constant
close-ups of both interviewer and interviewee, one for a two-shot, one for
a long-shot from the other end of the dining room, and a roving
Steadicam to provide movement footage for the cutaways.
To her surprise, Perdy now saw that Negromonte was already in
position in the large wing chair, a make-up woman applying powder to
his forehead.

Behind him, two men whom Perdy knew to be from

ERGIA’s perception-management consultants stood whispering together.
‘Can we get started, Perdy?’ Negromonte asked, as soon as he saw
her. ‘I’ve got to run to a meeting as soon as we’re done.’
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She nodded and quickly directed the rest of the crew to get ready.
Taking the wing chair opposite Negromonte, she lifted her face for a
second make-up artist to add a light layer of shine-killing powder. Perdy
wasn’t intending to use much footage of herself in the final film; most of
her questions would be heard in voice-over.

All five cameras confirmed that they were recording, then the floor
manager silently counted down with his fingers.
Perdy’s first questions were anodyne, gently leading. She wouldn’t
use much of this stuff in the final programme. The early exchanges were
intended to warm Negromonte up, to put him at his ease. Not that he
needs much warming up, Perdy thought to herself as she listened to him
explaining how he had entered the family business.

‘When my father took over Negromonte Oil from my grandfather,
all the company possessed was a fleet of tankers and three oil refineries.
Thirty years later, when I was still in my teens, Dad had transformed the
business into a publicly quoted conglomerate that included aerospace,
energy and energy-distribution interests. He’d also moved our family to
the United States.’
‘But you had never originally intended to enter the business
yourself?’ prompted Perdy.
‘No, my elder brother Chris had been groomed for that role. He
was ten years older than me and when my father and mother split up he
went to live with Dad whilst I remained with my mother.’
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‘So you decided to become a tennis player?’ Perdy had already
selected the Wimbledon Junior Championships footage she would insert
at this point.
Her subject gave one of his famous self-deprecating smiles and
waved a dismissive hand in the air. ‘That was all I seemed any good at
when I was at school. My mother moved with me when I went to a tennis
academy in Los Angeles and while I spent most of my time hitting balls,
she returned to her film-acting career.’

Perdy then got Negromonte to tell how his elder brother had been
assassinated by eco-terrorists during a space trip – there would be more
archive footage available to insert at this point – and how he, Nicholas,
had subsequently given up his professional tennis to study for an MBA at
Harvard, before joining his father in the ERGIA Corporation.

Then

Negromonte explained how his corporation had bought up a raft of
smaller companies that had pioneered solar reflection and climate
management, and how ERGIA had become the world’s dominant service
supplier of managed weather.

Choosing her moment, Perdy pushed herself upright in her chair
and began to probe seriously: ‘Many ecological experts claim that, far
from solving the problems of global warming, climate management
merely masks them, and thus delays the point at which humankind must
deal properly with the problem.’
Negromonte seemed totally unruffled by her change of direction.
‘Well, there’s little doubt that the climate has been getting warmer for
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several centuries. The choice is whether we control things to prevent the
worst effects of this warming, or whether we just stand by and allow
Mother Nature to flood yet more of our cities and coastlines.’
‘How do you react to claims that there is a causal link between
climate management and the terrible seismic unrest that the world is
suffering – such the recent events in San Francisco and Hawaii.’

Here Perdy planned to insert footage from Michael Fairfax’s press
conference in Brussels.

Now Negromonte did visibly stiffen, but Perdy saw his media
training kick in as he produced yet another smile.
‘Well, I’m limited on what I can say about that – for legal reasons,’
he told her. ‘But there are thousands of wild theories being produced
about climate management every year. The fact is that we are harnessing
the most natural resource in our solar system, the sun itself, for the good
of all.’

Perdy was tempted to challenge him on this statement, to suggest
that there were many communities – such as the abandoned hulk people –
who gained no such benefit. But she didn’t want to get diverted from her
main point.

‘So you would say there’s no truth to the claim that climate
management is interfering with the Earth’s magnetic field – that your
manipulation of the solar energy swirling around this planet is inducing a
weakness that could make the magnetic poles flip?’
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Negromonte’s smile disappeared for a moment. Then he forced the
corners of his lips upwards in a rictal grin from which his eyes totally
distanced themselves.
‘Absolutely not. Once again, that wild and ridiculous scare story is
the subject of legal action, so I can’t comment on it directly. But we are
certain that climate management improves the quality of life for hundreds
of millions of people every single day. And it has boosted the global
economy into an unprecedented and sustained period of growth – as the
OECD has confirmed in its most recent report.’

‘But don’t you think it unwise to be now turning the moon into a
gigantic solar-energy reflector, when there is still so much uncertainty
about the whole concept of climate management?’

This interview wasn’t going exactly how Negromonte had hoped.
‘This uncertainty, as you call it, is entirely a media concoction,’ he
snapped.

‘It’s just a fantasy dreamed up by those who see large

corporations as easy targets for vexatious and frivolous litigation. What
we need is more – not less – solar energy to turn this world of ours into a
safer and more predictable place.’

Nicholas Negromonte paused, then forced himself to smile again.
Now was the time to change tack, to deliver the publicity coup that he
and his perception consultants had planned for this interview.
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‘And I’m pleased to use this opportunity to announce that the
ERGIA Corporation is going provide thirteen per cent of LunaSun’s
output free of charge for distribution by the United Nations. Hundreds of
millions of the world’s poorest people will now be able to benefit from
Ergia Climate Management Services, with our compliments.’ His smile
broadened still further and he sat back in his chair.

‘Thank you, Mr Negromonte,’ said Perdy. She held her gaze on
her subject for a few extra moments, then turned her head. ‘And cut,’ she
said, looking at Torrance Olds.

‘Cut,’ Olds repeated to his floor manager.
‘Cut,’ shouted the floor manager to the crew.
‘That was a bit of a grilling, Perdy,’ said Negromonte, his smile
now less forced. He sat forward in his chair as a soundman stepped in to
retrieve the pair of sub-miniature wireless mikes that he had attached to
the interviewee’s shirt front.

‘Are you having second thoughts about that live debate on the
moon?’ Perdy asked, as she plucked the mikes from her own jacket.
‘No problem,’ Negromonte told her. ‘I was just getting warmed
up.’
*
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‘You are not authorized to turn left at the next junction,’ the BMW’s
navigation system told Michael Fairfax. ‘No public access is allowed.’
The lawyer flipped the navigation system off, then muted all of the
car’s other interactive features.
‘There it is.’ Steve Bardini pointed to a slip road 300 yards ahead.
A sign at the bottom of the exit ramp read NO ENTRY: U.S. NAVY
VEHICLES AND AUTHORIZED TRAFFIC ONLY.
Their journey south from the devastated Bay Area to San Diego
had taken almost two days. Michael had phoned Judge Sybilla Burns at
eight o’clock on the morning following his unexpected skirmish at Emilia
Knight’s house.
Sybilla Burns had been a senior partner at Gravitz, Lee and Kraus
when Michael had first joined the firm, and she had subsequently become
something of a legal mother-figure to him, guiding him through both the
political minefield of office politics and the intricacies of the Californian
judicial system. When she had been made a judge, Michael had been
delighted for her – but sad to lose a good and trusted friend from his
workplace.
At nine a.m. he was sitting in her spacious living room in the Marin
County town of Hillsdown, sipping a cup of coffee and recounting
how the government agents had threatened him with use of the old Patriot
Act.
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Judge Burns sucked air in over her lower teeth as she listened to
that part, then silently shook her head in disgust.
Michael then explained about the death of Professor Robert
Fivetrees, the apparent suicide of Carol Gonzaga and, most recently, the
mysterious disappearance of his other key witness.

‘I have good reason to believe that Doctor Knight is now being
detained against her will in a U.S. naval hospital, either to interrogate her
about supposed supplies of plutonium, or to prevent her from giving
testimony,’ he concluded.

Judge Burns immediately issued a court order providing him with
unconditional access to his client. Two hours later Michael had picked
up Steve Bardini and his all-important priority gas card outside
Geohazard’s seismic monitoring centre in Oakland.
Normally, a non-stop drive from the Bay Area down to San Diego
would have taken twelve hours. But, after filling up with hydrogen gas, it
took them over six hours just to travel the sixty-five miles to San Jose,
using the long route around the east of the Bay. As most civilian air
traffic in and out of the Bay Area was suspended, the highways were
jammed with cars, and almost every road seemed reduced to a single lane
as construction crews busily repaired underground utilities that had
fractured during the earthquake.
By nine p.m. the two travellers realized they would get no further
than San Miguel that day, so they found a motel for the night. They were
on the road again at six a.m. and although they had expected to be in San
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Diego before noon, further heavy traffic meant that it was almost four
p.m. before Michael ignored the NO ENTRY warning and took the
restricted turn-off from Highway 5. They had stopped on the road for
more gas – not rationed in the Los Angeles area, Michael realized – and
Steve had bought a bunch of flowers for the patient they were travelling
to see.

At the top of the highway exit ramp they followed the sign to U.S.
Navy Camp Marshall and a quarter of a mile later they saw the turn-off
for the naval base itself. There was no commercial or residential building
in this part of the city – everything was military.

They swung into the heavily fortified approach road leading to the
base and were immediately slowed by concrete bollards and chicanes
designed to prevent potential suicide bombers’ vehicles approaching the
guard post at high speed.
Signs warned drivers to slow down to five m.p.h., but Michael’s
low-slung BMW was already having trouble negotiating the rutted
surface.

Two armed U.S. marines were at stand-easy outside the

guardhouse.
As his car approached the first of them, Michael lowered his
window and brought the vehicle to a stop.

‘Are you lost, sir?’ barked the young marine, his M-24 gripped
purposefully in both hands.

‘I’m here to visit a patient in the Naval Hospital,’ said Michael.
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‘Do you have an appointment or a pass, sir?’ shouted the marine.
Michael shook his head. ‘I’m a lawyer.’ He produced his Bar
Association ident and offered it through the window it for inspection.
‘I’m here to visit a client who’s currently in your Naval Hospital.’

The marine studied the card with its ID chip, biometric sampler
and photograph. Then he nodded sharply.
‘Pull over there, sir, for a vehicle inspection.’

More marines now spilled from the guardhouse.

Michael and

Steve got out of the car as the soldiers lifted the hood, the trunk lid,
examined every interior cavity and inspected the underside of the vehicle
with robot video cameras. The two visitors were asked to step through a
multiple-weapons detector while their electronic idents were being
authenticated inside the guardhouse.
After ten minutes, the first marine returned Michael’s ident and
ignition key and told him to take the perimeter road to the right, for a
mile, before turning left into the centre of the camp.
‘There’s a signpost, sir,’ he shouted as Michael rolled up his
window and drove onto the base.
Michael and Steve arrived at the hospital building itself shortly
before five p.m. It wasn’t hard to find – it seemed to be the only high-rise
building on the base. About sixteen floors, the lawyer estimated, as he
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and his companion – Emilia’s former lover, carrying a bunch of flowers
for her – strode from the parking lot towards the hospital’s ground-floor
reception area.
Two more armed marines were on duty beside the main doors, but
they allowed the visitors to enter without further challenge.

Inside,

Michael and his companion scanned a departmental guide on the wall.
Radioactivity Exposure Clinic, 14th Floor

A female receptionist and an older male clerk were seated behind a
central desk in the foyer.
‘I believe you have Emilia Knight as one of your patients,’ Michael
said. ‘She’ll be on the fourteenth floor, I think. We’re here to visit her.’

The woman tapped at a keyboard, frowned, then produced an
apologetic smile. ‘I’m sorry, sir, we have no patient by that name.’
The lawyer had half anticipated, half dreaded this response. He
knew that the navy was likely to have a dozen different medical facilities
dotted around San Diego; it was the U.S. Navy’s home town, after all.
Which one might they have taken her to instead?

‘Are there any other radioactivity clinics in San Diego?’ he asked.
‘Oh no, sir,’ said the receptionist, smiling. ‘This is the centre for
the whole of the West Coast.’
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‘Then would you mind checking again?’ asked Michael. He was
aware of Steve Bardini scowling behind him ‘The patient’s name is
Knight – that’s K.N.I.G.H.T,’ he said, spelling it out.’
The woman jabbed at her keyboard again and then shrugged.
‘Nobody of that name. I’m sorry.’

‘Doctor Bowman does work here, right?’

Steve spoke up

suddenly, with real aggression in his tone.
At this point, the male clerk rolled himself along the counter on his
wheeled chair to join his colleague.
‘She just said we have no patient by the name of Knight,’ he
repeated emphatically.

Michael heard the glass doors leading into the reception area open
behind him. He turned to see one of the marines step inside and take up
position halfway between the door and the desk. The male clerk must
have triggered some sort of alert.

‘Does Dr Bowman work in this hospital?’ insisted Steve.
‘You didn’t hear me, son,’ said the male clerk loudly. ‘We have no
patient named Knight.’ He paused, then glanced at the guard. ‘Now I
have to ask you to leave.’
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Michael reached into his jacket pocket and produced the document
signed and sealed by Judge Sybilla Burns, along with a copy of it that he
had made when they’d stopped for the night at the motel.
‘This is an order issued by the High Court of California in
Sacramento.’ He unfolded the original document and displayed its seal to
them. Then he produced his California Bar Association ident and slapped
it down hard on the reception countertop.
‘I am Counsellor Michael Fairfax, Emilia Knight’s personal
attorney, and this court order demands any person, organization, state,
federal or military institution with knowledge of, custody of, care of, or
responsibility for Emilia Patricia Knight to grant me immediate, private
and unhindered access to her on production of this document. Failure to
do so, or obstruction of the court’s due process, are offences punishable
by fine, imprisonment or both.’
Michael delivered his speech slowly, carefully and distinctly,
holding the gazes of the receptionist and the clerk in turn as he spoke.
They stared back at him, now visibly alarmed, and Michael came to the
conclusion that these two, at least, were not hiding anything.
‘Does a Doctor Bowman work here?’ he asked, repeating Steve
Bardini’s earlier question.

‘Yes, in the REC – the radioactivity exposure clinic,’ said the male
clerk.

‘Is he here now?’ asked Michael.
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The woman receptionist touched her screen and nodded. ‘He’s on
the fourteenth floor,’ she said.
Michael unfolded the copy of his court order and smoothed it out
on the counter top. Then he removed one of his card-idents from his
wallet and handed the two documents to the female receptionist.

‘Would you be kind enough to have these taken up to Doctor
Bowman?’ he asked. ‘We’ll wait here.’

*
As Michael Fairfax and Steve Bardini took their seats in the ground-floor
waiting area at the San Diego Naval Hospital, on the other side of the
continent James T. Underwood, fifty-sixth President of the United States,
and only the nation’s second African-American leader, strolled through
the wooded grounds of Camp David. With him was a special guest – one
of the Democratic Party’s most generous supporters, Nicholas
Negromonte.

The world-famous businessman was visiting during the President’s
late-summer vacation. But as James Underwood neither owned a ranch
nor a holiday home in Cape Cod nor in any other Brahmin resort, he
frequently chose to mix a little business with the pleasure he took here in
this retreat’s countrified but ultra-secure surroundings.
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Negromonte’s two-day stay at Camp David was unofficial. There
would be no announcement that it was taking place, no press calls and no
statements issued. These two men had private business to discuss.
‘My thanks for agreeing to open LunaSun,’ said Negromonte as he
bent to pat the president’s golden retriever, Sandy. ‘It will mean a lot to
all of us.’

It was shortly after eight p.m. and they were walking through a
grove of pine trees leading down to the lakeside.

The President stopped in his tracks, slightly lower down the slope.
‘It’s a privilege, Nick.’

He glanced up at his guest. ‘I consider your

efforts in harnessing the moon to control our weather on Earth as
signifying one of this century’s greatest technological achievements. And
I intend to say just that in my speech.’
‘Very kind, sir,’ said Negromonte, throwing the dog’s ball towards
the lake.

‘And I’m particularly proud that this is an achievement of an
American corporation,’ continued Underwood as they fell into step again.
‘Or aren’t I supposed to mention that fact?’

‘Better not,’ agreed Negromonte, smiling. ‘We’re also ferrying up
officials from the EU and the East Asian countries. I think the Japanese
prime minister is coming too – and the Australian P.M. As well as a few
African leaders. We want everyone to think this is something beneficial
for the whole world.’
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‘And not another example of American capitalistic colonialism?’
Underwood articulated Negromonte’s unspoken thought for him.

‘I

understand. Still, it makes me proud.’
Sandy returned with his ball, shaking his wet coat all over their
trouser legs, with no obvious regard for rank. Negromonte bent down for
the ball and threw it again, this time far out into the lake.
‘How much of the globe will you be able to provide for when the
moon’s fully on-line?’ asked Underwood.

‘Well, together with our competitors, about seventy per cent of the
main land masses.’
There was a sudden sharp movement in the trees over to their left,
then one of the normally invisible secret service agents stepped out and
waved an apologetic arm, identifying himself to other watchers all
around. It looked as if the agent had accidentally revealed his position by
tripping over something, or stumbling into a rabbit hole.

‘And you’re absolutely sure that there’s nothing significant in this
idea of weather management triggering unexpected earthquakes?’ asked
Underwood, coming to a halt again.

Negromonte met the older man’s gaze full on. ‘We’ve grilled our
own scientists, sir – they come from the world’s most prestigious
universities. None of them can see any link whatsoever. That was just a
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crackpot idea – although I gather the poor man who dreamt it up is now
dead – killed in a car accident.’
The President nodded. ‘None of my own people think there’s any
link either, otherwise I’d have to shut you all down.’
Negromonte knew this threat was merely bravado – there wasn’t a
serving government on Earth that would risk depriving the electorate of
its managed weather.

Not only would voters hate reverting to an

uncontrolled climate, the world economy would be plunged into chaos.

There was a hollow bark from somewhere behind them. This time
Sandy’s return from the water was more of a nuisance – the dog was
soaked from nose to tail. He circled the two men, barking furiously.
President and business leader both backed away as the dog
vociferously threatened first this one, then that. Finally he settled on his
owner, and shook a huge spray of water all over the President’s
immaculately pressed brown trousers.

‘Get away, Sandy,’ shouted Underwood, as he turned and twisted.
Then the President picked up the ball and hurled it back into the dark
water of the lake.

‘I need a favour from you, Nick,’ said Underwood, as they
resumed their pre-dinner stroll. ‘These hulk people out in the Pacific are
still on a heading that will bring them into our territorial waters during the
next day or so. Can you give me a little of your new moon output for
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them? If I could guarantee them one reliable session of rain each week, I
could probably persuade them to head back down south.’
*
Emilia Knight seemed either asleep or unconscious inside what looked
like a biohazard tent. Her skin was pale, and Michael and Steve could see
large red blotches glowing on her face and lower arms. Both men were
now wearing white biohazard suits, and had pulled plastic covers on over
their shoes.

‘All this protection is for her, not you,’ explained the young biosuited doctor who had escorted them to Emilia’s private ward. ‘Exposure
to radioactivity impairs the immune system, so we’re just making sure
that she doesn’t pick up any infection while she’s here with us. That’s
why you couldn’t bring your flowers into her room.’
The visitors had been kept waiting downstairs for over two hours,
at the end of which time Michael had returned to the main reception desk
and threatened to return with the police. As he’d jabbed a finger on the
counter top to underline his point, a male nurse had suddenly appeared to
escort them to the fourteenth floor.
Michael stared down at the unmoving form of Emilia Patricia
Knight, a woman he hardly knew yet who already seemed to occupy a
central role in his thoughts. He glanced at his companion and saw the
anxiety in Steve’s dark eyes.
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‘She’s just been undergoing a bone-marrow biopsy,’ explained the
doctor. ‘I’m afraid she’ll be out now for some hours.’
‘I’d like to see Doctor Bowman,’ said Michael, feeling faintly
ridiculous as he turned his entire visored head to talk to the medic.
‘I’m afraid Doctor Bowman is currently in theatre.’

‘Will you find out for me how long he is going to be there?’ asked
the lawyer forcefully. He was getting sick of all these obfuscations and
delays, although he did have to admit that his unconscious witness
seemed to be suffering from something very unpleasant.
The doctor nodded briefly, turned away awkwardly in his clumsy
suit and left the room.

Steve Bardini suddenly lifted the side of the tent suspended over
Emilia. Michael reached forward to grab the man’s arm, not sure what he
was intending, and then he noticed the stainless-steel Geiger counter in
the seismologist’s hand.

Steve pressed a button and slowly ran the

instrument across the patient’s face, down her blistered arm, then across
the sheets covering her chest and stomach and down over her legs.
He had only just dropped the tent flap when the young doctor
lumbered back into the room.
‘I’m afraid it looks as if he’s going to be in surgery all night,
Counsellor Fairfax,’ he explained. ‘He’s assisting at a thyroid transplant
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– for a Chinese submariner who tried to shut down an overheating nuclear
core.’
‘How long do you expect to keep Emilia in here?’ asked Steve.
The doctor glanced at his DigiPad. ‘She’s still showing over thirty
rads superficial,’ he said. ‘Normally, it should have dissipated by now.
But she suffered a slight back injury at the same time as her exposure,
and I’m afraid we think her blood became contaminated. We’ll know
more once we’ve got the bone-marrow analysis back.’

‘So how long?’ repeated her former boyfriend.
‘Six, perhaps eight weeks,’ said the doctor.
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Sixteen

The breakaway hulk-people convoy had survived the Hawaiian tsunami
simply by adopting the tried and tested method they had used for decades
to ride out the hideous storms of the Antarctic. They had chained their
vessels loosely together.

A wall of water over forty miles long had swept right underneath
the old ships, lifting each of them in turn like logs in a giant raft.
The U.S. Pacific Fleet that had been dispatched to turn back the
convoy and to retake the Global Haven from its pirate captors had instead
been ordered to return to the safety of sheltered Pearl Harbor as soon as
Geohazard Laboratories had issued its definitive tsunami alert. But the
underwater earthquake had struck twelve hours earlier than predicted.
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Thirteen ships of the fleet had been caught in shallow water as they raced
back to port and were either capsized or run aground.
But the American military authorities had quickly regrouped and,
now that the hulk-people convoy – its component ships steaming
separately once again – was less than twenty-four hours away from
entering U.S. territorial waters, the deterrent had been upped
significantly.
A total of twenty-two U.S. warships now circled the hulk convoy at
high speed. The surviving ships of the Pacific Fleet had been ordered
back to sea; the President had declared all navy leave cancelled, and had
ordered every available ship in San Diego to lend assistance. Eight
missile-carrying catamaran-frigates had even steamed down from
devastated San Francisco in a single night’s high-speed dash.

It seemed as if a whole squadron of unmanned reconnaissance
planes swooped and circled overhead, transmitting back a stream of
images and data concerning the fleet of old vessels and their gleaming
flagship.

Most worryingly for the breakaway group of hulk people, a number
of the latest Red Eagle MMM cruise missiles were circling the convoy –
stubby-winged projectiles that were programed to identify a predesignated target and then remain circling it while their remote mission
controllers thousands of miles away chose their moment to strike. The
MMM (or Triple-M for Multi-Mission Missile) was the U.S.
government’s most effective weapon of extreme-force blackmail. Not
only did it have a very long range and substantial slow-speed endurance,
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it also had the ability to depart the target area and return to base – landing
on its own retractable undercarriage – for use on another occasion.
On the bridge of the Global Haven, John Gogotya shook his head
in despair as the recorded image of the U.S. President froze once again
and the screen turned dark.

‘It doesn’t get any better, no matter how many times you play it,’
sneered Muhammad Sitta. ‘You promised us we would all be American
citizens by tomorrow.’

As if it had heard these words spoken, a Red Eagle Triple-M swept
across the bow of the giant cruise ship and circled round behind it.
‘See that?’ screamed Gogotya, pointing at the missile trail. ‘That
thing’s got a tactical gamma-ray payload.

It could kill every single

person on this ship yet leave the boat itself wholly intact – still steaming
on towards Los Angeles but filled only with corpses. Is that what you
want?’

In his recent message to the breakaway convoy of hulk people, the
President of the United States had been very clear about the nature of the
weaponry he had sent against this mass of asylum seekers. He had been
unsure how much, or how little, these poorly armed, poorly educated,
unofficial refugees would know about modern armaments.
‘We can kill you all without damaging your ships,’ he had warned
them. ‘Or we can sink every one of your vessels, if you do not turn
back.’
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Then the President had extended his olive branch. ‘Your future
must be decided by the United Nations. Every country in the world must
play its part in providing you with immigration opportunities. The United
States is prepared to sponsor a resolution granting you all official refugee
status, so long as you will, for now, return and rejoin the main body of
your ships in the Southern Ocean. If you do not turn and follow a course
south by eight p.m. Pacific Time tonight, we will have no choice but to
strike against all your vessels.’
Then as if he were a car salesman throwing in an extra luxury
accessory to close the deal, the President added. ‘I understand your plight
and I have arranged for each community of ship dwellers in the Southern
Ocean to receive Level Two rainfall for eight hours once a week, for
every week until the United Nations and its member states take
responsibility for your welfare.’
‘Look,’ shouted Muhammad Sitta, as he stared up at another screen
on the bridge display panel. ‘We’re on American TV again.’

John Gogotya went to stand beside his contrary lieutenant. A Los
Angeles station was indeed showing a live feed from some satellite far
overhead. HULK CONVOY NOW ONLY 300 MILES AWAY ran the
caption. There was a roar as the Red Eagle missile flashed past the
windows of the bridge once again.
‘They’re never going to let us land,’ Gogotya told his followers,
the twenty or so young men who had led the breakaway expedition, and
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who now had come across from the other vessels to attend this crucial
meeting.
‘They wouldn’t bomb us live on TV,’ bellowed Sitta. ‘That’s not
the American way.’
‘Oh yes, they would,’ yelled Gogotya.

‘They think we’re

threatening them in their own homes. They just want to see us blown
back to where we came from.’
There was a silence up on the bridge. None of these young men
actually had any true concept of what was, or was not, the real American
way. Each had only his own fantasy notions of that culture.
‘We must start turning back now,’ said their leader. ‘There’s only
thirty minutes left before the deadline, and we don’t want them to make
any mistakes.’
‘But we need dry land, homes, work, hospitals, schools, libraries,’
snapped Muhammad Sitta. ‘We must go on.’

‘Well, we don’t have the dry land or the work,’ said Gogotya, ‘But
we have luxury homes, hospitals, schools and libraries …’ He banged his
fist against the Global Haven’s control panel. ‘We’ve even got aircraft
and maintenance facilities – and desalination plants!

They haven’t

demanded back this ship, have they? And if they were going to take her,
they’d already have done it. Don’t you think we’ve got enough for the
moment?’
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The young men glanced at each other, and Gogotya saw nods being
exchanged. ‘Get back to your own ships quickly,’ he said. ‘Let’s take
this ship home so that everyone can benefit from it.’
*
‘Look at this.’ Steve Bardini held out the pocket Geiger counter so that
the lawyer could see its display. ‘There’s not a single read-out from her
body above one-point-five. That doctor claimed she had over thirty rads.’
Michael Fairfax took the stainless-steel instrument from him and
tried to make sense of the data. It was shortly before eight p.m. and they
were seated in the lawyer’s parked BMW, right outside the Naval
Hospital building.
‘I’m not familiar with these. What are RADS?’
‘It’s very simple,’ said Steve curtly. ‘She’s no more radioactive
than you are. I swept every part of her body that was supposedly affected
– nothing showing. Here.’ He punched a data-recall button. ‘These are
the figures I was getting the day after she had handled the hot stuff.’
Michael examined the two sets of data. They certainly seemed
very different.

A marine suddenly tapped on Michael’s window.
‘I’m going to have to ask you to move on, sir. This is a secure
area.’
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As they drove out of the base, Steve tried to educate Emilia’s
attorney in the basics of radioactivity and human exposure.

As he

explained, he himself had researched the subject thoroughly after his boss
had first become contaminated.
‘Let’s find a motel where we can go over this properly,’ suggested
Michael.
They took two rooms at the Shoreline Motel off Highway 5,
bought themselves sandwiches from a small deli counter, and agreed to
meet up again in an hour.
Michael wolfed down his roast beef sandwich – he hadn’t realized
how hungry he was – and then stood under a scalding shower for ten
minutes. As the water cascaded over his tired body, he tried to make
sense of the conflicting evidence he had heard in the last few hours.
Emilia Knight had looked to be seriously ill.

But her former

boyfriend insisted that, whatever was wrong with her, it wasn’t being
caused by exposure to radioactivity.
Then there was her abrupt removal from her home during the night;
that hardly seemed part of any normal medical treatment.

All of

Michael’s instincts told him there was something wrong here, something
connected with what she had found on Samoa, with the assumptions that
the security services had jumped to, and perhaps with her decision to
provide testimony to the court in The Hague.
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Stepping out of the bathroom, Michael pulled on clean clothes and
then automatically reached for his phone. He would speak to the boys
before …
A wave of sadness washed over him, and he sank down onto the
bed. There was a hard rap on the door.

Steve Bardini, who had also showered and changed, put his finger
to his lips as he entered, then stretched out a palm for Michael’s
inspection.

Cradled in the seismologist’s hand were objects that looked like
tiny buttons attached to sticky pads. Each had a fine wire trailing from it,
like a single hair.
Steve transferred these finds into Michael’s cupped hands, put a
warning finger to his lips once again, then pulled a circular black pod
from his jeans pocket. Positioning himself in the centre of the room, he
pressed a button on the pod itself and a thin line of red light appeared
across the ceiling and down both walls, like a laser-beam projection.

Slowly, he worked the beam across the ceiling and walls towards
the curtained window. Then he stopped and nodded at the light-beam.
Michael saw that a section of the red line, just beside a bedside cabinet,
had turned green.
Steve pointed urgently and Michael crossed the room, pulling the
cabinet away from the wall. Stuck to its back was another of the tiny
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button-like objects. Michael removed it and added it to the collection in
his other hand.
Three more of the miniature radio microphones were found – one
near the computer display and fixed phone, one behind the curtain
pelmet, and the third behind a cabinet in the bathroom.

When his sweep was complete, Steve indicated for them to
maintain their silence, then gathered the listening devices into a plastic
laundry bag. Running the bathroom tap, he filled the bag with water,
drained it, stamped on the damp contents and then threw the broken mess
into the trash bin.
‘I don’t understand,’ said Michael, as soon as Steve had finished
his act of destruction. ‘How did you know there would be bugs here –
and what’s that thing?’ He pointed to the black scanner that his travelling
companion had now placed on top of a drawer unit.
‘They weren’t meant for us, obviously,’ said Steve, as he eased
himself into one of the two easy chairs in the room. ‘Nobody could know
we were coming here. But this is a naval town, so they’ll have every
hotel and motel room in the city cold-wired.’
‘Cold-wired?’

‘The security services bug every room and meeting space for miles
around sensitive locations, using passive mikes with very long-life
batteries. Computers listen in to what these bugs are hearing twenty-fourseven. If they pick up a word or a phrase that’s in an alert index, they
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summon a human to listen in. At any one time computers in Washington
will probably be listening to twenty or thirty thousand locations in this
naval town alone.’
‘How do you know all this?’ asked Michael. He sensed a more
serious, more capable air about the young scientist now.

‘That’s how your friend Carole Gonzaga was caught. The bombmaker was in a public washroom in Newport Beach, and he gave the
courier her address.

They’d filled the bathroom with cold wires –

Newport Beach is only twenty miles from Camp Pendleton.’

Michael sat down opposite Steve and stared into the younger man’s
face.
‘How do you know how Carole was caught? How do you know
about “cold wires”? And where did you get that thing, anyway?’

He

pointed again to the bug detector on the drawer unit.
‘Can I rely on your confidentiality, counsellor?’ asked Steve. ‘No
matter what I tell you?’
‘If you tell me anything in my capacity as a lawyer, yes, you can –
if there’s a legal aspect to all of this.’

‘There’s a legal aspect to it sure enough,’ said Steve. ‘I’m a
scientific advisor to the Planet First Organization.’ He laughed grimly as
he saw the surprise register on the attorney’s face.
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Partly to buy himself thinking time, Michael rose from his chair
and crossed the room to stare thoughtfully into the large mirror fixed on
the wall opposite his king-size bed. Was this the missing link? Were this
young man’s covert activities the reason why the security agencies
seemed to be overreacting so grossly?
‘You were over in Samoa with Emilia, weren’t you?’ He turned
back to face the seismologist once more. ‘Are you procuring plutonium
for the PFO?’
It was now Steve Bardini’s turn to look shocked.

‘Of course I’m not!

I didn’t even know what it was she’d

discovered until weeks later,’ he protested. ‘We’d both signed a secrecy
order, and she only told me subsequently.’

The attorney weighed up carefully what he was hearing.
‘And I don’t plant bombs either, counsellor,’ Steve added. ‘Like I
said, I’m just a scientific advisor. Most of the organization is made up of
people like me, people who care passionately about the health of this
planet. Anyway, since the earthquake, the PFO has announced an end to
all terrorist activity. Nature itself has sent the world a far better wake-up
call than we could ever have managed.’

Michael now had a straightforward choice. Either he accepted
what he was being told at face value, or he had to contact the authorities.
But all his instincts, training and long experience with witnesses told him
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that Robert Fivetrees, Emilia Knight and Steve Bardini were honest,
decent people.
‘Look, do you think you can you handle this, Mike?’ demanded
Steve, now deadly serious. ‘If you can’t, let’s just forget that we had this
conversation. You go back to San-Fran and I’ll get Em out of that
hospital. One thing I’m certain of, she hasn’t got radiation sickness.’

‘How do you intend to get her out?’ asked Michael.
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Wall Street Journal
Monday, 18September 2055

FIRST PRESIDENTIAL
VISIT TO MOON IN OCTOBER
LIVE TV DEBATE TO BE BEAMED
FROM LUNAR SURFACE
The White House has announced that President James T.
Underwood will become the first serving U.S. President to
visit the moon.
He will officially open the ERGIA
Corporation’s new lunar facility on 21October, following
which he will give an address to open a live television debate
on the future of climate management.
Other guests as the ceremony will include EU President
Hollinger, Japan’s Prime Minister Kakehashi and Mr Lu Zen,
China’s Minister for Extraterrestrial Investment.
Shares in LunaSun, Inc., the corporation set up to run and
manage the lunar-energy resource, will be offered in a
NASDAQ IPO scheduled for 28 October.
*
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An hour after Steve Bardini admitted to his membership of the PFO, there
was a soft triple-knock on Michael Fairfax’s motel-room door.
‘That’s them,’ said Steve rising from his chair. ‘I’ll get it.’
Three fit-looking men in dark clothes entered quickly, followed by
a tall woman wearing jeans and a bottle-green T-shirt.
‘Tony, Ricky and Doc Cosmo,’ said Steve by way of introduction
to the men. He nodded towards the woman. ‘And this is Doctor Val
Cummings of the U.S. Navy’s Oceanographic Academy. Her work first
alerted us to early-signs of the Hawaiian earthquake.

And, most

importantly, she has top-level security clearance for all areas of the naval
station.’
The lawyer shook hands with all four new arrivals. Earlier, Steve
had surprised Michael yet again, by producing by a high-security
encryption phone and placing two short calls to set up this gathering.
‘Cosmo is our medical doctor for the San Diego region,’ explained
Steve. ‘He’ll know whether Emilia is really sick or not.’

Then they spent an hour planning how best to extract Emilia
Knight from the hospital. Val Cummings projected a map of the naval
base onto the room’s wall-screen, and marked out what she considered
the best routes in and out.
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‘My lab’s on the base and I often have to work during the nights,’
she explained. ‘The oceans don’t observe social hours.’
Shortly before one a.m. Chief Oceanographer Dr Valerie
Cummings pulled her large Chevrolet into the vehicle-inspection parking
lot beside the guardhouse at the main entrance to the U.S. naval base.

‘Hey, Jerome,’ she said to the young marine who greeted her.
‘What’s up?’
‘Not much, Doctor Cummings,’ he told her through her open
window. ‘Night shift?’
There were three other soldiers in the guardhouse but none of them
were stirring.

‘Got some more seismic bumps out in the Pacific,’ said Val. ‘This
here is a colleague from Geohazard Labs.’
Steve Bardini leaned his body across from the passenger seat to
hand his ident over, and so that he could be clearly seen. As Val had
predicted, the guardhouse duty had been rotated since his earlier visit.
The marine glanced at the Geohazard identification.

In the roomy trunk of the large car Michael Fairfax and Dr Cosmo
Mondadori waited, their bodies rigid in the blackness.
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‘They never search my car,’ Val Cummings had assured them
earlier. ‘They know me too well.’
‘Always a first time,’ the man introduced as Ricky had replied
during their planning meeting.

But it was a risk worth taking, they

decided. If Emilia was well enough, they would smuggle her out.

‘We’ll need to get her out of the country,’ said Steve. ‘Yet again
he had surprised Michael by extracting Emilia’s passport from his jacket
pocket and throwing it onto the low table. ‘I thought she might need it,’
he added by way of explanation. ‘And I also brought this – Em had left it
in her house.’ He placed Professor Fivetrees’s miniature holo-theatre on
the table top. ‘I presume she was intending to work on its data at home.’
The marine handed the identity card back to Steve. ‘Thanks, sir.’
Then he slapped his hand twice on the roof of the car. ‘Have a nice night,
Dr Cummings.’
Thirty minutes later the four conspirators were running up the back
stairs of the Naval Hospital block. Val Cummings had used her access
card to open a rear-entrance door, and Steve Bardini had deployed a datasignal repeater – a PFO-developed wireless device that read and then
looped video streams – to render the hospital’s network of security
cameras ineffective. An alert human monitoring the feeds might realize
that something was wrong, as the displays repeated every thirty seconds,
but the loop was seamless and there was normally very little movement in
the hospital at this time of night.
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All four insurgents were panting heavily as they arrived on the
fourteenth floor. There were very few lights on as they stepped out of a
stairwell door beside the elevator shaft. At the far end of the corridor
they could see one lighted window, in what they assumed was a nursing
station, but there seemed to be nobody else around.
Emilia Knight herself was still sleeping. Steve Bardini held up a
flashlight while Dr Mondadori took the patient’s pulse and then started
quickly checking her other vital signs.
‘What – who?’ groaned Emilia.

‘Shussh, it’s me, Em,’ hissed Steve, shining the torch on his own
face.
‘I don’t –’
‘Shussh,’ repeated Steve. ‘This is Doctor Mondadori – a friend.
We’re going to get you out of here. Just keep quiet!’

Having completed the basic physical checks, Michael and Steve
watched as the doctor ran two different scanners along the length of
Emilia’s body.

As soon as he had examined the data read-outs, he

stooped and lifted the entire side of the tent away from the patient’s bed.

‘Well, there’s no sign of any radioactivity,’ Doc Cosmo hissed.
‘And all her vital signs are normal. From her pupils and the way her eyes
respond to light, I’d say she’s been sedated.’
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Emilia’s feet hardly touched the floor as Michael and Steve hustled
her down fourteen flights of steps. Val Cummings had brought a raincoat
for her to wear, and five minutes later Emilia too was crammed into the
large trunk of the car, along with Michael Fairfax and Dr Cosmo
Mondadori.
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Seventeen

‘You mean these people aren’t really controlling the weather when
they’re calling out to each other?’ asked Perdita Curtis angrily, rounding
on her guide.
‘No, I’m sorry, they’re just for show – for our visitors,’ explained
Hanoch Biran, ERGIA’s director of corporate communications. ‘Our
perception consultants advised us that tourists don’t really want to look at
computers, they want to see real people. So we hire actors to play the
parts. All weather trades on the daily spot market have been automated
for over twenty years.’
The BBC producer had brought her director and a twelve-strong
film crew up to the ERGIA Space Station specifically to film the weather
brokers shouting and calling out to each other as they traded future
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rainfall in one part of the planet for a future day’s sun in another – just as
she herself had witnessed during her first trip into space.

She had

committed a significant part of her non-moon budget to this part of the
shoot and now she felt foolish for not checking out the details of the
broking operation more thoroughly in advance.
Perdy, Torrance Olds and the ERGIA publicity executive were
standing in the space station’s viewing chamber, gazing up at the banked
tiers of male and female ‘weather controllers,’ the nearest of whom,
having overheard this heated exchange, were now looking distinctly
embarrassed.

‘I suppose we could just film them going through their routine,
without comment,’ suggested Olds.
‘You mean dupe our viewers by omission,’ snapped Perdy. She
felt like swearing out loud. Her TV crew had already spent three hours
getting amusing zero-gravity fill-in shots of the off-duty space station
crew as well as footage of their living quarters and recreational areas, but
what she had relied on was an exciting segment to show weather trading
in action. As these ‘climate brokers’ shouted out the destinations for the
weather patterns on offer, she had intended to cut in real-time shots of the
actual regions, allowing viewers to understand how the decisions taken
up here on the space station directly affected people on the ground down
below.
‘So what do the computers that really do all of this trading actually
look like?’ Perdy asked Biran.
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He shook his head. ‘I’m afraid there’s nothing much to see Miss
Curtis – some screens, a few numbers flashing by.

Every weather

transaction is carried out through one form or other of automated auction.
Some systems bid up, some count down. Others use pre-empt. But it’s
just computers talking to computers, I’m afraid – virtually invisible.’
‘And they never break down?’ asked Perdita, an idea suddenly
occurring to her. Perhaps if they briefly switched the trading to these
humans …
‘No, they never break down,’ said Biran. ‘If they did, there would
be chaos on the planet below. Millions of weather trades are made each
hour, so there are back-up systems down on Earth, just in case.’
‘What about if we filmed these people doing their thing and called
it a dramatized sequence?’ suggested Torrance Olds quietly. ‘Just by
showing a screen caption?’
Perdy glanced up at the now-silent rows of thespian weathercontrollers.

‘That’s brilliant, Torry,’ she exclaimed. ‘ “Dramatised on board
the Ergia Weather-Control Space Station.” That’ll do it.’

Perdy turned back to the corporate communications director.
‘Could you ask them to do a run-through again, please?’
Biran glanced up at the men and women sitting in their banked
rows. ‘From the top, please, people.’
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‘I’ve got a bid of eleven million dollars for a one-hour Volume Six
rain storm in Marrakesh,’ yelled one of the controllers suddenly.
‘I’ve got thirteen million two for that rain – if we can send it on to
Cairo,’ called another.

Then there was another shout, followed by a further bid from
Marrakesh for the rainfall. Then a voice asked if anyone had two hours
of late-night sunshine available for a film shoot in Seattle which had
overrun on its schedule.

Perdy nodded and held up her hand to stop them. ‘Excellent.
Thank you everybody. If you’d all like to take a break now, we’ll get our
cameras and lights set up.’

*
‘Giorgio!’ exclaimed Emilia Knight with a whoop, as she threw her small
body into the arms of the big, curly-haired, dark-bearded, bearlike man
and kissed him on both cheeks. Slightly embarrassed by this extravagant
display of affection, Michael Fairfax and Steve Bardini hung back a little,
hovering at the rear of the European Geohazard Simulation Theater.

‘It’s been too long, far too long!’ Emilia planted yet another kiss
on the big man’s cheek. ‘Come here and meet my very good friend
Giorgio,’ she told her companions excitedly.

‘Giorgio, this is Steve

Bardini, he works with me in Oakland. And this is Mike Fairfax, he’s my
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attorney.’

But she realized that didn’t sound quite right.

‘And my

friend,’ she added.
Doctor Giorgio Zaoskoufis, Geohazard’s Senior Risk Assessment
Seismologist for the European, Middle East and African regions, shook
his visitors’ hands warmly.

‘Welcome to Athens,’ he told them in good, if Greek-accented
English. ‘And also to what we hope will be a quiet night shift.’
It seemed that the resources and tendrils of the Planet First
Organization stretched further than either Michael Fairfax or Emilia
Knight could have imagined. As soon as she had been extracted safely
from the U.S. Navy base, Emilia had been driven to Dr Cosmo
Mondadori’s home on the outskirts of Lemon Grove, a satellite
residential community ten miles east of San Diego.
Here the doctor had submitted the still-woozy geophysicist to two
hours of further tests in his home consulting room before returning to
make his report to Valerie Cummings and the two male visitors from San
Francisco.
By then it was almost five a.m. and the group in the doctor’s
lounge was staying alert only by swallowing copious quantities of black
coffee. While Dr Mondadori had been checking the patient over, Steve
Bardini had driven back to the Shoreline Motel and collected the small
amount of luggage that he and Michael had left behind. Lanky Val
Cummings had used the opportunity to disappear in the hope of finding
some clothes that might fit petite Emilia.
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‘She’s perfectly healthy,’ announced the doctor. ‘Nothing wrong
with her blood at all. In fact she’s just getting dressed now.’
‘What about her blisters?’ asked Steve.
‘Some sort of acidic agent rubbed onto her skin to make their story
look good, I would think,’ said Mondadori. ‘It neutralizes instantly with
an alkali.’
‘So they had sedated her?’ asked the lawyer.

‘A type of pentothal,’ confirmed the doctor, nodding. ‘But most of
it has now worn off. They obviously wanted very much to keep her out
of circulation.’
Or perhaps her condition might have deteriorated, thought
Michael. Perhaps after a few more days of confinement she might have
caught an infection, something her impaired immune system would have
been unable to resist – and she too would have died, just like Robert
Fivetrees and Carole Gonzaga.

During that long night, Michael had also thought very carefully
about what his own next move should be. He now considered himself to
be at risk of imminent arrest by U.S. government agents – or possibly
something worse. Their murderous overreaction to the PFO and their
fears of plutonium being in circulation had shocked him profoundly.
Like most American citizens, he had had little idea how ruthless his
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government’s agencies could be when faced with a potential combination
of terrorist groups and the components for building nuclear weapons.
For himself, the course became clear. He would return to Brussels
and ask the court in The Hague for a Writ of Protection. His European
legal colleagues had assured him that despite the threats made against
him, such a writ would offer immunity from arrest so long as he remained
safely outside the U.S.A. Then he would pursue his case for all he was
worth.
But what about Dr Emilia Knight? What would she want?

Two hours later – after Michael had explained to her what he
feared were the security agencies’ suspicions – Emilia had provided her
answer in the clearest way possible. Travelling together in his BMW,
Michael Fairfax, Stefano Bardini and Dr Emilia Knight crossed over the
U.S. border into Mexico at Tijuana. Nobody tried to stop them.
At the Abelardo L. Rodriguez International Airport they boarded a
non-stop Air Mexico flight to Madrid. Once in Spain, they each bought a
change of clothing and then caught a connecting flight on to Athens in
order to visit Geohazard Laboratories’ European H.Q. They wanted to
run Professor Fivetrees’s data in the company’s Simulation Theater.
Michael had no compunction about paying for all their travel costs out of
his case-preparation budget; this seismic data and Emilia’s testimony
would form a vital part of his evidence.
‘Giorgio Zaoskoufis is a wonderful man,’ Emilia had told her
travelling companions. Only twelve hours after leaving the hospital, the
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blotches on her face and arms had faded to mere pale pink marks.

‘He’ll

be more than pleased to help us – unofficially, of course.’
Two hours after their midnight arrival at Geohazard Laboratories in
the Athens suburb of Piraeus – a facility almost identical to the Oakland
complex – Emilia Knight, Steve Bardini and their host Giorgio
Zaoskoufis had completed loading all of Professor Fivetrees’s data into
the Simulation Theater computers, created the necessary interfacing
scripts and declared themselves ready to run the first modelling exercise.
‘We’ve linked the data Bob Fivetrees extracted from the Jesuit
monasteries to all of our own historical climate data,’ explained Steve for
Michael’s benefit. ‘And we’ve cross-referenced all the available data for
climate-management energy output with all recorded seismic events
above two-point-oh in the last sixty years. Then, as an overlay, we’ll be
running Fivetrees’s model of the magnetic force fields.’
Michael nodded, but he hadn’t the faintest idea of what he was
really being told. He wondered if it was his tiredness that was preventing
him from understanding fully. He felt both emotionally drained by recent
events and sledge-hammered by jet lag.
Giorgio ushered Emilia into the holo-pit observation chair and then
joined Steve Bardini at one of the control workstations. Michael took a
seat in the viewing gallery.
‘O.K., let’s go.’ Emilia gunned her chair round to the zero-degree
longitude.
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The large central holo-pit suddenly lit up and Michael saw a large
model of the globe, tilted at an acute angle and turning very slowly. It
was covered in swirling white, grey and black cloud patterns.
‘Start date and location?’ asked Emilia.
The numerals A.D. 1737 appeared, floating in space on a laser
overlay. Then the word PORTUGAL.
Abruptly, huge purple rings and ovals appeared, swirling around
the planet.

MAGNETIC FLUX DENSITY 1.0, read a data overlay.
Michael thought how beautiful the image was. The hoops of
wavering light oscillated closer and further away from the planet’s
surface. The rings themselves grew and shrunk as the force field changed
in strength.
‘Go to ten times actual speed,’ ordered Emilia.

A red line of light shot between one outer group of magnetic rings
and what looked like the coastline of Western Europe on the globe’s
surface.

‘Hold it,’ said Emilia, racing her observation chair around the
perimeter of the holo-pit to position herself directly over the point where
the beam of red light had struck the Earth.
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‘That’s the great Lisbon earthquake of 1735,’ she announced.
‘Almost Magnitude Nine. The tsunami that followed killed over sixty
thousand people. Run it back.’
The globe reversed so that Michael could see the red line
connecting to a huge black weather swirl over the Indian Ocean.

‘This is the crucial part of Bob Fivetrees’s work,’ explained
Emilia, swivelling in her motorized chair to face Michael. ‘He compared
historical climate records with the Jesuit observations, and then related
both of them to the seismic logs. Looks like that storm occurred three
weeks before the Lisbon quake – his software makes a direct connection.’
After ninety more minutes of simulations of historic data, the
researchers had finally caught up to the present day. Each of the main
seismic events that had been modelled and matched to weather patterns
was now posted on a transparent laser-display board beside the holo-pit,
and Emilia finally declared herself ready for a coffee break.
‘We’re just about to run the magnetic force-fields model with the
latest data on climate-management output,’ she explained as they stood in
the visitor’s gallery, sipping sweet Turkish coffee from small china cups.
‘Are you going to allow for the new solar output due from the
moon?’ asked Zaoskoufis. ‘I know the resource is not officially open yet,
but they’re already applying some of its energy.’
Emilia nodded. ‘I’ve modelled it as if the moon is already fully
on-line. We’ve got the published data on their projected output.’
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It was just after 4.20 a.m. Athens time when Emilia Knight and her
fellow scientists resumed their positions around the Simulation Theater.
Michael once more took his seat in the viewing gallery.
Again, he watched with fascination as the bright mauve rings of
light representing the planet’s magnetic heartbeat spun, skipped and
bowed around the globe. Sometimes they flared out into space for three
or four times the Earth’s own diameter, sometimes they flattened down to
creep closely over the surface of the planet itself.

‘Let’s have it all,’ ordered Emilia.
It seemed as if the planet and its force field of magnetic rings had
suddenly been hit by a hundred bolts of lightning. Red laser lines shot
down from the encompassing flux, connecting to the surface to indicate
where the Earth’s crust itself was being broken and cracked, as the inner
core-dynamo bulged and pushed under the churning magnetic
compulsion.
‘Stop. Stop,’ shouted Emilia. Then she extended her own lasercontrol display and brought the simulation to rest.
There were now too many red lines criss-crossing the planet to
count.
‘It’s started a whole chain reaction of eruptions and earthquakes,’
Emilia observed quietly as she gazed at the frozen image. She raised her
hands to the side of her face to block out her peripheral sight, to help her
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think better. ‘One global-scale seismic event triggering another, hopping
along the same fault line.’
There was a long silence as they all gazed at the model of the
Earth. It seemed as if the crust had torn along its seams.
‘What’s happened?’ asked Michael.

Emilia shrugged and projected a data panel onto the simulation
overlay. ‘We’ve just witnessed the start of magnetic pole reversal,’ she
explained, swinging round in her chair. ‘The charged particles reflected
back towards the Earth by the climate-management mirrors managed to
weaken the polarity of the magnetosphere so much that it started to
oscillate, north flipping to south, south to north, than back again. Of
course, that causes massive disruption to the magnetic currents in the
Earth’s mantle – which triggers seismic chaos all around the planet.’
Michael had no idea what to say. Eventually he asked, ‘How long
would it go on for?’

Emilia shook her head. ‘We don’t really know. Most previous
pole reversals on Earth have taken about five thousand years – which is
almost instant by geological timescales. But one or two of them seemed
to have occurred much faster – there’s palaeomagnetic evidence from
Steen’s Mountain in Oregon that one reversal occurred in just a few
weeks. The magnetostratiographic data is very convincing.’
Michael realized that, just like lawyers faced with confusing
legalities, Emilia and her scientific colleagues were falling back on the
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arcane jargon of their discipline to try and impose a structure onto the
seemingly chaotic issues now under consideration.
‘But what it really means is that many thousands of people will die
from earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, right?’ he said, deliberately
reductionist.
‘Well, that might be true, but only if Professor Fivetrees was right
about this,’ agreed Steve.
Emilia nodded. ‘Yes – if he was right.’

A high trilling sound filled the Simulation Theater.

Giorgio

Zaoskoufis reached forward quickly and touched an icon on his
workstation to silence it.

‘That’s a warning coming in from Geohazard Labs in Tokyo,’ he
said. ‘Shall I project it here or go next door to the Risk Monitoring
Centre?’

Emilia stepped down from her mobile viewing chair. ‘We’re done
with this, Giorgio. At least for tonight. Let’s see what Tokyo wants to
tell us.’

The Greek geophysicist killed the display in the holo-pit and
patched the Japanese feed onto the large wall-screens. They saw a map
of Indonesia appear and the myriad islands of the Java Sea.
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‘Holy shit,’ exclaimed Steve. ‘They’ve got a Level Five warning
out on Papandayan. Zoom in.’
Zaoskoufis obliged and they saw a chain of islands, sixty miles
south of Jakarta, one of which was highlighted by a red circle. Inset into
this screen display were real-time windows showing seismic sensor
readings, magma-flow projections and ash-dispersal zones. Across the
bottom of the screen a caption running from right to left estimated the
level of strength of anticipated tsunamis.
‘Papandayan’s a stratovolcano,’ Steve explained for Michael’s
benefit, ‘a near neighbour of Krakatoa, in the hottest volcanic belt in the
world. It’s been dormant since 1942.’
‘Not for very much longer though,’ said Zaoskoufis. ‘It looks like
she’s going to blow sky-high in the next forty-eight hours.’
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Eighteen

The great Javanese volcano Papandayan, situated on the southern coast
of Java at 7.32S – 107.73E, began its latest (and final) venting early on
the morning of 26 September 2055.
The first explosion took place at 7.51 a.m. local time, when the
lava dome split asunder and ash and boiling water vapour were thrown up
into the atmosphere to a height of over eighteen kilometres.
At 11.19 a.m., a second and far larger double explosion occurred
when Papandayan’s volcanic chimney itself was shot upwards like a plug
from a barrel, thrusting an estimated four billion tons of rock, ash and
debris over twenty kilometres into the air. The explosion was heard on
all 13,000 islands of the Nusantara chain, across all of Indonesia, and as
far way as Singapore, Australia, the Philippines and Japan. The total
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force of the energy released was estimated to be between 500 and 1,000
times greater than the largest hydrogen bomb ever tested.
The previous largest-ever volcanic explosion had been recorded in
1883 when neighbouring Krakatoa erupted, killing more than 36,000
people. Over ninety per cent of those deaths were caused by the megatsunamis that swept the coastlines of the Indonesian islands as Karkatoa
imploded, causing two-thirds of its underlying volcanic island to fall into
the sea.
If volcanoes could ever be thought to be competitive, Papandayan
effortlessly topped Krakatoa’s paltry efforts. In its great final explosion,
Papandayan too ceased to exist, as if making an insensible effort to mimic
its former neighbour.
First Papandayan’s long-parturient 8,700-foot-high crater was
levelled as its super-heated pressure-cauldron of magma exploded. The
heat and velocity were so great that the spewing lava emerged looking
like a pink foam.

Then, as its roaring chimney became more of an obstruction than a
vent for the molten rocks below, the mountain itself blew out sideways,
like a giant car-bomb stuffed with Semtex. Superheated rocks and gas
were ejected over a ninety-mile radius at supersonic speed.

Then the underwater base of the mountain itself imploded.
For the people living on nearby islands day turned to night as the
boiling rocks mixed with air in the stratosphere, before cooling and
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solidifying to descend as light pumice – a debris-fall that lasted for over
sixteen hours, forming an obsidian deposit ten metres thick.
Unfortunately for animals and for the many humans caught without
shelter, this precipitation also included huge quantities of solid rocks
falling back towards the ground at a speed of 200 kilometres per hour.
The gloomy, roaring twilight that enveloped all of the south
Javanese islands was constantly split by jagged forks of volcanic
lightning – an electrical discharge caused by the mid-air collision of
volcanic ash and magma.

As Papandayan’s abyssal lava chamber emptied, hotter and denser
rocks from deep within the mantle rushed up to join the pumice and ash
that were now spewing upwards at a rate of 100,000 tons per second.
Even when they had found shelter in time, the humans caught
within the ninety-kilometre volcanic fallout zone had little chance of
survival. Like all stratovolcanos, Papandayan produced a gas that was a
mixture of carbon dioxide and hydrogen peroxide, a combination ruinous
to mucous membrane and animal tissue. The first inhalation of this gas
stripped the linings from human lungs causing them to fill with fluid.
The second breath caused inhaled ash to mix with this fluid to form a
cement. The third breath thickened and set that cement. Over 250,000
people suffocated in this horrendous manner.

Other victims nearer to the pyroclastic flow as it burst from the
sides of the volcano died instantly of thermal shock

– their tissue

vaporized, their brains boiled, their bones and teeth crystallizing before
being shattered.
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Successive waves of mega-tsunamis shot outwards in concentric
circles, sweeping over the entire southern coasts of Java and Sumatra,
overwhelming the cities of Bengkulu, Padong, Yogyaharta and Kupang.
Of the thousands of separate islands that made up the Indonesian
nation, 5,311 were completely stripped of all life forms by successive
waves measured by Geohazard’s satellites at over fifty metres high.
These multiple mega-tsunamis also radiated north-west for 1,500
miles completely submerging the Maldives and drowning 800 square
miles of southern Sri Lanka.
Just over 600 miles to the south of Papandayan itself, Christmas
Island and the Cocos Islands also disappeared beneath the waves, and to
the east the successive embankments of water submerged the northeastern Australian coastline and up to seven miles inland. All the lowlying areas of Darwin were flooded for three days.
Despite the advance warning provided by Geohazard Laboratories
in Tokyo, over three million people died in the twenty-four hours
following the world’s first recorded global-scale geophysical event –
mostly those who were unable to escape to high ground.

The skies went dark over all of South-East Asia, and the ash
canopy drifted as far east as the Central Pacific. All of the climatemanagement companies were immediately tasked with the job of
directing winds to disperse the ash safely over the remote Southern
Oceans.
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WORLD’S WORST-EVER VOLCANIC ERUPTION, trumpeted
the Hong Kong Star. But how did they know? Human beings had a very
limited perspective from which to judge the typical geophysical
behaviour of their host planet. As a species, Homo Sapiens had been
around for only 0.01 per cent of the Earth’s lifetime to date.

*
‘Welcome to the BBC,’ said Perdita Curtis cheerily, as she ushered
Michael Fairfax, Emilia Knight and Steve Bardini into a meeting room on
the eleventh floor of the Corporation’s new West London headquarters.
‘My executive producer will try to join us later, but he’s frantically busy
preparing for our moon broadcast – as we all are. Only ten days to go!’
The three American visitors sat down around a large smart-table.
Automatically they ran their fingers in rough squares over the glass
surface immediately in front of them to set up their own computing, notetaking and communications spaces.

Michael Fairfax now felt both fully rested and back in synch with
European circadian rhythms. While Emilia and Steve had remained for
two days at Geohazard’s European HQ in Piraeus, helping Giorgio
Zaoskoufis and other scientific colleagues around the world to cope with
the Indonesian disaster, Michael himself had caught up with his sleep in a
small Athens hotel before picking up the reins of his case with his
Brussels colleagues and discussing what their next move should be.
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On the insistence of his new legal partners in Belgium, the firm of
Beauchamp, Seifert and Co had formally applied to The International
Court of Civil Justice in The Hague for writs of witness protection for
both Dr Emilia Knight and Counsellor Michael Fairfax. The lawyer had
provided live testimony to the court about the threats received from
American security agents via a secure video link from Athens. News of
the writs’ subsequent granting was then supplied to both the California
Bar Association and the U.S. State Department.
‘If they’re still after you, it should at least give them pause for
thought,’ explained human rights lawyer Anatole Karmin, one of
Michael’s new associates in Brussels.

‘It was only last year that

President Underwood went out on a limb to secure U.S. ratification of the
new international court. The American security services won’t want to be
seen to be interfering with witnesses in the first case to involve major
American corporations.’
And, with the approval of his new legal colleagues, Michael also
made the decision to approach Perdita Curtis and the BBC in London
with the latest theories developed by his geophysicist friends.

He himself was unqualified to judge whether there was any validity
in the assertion that climate management was triggering worldwide
seismic unrest, but he was sure that the claim that it might cause a chain
reaction of global-scale geophysical events would not only get the
media’s attention, it might also bring Nick Negromonte and other such
oligarchs of the energy industry rapidly to the negotiating table.
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Like his Brussels associates, Michael had little doubt that in the
long run the courts would find in favour of the victims of global warming.
But he preferred to go for a quick interim settlement, something he could
pass on to the hulk people now, to bolster their ongoing belief in what
was certain to be a long and very drawn-out process of litigation.
And while he had been waiting in the Athens sunshine, Michael
had also found the courage to discard his air-porous latex gloves. After
wearing them for over eight weeks, his scarred hands and regrowing nails
no longer looked quite so revolting.
‘You are still available to take part in our debate from Luna City?’
Perdy asked him as she pulled her guest list up onto the tabletop. ‘I’m
relying on you to help make it hard-hitting.’
‘Absolutely,’ agreed the lawyer. ‘I’m looking forward to it. But
the reason that I wanted to introduce you to my two colleagues here today
is that they have been developing the Berkeley model of the Earth’s
magnetic fields that I showed you a few weeks ago. They’ve linked it to
climate records – and to climate-management data – and we thought
you’d like to see the result.’
Steve Bardini patched the updated, revised and now much-enlarged
simulation onto the wall-screen.

‘I’ve speeded it up considerably,’ he explained as they sat watching
the 3-D image of the Earth as global seismic chaos developed.
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As the simulation finished running, Perdy Curtis tapped her
fingertips slowly on the glass table top.
‘It’s certainly very topical – what with that Indonesian volcanic
eruption,’ she observed. ‘Could you speed it up still further?’
Steve nodded. ‘It all depends on how much detail you want. You
can have anything from thirty seconds to thirty hours.’
‘I’d like to use it during my part of the debate,’ Michael explained.
That’s if you can find the budget to bring Steve along to run it for me. I’d
also like viewers to be able to download the data for themselves, if
they’re interested.’
‘Ah, budget, budget,’ sighed Perdy. ‘This thing’s really getting out
of control. It looks like becoming the most expensive live broadcast the
BBC has ever done.’
‘President Underwood is opening the debate, right?’ asked Emilia.

‘Everything’s gone mad since that announcement,’ confirmed
Perdy, nodding. She ran her fingers through her short hair. ‘It seems as
if everybody now wants to come to the moon. Even the Director-General
of the BBC says he wants to be part of the audience.’

‘And I want you to invite Doctor Knight too,’ said Michael. ‘I’d
like her to speak immediately after me.’

Perdy sighed and glanced down her lengthy list of names.
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‘I’ve got forty-two contributor places available and three hundred
and seventeen world-class experts all asking to attend. Plus I’ve got to
find room for some genuine audience.’
‘It was Dr Knight who found the plutonium on the Samoan
volcano,’ explained Michael. ‘I’d like to see President Underwood’s face
when she announces that on a live TV broadcast.’
*

The instant TV ratings polls proved once again that Nicholas Negromonte
had an outstanding talent for dreaming up publicity stunts guaranteed to
attract world attention. Over two hundred million people had tuned in to
watch his blast-off to the moon in the refurbished back-up Apollo 11
spacecraft.
In recent years, every major surge in ERGIA’s corporate expansion
had been preceded by such a headline-grabbing stunt.

Now the

forthcoming initial public offering of shares in LunaSun Inc was to be
publicized by this historic re-enactment of mankind’s first-ever moon
landing.
Just as entrepreneurs of previous centuries had broken ballooning
records, climbed mountains or raced yachts, Nick Negromonte had
continued the tradition of entertaining, amusing and seducing those who
might become his shareholders and customers.

Many critics and

competitors dismissed him as a cynical exploiter of the media. Some said
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he patronized and despised the public who admired him so much. Others
felt that all such acts of self-display were in bad taste.
But the truth was that business and money alone were not
sufficiently exciting to fully engage Negromonte’s mind. He had been
prepared to give up his tennis career after his elder brother died, but he
still always wanted more out of life than normal corporate leadership
offered. Power and money – for many, drugs in their own way – didn’t
grip him the way they had seduced his father or his brother.

Nick

Negromonte also wanted to have fun.

His first such business-related extreme-sports achievement had
been to complete an untethered space walk of over thirty kilometres.
Using only his backpack’s compressed gas for steering and propulsion, he
had navigated his way from ERGIA’s first-generation climate-control
space station to the newly opened Mandarin-Orbital Hotel – a luxury
facility built by a Chinese consortium in near-Earth orbit in 2035. On his
arrival he had even performed the hotel’s opening ceremony, and had
become its first VIP guest.

A string of other stunts had followed, many of them involving
antique aircraft and space vehicles. But this solo voyage to the moon was
his most audacious adventure yet.

Mission Control for the ‘new’ Apollo 11 launch had been
established in the main observation gallery of ERGIA’s Space Station.
The role-playing weather brokers had been replaced by space technicians
moonlighting from jobs at NASA and from the Russian, European and
Chinese Space Agencies.
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Packed in front of the vast observation window was a crowd of TV
correspondents and their crews. A kilometre out in space the Apollo
spacecraft now floated in an orbit parallel to that of the ERGIA space
station itself. Nicholas Negromonte was not intending to begin his reenactment mission from exactly the same orbit as Armstrong, Aldrin and
Collins, but only the most nerdish of space enthusiasts would quibble
about that.
The refurbished four-part space vessel had been ferried up to the
space station for its final assembly a month before.

Externally, the

vehicle looked unchanged – except for the ERGIA and LunaSun logos
painted on the service module’s flanks . Internally, every piece of wiring
and every item of plumbing, heating, cooling, sanitary, life-support and
systems technology had been brought fully up to the latest standards.
Indeed, when Negromonte had originally inspected his purchase he had
shuddered and said to his flight director, ‘Imagine travelling to the moon
in this thing. It’s like something Jules Verne dreamed up.’
But no matter how advanced the newly fitted propulsion units, lifesupport and computer systems were, there remained one obvious problem
with the ancient Apollo technology: it provided very little living space.
Even though it had been designed to carry three astronauts, its
accommodation was still intolerably cramped by modern standards.
There had hardly been enough room for the C.E.O.’s exercise bicycle.
‘We can get you there in less than a day, of course,’ the flight
director had advised as they had discussed the lack of on-board amenities.
Fortunately, modern hydrogen-plasma engines could propel a space
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vehicle ten times faster than could the unstable chemical fuels used
during the early years of space flight.
‘No, no, we need the delay to build up tension,’ argued
Negromonte. ‘We’ll do it over three days – just like they did back in
1969.’

All was now quiet inside the viewing gallery as the flight controller
announced the minus-thirty countdown. Camera lenses that had been
focused on the interior of the viewing chamber now swivelled to capture
the image of the old spacecraft leaving orbit.

The monitor screens all around the gallery lit with a close-up image
of Nick Negromonte strapped into the commander’s couch. Realizing
that his camera had just gone live, he gave a thumbs-up to all those
watching.
‘Go for launch,’ ordered the flight director, at minus ten seconds.
‘Go for launch,’ echoed Negromonte. Then, in a departure from
the script he added, ‘See you on the moon, people.’
‘Start engine.’

‘Starting engine.’ The new Apollo commander leaned forward and
touched a button on the main console.
‘Five, four, three ...’
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A quarter of a billion TV viewers on Earth witnessed flames spurt
from the single large rocket nozzle as the spacecraft blasted out of orbit.
What few of them realized was that this rocket plume was merely a visual
effect created by specially designed computer-controlled fireworks. As
they burned their hydrogen fuel pellets, modern plasma engines emitted
only a bright blue column of light that would have been difficult for the
television cameras to pick up against the bright blue-and-white
background of the Earth.
*

For over fifty years after first setting foot on the moon, humankind had
failed to realize what a vital asset Earth’s sole natural satellite presented.
It had been the same, perhaps, when the continents of North America and
Australia had been discovered. Explorers arrived, identified and named
those great empty land masses, and reported back to their own
communities, who then did nothing about the new territories for a
generation or more.

It took time for the collective consciousness to

realize how such a significant new asset might be used – and also for
economic growth to expand to a point where new opportunitiescould be
properly exploited.
Humanity’s first reaction to moon exploration had been one of
intense disappointment.

After a relay of Americans landed in the late

1960s and early 1970s and reported back that the moon was merely a
lifeless lump of barren rock, a dust-covered, crater-scared, atmospherefree dead place, no human returned until 2018.
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Then, suddenly, the Americans, Russians and Chinese realized,
almost simultaneously, that the moon was, in fact, humankind’s ideal
launch pad for most space exploration. It provided the perfect orbiting
base, construction site and maintenance depot for all civilian, industrial
and military travel throughout the solar system. Even better, it required
no guidance, maintenance, orbital realignment or navigation for itself.

Situated only a quarter of a million miles from the Earth (in terms
of the distance’s of space so close as to be almost touching), the moon
provided a stable platform possessing less than one-eighth the gravity of
the mother planet as well as ample buried polar ice (providing water and
raw hydrogen for rocket fuel) and vast tracts of unclaimed real estate.
With United Nations approval grudgingly extracted, America,
Russia and China had invested massive capital sums to create lunar bases,
warehouses, vehicle-construction sites and launch pads, all of which were
supplied by a never-ending series of unmanned cargo voyages between
Earth and its moon.

The Europeans had contributed to the moon’s

development by building three luxury hotels that had become extremely
popular with space personnel on extended tours of lunar duty.

Within a decade of this moon-base development beginning in
2024, all maintenance operations for Earth-orbiting satellites, space
stations, telescopes and first-generation solar reflectors were being
conducted from the lunar surface itself. The cost of lift-off from the
moon’s low-gravity, zero-atmosphere surface was less than five per cent
of the expenditure for hoisting humans and equipment up into orbit from
the gravity-heavy, atmosphere-dense Earth.

For use on the moon,

engines could be built that were both small and light.
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All voyages to Mars now began and finished on the lunar surface.
By the time President James T. Underwood was being ferried up to the
moon to open the ERGIA Corporation’s vast farm of solar reflectors, over
twenty per cent of the Earth-facing side of the satellite was under
development.

*
Michael Fairfax, Emilia Knight and Steve Bardini flew from London to
the Jiuquan Space Center, 1,000 miles west of Beijing, to catch their own
ferry ride up to the lunar base. The alternative for them was to re-enter
the United States in order to fly from the Kennedy Moon Terminus in
Florida, but Michael considered it highly likely that all three of them
would be arrested the moment they set foot on U.S. soil.

As for all the other attendees, the BBC had been required to supply
their names and identity details to the White House Secret Service for
vetting, yet no protest or query had been raised by the presidential
security agents. Either their crimes against the state were too minor to
register on the White House radar, or the Federal agencies were, as usual,
busily embroiled in internecine non-cooperation.
All three travellers had been into space before, the two
seismologists having both served tours of duty on Geohazard’s orbiting
space station while Michael had taken Lucy for a weekend to the
StarCenter Earth-orbiting hotel not long after they had been married.
Being a cautious man, Michael had put his various affairs in order before
he and his companions left for Beijing.
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From Pacifica One, Council Leader Chanda Zia was able to report
that the breakaway convoy of hulk ships had now returned to rejoin the
main platform.

As he talked, Chanda utilized the camera network that

Michael himself had provided to show their legal representative the
current conditions within the community.

For all of the massive cruise ship’s vast reserves, the food and
medicines carried on board the Global Haven had not lasted long. But as
Zia clicked through the cameras distributed around the luxury vessel,
Michael noticed that the Global Haven still had electrical power from its
hydrogen engines and solar-powered auxiliaries. He also noted that its
leisure facilities, swimming pools and gardens were all in constant use,
and that the desalination units were all working flat out.
‘But the most important thing is that we now have one day of rain
guaranteed each week,’ said Chanda. As the community leader focused a
camera on himself, Michael could see that he was seated in the TV studio
aboard the Global Haven. ‘It means that we can now manage our water
supplies properly – or we shall be able to, once the ash from the
Indonesian volcano has cleared.’
Michael realized that his client was being too polite to point out
that both the scheduled rainfall and their possession of the luxury ship
had been gained through the hulk-people’s direct action rather than by
pursuing their legal case.
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‘We have our first court date set,’ he told Chanda. ‘March first,
next year. We’ll need six of you to come to Europe to give evidence in
person.’
*
The small group of Americans arrived in Jiuquan on the evening before
their moon ferry was due to depart. They were now easy in each other’s
company: the tension between the three of them had eased since their
hasty escape from the United States a month before.

Without either of them openly declaring their feelings, Michael and
Emilia had sought more time alone together.

At first they had worried

about upsetting Steve but one morning during their stopoff in London the
young seismologist had announced, ‘I’m going sightseeing now – I know
you two would like some time together.’ And from that moment on it
seemed as if they had become a couple.
After the three of them had shared a late supper of superb
Szechwan dishes in the Jiuquan Palace, Michael and Emilia took a stroll
in the hotel’s ornamental gardens. The full moon was in perigee – at its
closest point to Earth – vast, gibbous and immediately overhead. It was
bathed in a reflected sunlight that revealed in sparkling clarity the
mountain ranges and the bruised depressions of its impact craters. Even
though the ERGIA resource had not yet been officially opened, its vast
farm of solar mirrors was already on-line, shining like a halogen necklace
strung around the moon’s equator, reflecting enormous quantities of solar
energy back down to the Earth.
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‘Strange to think we’ll be up there ourselves tomorrow,’ said
Emilia softly, as she sat on one of the garden benches. ‘It all seems so
unreal.’
Michael put his arm around her shoulders. ‘I’d like us to visit on
our own, one day – sometime when we haven’t got such urgent issues on
our minds.’

Emilia merely nodded and Michael pulled her closer.
‘Isn’t it sad, though, that no one’s ever going to see the moon in its
natural state again?’ she observed quietly.
They sat in silence for a few minutes, gazing upwards, each lost in
their own thoughts.

Then they rose, headed back to the hotel and,

exchanging a chaste but warm kiss on the lips, returned to their separate
rooms.
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Nineteen

‘On behalf of all of the world’s peoples, I am proud to rededicate this
memorial to the three brave Americans who were the first human beings
to land here on the moon.’
In the BBC World television control gallery, executive producer
Narinda Damle was himself directing the camera angles to be fed to over
200 partner networks back on Earth.
President James T. Underwood saluted crisply, then stepped
forward towards the monument that had been erected inside the
Tranquillity Base Visitor Center thirty years earlier. The white, sculpted
obelisk had been positioned right beside the highly polished, carefully
preserved Lunar Lander that Armstrong and Aldrin had left behind them
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on the moon’s surface in 1969. As he pulled a cord, an engraved gilded
plate was revealed, recording this first-ever presidential visit to the moon.
After allowing the main camera to hold this shot for a few seconds,
Damle checked the other images he was receiving from external cameras
on the moon’s surface.

‘Camera thirteen,’ he instructed the vision mixer.
Against the backdrop of a black, star-studded universe, the rocket
exhausts of the refurbished Eagle, the Apollo 11’s Lunar Module, could
clearly be seen.

Once again, the flames were cosmetic rather than

functional, but the pyrotechnic designers had recreated perfectly the
effect of ancient chemical propellants.
Perdy Curtis, seated in the gallery with her boss, had ferried up
Magnus Blythe, the BBC’s most august world-affairs correspondent, to
provide a running commentary for English-speaking audiences around the
world. A dozen other anchor-people provided voice-overs for viewers in
South America, Europe, Asia and Africa. Hardly any of the world’s
rolling-news networks had declined to pay for this extra-terrestrial feed,
and it was beginning to seem as if the vast budget allocated for the project
by the BBC would self-liquidate even before any repeat fees were taken
into account.

Damle cut to an interior close-up of Nick Negromonte’s face as he
manually controlled the final stages of the Eagle’s descent. Sweat had
broken out on the pilot’s furrowed brow as he struggled with the controls
to land in the precise spot dictated by the TV coverage – a manoeuvre
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proving almost as difficult as the original one undertaken by Neil
Armstrong in 1969.
With a final flare of mock retro-rocket fire, Negromonte set the
gold-foil-wrapped spacecraft down gently on the lunar surface, only 500
yards from the airlock of the Visitor Center.
‘Tranquillity Base here. The Eagle has landed,’ he radioed.
*

In Geohazard’s seismic monitoring centre in Athens, Dr Giorgio
Zaoskoufis gazed up at the wall-screen displaying the events now
unfolding on the moon. He knew that Emilia Knight and her friends
would be participating later in the live debate and he was keen to see how
their warnings would be received.
It was early on a Sunday morning and Giorgio and his two
scientific assistants were alone in the facility.

Although a seismic

monitoring team remained on duty around the clock, Geohazard’s admin
staff worked normal office hours.
‘Excuse me, Doctor Zaoskoufis?’ called out Yoyo Kanii, a trainee
seismologist on secondment from the Tokyo monitoring centre. She was
gazing into a real-time holographic simulation of a deep-sea trench in the
eastern Atlantic. ‘Should we be seeing this much activity along the edge
of the African Plate?’

*
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‘I am proud to be here today for the opening of this new LunaSun solarenergy resource.’
James T. Underwood was also very keen to become the first
African-American President of the United States to secure a second term
in office. His media advisers had assured him that making this trip would
enhance the electorate’s perception of him as a youthful and daring
candidate.
‘From today forward the moon will serve all of humankind. The
forty-two thousand mirrors on the lunar surface will eliminate the need
for street lighting in eighteen of the world’s major cities. Applied more
creatively, the power captured by LunaSun will bring respite to flooded
regions, steer hurricanes and tornadoes away from built-up areas, and
bring scheduled rain to those millions of people currently forced to live
on floating hulk cities.’
Seated immediately behind the President, Nick Negromonte
nodded approvingly.

In the television control gallery, Narinda, Perdy and six technical
staff ensured that their live feeds were meeting the needs of all their client
broadcasters.

‘In a few moments I shall press the button to bring this LunaSun
facility officially on-line. But before I do so, I want to say something
about those millions of homeless prople forced to exist on hulk ships in
the southern oceans.’
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Damle frowned. This wasn’t in the prepared text that he had been
given. ‘Go to two,’ he said. ‘And give me a very slow zoom-in on his
face.’
‘Next week, the United States of America will place a resolution
before the United Nations General Assembly calling for all so-called
environmental migrants to be reclassified as official environmental
refugees, with all the same rights to resettlement that political refugees
currently enjoy. I shall be asking all the developed countries of the world
to play their part in solving what has become our planet’s greatest
humanitarian problem.’
Nick Negromonte leaped to his feet to initiate the applause, but all
around him people were already rising.

In the sixth row of the audience, Michael Fairfax also rose to his
feet. As he joined in the clapping, his mind was racing: how would this
move affect his case? But, even before the applause died away, he
realized that the President had, in fact, offered very little. Bringing a
resolution before the UN was no guarantee that its member nations would
readily agree to take in the millions who sought resettlement. Judging by
all such previous efforts, the initiative would grab headlines at first, then
degenerate into an unseemly squabble between nations who would prefer
the unfortunate refugees to be accepted anywhere but in their own home
territories.
‘Ready for the button shot,’ Damle alerted, as the President stepped
sideways.
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‘And now, it gives me great pleasure ...’
‘Coming to you, space station,’ said Damle.
‘… to declare this LunaSun resource fully operational.’

As the President hit the button, Damle switched broadcast feed to a
camera focused on the moon itself from the ERGIA space station,
290,000 kilometres closer to the Earth.

One-point-six billion television viewers watched agog as the moon
apparently burst into flame. Thousands of mirrors had turned and flexed
in synchronization, reflecting the sun’s blazing light back down onto the
Earth’s night-time surface.

‘Los Angeles,’ instructed Damle. ‘Insert time overlay.’
From the top of the Disney Tower on Wilshire Avenue a camera
revealed the dark streets of downtown LA with an overlay caption that
read 11.36 p.m. Suddenly the whole scene was bathed in bright white
light and there was a faint sound of cheering from the sidewalk down
below.

‘Honolulu,’ said Damle. Then he switched in turn to cameras
positioned in Sidney, Tokyo, Singapore and Calcutta.
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As ERGIA’s perception consultants had organized, hired crowds
had gathered in each location to greet the new night sun with what
seemed to be outbursts of spontaneous enthusiasm.
*
It was mid-morning over Morocco and the reaches of the eastern Atlantic
as the moon flared into life and, for the first time in its four billion years
of existence, became a sibling sun.
But the local populations were not joining in the global
celebrations. All along the north-west African littoral, from Casablanca
to Dakar, coastal communities were being frantically evacuated.
Geohazard Laboratories in Athens had issued a Level 4 tsunami warning
– a wave up to three metres high was due to strike the coastline within the
next twenty-four hours.
Just under 300 miles out in the Atlantic, the volcano known as
Cumbre Vieja, or ‘Old Mountain,’ was beginning an eruption, its first
since 1949. Situated on the western flank of Las Palma, the westernmost
of the five main islands of the Canaries group, the volcano was likely to
pose only a moderate threat to its immediate island neighbours and to the
African continent. Any subsequent tsunami would be directed primarily
outwards to the west and north, where only the vast expanses of the
Atlantic ocean waited to swallow the mighty wave.
At 11.30 a.m. GMT, Cumbre Vieja erupted explosively, with a
force that instantly increased the radius of its main top vent from 200 to
800 metres, ejecting mafic grey pumice at 1.5 million tonnes per second,
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and creating a vertical column of fire that reached twenty-eight
kilometres – twice the height of Mount Everest – into the bright morning
sky.
The entire western flank of Las Palma island, already weakened by
millennia of volcanic activity, collapsed into the Atlantic Ocean, sliding
2,800 metres down the sheer slopes of its underwater mountain. The
amount of rock so violently shifted and hurled into the sea was twice the
volume of the Isle of Man, or about two-thirds the size of Long Island.
Displaced by this vast landslide, a dome of water 900 metres high
and twenty-six kilometres wide reared up and then collapsed, its falling
bow creating the first wave in a mighty tsunami train. Travelling at over
500 miles per hour, the eleven-crested mega-tsunami radiated out
westwards and northwards, on a never-slowing, non-stop, nine-hour
journey to destinations including Cuba, Florida, Virginia, Delaware, New
Jersey and New York.
*

Dr Giorgio Zaoskoufis watched the eruption of Cumbre Vieja in realtime, switching between signals from three different Geohazard satellite
cameras as Las Palma’s entire western flank collapsed.

Data from sensors on the volcano slopes and the nearby seabed
were streaming in by the petabyte to the Athens monitoring centre, all of
it confirming what Giorgio already suspected. Twenty years earlier, he
had written his doctoral thesis on mega-tsunamis and the threats that they
posed to the world’s most densely populated urban communities. He had
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even modelled a landslide in the Canary Islands as part of his research
project.
On the main display screen, every seismic sensor in the eastern
Atlantic lit up as the mountain’s collapse sent shockwaves through the
planet’s fragile crust. Zaoskoufis shook his head as the introduction to
his Ph.D. dissertation came swimming vividly back into his mind: A
tsunami does not behave like a normal wave. To the naked eye, a tsunami
moving in deep water is indistinguishable from any other wave. But
while normal waves have a length of 150 metres, tsunamis have
wavelengths in excess of 100 kilometres. The duration of a normal wave
is about ten seconds, while the period of a tsunami is about an hour.
Normal waves usually only affect the ocean surface, and are relatively
slow. Tsunamis influence the ocean down to its deepest sea-floor and can
travel at over 700 kilometres per hour – over 420 m.p.h. Unlike normal
waves, tsunamis can travel very long distances with almost no diminution
of energy.
But he still found it hard to believe that the rare phenomenon he
had once described as part of a dry, academic exercise was now actually
happening in real life.
Though seismic activity in the eastern Atlantic fell within the
territory monitored by Geohazard Athens, the Caribbean and the east
coast of America were the responsibility of the duty officer in Oakland,
California. Zaoskoufis realized that every extra minute of warning they
could provide to those populations living in the tsunami’s path could save
thousands of lives.
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But he dared not recommend issuing a mega-tsunami warning to
the entire eastern seaboard of the United States without being absolutely
certain, without having hard data to back up his advice. He would also
have to prove his case to his opposite number in Oakland and he – or she
– would then have the responsibility for deciding on the timing and the
nature of any warning originating from Geohazard.

Leaving his two assistants in charge of the monitoring centre,
Zaoskoufis hurried to the Simulation Theater next door, and patched
through the data now pouring in from the eastern Atlantic seabed sensors
and the 3-D satellite cameras.

Twenty minutes later the geophysicist sat slumped in his holo-pit
viewing chair. Frozen in front of him was an image of Manhattan that
might have been created by the most maniacal director of disaster movies.
The data overlay had predicted a death toll so large that he had paused the
simulation and carefully recalculated the core data before running it again
and yet again.
There were now just over eight hours until the first crest of the
tsunami would reach American soil.

He had already alerted Carlos

Robredo in California and the Mexican-born seismologist was now busy
running a copy of the simulation for himself.

Zaoskoufis opened the connection to Oakland. It was 4.30 a.m. in
the Bay Area.
‘I woke Taylor Blane up an hour ago,’ Robredo informed him.
Zaoskoufis understood fully why the local duty officer had felt the need
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to disturb Geohazard’s C.E.O. ‘Blane wanted to inform the President
personally, but apparently he’s away on the moon, giving some speech.
They got the Vice-President out of bed and he’s agreed that the White
House itself will issue the official warning.’
‘What size evacuation zone are you recommending?’

The Greek scientist heard the hesitation in Robredo’s voice.
‘Twenty miles at sea level. Knock off a mile for every ten yards as the
land rises.’

‘What about little islands like the Azores, Bermuda or the
Bahamas?’
‘We can only warn them,’ Robredo sighed. ‘I know there’s not
much some of them will be able to do.’
‘May God be with them all,’ said Zaoskoufis, closing the
connection.

He pressed a button providing an intercom link with the main
monitoring centre.

‘Contact all local Geohazard staff,’ he instructed

Yoyo Kanii. ‘Scientific, support and admin. Inform them about what’s
happened, tell them that I know it’s Sunday afternoon – but they’re all
needed in here now.’
When he had transmitted his own regional warnings across Europe
and dealt with the inevitable follow-up calls of disbelief, Zaoskoufis
sprinted back to the monitoring centre. The next twelve hours would be
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frantic as Geohazard staff all over the world worked together to provide
advice and guidance to all the regions affected.
As he came through the door, Zaoskoufis glanced up at one of the
overhead screens providing a satellite view of the entire Atlantic ocean.
Swirls of white cloud covered its northern part, but a wide central
expanse of the ocean was clear.

He stood and stared at the image, reflecting how strange it was that
such a vast menace could be travelling through the open sea at 500 miles
per hour without leaving any visible trace of its passing.

*
President Underwood’s keynote speech had overrun badly and it was
already causing scheduling chaos up in the TV gallery. But nobody had
been prepared to cut off the President of the United States in mid-flow.
‘This is why I hate directing live television,’ groaned Narinda
Damle, as he received a revised set of timings.

Immediately before the debate itself, Perdy’s documentary had
aired. She had tried to take a balanced approach, explaining the obvious
benefits of climate management whilst giving its opponents an
opportunity to voice their objections. It was now, in this live debate that
the various protagonists could flesh out their arguments. There was still a
huge worldwide audience tuned in.
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‘Who’s up next?’ asked Damle, before instructing his camera
operators to focus on audience applause at the end of Negromonte’s
speech.
‘Fairfax – the lawyer,’ said Perdy. ‘But he’s furious that we’ve
had to cut out the computer simulation that he had lined up.’

‘Too bad,’ snapped Damle, sounding delighted that others were
suffering too.
‘Go to Fairfax in chair eight,’ he told camera four.

For the sake of diplomatic protocol, Perdy had allowed the
politicians to speak first but, following Underwood’s verbose overrun,
each had been told to keep their contribution to a minimum. That had
proved to be a contradiction too far; politicians and brevity had proved
mutually incompatible.
Now the schedule was running fourteen minutes late and Perdy
doubted whether she could include either the spokesperson for the
Friends of the Earth or the Archbishop of Boston, both of whom were
waiting expectantly in their seats.
‘There are five main forces governing our universe,’ explained
Michael as he began delivering his hastily cut-down speech. ‘The first is
gravity, which holds our planet, our populations and our solar system
together. The second and third are the strong and weak nuclear forces
which hold the atomic constituents together.

The fourth is the electro-

magnetic force which binds matter itself, and which counterbalances the
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fifth component: light and all other forms of radiation. These are the
fundamental forces of nature, the fabric of our universe, and we tamper
with them at our peril.’
‘Look at that, Perdy,’ said Narinda Damle, pointing to a gallery
monitor.

A presidential aide had climbed onto the stage and was scooting
along behind the row of chairs in a half-crouch.
‘… but reflective climate management is now interfering with the
magnetic forces that …’
‘Camera six, go closer in on that running man.’ Damle switched
the global broadcast feed away from Michael Fairfax and onto the aide
now whispering in the President’s ear. ‘Give me a close up on the
President’s face.’
The world watched bemused as President James T. Underwood
attempted to digest whatever news was being mouthed into his ear. He
was struggling to keep his face impassive, but every viewer realized that
whatever he had just been told couldn’t be good news. In fact, the
President’s face wore a look of absolute horror.

*
By four p.m. Giorgio Zaoskoufis had applied the incoming data from the
Atlantic seabed sensors to model and measure the volume of rock that
had fallen into the Atlantic, the speed at which the displaced water was
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now moving westwards, and the overall span of the mega-tsunami. He
displayed the results on his main screen.

Current span: 1,861km
Projected crest height at landfall: 50.2m
Volume: 500km3
Speed: 100 m/s-1

Below the geophysicist listed the data he would provide to his own
clients in London, Dublin, Lisbon and Paris, and to Geohazard in
Oakland for distribution onwards to U.S. and Caribbean government
agencies.

This included the tsunami’s estimated arrival times in the

Azores, Bermuda, Puerto Rico, the islands of the Greater Antilles, Cuba
and the eleven states lining the eastern seaboard of the United States,
from Florida up to Maine.
Embedded in all this top-level data were regional timing variations,
allowances for local sea conditions, estimates of the extent of coastal
ingress, impact force, timings of secondary tsunami landfalls, volumes of
water per square kilometre, and a hundred other parameters that would be
needed by emergency planners in these projected disaster areas.
‘Aircraft leaving the Azores,’ announced Yoyo Kanii, switching
the long-rang satellite image up to the main wall-screen.
A large military transport plane had just taken off, and they could
see a score of other large planes taxiing into position on the airfield.

‘How many people live on those islands?’ asked Yoyo.
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‘About a quarter of a million – as of last year,’ said Zaoskoufis. In
the last hour he had refreshed his memory of all population figures in the
zones to be affected.
‘They won’t be able to accommodate them all in those planes,’
gasped the Japanese trainee, her hand to her mouth.

‘There’s plenty of high ground on all the Azores islands,’
Zaoskoufis reassured her. ‘They’ve had over an hour now to get away
from the low-lying areas.’ He pulled the Azores data back onto the
screen as an overlay.
‘Fifteen minutes to landfall,’ he announced. ‘Let’s see if any of the
news channels are broadcasting live from there.’ He flicked up CNN, but
Michael Fairfax’s earnest face still filled the screen.
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Twenty

On direct orders from the White House, at 8.13 a.m. EST the Federal
Emergency Management Agency issued a mandatory evacuation order
for the entire eastern seaboard of the United States. Time was of the
essence. The first crest of the mega-tsunami was expected ashore in less
than eight hours.

In years gone by, the residents of Florida, Georgia and the
Carolinas had been well used to fleeing from Caribbean hurricanes and
tropical storms, but climate-management services had been successfully
steering such disasters away from American coasts for over twenty years.
As a result, few residents in the southern littoral states were prepared for
this sudden migration.
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But civic evacuation plans were still in place and by nine a.m.
highways had been turned into one-way arteries heading westwards and
twenty-two million people were now on the move. Thirty miles inland,
the army was starting to convert schools, town halls, leisure facilities and
shopping malls into temporary reception centres.
In the northern states of Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
Maine, as well as in the Canadian territory of Nova Scotia, coastal
residents were also able to head inland in long streams of orderly oneway traffic. Helicopters circled overhead on the look-out for breakdowns
while police motorcyclists on the ground were ready to deal with any
incidents of panic or road rage. Army trucks, Civil Defense units and the
National Guard went to hospitals and retirement homes to evacuate those
who were unable to move themselves to safety.
The main problems, everyone realized, were going to occur on
Long Island and in New York City itself. Over three and a half million
people lived on Long Island, but of the seven bridges serving the island’s
western tip, only three, in the north, connected directly with the mainland.
Another three spanned the East River to Manhattan while one crossed
Lower New York Bay to Staten Island.
Six car-ferry services – together operating twenty-two vessels – ran
between the island’s northern shore and the Connecticut coast, but each
one-way journey would take over an hour. Long Island was surrounded
by marinas, however, and boat owners on the northern side of the island
started to weigh up whether they stood a better chance of getting to safety
by sea or by road.
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Thirty minutes after the evacuation order was first broadcast, Long
Island’s six main east-west highways were blocked for a distance of over
twenty miles – backed up through Kings County, Queens and Nassau.
Police hurried traffic across the bridges to the mainland, but many other
fleeing residents were forced to take the tunnel and bridges that led
directly into Manhattan.

John F. Kennedy International Airport, low-lying and right on the
southern coastline of Long Island, was besieged by people hoping to find
a seat out on any available plane. Heavily armed police formed cordons
around the departure terminals, allowing only ticket-holders through. But
the air-traffic control computer systems could not cope with the vastly
increased workload as they diverted planes already on final approach,
gave clearance to scheduled flights attempting to depart, and tried to cope
with the hundreds of business, cargo and private pilots who had
scrambled to their planes and were now demanding immediate clearance
for take-off.
By default, the computers prioritized runway time and immediatevicinity air space according to the published schedules. As a result, the
departure waiting list grew so long that many of the private pilots sitting
waiting with family and friends in warmed-up aircraft were allotted takeoff slots falling minutes or even hours after the tsunami was due to strike.

Ten miles to the north, LaGuardia Airport suffered a similar
inundation by would-be evacuees hoping to get off the island. But the far
larger number of private aircraft parked or hangared at this domestic
airport produced chaos on the apron as many pilots chose to ignore the
frantically issued orders from the control tower and began unauthorized
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take-offs over the grass. At one point, private planes were making takeoff runs at six abreast, like successive waves of Second World War
fighter squadrons.

Their erratic dispersal into the surrounding skies

brought all scheduled departures to a halt.
Initially, things in Manhattan itself were slightly more orderly.
Unlike some other coastal regions of the United States, New York City
had well-developed plans for civic escape and evacuation. As the world’s
most tempting urban target for terrorist attack, successive mayoral
administrations had developed multiple contingency plans to deal with
aircraft crashes, biohazard contamination, radiological attacks, dirty
bombs, and even the explosion of portable nuclear weapons within the
confines of the island city.
Every Manhattan resident was officially issued with a survival
pack and the necessary basic equipment to help them cope in such a
crisis. All around the main island, evacuation zones were clearly lettered,
colour-coded and numbered, the streets signs painted accordingly.
Theoretically, there was not one adult living in the city who did not know
where he or she should report to once an order to leave was given.

But none of these disaster plans, nor the emergency-response drills
staged regularly by police, firefighters and medical teams could have
anticipated that one day the whole of Manhattan would have to be
evacuated simultaneously.
At the start of the process, the carefully devised procedures worked
remarkably well.

The island’s six million residents quickly began

reporting to their designated evacuation areas wearing warm clothes and
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sneakers, carrying water, communicators and ready cash. Many carried
concealed firearms.
But those on the eastern side quickly realized that their designated
escape routes would only take them closer to the oncoming threat. First
in small groups, then in larger packs, they began to run the three miles
westwards across Manhattan.

On the western flank of the island, tens of thousands were already
driving or walking through the Holland and Lincoln tunnels, or to the
north, over the George Washington bridge. But only a comparatively
small percentage of Manhattanites owned cars. During the first twenty
minutes of the evacuation, all 18,000 licensed taxis and 6,000 municipal
buses had been commandeered by individuals brandishing either fistfuls
of cash or handguns.

All available ferries were packed within minutes.

For fear of

overloading, some skippers cast off before all the desperately clambering
passengers were safely aboard, leaving many still clinging to the boarding
rails as the vessels pulled away. As they watched the overladen ferries
depart from the Battery terminus and from various quays, jetties and piers
along the shoreline of the Hudson River, the crowds still waiting on the
island realized that few, if any, of these ships were likely to return.

Meanwhile, skippers of larger boats and commercial vessels
prepared to put to sea with the intention of riding out the tsunami in open
water, where the wave would do less harm.
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Thousands of citizens stuck in midtown’s Westside broke down the
turnstiles at Pier 86 and streamed up the gangways onto the USS Intrepid,
the Second World War aircraft carrier that had served the city as a
floating museum for over half a century. Most of them realized that the
old carrier was no longer seaworthy but they hoped such a huge vessel
might be able to ride out the onrushing deluge.

From rooftops and landing zones all over the city, hundreds of
helicopters rose into the air, carrying those rich enough to possess or
command such expensive forms of transport.

Seventeen seaplanes

managed to take off successfully from the East River Skyport, but six
others were sunk by clambering, panicking hordes who fought each other
to cling on to the plane’s pontoons even while their pilots were trying
frantically to get them into the air.
Hundreds of hopelessly overloaded small boats set off from the
Manhattan Yacht Club and from the dozen other super-expensive marinas
dotted around the island.

Some of their skippers headed towards

Richmond County or Jersey; others headed out to sea in the hope that
they too could ride out the approaching surge.

Below ground, subway stations were so densely packed by people
hoping to catch trains leaving the island that those standing on the edges
of the platform found themselves remorselessly pressed forward until
they fell onto the tracks, like coins on the ledge of a funfair slot machine.
Though PA announcements kept repeating the message that all train
services had been suspended, these could not be heard above the
desperate screaming.
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The 30,000 homeless people who lived on the city’s streets didn’t
care much either way. They were simply pleased that there was so much
alcohol and food available to them in all the abandoned restaurants, bars,
hotels and stores.
*

‘I know climate management has brought many benefits to our planet,’
continued Michael Fairfax hurriedly. ‘But what I have to say now is of
the gravest importance to all of our futures.’

In the gallery, Narinda Damle was watching an off-line image of a
group of presidential aides now gathered in a close huddle to one side of
the main platform.
‘It looks like they’re going to have another word with him,’ Perdy
observed, over his shoulder. ‘But go closer in on the lawyer – he’s just
coming to the important bit.’
Damle nodded to the vision mixer and returned his own attention to
the current speaker.
‘Some of the most distinguished experts in the world are now
concluding that unbridled use of reflected solar energy could disrupt the
Earth’s magnetic fields. This …’
‘He is coming back,’ hissed Damle as the presidential aide jumped
back onto the stage. ‘Six, follow him.’
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The aide ran at a crouch behind the row of speakers’ chairs. When
he reached his boss, he stopped and spoke in the American leader’s ear
again.
Though Michael’s words were still being broadcast, the viewers
were now once more watching Underwood’s face as he reacted to what
his administrative assistant was saying.

After a moment, the President rose abruptly to his feet and walked
quickly off stage.

‘Follow him,’ Damle shouted to his various camera operators.
‘Narinda, we’re loosing our client networks,’ announced
production assistant, Liam Burns. ‘Eighteen of them have dropped our
feed just in the last thirty seconds.’
*
The Azores had been thrust up in the middle of the Atlantic sometime
between the Cretaceous and Cenozoic periods, making them among the
most recent outcrops of land to emerge on the surface of the Earth. These
nine islands sat precisely on the intersection of the European, African and
American tectonic plates, and were home to 260,000 people.

Two hours after the Cumbre Vieja eruption and landslide, Giorgio
Zaoskoufis and his entire staff braced themselves to observe the moment
of impact as the mega-tsunami raced towards its first landfall at almost
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500 miles per hour. Now their instruments and cameras would be able to
measure the real force propelling the series of giant waves.
Via their geostationary satellites, the monitoring team in Athens
had a clear view of the cloud-free mid-Atlantic. Although no large rift in
the surface of the ocean was visible to the naked eye, their computers
tracked the eleven crests of the tsunamis in dotted red outline as they
advanced on the archipelago.
By now the 24-hour rolling-news channels had got themselves
organized, and all were broadcasting live feeds from video cameras
dotted around the islands.
‘Looks like most of the inhabitants got to high ground,’ Zaoskoufis
sighed with relief as he gazed up at a monitoring screen. The TV director
cut quickly between locations around the stricken islands, before
returning to a camera left behind on a beach to record the precise moment
of impact.
Suddenly the Geohazard team could see the previously level ocean
rear up, as the giant bulge of fast-travelling water hit the undersea flank
of Santa Maria – the most easterly island of the Azores. They could
clearly hear a low roaring as the giant wave began to break.

‘That thing must be at least twenty metres high already,’
Zaoskoufis murmured to Yoyo Kanii.
‘Twenty-three point six,’ she confirmed, monitoring the incoming
data flow.
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As the first of the multiple tsunamis hit, the CNN director cut
quickly between the cameras capturing images of boats being flung
ashore, buildings being swept away, and the ocean seeming to change the
entire scale of its surroundings – as if viewers were now observing a
storm being simulated with models in a movie-studio tank.

‘It’s now fifty-three metres at its highest point,’ announced Yoyo.
Zaoskoufis leaned in to the control panel and turned up the sound
as CNN cut to an eyewitness account.

‘I think we got almost everybody safely up to higher ground,’ an
American air-force sergeant shouted into a hand-held mike.

In the

background could be heard a continuous dull roar, like a stream of
supersonic aircraft taking off one after the other. A high wind tugged at
the sergeant’s uniform as he spoke. ‘But most of the town itself seems to
have disappeared.’
All along the eastern seaboard of the United States, those residents
who were monitoring the news channels understood for the first time the
scale of the phenomenon that was now heading for their own shores.
*

In a small ante-room beside the LunaSun meeting hall, President James
Underwood was issuing a direct order to his Vice-President back in
Washington.
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‘Get out of the White House now, Boyne.

Fly to Cheyenne

Mountain immediately.’
‘With respect, sir, I’d like to make sure DC is fully evacuated
before I leave myself,’ insisted Boyne Leander firmly.
Underwood glanced across at his group of aides; all were busy on
communicators

speaking

to

various

parts

of

the

Washington

administration.
‘How long before we’ve got the population out of DC?’
Underwood demanded.
‘Another three to four hours, Mister President,’ said Carson Jonas,
the senior home affairs adviser.

‘And how long until this giant wave hits?’
‘About six hours, sir, allowing for the time it takes to come inland.’

‘OK, Boyne,’ said the president. ‘Stay on for another hour, but get
yourself out in good time. We need you in a safe place.’
‘It seems as if you’re in the safest place, Mister President,’ said his
deputy.
‘Sir?’ intervened Carson Jonas as his boss closed the connection
with the White House.
Geohazard.’

‘This is Dr Emilia Knight.

She’s with
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Even under such highly stressful circumstances Underwood still
managed to deliver one of his famously warm smiles as he shook her
hand.
‘I’m sorry we have to meet in this way, Doctor Knight’ he began,
‘but I need your help. I have to commandeer that TV set-up outside
within the next few minutes and tell the American people what’s really
going to happen with this tsunami. It’s a terrible time for me to be away
from my office.’

‘Well, I don’t know too much myself yet,’ Emilia told him. ‘But
once a tsunami starts rolling the only thing that will stop it is when it
comes ashore on dry land.’
‘You mean there’s no solution to it – I mean, dropping bombs or
using energy beams wouldn’t slow it down or anything?’
‘Not if it’s as big as I’ve just been informed, sir. In itself, it’s
thousands of times more powerful than any nuclear weapon.’

The President nodded grimly and sank slowly into a chair, the
moon’s low gravity making his slow movement seem almost balletic.
‘How bad is it going to get when it comes ashore?’

‘If you can give me just ten minutes, I’ll provide you with a full
assessment, sir,’ Emilia told him.
colleagues down on Earth.’

‘I just need to confer with my
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‘Couldn’t we slow down this wave by directing high winds against
it?’ suggested the President.
*
Michael Fairfax was now coming to the end of his cut-down opening
statement.

Up in the gallery, an assistant producer was hissing at his boss,
‘Narinda … Narinda.’

Damle turned away from the main monitors.

‘What?’ he

demanded irritably.
‘I’ve got London on the line for you.’

As the AP patched through the call from BBC headquarters, Damle
listened intently, shook his head, barked ‘When?’ then nodded.

He

slipped off his headphones and stood up slowly.

‘We’re off the air,’ he announced to everybody in the gallery.
‘There’s some tidal wave crossing the Atlantic. It’s so big that nobody
wants to take our feed any more.’

Behind him, monitors showed Michael Fairfax still making his
closing remarks.
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Damle pressed a button on the console that allowed him to talk to
all his technical staff. ‘We’re off the air, people. Another volcanic
eruption or something back on Earth. Thank you, everyone.’
One by one the monitors went black.
‘Have we still got a broadcast feed from London?’ asked Perdy,
turning to an assistant.
As all of the screens relit with the signal currently being
transmitted from the Earth by BBC World, they saw a view of Manhattan
taken from a helicopter. Then the transmission cut to a female reporter
on board the chopper.
‘This is Aurora Templeton of MSN New York,’ the blonde woman
shouted into a microphone over the din of the helicopter blades. ‘So far it
is estimated that over two million people have managed to escape from
the city.’ A camera beneath the aircraft then zoomed in on the broad
spans of the George Washington Bridge, revealing a solid mass of
vehicles and pedestrians heading westwards.

As the helicopter circled to head south down the Hudson River, the
water seemed strewn with small craft making for the Jersey shore. With a
long, slow movement the camera telescoped in on one small speck in the
middle of the river. As the image enlarged it was possible to make out
three men using planks of wood to paddle a large industrial-waste bin
westwards in a crooked line. The camera swept on downriver to focus on
a half-filled dumpster that a dozen men were also attempting to propel
across the choppy water.
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All along the length of the wide river that separated Manhattan
from the mainland it seemed that fleeing residents were using bathtubs,
doors, packing crates and wooden pallets as makeshift rafts. The camera
even found a flotilla of six coffins being paddled hard towards the
western bank as the staff from a funeral home desperately made their
escape.

‘Our pilot is now going to drop me off in Central Park,’ announced
Aurora Templeton, ‘so that I can report on the evacuation at ground
level.’

Suddenly the transmission from New York was replaced with an
aerial view of Washington DC, the Capitol and the long Mall looking
peaceful yet imposing in the early afternoon sun. But as the helicopter’s
camera panned down onto Pennsylvania Avenue, it became clear that
every highway was blocked by vehicles.
‘Although the nation’s capital lies one hundred miles inland,
Washington is bracing itself for serious flooding,’ said an unseen male
commentator. ‘The Potomac surge is expected to cause incursions up to
twenty feet deep.’
Meanwhile, in the LunaSun meeting hall, the debate was clearly at
an end.

The TV lamps had been switched off and normal lighting

restored. Michael Fairfax and Steve Bardini stood together, watching the
BBC World pictures that were now patched to monitors suspended
around the room.
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‘They can’t possibly get everyone evacuated in time,’ Michael
commented sadly as the news cut from location to location along
America’s East Coast.
‘No one ever sees seismic activity as a real threat until it happens,’
Steve murmured. ‘Fifty years ago scientists warned that one day the
Canary Islands might collapse, but nobody gave it any real thought.’

Just like San Francisco, Michael reflected. He had been brought up
knowing that he was living in one of the world’s most unstable areas, but
what had he personally done about it? He’d brought a wife to that city
and started raising children there. Humans couldn’t quite relate to the
vagaries of an impersonal planet, it seemed.
‘How’re you doing, guys?’ asked Emilia, arriving by their side.
‘I’ve just had a discussion with Giorgio in Athens – then I had to brief the
President, would you believe?’
‘What’s the forecast?’ asked Steve.

‘It will hit the Caribbean in about three hours and the East Coast
ten minutes later,’ said Emilia, shaking her head. ‘Main crest is predicted
to be fifty-three metres high, followed by ten secondary crests each
between eight and twelve metres. Explosive force for the first five miles
inland, then total submerge for another twenty. Serious flooding up to
one hundred miles inland, depending on land elevation.’
‘And that’s what you told the President?’ asked Michael.
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Emilia nodded, then shook her head again at the thought. Michael
reached out and put an arm round her shoulders.
‘Negromonte’s just switched the moon reflectors up to full power,’
she added, shooting a worried glance at her companions. ‘He’s also
directing everything else they have down onto the Western Atlantic.
They’re trying to create a hurricane to slow this tsunami down.’

*
All resources in Geohazard’s monitoring centres in Athens, Oakland and
Tokyo were now tasked to track the Atlantic tsunami. Over 600 sensors
scattered across the Atlantic seabed, on dry land and in space, constantly
measured the force, depth, height and length of the mighty surge as it
raced westwards towards North America. Estimates about its time, point
and force of impact were being updated in real-time, while over 200
Geohazard staff fielded media enquiries and provided data to
governments and local emergency services.
In Athens, the responsibility for public pronouncements had just
been handed over to Oakland, allowing Giorgio Zaoskoufis finally to find
time for a cup of coffee.
‘Time for you to take a break now, Yoyo.’ Zaoskoufis laid a hand
on the trainee’s shoulder. Like himself, she had been working in front of
the monitoring screens without respite for over four hours.
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As Yoyo rose to her feet, a shrill alarm sounded. Zaoskoufis
frowned, then leaned in to kill the alert. Taking Yoyo’s chair, he patched
the source of the alarm to the central screen.
Another volcano in the Javanese chain was rapidly building up
pressure. As Zaoskoufis enlarged the data, the alarm shrilled yet again
and a second red circle appeared – around another volcano sixty miles to
the east.
Zaoskoufis checked that Tokyo was aware of the alarms, but no
sooner had he finished speaking to the local officer on duty than a third
volcano in the Javanese chain – which totalled a string of over eighty
volcanic peaks – triggered a further warning.
‘It looks like the whole plate abutment is splitting open,’
Zaoskoufis told Yoyo. ‘It’s like a chain reaction.’
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Twenty-one

The U.S. President stood with the leaders and representatives from the
EU, Asian, Australasian, African and South American governments,
gazing up at one of the dozen panoramic screens.
Costa Rica, the eastern half of Cuba, the Greater Antilles chain and
Bermuda had all now been overrun by the mega-tsunami. There were no
estimates yet of the death toll.
Images broadcast from along the tsunami’s path showed the huge
wall of water sweeping ashore, dwarfing all buildings as it raced inland
on its relentless journey. Behind this first giant wave, the following ten
surges forced the brutal incursion onwards, maintaining its height and
murderous velocity.
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On the larger islands, millions who had found higher ground owed
their lives to Geohazard’s advance warning. But this seemed of little
comfort to those watching from the moon. They stood together in near
silence as they witnessed the epic orgy of destruction taking place on
their home planet.
As it travelled westwards, the radial arc of the tsunami lengthened
to over 1,600 miles and a devastating landfall on the U.S.’s East Coast
was now predicted to occur all the way from the Florida Keys in the south
to Cap Cod in the north. At either extremity of this sweep, the height and
strength of the wave-train would be weaker than in the centre, but the
midpoint fell between the 40th and 41st parallels – the latitude of New
Jersey, Long Island, Manhattan and the State of New York.
President James Underwood had used the BBC’s lunar broadcast
facilities to make a short emergency address to the American people. He
had urged them to remain calm, to show their patriotism by assisting their
neighbours to safety, to refrain from looting, to cooperate with the
military and all emergency authorities and to remain tuned in to their
local TV and radio stations. He had also told them that he bitterly
regretted being caught so far away from home at this time of national
crisis. He had concluded, ‘May God’s blessing be upon you all.’
But, as camera shots now revealed, many U.S. citizens were
ignoring their President’s appeal. In Manhattan, the wailing of multiple
emergency vehicle sirens filled the air and running gangs could be seen
looting shops, hotels and offices. While all the bridges and tunnels out of
the mighty city were still blocked by traffic jams and pedestrian hordes
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trudging westwards, a significant number of New Yorkers appeared to
see this emergency as a wonderful opportunity for self-enrichment.
Nicholas Negromonte had immediately set about attempting to
create an Atlantic hurricane that might slow down the mega-tsunami. But
there were problems associated with this strategy.

‘Because so little of a tsunami sits up while it’s moving through
open water, the wind has minimal effect on it,’ Emilia Knight had
explained to the group of the world’s leaders.

‘But as soon as the tsunami starts to rise landwards, it would,
wouldn’t it?’ the US President had countered.
‘But that would mean creating a hurricane right on the shoreline,’
she had objected. ‘You’d just be creating one potential disaster in an
attempt to prevent another.’
‘But a hurricane’s preferable to a tsunami, isn’t it?’ Underwood
had reasoned, grasping at straws.

Though they’d had to concede that the President was right, Nick
Negromonte identified a further problem.

‘It normally takes weeks for us to build up the sort of atmospheric
pressure capable of creating a storm cyclone. Climate engineering isn’t
an instant process.’
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‘But you’ve got all this up and running now,’ the President had
objected, waving an arm vaguely in the direction of the moon’s vast solar
farm.
In response, Negromonte had ordered the moon’s new solar
resources to be reprogrammed and switched up to full power to join the
other ERGIA space stations and satellites in their ongoing efforts to
create an anticyclone directly in the path of the mega-tsunami.
Now, almost four hours later, Negromonte saw on the screens that
he had indeed created an Atlantic storm in record time. Even without the
private information pouring into his earpiece from his executive
operations officer on board the ERGIA Space Station, he could see that
the millions of computer-controlled applications of spot heat and cold
were inverting the tides of the atmosphere, boosting upswings of warm
air to funnel upwards in anabatic columns towards the upper atmosphere,
and suddenly pushing cold air down to take its place. The atmospheric
chaos that followed was already producing winds of over forty miles an
hour and filling the skies off the American East Coast with violent
thunder and lightning.

Suddenly there was an involuntary gasp from everybody in the
meeting hall: BBC World headquarters in London had decided to add a
caption overlay to the picture.

TIME TO NEW YORK IMPACT: 30.00 MINUTES

*
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At first, Dr Giorgio Zaoskoufis wondered if Geohazard’s international
computer network was under attack from hackers. Then he thought that
there might be a serious virus infecting the system. Only after speaking
with the company’s global IT manager in Houston, Texas did he finally
begin to accept that his bizarre data displays were accurate.
In the last hour, every one of his warning boards had lit up with
alarms – not just alerts from his own region of the planet, but from
seismic sensors all over the world. It had started with the chain of eighty
Javanese volcanoes – the so-called Indonesian ‘ring of fire.’ At the start,
Giorgio Zaoskoufis had abandoned monitoring the Atlantic tsunami just
to help his Tokyo colleagues get warnings out to the many nations who
would be affected by this chain-reaction of eruptions in South-East Asia.
But he was constantly interrupted by further alarms as sensors, strain
gauges and satellite cameras detected additional abnormal seismic buildups in his local region and elsewhere.
Vesuvius seemed ready to erupt for the second time within three
months, and Mount Etna – a seldom-quiescent sister volcano – also
appeared to be building up for something quite spectacular.

In Los Angeles, sensors along the southern branches of the San
Andreas fault clearly indicated that the abutment of the North American
and Pacific tectonic plates was preparing for a major re-alignment in the
Long Beach area.

Even while Geohazard’s network was sampling

alarming recordings of tremors cascading in from Southern California,
yet another alarm sounded as strain gauges in Mexico City started to
suggest that the Cocos Plate – the most active subduction thrust fault in
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the western hemisphere – was once again threatening to burrow further
beneath its neighbour.
At that moment, Yoyo Kanii ran over to ask her boss to interpret a
new warning just arrived from Tokyo. The famous Mount Fuji, the
volcano dominating the city’s skyline, was also producing vibrations
from deep underground that suggested it too was getting ready to erupt
for the first time since 1708.
Zaoskoufis turned off all audible alarm systems and slowly stood
up.

‘My family live in Tokyo,’ said Yoyo quietly.
The senior seismologist glanced at her pale, frightened face, then
up at the large world map on the central screen.

Red lights were

flickering on land masses everywhere – illuminating almost every
volcanic chain and every earthquake fault line. He leaned across and
touched the controls, adding a transparent overlay of a seismic
bathymetry map of the world’s ocean floors.

Underwater sensors laid a decade earlier along The World Ridge
System, the 50,000 kilometre chain of underwater volcanoes that girdled
the entire globe and fed the oceans with heat and minerals, were all – all
8,959 chimneys and fumaroles – simultaneously triggering alarms as
magma-venting levels scaled up towards major eruptions.
*
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Manhattan’s unique personality had been shaped largely by its
architecture.

The densely populated high-rise buildings created a

formicating community, like scurrying ants – alive, vital, teeming: the
fastest place on Earth.
But environmental risk had been poorly understood at the time
when local topography and economic logic had dictated how Manhattan’s
architecture would develop. Only after the first terrorist attacks of the
early twenty-first century did social planners realize that the corollary of
economic clustering was physical vulnerability.

On the afternoon of 21 October 2055, the city was to learn that an
island of high-rise architecture, laid out in a formal grid, was also
particularly susceptible to natural disaster.
‘… downtown Manhattan is now a ghost city waiting for the
tsunami to arrive. This is Aurora Templeton for MSN in Central Park,
New York.’

The famous anchorwoman signed off, her cameraman

ceased transmitting and then switched off his floodlight.

‘Get us out of here,’ shouted their soundman into his walkie-talkie,
craning his neckand beckoning the hovering news helicopter back down
for a landing.

The eight-seater Cougar Commander circled and touched down on
the grass 200 yards away. But as Aurora and her MSN crew sprinted
towards their aircraft, they saw figures emerging from the surrounding
bushes, figures that were also starting to run towards the helicopter.
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Aurora reached the open side-door of the Cougar and felt a
powerful hand from behind thrust her up into the cabin. She turned back
to help her crew aboard, but saw that a score of desperate men and
women had now reached the helicopter. They were clinging on to the
aircraft’s bodywork and skids, determined to hitch a ride out of the
endangered city.

The pilot abruptly increased engine power and yanked upwards on
his collective control. The helicopter’s engine bellowed, and the whole
aircraft shuddered and rose a few feet off the ground. But more desperate
people had appeared from the dense undergrowth around the park’s open
area and they were now clinging on to the legs of those who had found a
handhold on the aircraft itself.
Panicked, the pilot increased engine power and rotor angle to the
maximum, but the hovering helicopter was being dragged inexorably
downwards.
Aurora felt one hand grasp at her jeans-clad leg, then another.
Although she had managed to fasten a belt around her waist, she could
feel herself being pulled out of her seat.
Suddenly, a group of four men who were clinging on to the righthand side of the helicopter lost their collective grip and fell from the skid
to the ground below.

Unbalanced on one side, the aircraft tipped

violently to the left and its rotor blades churned up the grass of Central
Park until they broke off and scythed through the bodies of eleven wouldbe evacuees still clinging to the now-capsizing Cougar.
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Then, as a piece of splintered rotor blade slashed through a fuel
supply line above the engine, the helicopter exploded in a ball of flame.
*
Efforts to weaken the force of the mega-tsunami by generating hurricaneforce winds close to the shoreline had failed. Overhead, dark storm
clouds swirled, lightning flashed and gales swept the coast. But the storm
had not yet had enough time to build up to cyclone levels. To add to the
problem, the first of the giant tsunamis only began rearing up above
normal sea level when it was within less than ten miles of the shore. The
strong winds that had been artificially generated in such a hurry had only
seventy seconds in which to combat the speed and fury of the oncoming
wall of water. They slowed it down by only twenty-seven miles per hour.
The mega-tsunami made its first landfall on American soil in
southern Florida. Waves over twenty metres high came ashore at a speed
of 409 miles per hour, instantly wrecking all shipping and coastal
buildings. Thrust forward by the following surges, the water raced inland
across a largely flat terrain, to link up with the Everglades and Lake
Okeechobee, completely destroying the coastal cities of Miami,
Hollywood, Fort Lauderdale and West Palm Beach. The entire southern
tip of Florida, extending over 1,000 square miles, was completely
submerged within the first twenty minutes.

Further north, the waters reared over the city of Daytona Beach,
then engulfed Cape Canaveral, the former Kennedy Space Centre and the
new Moon Ferry Terminus built on Merritt Island. As the distinguished
visitors to the moon stood watching the broadcast images, they groaned
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as one when the wall of water hurled itself across the runways and
hangars, destroying everything in its path. Most of them had started their
journeys in Florida but now they realized that they would have to return
to Earth via the alternative Moon Ferry terminals in Russia or China.
Six minutes later the mega-tsunami hit the southern coast of Long
Island at a speed of 481.8 miles per hour and almost simultaneously
surged into Lower New York Bay and the Hudson River. At that speed,
the water hit with an impact as hard as concrete.
The Statue of Liberty was knocked off its perch and disappeared
into a cloud of white foam, as quickly as if it had been caught in the path
of a thermonuclear blast. The old buildings clustered at the southern tip
of Manhattan seemed to disintegrate like children’s sandcastles as a fiftyfoot-high embankment of water shot onto the land with the velocity of a
subsonic jet plane.
The long, straight streets of the city funnelled the water skywards,
forcing it to climb to over 600 feet as it was propelled onwards by ten
pursuing surges.

The waters of the Hudson and East Rivers themselves reared
backwards, as if in alarm, when bores as high as forty-storey buildings
rushed upstream, sweeping out westwards, drowing Staten Island and
New Jersey. The USS Intrepid was wrenched from the security of her
thirty enormous mooring chains, flipped over onto her belly and smashed
into six pieces, which were then rolled seven miles north before finally
being deposited across Westchester County.
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In Manhattan itself the streets became high-sided canyons through
which super-scale rapids plunged and swirled around any smaller
buildings, as if around rocks in a mountain cataract.
Over forty circling helicopters kept transmitting pictures that
suggested some of the newer major high-rise buildings might withstand
the enormous pressure as billions of tons of Atlantic sea-water were jethosed through the city streets.
Glass panes caved in as the deluge rushed amongst the skyscrapers,
leaving them open skeletons right up to their fortieth floors.

Despite the black storm raging overhead, thousands were gathered
on the flat roofs of high-rise offices and residential buildings, hoping that
the higher up they were the safer they would be.

Many newer buildings did successfully withstand the initial
impact. But as successive surges followed the initial crest, it became
clear that the tsunami was carrying so much metal and stone debris in its
broiling wake that serious structural damage was being caused below the
churning white surface of this metropolitan maelstrom. One by one,
buildings started to collapse.
All subways, tunnels and basements had been instantly flooded.
By the time the advance surge reached 44th Street, the close-packed urban
topography had slowed its progress down to 243 m.p.h. By the time it
reached 118th Street, it was crawling at 147.
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In the 92nd Street Y, thirty-one weighted-down scuba divers sat on
the bottom of the swimming pool, repeatedly popping their ear-drums as
the water pressure surrounding them continued to rise abruptly. Then
corpses started to drift down to join them in their pool.
After an initial collective gasp,

the moon visitors had stood

watching Manhattan’s destruction in a deepening and dreadful silence.
Forty minutes later, the tide had lowered sufficiently for all of them to see
that almost no building had survived right up to a point just north of
Central Park. Here and there steel armatures poked up out of the stillraging seas, but they were totally impossible to identify.

Only minutes before the Atlantic had struck, huge masses of people
had been seen fleeing through the city streets or tramping across bridges.
Now there were no bridges left – all traces of them had been washed
away. It was impossible to tell what was Manhattan, Long Island or New
Jersey, or precisely where they lay under so much water.
At the back of the hall Nicholas Negromonte stood in grim-faced
silence. ‘Shut down all of our climate-management systems,’ he finally
ordered.
*

Giorgio Zaoskoufis thanked all of the admin and support staff who had
returned to work in the Athens monitoring centre. He set them to work
fielding the vast number of requests for guidance streaming in.
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‘Don’t waste time talking to journalists,’ he shouted above the din
of the crowded room. ‘Just concentrate on getting the latest updates out
to the emergency services.’
In the last eighteen hours over 400 major seismic incidents had
begun or were threatening in the European-African sector alone.
Zaoskoufis also knew that similar scenes were being repeated in
Geohazard’s Oakland and Tokyo facilities as catastrophic disturbances
within the Earth’s crust had started to appear around all of the planet’s
fault lines, volcanic chains, underwater rifts and tectonic-plate
intersections.

As predicted, both Etna and Vesuvius were currently engaged in
full-scale eruptions, while Stromboli and forty-one lesser volcanoes
around the Mediterranean were in the early stages of magma venting.

Sixteen earthquake warnings had already been issued for regions
spanning Turkey, Albania, Montenegro, Italy, Egypt and the Aegean
Islands – two quakes above Magnitude 7 had already occurred, one of
them devastating eastern Istanbul. On the continent of Africa, three
volcanic peaks in The Cameroon and the Congo Republic were already in
major eruption but, most worryingly, space-based laser measuring tools
now suggested that a 2,000-mile section of the great East African Rift
was about to tear open again – after being at rest for over two million
years.
Yet, compared to the other two Geohazard monitoring centres, the
staff in Athens were having a peaceful time. The regions of the Earth
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monitored by Oakland and Tokyo were each at least ten times hotter in
seismic terms than the area that Zaoskoufis’s staff had to deal with.
California was struggling to provide data on both the Long Beach
and Mexico City earthquakes while at the same time monitoring eleven
volcanic eruptions throughout the Caribbean and Central America.

Geohazard Japan was totally failing to monitor the havoc currently
being wreaked across Indonesia as the world’s most densely-packed
chain of volcanoes erupted simultaneously. The monitoring centre was
hampered by the fact that nearby Mount Fuji had started a major eruption,
now spewing rocks and lava globules over most of downtown Tokyo.
Geohazard’s cameras revealed that the city was ablaze.
Zaoskoufis kept frantically busy trying to get essential data out to
those fighting the worst catastrophes. But he kept seeing in his mind the
horrifying model of just this sort of global seismic cataclysm that Emilia
had generated in his Simulation Theater only a few weeks earlier. As he
worked he kept praying that there had been some fault in their computer
simulation. If there wasn’t, he dreaded what was likely to develop over
the coming days.
Then the whole of the Athens facility itself shuddered as it was hit
by the first shock of what would become Greece’s largest-ever
earthquake. Geohazard’s own seismic sensors measured this first event at
Magnitude 8.1. The lights went out, the data displays died.

Giorgio

Zaoskoufis clung to the edge of the console’s counter as the shaking
increased. Then the emergency lighting flickered on, and the read-outs
returned to life.
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‘Everybody OK?’ he yelled to those picking themselves up from
the floor.
Just then another quake hit, this time 9.1 – one magnitude stronger
than the first. But the Magnitude scale is logarithmic; one additional
magnitude means that its shock is ten times greater than the one that
immediately precedes it on the calibration. The first quake to hit the
suburb of Piraeus had released energy equivalent to the explosion of one
billion tons of TNT, but the following Magnitude 9.1 shock was equal to
ten billion – or a 10,000,000-megaton thermonuclear explosion..

Geohazard’s monitoring centre in Athens – and everyone in it –
instantly ceased functioning.
*
In their TV gallery, Perdita Curtis and her boss Narinda Damle were
working side by side to continue feeding live pictures of the Earth’s serial
seismic explosions to the group of powerful people with whom they were
temporarily stranded on the moon.
As soon as the mega-tsunami had hit American soil, President
Underwood had announced his intention to ferry himself back to Earth
immediately – to be with his stricken people and to lead his nation from
the front in their time of catastrophe. He also needed to steady the hastily
relocated American stock markets; most insurance companies had already
seen their stocks suspended, and banking shares were all in free fall.
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But since the Kennedy Lunar Terminal had been washed away, the
President was advised that he must delay his return journey. His aides
needed to speak first with their Russian and Chinese counterparts, to
make safety arrangements for the presidential landing and put proper
security procedures in place. Although now routine, space flight was not
yet as straightforward as air travel.

The visiting party had been delayed almost forty-eight hours
beyond their planned departure time. Luna City’s adjacent Hilton, Ritz
and Interplanetary hotels had plenty of accommodation available, but
everybody kept coming back to congregate in the main meeting hall –
they felt a need to be together.
Extra tables and seating had been brought into the hall and doctors
from the Luna City Medical Center provided tranquillisers to all who
asked for them.
Over this two-day period, individuals had periodically broken off
from their huddled groups to check the monitors for television reports.
The most telling pictures were those transmitted by the BBC crew located
on the orbiting ERGIA climate-control station.
These pictures showed volcanic smoke, ash and debris beginning
to obscure large parts of the planet. From the space station’s deep orbit it
was possible to observe that a thick volcanic fog was slowly spreading
around the entire globe.
ERGIA technicians worked with TV engineers to tap into signals
transmitted from close-orbit Earth telescopes.

These were specially
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instructed to focus downwards onto the mother planet: they soon revealed
a sequence of spacecraft taking off from Russian, Chinese and South
American launch sites, blasting out of the Earth’s atmosphere every few
minutes to rendezvous with orbiting space stations and hotels. It seemed
that the rich and powerful were beating a prudent retreat.
Orbiting telescopes also revealed some of the less wealthy trying
to escape the encroaching volcanic cloud. Commercial jets and private
planes could be seen taking off from just in front of the thick brown
engine-clogging miasma as it rolled out to envelop the world. These
fleeing craft were hopping from continent to continent in a vain effort to
deliver their passengers from the choking volcanic vog.
Eventually the pictures showed a planet completely shrouded in a
veil of hot ash.

Geohazard’s remote instruments indicated that

earthquakes and eruptions had ripped open the surface fabric of the Earth
along all its tectonic joints, faults and volcanic chains.

Meanwhile,

beneath the oceans over 14,000 volcanic chimneys were engaged in a
continuous simultaneous explosive venting.

Everything at ground level appeared to be cloaked in a ghostly
twilight, with lightning-filled volcanic storms raging even over areas
unaffected by any direct form of geophysical disturbance. Images of
shattered city landscapes, burning buildings, flooded coastlands and
heaped-up corpses had become so commonplace that they had almost lost
their power to shock. Every TV station in the world that was still on air
was transmitting scenes of Armageddon.
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As they worked their exhausting shifts in the TV gallery, Perdy and
her boss said little to each other. What they were witnessing was beyond
words.

But now Perdy did call Damle’s attention to one particular

incoming image.
‘Is that an aurora borealis?’ she asked, puzzled.

The screen displayed a wide shot of the entire planet Earth. No
oceans or continents could any longer be made out though the thick dark
smoke and ash suspended in the atmosphere, but electric-blue haloes
seemed to be flaring out into space above each pole.

Damle shook his head. ‘No, I don’t think so. An aurora is an
atmospheric phenomenon – that looks as if it’s extending way out into
space.’

‘I’ll patch it through to the meeting hall,’ said Perdy. ‘Some of the
scientists out there may be able to identify it.’
*

Twenty-four hours later, communications with Earth were becoming
increasingly difficult. What looked like an aurora borealis and an aurora
australis had been identified by Dr Emilia Knight as auroral electrojets –
powerful electromagnetic discharges generated by dynamic forces deep
within the planet’s core.
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‘This is what we were warning about,’ Emilia informed Perdy
Curtis sharply. ‘If you remember, we showed you a computer simulation
of exactly this occurring when we visited you in your office.’
Perdy hung her head, realizing that she had actually paid little
attention to the real message her contributors had been giving her. She
had only been interested in creating a provocative debate.

An atmosphere of deep alarm, of something close to panic, was
now spreading within the trapped lunar community. Their emails, calls
and video links down to the home planet were frequently dropping out,
and many found themselves unable to contact families or friends. Most
of them had given up staring at the frequently interrupted broadcast
signals, but now they began to gather by the windows of the LunaSun
administration block; the events on Earth had grown to such a scale that
they could clearly be observed by the naked eye – even from a quarter of
a million miles away.
In place of the glorious blue and white image that impressed itself
on the soul of every space traveller, they could now see only a dim brown
ball. Alarming electrical discharges from both poles were clearly visible
against the star-studded blackness of the galaxy, as mauve rings and
hoops crackled outwards, deep into space.

Emilia Knight had now briefed all the political leaders on
Fivetrees’s theory of magnetic-pole reversal, while Steve Bardini had
finally been given the opportunity to run the computer simulation in its
entirety, several times, even making a presentation to a shocked and silent
Nicholas Negromonte.
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But having been proved right provided no satisfaction, nor did the
scientists’ model provide any reassurance.

It now seemed as if the

Berkeley professor’s theory had indeed been vindicated. But just how
much more extreme would be the planet’s ultimate reaction to such a
violent magnetic upset remained to be seen.

Emilia and Steve were still receiving Geohazard satellite data
suggesting that ocean levels were now rising rapidly. As they provided
regular progress updates for the stranded visitors, Perdy realized that the
two geophysical scientists should really be providing this valuable service
for others back on Earth – if any there were still able to pick up satellite
broadcasts.
But even as she started to raise this idea with her boss, there was a
break in the magnetic interference and a screen crackled to life. It was
the BBC’s Head of News in London.
‘Can you take over control of the ongoing broadcast?’ asked Robin
Holmes, speaking from BBC World headquarters. ‘Most of London is
underwater, and we’re currently running on generator power.’
‘I understand,’ Damle confirmed.

‘We’ve lost most of our news crews and affiliate feeds but I’ll
patch everything we’ve still got up to you.’
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‘We can relay the signal to our transmitter satellites from the Ergia
space station,’ said Damle. ‘It’s in such a deep orbit that it seems to be
unaffected.’
‘Switching to you in thirty, then,’ said Holmes.
‘Quick, get everybody in here,’ Damle hissed to Perdy. As she
rushed out of the gallery to round up the rest of their production team,
Damle glanced up at his Head of News again.
‘I can’t reach my mother …’ he began. ‘She lives in Greenford,
Middlesex.’ He was working frantically at the board to get them ready to
broadcast to the entire world.
‘She should be all right,’ his boss assured him. ‘Sea levels are
rising but Greenford’s on fairly high ground. Coming to you in ten.’
‘God be with you, Robin,’ muttered Narinda.
‘And you’re live – now,’ said Holmes.

*
In Greenford, Middlesex, a suburb about one hour to the west of central
London, it was not the rising water level that was troubling widowed Mrs
Naresh Damle, Narinda’s elderly mother. Her problem, and the problem
for all others in Southern England, was volcanic ash.
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Those of her grown-up children who still lived nearby had already
taped up all of her window cracks and door openings, as the repeated
emergency radio broadcasts were advising citizens to do, but micro-fine
particles of soot were still finding their way into every corner of the
house.
Although it was mid-afternoon in Britain, it was so dark outside
that Mrs Damle had been forced to light her emergency candles. Wild
stratospheric winds were blowing ash across the UK from volcanoes in
Mexico and Canada and everything outdoors had been turned into a
negative of an old-fashioned snow scene. All was coated black.

Mrs Damle had been coughing for three days as the ash content in
the atmosphere increased. What the government’s emergency broadcasts
had not told their citizens was that a proportion of the volcanic cinders
contained both carbon dioxide and hydrogen peroxide, toxins that
destroyed both the lining and pulmonary system of the human lung.
As the radio broadcasts suggested, wet towels held across the
mouth did reduce coughing fits, but Mrs Damle no longer had the
strength to protect herself in this way. Even as her younger son on the
moon was assuming personal control of the BBC’s global news output,
she was on her hands and knees in her bedroom, literally coughing up
pieces of her blackened lungs. A massive and fatal heart attack finally
ended her misery.
All over Britain, Europe and the rest of the world, volcanic ash was
competing with flood water to take the most lives.
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*
‘At least twenty thousand volcanoes on land or under the seas are
currently in major eruption,’ Emilia Knight said, staring straight into the
camera lens. ‘As a result, a countless number of tsunamis are now in
train across all of the world’s oceans. All coastal regions up to twenty
miles inland must be considered extremely dangerous and should be
immediately evacuated. Relocate to higher ground – at least one hundred
metres above normal sea levels.’
Nobody knew whether her warning was being heard on Earth.

‘One hundred and sixty-two earthquakes above Magnitude Eight
have occurred in the last twelve hours, and a further seven hundred and
thirteen of similar intensity are predicted by this time tomorrow.’

Although Emilia had frequently made guest television appearances,
she had never before taken on the role of live reporter. But the situation
was beyond all normal feelings of novelty or nerves; she was a
professional geoscientist, and she now had a vital job to do. She knew
that her image and words were being beamed down to the occluded Earth
by three separate satellites for relay on a large number of different
television and radio frequencies.

All two-way contact with the Earth was now lost. Emilia had been
able to speak with her sister and parents in Boston until twenty hours ago,
but now it seemed no forms of personal communication were possible in
the magnetic storm raging around the planet. She suspected that it was
very unlikely that her words were reaching people on Earth, but there
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were thousands of others trapped on orbiting space stations, as well as the
pioneers on Mars, who would still be receiving her broadcast.
The Geohazard satellites were still able to use their infra-red
cameras, laser beams and echo-Doppler atmospheric probes to measure
events taking place on the Earth itself.

‘Sea levels all over the world are rising rapidly,’ continued Emilia.
‘It appears that the Antarctic ice cap is melting.’
Emilia glanced at her communicator screen. ‘To repeat our main
announcements from Luna City: Greater Los Angeles has been struck by
a sustained series of earthquakes, all above Magnitude 9. It is likely that
the whole metropolitan region has been destroyed and that the entire Los
Angeles basin is now under water.

‘All contact with ground-based communications services has been
lost. In the meantime we shall continue these broadcasts from the moon.
‘Finally, our instruments are recording a major disturbance within
the Earth’s magnetic field, which may be the cause of the current worldwide seismic activity. The Earth’s magnetic poles now appear to be in
the process of reversing themselves. What was the Northern Magnetic
Pole is currently situated eighty-three kilometres from the Antarctic
coastline, at one hundred and twenty-two point two degrees east, seventyone point seven degrees south.’
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Emilia hesitated, and then added the words that she had rehearsed.
‘This is Emilia Knight of Geohazard Laboratories, broadcasting for the
BBC from Luna City.’
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Twenty-two

The moon colony had been self-sufficient for almost a decade. As soon
as manned lunar exploration had resumed in the 2020s, significant waterice reservoirs had been discovered at shallow depths beneath both the
north and south poles. The largest of the two natural cisterns, covering
almost 2,000 square kilometres, lay in the north.

Plans had then been developed for piping water 800 kilometres
south to serve the Sea of Tranquillity’s enclosed human communities.
Such abundant water could be converted into oxygen and hydrogen, and
could also irrigate artificially enriched moon soil for the cultivation of
genetically modified lunar crops and meat protein. Everything essential
for human habitation would thus be to hand.
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Because there was almost no atmosphere on the moon, only four
lightweight orbiting solar-reflector arrays and six scalable sunblinds had
been required to melt the polar ice and to adjust the alternating two-week
periods of lunar day and night so that the extreme ranges of the lunar
surface temperature came closer to human tolerances. The same sun
reflectors also provided ambient lighting during the long lunar night
while ensuring a continuous supply of electric energy produced by highyield solar-conversion panels.
At first, the American, Russian and Chinese governments worked
closely together to found a single lunar community. But by 2036 it was
clear that the use of the lunar surface as a jumping-off point for travel in
deeper space was also making the moon highly attractive to commercial
developers.

On Mars, the discovery of rare gems, pharmaceutical

constituents and minerals helped boost the demand for additional lunar
launch facilities.
By the time when Nicholas Negromonte’s company began
constructing its vast farm of solar-reflecting mirrors on either side of the
lunar equator, the moon’s establishment had swollen to include fourteen
commercial buildings and three hotels, which served space tourists and
the regularly rotating group of moon dwellers.

All were linked by

airtight, radiation-proof walkways to create the rapidly-growing
metropolis known as Luna City.

The ERGIA Corporation had then

erected its three-storey LunaSun administration building beside the
existing development, thus extending the total size of the human habitat
to over sixteen square miles, more than eight of which were devoted to
intensive food production.
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Ten days after Emilia Knight and the BBC team finally gave up
broadcasting to what now seemed to be an unresponsive home planet,
President Underwood invited all those stranded on the moon to an
emergency meeting in the LunaSun assembly hall. Narinda Damle was
asked to broadcast the meeting to the Mars colonists and everyone else
marooned on Earth-orbit space stations.

Even before contact with Earth had finally been lost, Geohazard’s
satellite sensors had revealed that sea levels on the planet were continuing
to rise alarmingly. It was surmised that the intense heat blown upwards
by underwater volcanoes had caused ocean temperatures to soar, melting
all polar ice.

Emilia’s final emergency broadcasts had included a

lengthening list of cities that were being lost to the waves.
As seismic chaos continued in all parts of the globe, even the
largest continental land masses – the Americas, Europe, Russia, Asia,
Africa, Australia – had started to disappear beneath the overheated waves.
But, because of the smokescreen enveloping the planet, the seismologists
on the moon could not visually confirm their streams of satellite data.

For three days after they ceased broadcasting, BBC technicians
continued to gather in the gallery to scan the frequencies for any signals
sent from Earth. Others from the stranded party also returned to the main
hall, gazing up at blank screens as if willing them to crackle into life. But
nothing further came from the shrouded planet, even though magnetic
interference was slowly beginning to abate.
Those marooned in Luna City initially attempted to comfort each
other with unlikely reassurances about what might be happening back
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home. But after four or five days in a state of shock and denial, people
began to finally accept, and then to admit out loud, that all those on Earth
must surely have died.
After his family tragedy in San Francisco, Michael Fairfax now
had only his parents at Lake Tahoe to think of. But both Emilia Knight
and Steve Bardini had large families to worry about – in Boston and
Chicago respectively. A shocked silence and a profound sense of grief
increasingly pervaded Luna City. There wasn’t a resident or visitor who
had not lost someone close – and most had lost whole families. People
huddled together in small groups, friends comforting each other. The
Archbishop of Boston announced a Mass of Vigil for those left behind on
the Earth.
One American ferry navigator, revealing himself to be a Baptist lay
preacher, organized prayer meetings and Bible readings. He displayed a
banner painted silver-on-blue with the words THE DAY OF
REVELATION IS AT HAND. Soon makeshift temples, churches and
mosques were established in unoccupied offices of the administration
building.

*
Nicholas Negromonte killed himself by running out of one of LunaSun’s
external exits without wearing a moon suit and without carrying any form
of oxygen or life-support system.

He had used his master pass to

override the security systems of the triple-chamber airlock – systems
which ensured those exiting wore fully-functioning suits and safety
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equipment. Then he bounded out, dressed only in jeans and a T-shirt,
across the moon’s airless surface.
No one inside the facility saw him head into the nearby dunes; he
had chosen the middle of a sleep period in which to end his misery.
But despite this desperate attempt to commit suicide, Negromonte
had not remained dead very long. A maintenance crew returning to Luna
City from a shift spent mothballing the solar-reflector farm had spotted a
figure moon-bounding from the airlock of the LunaSun building. They
got to him quickly, but he was already unconscious and showing no signs
of life.
After strapping an oxygen mask to his face, the maintenance
workers rushed their former boss back inside, cracked open the
resuscitation kit kept just inside the air-lock, and started to administer
defibrillating electric shocks.
They eventually saved Negromonte’s life; but to their dismay his
anguish on regaining consciousness rendered him incoherent. He was
immediately admitted to the Medical Center where he was heavily
sedated and placed on a suicide watch.
*

For the emergency public meeting the American President had dressed
himself in a sombre navy suit and a crisp white shirt. His aides had even
managed to find him a black tie. Underwood himself had been married
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and had had three teenage children, although he wore the tie not just as a
mark of respect for his own family but for all humanity.
At the floor manager’s cue he stepped up to the microphone. ‘This
is the President of the United States speaking to all people gathered here
on the moon, as well as to those of you currently out in space or in the
Martian colonies. As we all know, the Earth has suffered a terrible
catastrophe, and it seems that we have all lost our loved ones back home.’
He hesitated, with a choke in his voice, then continued, ‘It also seems
that I am no longer president of anything. Our once-proud nation has
ceased to exist.’

Underwood paused again, visibly fighting his emotions Damle
ordered the camera operator to close in on the man’s face.
‘I know that we all wish to grieve in our own way, but we have to
consider our mutual safety – and the safety of those others now out in
space, From what I am told, there are sufficient ongoing supplies of air
and fresh water for all of us here to survive in Luna City. With a simple
rationing scheme, enough food is likely to be produced to meet our needs
for the foreseeable future. The bio-technicians in the lunar farms are
already stepping up their rate of food production.
‘But there are others to think off. Altogether, we believe eighteen
hundred and ten human souls are currently in space orbiting the Earth.
The hotels and larger space stations have food and water supplies that
will last them for some months, perhaps longer, but many of the smaller
scientific stations will soon be running short. Although I no longer have
any automatic right of leadership, I must call on all ferry pilots and their
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crew to resupply any of those space stations that become in need. We
have everything necessary to keep our small fleet of ferries operational
for some years to come.’
Inside the assembly hall the audience listened distractedly. Few
were yet ready emotionally to think about the future.

‘If, as it seems, the Earth has been made uninhabitable, this city
here on the moon will have to become humankind’s new home, along
with the pioneer colonies on Mars. We must now start to get used to the
fact that we may never in our lifetimes be able to return to Earth.’

Once again, Underwood’s overwhelming emotions caused him to
pause in his address.
‘As I have said, there is no longer any authority vested in me and I
am aware that I personally bear a heavy and awful responsibility for what
has happened to the Earth. My government was not only a champion of
climate management, we ignored, even suppressed, the warnings we were
given.

‘For that reason I now relinquish any vestige of my office that may
remain. I formally resign as President of any American population or
nation that may have survived. May God forgive me.’

All were now silent and fully attentive. Underwood closed his
eyes and stood for a few moments, head bowed. When he finally looked
up again, the audience saw that his eyes were filled with tears.
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‘All I would like to add is that, in time, you must all begin to adapt
to new social structures. Our groupings are too small – whether here or
on Mars – to require sophisticated forms of governance. But to maintain
the ideals of democracy we shall need some sort of electoral system to
make decisions, to establish our rules for living. You will have to choose
a new leader, but all that will have to follow later. For the moment, I can
only urge you, as one human being to another, to care for each other and
to share our communal assets equally.

‘There will be temptations to give way to grief, to become angry
and to lash out and do damage to others – even to the harm of this fragile
community. I beg you to resist such violent urges. The welfare of all of
us depends on it. May God bless us all.’

*
Over the following six weeks, two women and three men from the
stranded moon community committed suicide by finding ingenious ways
to override airlock safety features and running unprotected into the
vacuum of the lunar landscape.

Unlike Negromonte, they were not

fortunate enough to be rescued before they expired fully. The former
ERGIA boss himself remained under sedation in the Medical Center.
Among those inclined to black humour, such suicides became known as
‘Taking A Moon Walk.’
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Emilia Knight finally took Michael Fairfax to bed with her, but for
comfort, not sex. They both lay fully clothed, holding each other, in an
embrace that remained emotional rather than erotic.
Everyone trapped on the moon remained in a profound state of
shock. The doctors said that the widely experienced feelings of despair,
guilt and personal worthlessness were normal and only to be expected.

Negromonte’s former personal fitness trainer, Sammy Giles,
became an inspiration to all when he embarked on a campaign to promote
physical fitness.

‘At least two hours’ working-out each day,’ he

evangelized. ‘If you don’t maintain your muscular structure in this lowgravity environment, your body will begin to atrophy.’
There were some who asked what the point was. If they were
doomed to live on the moon for the rest of their lives, why bother striving
for Earth-level fitness? Sammy’s response was brutally direct: if the
human body’s normal loadings and stresses were abandoned, circulatory
failure would follow within months.

Not all within the trapped community heeded the plea for restraint
made by the former U.S. President. Twenty-four hotel staff requisitioned
ten cases of the finest vintage wines and spirits from the cellar of the
Luna Hilton, took over an unoccupied suite on the third floor, and there
began a three-day party of such extreme sexual licentiousness that it
rivalled the plague orgies of the Middle Ages.
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Twenty-Three

‘It looks as if dry land is emerging once again,’ Emilia Knight remarked
to Steve Bardini and Michael Fairfax.

‘Those are definitely land

signatures.’
She had projected data from the Geohazard satellites up onto one
of the BBC’s monitors in the meeting hall.

Now that all of the

company’s Earth-based sensors had been destroyed, they had to rely on
passive probing with infra-red cameras and laser beams to establish what
was occurring on the beleaguered planet below. But it seemed that the
magnetic disturbance encompassing the Earth had by now almost
disappeared.

‘Not only are the ocean levels falling, but there seems to be a
distinct reduction in seismic activity,’ observed her former assistant.
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‘I suppose your systems are still working correctly?’ asked the
non-scientific member of the party.
‘Well, what’s left of them – those in space.’ Emilia glanced down
at her communicator screen. ‘Our satellites are all solar-powered, so
they’ll go on for ever – or until some piece of internal equipment breaks
down.’
‘I wonder if there’s anything remaining on that land?’ mused
Steve.

It was now almost four months since Earth had first been shrouded
in smoke and ash. A few weeks after the cataclysm itself, Geohazard’s
satellite sensors had reported that the temperature around the planet was
falling rapidly once again.

‘It’s the volcanic winter that everybody predicted,’ Emilia had
explained.

‘It’s always been assumed that it was a series of major

volcanic eruptions that caused the ice ages of the past. The sheer amount
of ash and debris blown into the atmosphere forms an umbrella that stops
the sun’s rays from reaching the planet’s surface.

Everywhere then

becomes arctic – for thousands of years.’
Steve tapped his communicator screen and turned to his two
friends again. ‘In fact, we have to investigate what’s left on this land.
There might still be intact buildings – warehouses, stores, landing strips,
fuel dumps ...’ He tailed off as his excitement began to mount. Stupidly,
he had even begun to imagine that some people might still be alive.
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‘Let’s ask Perdy if we can take a look through the Earth-orbit
telescopes,’ said Emilia, rising. ‘There might be a break in the ash cover
somewhere.’
An hour later they were standing in the TV gallery, staring at
screens showing only endless expanses of brown and grey ash-cloud.
The BBC technicians had patched the gallery into the three large
telescopes trained on the planet’s surface from various points in Earth
orbit.
‘Nothing,’ sighed Emilia. ‘No break in the cover at all.’

‘What about getting those Ergia people to whip up some winds, to
blow it all away?’ suggested Perdy.
The three friends turned and stared at her in what was almost a
single collective movement.
‘You mean we should turn the solar reflectors back on, risk
interfering with the Earth’s magnetic polarity all over again?’ said Steve
grimly.
Perdy shrugged. ‘It was only an idea – and it’s not as if it could do
any more harm. Who’s down there to worry about it?’

The members of the group exchanged glances.
‘That’s true,’ agreed Emilia. ‘And we really do need to see what’s
going on down there. Perhaps we could just turn them on briefly.’
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They summoned Doctor Isaiah Chelouche, formerly the chief
technology officer of LunaSun Inc – until Nicholas Negromonte had
ordered all operations shut down.
When he arrived, the bearded meteorologist was out of breath. He
had been working out in the gym when Emilia’s text flash had reached
him. He hadn’t even bothered to change out of his sweat-stained clothes.
‘You said this was urgent,’ he gasped.
Emilia showed him the data indicating that large areas of dry land
had reappeared on the Earth’s surface, then asked, ‘Is there any way you
could use your technology to clear a hole though that canopy of ash so we
could take a look?’
Chelouche sank slowly into one of the gallery chairs and gazed up
at the multiple images. ‘Have you got any data on the density of that ash
cloud?’
Steve quickly tapped into his communicator, then transferred the
information up onto one of the large screens.
‘Yep,’ he said, pointing at the monitor. ‘Our satellites have been
probing the atmosphere ever since this disaster happened. We’ve got data
on density, porosity, moisture content, stratification, temperatures,
particle sizes – in fact, every sort of measurement you could need.’
The meteorologist nodded. ‘Good, good,’ he said. ‘But I would
have to ask Mr Negromonte’s permission and he’s ...’
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They nodded; the former ERGIA boss was still confined to the
Medical Center, heavily sedated and under constant watch. The gossip
was that Nick Negromonte had gone mad when he had realized what he
had personally contributed to.
‘Just have a word with your Ergia colleagues, and I’ll talk to the
President,’ said Emilia. Despite his public resignation and the loss of his
nation, everybody in Luna City still referred to James Underwood in that
way and many still sought his counsel. ‘Let’s meet up again in a few
hours.’

*
Three weeks after Emilia Knight first made her request, power was
returned to the 42,000 solar mirrors of the LunaSun reflector farm. In the
absence of their boss, the ERGIA executives had met with Underwood to
seek his advice about their resuming some climate-modification output.
‘Well, there’s not a lot more harm you can do, is there?’ the expresident said, rather ungraciously. ‘Why not? Go ahead. Let’s see if
anything’s left down there.’
With his team gathered around him, Chelouche set about
reprogramming the company’s weather-management computers.
‘It’s not winds that we need,’ he explained to Emilia, ‘but spot
applications of heat to cause repeated inversions of the atmosphere – so
as to draw moisture up very high, creating stratospheric rain, to wash the
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ash out of the upper altitudes. If we do that over and over, we can soak
the ash until it falls back to Earth. That way we can wash the dirt out and
eventually clean up the whole atmosphere.’
As the thousands of mirrors on the moon re-angled themselves to
catch and reflect the sun, all of ERGIA’s other climate-modification
systems orbiting the Earth also turned themselves back on, redirecting
their solar reflectors to create the energy patterns that would start the
process leading to repeated inversions of the planet’s climate.
In the broadcast gallery, Emilia’s small group watched anxiously
as the reflected sunlight first began to play over and then concentrate
more fixedly on the night side of Earth.
‘Chelouche calculates that it will take between eight and twelve
months to clean the atmosphere completely,’ Emilia told the others. ‘But
we might see small gaps appear in the ash cover after about six months.’
*

In room 243 of the Luna Hilton, Michael Fairfax and Emilia Knight were
sleeping soundly. According to the GMT display on their bedside table –
beside which was positioned a photograph of Lucy, Ben and Matthew – it
was 5.56 a.m., shortly before dawn. Soon the exterior surfaces of the
hotel, and of all the other buildings making up the extended lunar
metropolitan habitat, would begin to reduce their built-in sun shading, to
admit the sun’s rays for the start of a new ‘day.’ Earth’s own circadian
rhythms were carefully mimicked throughout Luna City.
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Michael and Emilia had at last become lovers. Hugs and embraces
intended to comfort each other had gone on to become sensual, and had
then turned sexual. To justify their almost guilty pleasure to themselves,
they reminded one another that they had both felt strong stirrings of
attraction back on Earth, even before they had started on their doomed
campaign to warn the world about the risk of magnetic catastrophe. Their
love was not like the frantic escape into lust that was breaking out
elsewhere all over Luna City, where scores of casual sexual pairings were
now evolving as the marooned humans celebrated their own survival and
warded off thoughts about the future.

The process of cleansing the Earth’s atmosphere had now been
going on for seven months, and it had become a habit for all in the lunar
community to drop by the assembly hall regularly to check what progress
was being made.

Over the last few weeks tantalizing glimpses of blue

ocean, even dark smudges of land, had been revealed by the passage of
orbiting telescopes, but no one had yet been able to identify the
continents sighted with any certainty.
The phone beside their bed shrilled and Emilia stretched out an
arm.
‘What?’ she asked groggily.

‘You two, get down here now!’ It was Steve Bardini from the
assembly hall. ‘You’ve just got to see this!’
Ten minutes later, they stepped into the TV gallery to join Steve
and Perdy Curtis at the control panel.
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The large monitors displayed views of a planet that now seemed
almost wholly clear of smoke. Some large white and grey clouds swirled
in typical cyclonic formations, but little else was familiar about this
globe.
The side of Earth facing them was three-quarters in sunlight, and
the observers on the moon could see two large, dark landmasses that
seemed totally alien. One large continent in the northern hemisphere
looked like an upside-down version of Australia, while a second
irregularly shaped landmass ran south from the equator to disappear
beneath the pole itself. Already they could see the white gleam of frost at
the poles.
The door behind them banged open, and Dr Isaiah Chelouche burst
in. ‘We’ve done it, we’ve done it!’ His eyes blazed with excitement.
‘Less than two per cent of the ash now remains airborne.

Air

temperatures are almost back to normal.’
‘Then I suggest you turn everything off again, immediately’ said
Michael sharply, turning to confront the excited meteorologist.

‘We

don’t want any more accidents, do we?’
The assembly hall was now filling up rapidly as word flashed
around the city.

Perdy patched all of the three telescope images to

screens around the room.
‘Can we look at that land formation in more detail?’ Steve Bardini
asked. ‘Let’s start with that large mass at the top.’
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Perdy inched forward a joy-stick controlling a twenty-ton telescope
that floated in space almost 400,000 kilometres away. As the image of
the unknown continent enlarged, they could see mountain ranges and
what looked like canyons bisecting the land. Several volcanoes were
erupting simultaneously.

‘It’s still pretty active down there,’ observed Steve.
‘And everything else is so brown and grey,’ added Emilia.

‘That will be volcanic ash,’ said Chelouche, now more subdued.
‘Seventy per cent will have fallen into the ocean, the rest has come down
on dry land.’
The new geography of the Earth appeared wholly alien to those on
the moon. Giant mountain ranges alternated with vast plateaux and apart
from the spewing volcanoes, everything seemed dead and blasted. It was
a primeval landscape.

For five hours Perdy panned the three ultra-high-magnification
telescopes slowly across the two large continents that were currently in
view, and then focused on a few of the many islands that dotted the
strangely shaped oceans.

Nowhere seemed to show any signs of life. There were no traces
that any civilization had ever existed on Earth. It was like looking at
computer-simulated images of imagined planets in distant galaxies.
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By noon, people had started drifting away, and an air of
despondency had replaced the earlier excited optimism. Perdy Curtis
handed over vision control to Narinda Damle, while Michael and Emilia
returned to their room for belated showers.
Later that afternoon they were in the Hilton’s gym, forcing
themselves to undergo workouts neither felt the heart for, when Emilia’s
communicator pinged again in her earpiece.
‘Get back here,’ said Bardini urgently. ‘We’ve found something
else down there.’

Ten minutes later they were back with Perdy and Narinda Damle in
the vision control room.
‘Look at that smudge, just there – before the dawn line.’ Steve
pointed to the central screen. ‘It’ll be light there in a few minutes, so
we’ll be able to see more detail.’
The Earth had turned through half a revolution since they had first
been summoned out of bed to gaze down at the newly smoke-free planet.
Now a large continent shaped a bit like Canada – but positioned just north
of the equator – was starting to move into the daylight zone.

‘There,’ said Steve, highlighting the eastern shoreline of the
landmass.
‘Can’t you go in closer?’ asked Emilia.
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Perdy zoomed in, and the dawn light revealed a much smaller dark
mass in the water, like an off-shore island.
‘Now, look at this.’ Steve nodded to Perdy, who added an infra-red
overlay to the image. Red and yellow patches suddenly appeared. The
dark mass was glowing with its own heat.

Then they spotted other smaller masses further north along the
coastline of the new continent. They too glowed yellow and red under
the heat-sensing camera.

‘That must be a string of volcanic islands,’ said Emilia. ‘But
they’re remarkably close to the coast.’
Finally the sun’s rays reached the new continent’s edge and all of
the off-shore islands masses became brilliantly lit. The land here was
also grey, but they could also see what appeared to be a sandy-coloured
region close to the coastline.
Michael laid a hand on Perdy’s shoulder. ‘Can you zoom right in
on the largest of those hot islands?’
She removed the infra-red overlay, selected the most powerful of
the Earth-orbit telescopes, and zoomed in until the dark mass he had
indicated entirely filled the screens. Everybody within the gallery let out
a gasp, and they heard shouts from outside in the assembly hall where a
few people were still watching the wall screens.
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‘Can you go in still closer?’ asked Michael, his voice trembling
with emotion. ‘Right into the middle, to where that white dot is?’
Again, Perdy nudged the joystick forward, zooming in to
maximum magnification.

This time there were no gasps from the

observers. All were left in awe.

Revealed on all the screens in the gallery, and on those outside in
the meeting hall, was the image of a huge white ship surrounded by old,
battered hulks of oil tankers and container ships. It was the Global
Haven: the hulk people, or at least their ships, had survived.

Cheering broke out in the hall and through the observation window
people could be seen sprinting back into the meeting area as word of this
miracle spread.

Michael pulled his communicator from his sweat-suit pocket. ‘Are
the phone satellites still working?’ he asked Damle.
‘They were until a few months ago. Do you want me to patch you
through to one?’
As the television producer completed the necessary interfaces,
Michael selected a number from his personal database.

‘You should be getting a network signal now,’ said Damle.
‘Put this out over the speakers.’ Michael touched the number on his
communicator screen.
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Everybody in the gallery and out in the assembly hall could hear a
phone ringing: once, twice, three times. It was answered on the fourth
ring.
‘Chanda Zia, here,’ a nasal voice sounded clearly over the
loudspeakers. ‘Can that really be you, Counsellor Fairfax?’
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Twenty-Four

All five of the scattered hulk communities had survived the cataclysm.
Their long-practised technique of loosely chaining their vessels together
to ride out the mountainous storms of the southern seas, had saved them
even when the oceans had risen up and destroyed every other vessel
afloat and swallowed up every continent.

Ash, smoke, fumes, atmospheric debris, cold and falling oxygen
levels had all taken a heavy toll on the sick and vulnerable of their
communities, yet a great number had survived. Chanda Zia estimated
that almost two million people had ridden out the floods on the five
separate hulk platforms.
There was jubilation on the moon.

It now seemed that the

marooned space communities were no longer fated to live as lonely bands
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of survivors, forced to eke out a declining existence on hostile worlds.
The Archbishop of Boston conducted a service of thanksgiving.
For days following the discovery, all talk was of how best the
humans trapped in space could get themselves back down to Earth and
begin again – to start building new lives, despite the on-going instability
on the planet.

The need was urgent; there had been seventeen more

suicides in the marooned moon community and a growing number of
people were suffering repeated bone fractures as their skeletons withered
in the light gravity. Doctors now recommended that everybody work out
for at least three hours a day, but many were coming to the conclusion
that it would be impossible for the community to maintain its health over
the long term. Some had even started to talk gloomily about the eventual
extinction of what was left of the human race.
Even from the moon, it became easy to see that as weeks went past
life was returning quickly to Earth’s new continents, despite the repeated
volcanic eruptions, earthquakes and Tsunamis that Geohazard’s satellites
were reporting. Apart from the extensive planting already undertaken as
the former hulk refugees transferred crops and livestock from their many
floating farms, vegetation seemed to be springing up spontaneously all
over the globe, bringing a sudden renewal of oxygen to the atmosphere.
‘It’s the ash,’ explained Emilia Knight. ‘Volcanic cinders are rich
in nitrogen, the richest fertiliser known to Man. That’s why, historically,
so many poor people have chosen to live beside volcanoes.’
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Using the network of solar-powered video cameras Michael
Fairfax had presented to them, Chanda Zia’s surviving community
proudly relayed up pictures of their new settlements.
Wood, plastic and recoverable metal had been stripped out of the
hulk ships to construct buildings in the new villages, while many useful
items of debris had also been collected from the surface of the ocean after
the storms had subsided. Driftwood was continuously being washed up
onto the beaches, all of it to be reused in this high-speed construction
programme.
From the television studio on board the Global Haven – which still
had its own supply of hydrogen fuel – Chanda transmitted surface-level
video images of the cataclysm to those watching up on the moon.
Trapped in the Southern Ocean, the hulk people had been far away
from most above-ground volcanic activity, but their video showed the
skies darkening, the seas growing to monstrous heights as tsunami waves
collided with each other and as freshly-melted icy water streamed up
from the Antarctic. Then had followed the many months of cold darkness
and a slowly failing atmosphere.
*

The news that almost two million humans had survived the cataclysm on
Earth, energised and uplifted the 2,067 humans stranded in space. Plans
were drawn up for the new society they would create when they returned
to Earth. The first requirement would be to identify areas of seismic
stability on which to build, and then housing, hospitals and social
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infrastructure would have to be constructed immediately.

A new

generation of children would have to be produced, and quickly, then the
necessary schools, universities, factories, laboratories, courts and prisons
would be needed. Biodiversity audits would have to be carried out and
DNA repositories on the moon, Mars and on the larger space stations
would have to be raided to facilitate the reintroduction of lost flora and
fauna. There was a whole new world to be created.

By far the most important of the many planning groups established
was the one made up of shuttle pilots, navigators, technology experts and
space engineers. Its role was to examine all possible methods of getting
the marooned extra-terrestrial population back down to the Earth’s
surface.

The problems of reentry without the help of ground-based

guidance systems could be overcome by the careful injection of a
spacecraft into the Earth’s atmosphere. The insoluble problem seemed to
be how to land safely.
All the heavy orbit shuttles, moon ferries and Mars spacecraft were
designed to fly themselves through the Earth’s atmosphere using a
combination of on-board and ground-based computer systems. Their
aerodynamics were designed primarily for airless space, and were too
unstable at low speeds to be flown manually. In addition there was the
necessity for large landing areas.

Modern spacecraft took off horizontally from long runways, and
then used the enormous power of hydrogen-plasma engines to boost
themselves out of the Earth’s gravitational grasp, and on into space. This
was far more efficient, comfortable and safer than the old, brute-force
methods used in vertical rocketry. But very long runways indeed were
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required, both for take-off and landing, and the newly emerged land
masses boasted no such facility.
Although there were still six emergency-rescue spacecraft with
vertical-landing capability hangered on the moon or the Mars colony, all
had been designed to land only in low-gravity environments – and none
of them was constructed to withstand the awful heat and buffeting that
would be experienced during reentry into Earth’s thick atmosphere. The
technical problems of returning to Earth seemed insurmountable.
*

Michael Fairfax was sharing a Hilton restaurant meal one evening with
Emilia Knight and Steve Bardini when Perdy Curtis arrived to join them.
‘There are still no bright ideas from the space experts,’ she
reported, glancing down at the dispiriting menu of rations. ‘I don’t see
why they can’t just fly Negromonte’s Apollo Eleven back home, the way
Neil Armstrong did. It’s just going round and round up there, not doing
anything.’

Once again, her three companions turned towards her as one.
‘I presume you’ve suggested that to them?’ said Steve in a hushed
tone.
Perdy shook her head. ‘No, of course I haven’t. It’s far too
obvious for them to have overlooked. There must be some technical
objection.’
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But it had been overlooked.

Whether that was because such

antique technology did not register on their high-tech radar, or because of
its unfortunate association with the disgraced Nicholas Negromonte, none
of the committee members had thought of using the refurbished Apollo
command module that was still orbiting the moon seventy-three nautical
miles up where its pilot had parked it during his re-enactment of
Armstrong’s descent to the lunar surface.
A cargo ferry was immediately dispatched to collect the circling
spacecraft, and as soon as it was unloaded at the Luna City maintenance
facilities, work began to examine the current state of its fabric and
systems.
Within a week of its recovery, the director of flight maintenance
announced herself satisfied with the integrity of the antique space vehicle.
All of its original components had been stripped out and replaced with
modern systems for Negromonte’s flight but the command module’s own
vitally important ablative heat-shield had been left in place. Even the
three parachutes intended to slow the module during its descent into the
ocean were in perfect working order.
Over the months it had become clear that James Underwood’s
natural qualities of leadership were still very much needed and he
reluctantly agreed to chair what had now become known as the Apollo
Mission Planning Group.
‘We’d have to try for a splash-down as close as possible to one of
the hulk platforms,’ explained the communications engineer who had
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been appointed Director of Recovery for the planned mission. ‘And
they’d need to pick up our crew quickly. They couldn’t be left floating in
that old command module for more that thirty minutes. After that it will
probably sink.’
‘But a far bigger problem is who’s going to pilot it,’ said the
newly-appointed Mission Director. ‘We can ferry the module back to
Earth orbit and launch from there, but nobody’s been properly trained to
fly the damn thing down to the surface. It’s got twelve goddam engines.
And we only get this one chance!’

Then followed a long discussion amongst the pilots about which of
them was best suited to fly the Apollo capsule. In the sixth decade of the
21st Century, piloting spacecraft had become almost entirely a matter of
computer management and practising disaster procedures.

As an

examination of the old craft had quickly revealed, despite its upgraded
systems, the Apollo module, with its dozen engines for controlling speed,
direction, pitch, yaw and roll, would require a great deal of primitivestyle manual piloting to guarantee a safe return to Earth.

On the following evening Underwood invited Michael Fairfax to
his hotel suite.
‘What we need to be sure of is that the hulk people will genuinely
attempt to recover the command module once it ditches into the ocean,’
Underwood explained. ‘Do you think you could persuade them to help us
out?’
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Both men saw the irony of the situation; if those now stranded out
in space were ever going to return to Earth – a group of castaways that
included many former political leaders – they were going to have to beg
the help of a long-persecuted people whom all their nations had
previously and cruelly shunned.
*

Unsurprisingly, the more radical members of Chanda Zia’s hulk
community were strongly against helping their former persecutors to
return to Earth.

‘Those bastards forced us to remain at sea for thirty years,’ yelled
John Gogotya. ‘Let them remain in space for thirty years – then we can
think about it.’
Many of the younger men meeting in the Global Haven’s ballroom
were still brandishing weapons, as if nothing had changed and they still
had enemies roaming the world.

‘We are many, they are few,’ Chanda reassured his noisy audience.
‘In total, there are two million of us, and they are just a few thousand.
They can be no threat to us – or to our way of life. It is our human duty
to welcome them.’

A few other members of the ruling council nodded agreement, but
a large number of the audience were booing or shouting protests. Some
looked ready to fire their weapons.
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‘Remember they have technologies we desperately need,’ argued
Chanda. ‘They can give us the means to produce hydrogen fuel from
water, to revive the DNA of animals and crops that no longer exist, the
skill to produce medicines that will treat our illnesses.

There are

Western-trained doctors up there on the moon.’
Now there were additional nods from the council members and
even the cries of protest diminished. The hulk community knew full well
it had already exhausted the Global Haven’s stock of antibiotics and
pharmaceuticals. Sickness was now the dreaded common enemy.
*

Perdy sat nervously on the side of Nicholas Negromonte’s bed. Two
burly male nurses stood watchfully at a respectful distance. She was
visiting at James Underwood’s request.
The Apollo mission planners had concluded that Negromonte was
the obvious choice to pilot the command module back to Earth. Not only
had he spent months in simulators training for the Apollo mission, he also
had the experience of flying and landing the Lunar Module on the moon.
Underwood himself had gone immediately to the Medical Center, to
enquire about the patient’s health.

‘He keeps weeping inconsolably all the time he’s conscious,’ Dr
Andrea Cohen had explained to him. ‘We have to keep him locked in his
room, and under observation at all times. Given the opportunity, I think
it’s very likely he would kill himself.’
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‘Doesn’t sound like he’d make a very reliable pilot,’ sighed the
former president, ‘but we have no choice.’ Then Underwood suggested
that he himself should put the proposition to Negromonte.
‘He feels immense personal guilt,’ objected Dr Cohen. ‘Being
confronted with the former leader of a world that no longer exists
wouldn’t be ideal.’

After much discussion, Perdy Curtis had been recommended for
the task by Hanoch Biran, ERGIA’s former director of corporate
communications. Over the few months leading up to the moon broadcast,
he had quietly observed the easy familiarity that Nick Negromonte and
Perdy had developed together.
‘He really seemed to relax with her,’ Biran explained, ‘and I got
the impression that she rather liked him too.’
Now Perdy gazed down at the patient’s pale and puffy face, still
irregularly blotched by the purple blood-bruises caused by sudden
decompression. Having been confined to bed for months, she noticed
how his muscles had been wasting away in the weak lunar gravity.
‘You could save us all, Nick,’ she urged him again, squeezing his
hand affectionately. ‘Once you land you could show them how to build a
runway. We could all be safely back on Earth within a few months.’
As he started to weep again, silent tears rolling down his cheeks,
Perdy bent forward and pulled his head against her shoulder.
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Twenty-Five

For the return, Apollo Mission Control was established in the ERGIA
Space Station’s main viewing gallery, just as for the outward leg of
Negromonte’s journey nineteen months earlier.

But this time, no

moonlighting American, Russian or Chinese space technicians had been
available to shuttle up from Earth to control and oversee the command
module’s reentry and splashdown.

Because they had to retrain a whole new team of controllers to run
a space mission using technology only their great-grandparents would
have recognized – and because every single human trapped in space
realized there would be only one chance of a successful return to Earth –
the new control team was, if anything, even more meticulous about its
preparations than the original NASA engineers had been eighty-six years
before.
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The major problem was that, for his own re-enactment of the
Apollo flight to the moon, Negromonte had not bothered to replace the
original command module motors. The complex four-part design of the
Apollo spacecraft included a total of fifty separate engines. The main
engine of the Service Module – the large rocket that had flown the
spacecraft to the moon – had been replaced by a modern plasma unit ten
times more powerful than the original. So too had the engines utilized for
the lunar descent stage.
But Negromonte and his team had seen no need to replace the
small, 100-pound thrusters needed to control the command module’s
reentry to Earth’s atmosphere. It had taken six months for the engineers
at Luna City to cannibalise other craft in order to make new thrusters to
replace the old, underpowered, dangerous compressed-gas units that had
been in use a century before.

The new high-power plasma units allowed the craft a higher
payload, and by replacing the old plumbing and life-support systems with
modern micro units they also achieved significant extra storage space.
This capacity would be used to carry down a cargo of hydrogen-fuel
pellets for the engines of the Global Haven, an emergency supply of
pharmaceuticals, a batch of livestock embryos prepared by the
reproductive biologists in Luna City, and the up-link telemetry navigation
systems required to allow shuttles and moon ferries to land safely back on
the home planet. Thereafter, it had taken a further four months for the
fully refurbished module to undergo thorough testing.
All this time, the astronauts pre-selected for this vital mission had
been in rigorous training. Initially, Nicholas Negromonte had mutely and
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tearfully refused Perdy’s coaxing that he should pilot the command
module back to the Earth. But, a few days after she had first visited him,
the patient had asked Dr Cohen if he could see Perdy again. She had
returned to find him much more alert.
He asked to be updated about everything that had been happening
and, after learning of the crucial role ERGIA’s technology had played in
rapidly cleansing the Earth’s atmosphere and ending the arctic winter – a
process that would otherwise have taken thousands of years, he began to
mutter about ‘doing his duty’.

Within two weeks his newly positive attitude had convinced his
doctors that he was no longer a suicide risk. He subsequently spent six
hours a day in the ERGIA company gym, getting his body back into
shape whilst simultaneously tapping in to the Luna City digital library, to
study every scrap of data in contemporaneous NASA reports about the
Apollo missions’ reentry and splashdown.
One significant drawback was the lack of an Apollo simulator on
the moon, but Negromonte himself already had a feel for the craft’s
handling, and knew the responsiveness of its manual controls. At last,
after four months of recovery and physical regeneration, he declared
himself ready to pilot his spacecraft back to Earth.

Also selected for the critical mission were Michael Fairfax and Dr
Emilia Knight. It was obvious from the outset that the lawyer had to be
one of the crew. He had been the hulk people’s first champion and it now
fell to him to negotiate with the people of the former hulk communities to
facilitate a homecoming for the rest of those now trapped in space.
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Emilia Knight was selected for her geological expertise.

She

would have to inspect all possible sites for the establishment of a runway,
and she would also have to report back on seismic conditions as a whole.
It was clear to all that the re-born planet Earth was still highly
unstable and, the geologists warned, would be likely to stay that way for
centuries to come. But although considerable volcanic and earthquake
activity was still occurring, this was no longer on a scale likely to cause
atmospheric fog or to occlude the sun.

Emilia would therefore have to borrow a four-wheel drive vehicle
from the Global Haven’s well stocked garage and set of to survey as
much of the land mass as possible. Her mission was to find the safest and
most stable sites on which the returnees could found a new community.
But despite having these hugely responsible tasks ahead of her, some
malicious members of the lunar community still grumbled that the real
reason for her being selected was that she had become the lawyer’s
girlfriend.

Their flight from deep-Earth-orbit down to the surface would be
rapid – less than three hours, thanks to the power of modern engines –
and the duties required of Michael and Emilia in piloting the craft were
expected to be nil. But the mission planners insisted that both of them
learn every control and every life-support and safety feature of the
module, just in case for some reason the pilot became incapacitated
during the flight.
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In between their long technical briefings and training sessions in a
mock-up command module the engineers had built, Michael and Emilia
had to improve their fitness significantly.

Sammy Giles was put in

charge of their physical development and in addition to long hours in the
gym, they joined Nick Negromonte for repeated sessions in the
swimming pool meant to simulate the hazards of splash-down. The low
moon gravity made it impossible to simulate this properly, but the crew
was put through repeated duckings and rehearsals for potential recovery
problems.
After a total of eight months’ preparations, Mission Controller Bill
Jackson finally declared the team ready.
*
‘In less than fifteen minutes, the Apollo command module will fire its
small manoeuvring engines and blast out of deep space orbit for its return
to Earth,’ announced Magnus Blythe, staring directly into the camera
lens.

When he had last made a broadcast at LunaSun’s official opening,
the august commentator’s potential audience had been six billion people
throughout the world. But this current transmission would reach only
those on various space stations, on the moon, on Mars – and, of course,
the hulk community below, where it would be piped to screens all over
the Global Haven. And when Blythe had last faced the cameras, his
wavy hair had been a glossy black. Now it was completely grey; Luna
City had finally run out of hair dye.
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The TV crew was positioned centrally in the observation gallery of
the ERGIA Space Station in front of the tiered seating in which the
mission controllers were making last minute preparations. Also present
were James Underwood and other members of the Apollo Planning
Group, while on one side of the large room, Perdy Curtis worked
alongside Narinda Damle mixing camera shots.

As she cut to an overhead camera mounted inside the Apollo
command capsule, the three astronauts could be seen clearly; Negromonte
in the pilot’s seat on the left, busily making his last-minute checks, Emilia
Knight in the centre couch, and Michael Fairfax to starboard.

Perdy switched back to Magnus Blythe.
‘Over the last three months, our own pilots have been using longdistance telemetry to begin training members of the new Earth
community to fly the recovery helicopter that will pluck Captain Nicholas
Negromonte and his crew from the ocean. It is now hoped that they will
be pulled from the module less than five minutes after splash-down.’

‘Time to launch, thirty seconds,’ announced the Operations
Director.
Blythe ceased his commentary as T-minus fifteen was reached.
There was nothing more now that could be said, or done, that would serve
to underline the importance of this mission.
‘Three, two, one – fire engines.’
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Perdy cut to a long-range camera focused on the command module,
where it floated in parallel orbit one kilometre away. Only a light-blue
glow was visible from the upgraded starboard thrusters as the craft started
to turn out of orbit to begin its approach to Earth.
‘On course zero-six-zero,’ reported Negromonte, his voice
amplified by the Mission Control loudspeakers.

‘Copy that,’ said Capcom, a moon ferry pilot who had been
assigned the responsibility for in-flight communications with the three
astronauts. ‘On course, zero-six-zero.’

Two hours and forty-one minutes later, the ninety-two-year-old
refurbished Apollo module started to encounter the Earth’s upper
atmosphere.

‘Six point-two-four reentry angle,’ said Negromonte as he steadied
the attitude yoke.
‘Copy that,’ said Capcom. ‘Six point-two-four reentry angle.’

‘Reentry interface acquired,’ reported Negromonte, locking on to
his trajectory.

‘Copy that.
Capcom.

Reentry interface successfully acquired,’ echoed
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‘Descent rate, thirty-four thousand eight hundred and two feet per
second,’ read off the pilot-skipper. ‘Height, two thousand six hundred
and twenty nautical miles.’
The Apollo module hit the Earth’s upper atmosphere precisely in
the centre of a reentry corridor only two-and-a-half degrees wide. To
miss would have meant either skipping off the surface of the atmosphere,
like a stone from the surface of a pond, and being lost in space for ever,
or plunging in too deeply and burning up. Unlike the earlier Mercury and
Gemini spacecraft NASA had flown, the lunar return vehicle was
designed for a faster, steeper and hotter descent through the atmosphere.

In a couch so closely sculpted to his body that it seemed to be
hugging him, Michael Fairfax shut his eyes as the buffeting increased. It
felt like their entire craft was being pounded by a pile driver.

To his left Emilia did the same, screwing her fists together so
tightly that they hurt. She reached out a hand and grabbed Michael’s
gloved fist.

In the left-hand couch, Nicholas Negromonte was reading off the
G-force being applied to the old command module and its crew. Modern
laser-borne communications no longer meant that radio contact was
automatically lost during the reentry phase, and he knew that Mission
Control, the whole scattered space community and those waiting to
recover them on the Earth’s surface would be listening in intently.
‘Six G. Eight G. Ten G.’
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The buffeting had now reached its theoretical worst. All on board
knew that twelve gravities was the maximum load the module could
withstand before disintegrating.

Flames rushed past both port and

starboard observation windows, as the thick abalative heatshield on the
blunt end of the space pod burned away – precisely as intended.
But a century earlier, NASA scientists had over-engineered all
aspects of the Apollo spacecraft, and the antique capsule completed
reentry before even half its heat-absorbing plastic and fibreglass material
had been incinerated.

The buffeting suddenly stopped and the roar disappeared. They
could see blue sky all around.
With a gigantic upwards snap, the crew felt the Apollo’s three
drogue parachutes deploy. They cheered, whooped and hollered as one.
Then Negromonte shook his head. ‘We’re off course,’ he yelled.
‘About eighty miles to the east.’

‘Jesus – we’re going to hit land,’ cried Michael. He knew that
theoretically, astronauts in a module hitting dry land instead of water
were still supposed to survive. That was what the closely contoured and
spring-supported couches were intended for, but at no point in the
original Apollo programme had a descent onto land been tested with a
live human crew.
‘To the east,’ snapped Negromonte. ‘We’re coming down in the
ocean.’
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Back in Mission Control, jubilation suddenly gave way to
consternation as their systems registered the craft’s drift off-course.
‘Much higher winds in the stratosphere than we calculated,’
Recovery announced to the rest of the control team. ‘Sorry guys.’

‘Copy that, Nick,’ said Capcom, in response to Negromonte’s
report. ‘You are eighty-one miles south-east of the intended splash-down
zone. We are informing the recovery team of your revised position.’

Although they knew their rate of descent had now slowed to only
twenty miles per hour, the Apollo module hit the water much harder than
anything the practice sessions in the Luna City swimming pool had
prepared them for.

Michael thought he lost consciousness for a few seconds. When he
came to, he tried to lift his arm to wipe thick condensation off the
triangular observation window above his head. His arm wouldn’t move!
His weakened bones must have been fractured in the heavy splash-down.

Trying again, he managed to raise his hand a few inches; then he
realized, it wasn’t broken, it was the gravity – but a gravity that felt as if
lead weights were wrapped around his arm. All three crew members had
been warned they would find Earth’s gravity almost unbearable at first,
but Michael could not have imagined it would feel quite like this. With a
supreme effort he raised his arm once more, this time managing to get his
glove against the surface of the window. As soon as he had cleared away
the moisture, brilliant sunshine streamed into the module.
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Suddenly he became aware of feeling immense nausea as the sea
threw the little craft around vigorously. Although none of the crew had
been allowed to eat immediately prior to departure, all three had to force
their leaden arms to scrabble for vomit bags.
‘Dear God!’ exclaimed Negromonte, when he had finished
retching. ‘I hope they get to us soon.’
In Mission Control, the Flight Surgeon shook his head in
sympathy, his biomed read-outs providing clear signs of the crew’s
physical distress.
‘How long till the chopper gets there?’ he asked the flight director.
‘Another forty minutes,’ said the FD. ‘Assuming they can locate
them successfully.’
In Chanda Zia’s hulk community, many of the younger males, and
some females, had been keen to learn to fly the helicopters carried aboard
Global Haven. When they were informed that pilots on board the ERGIA
Space Station could instruct them from long distance, lessons had started
at once.

Two of the mighty ship’s stock of twenty-seven helicopters had
already been damaged during practice landings – the time delay of signals
coming from space was not compatible with precise flight control. And
the young pilots’ bravado in arbitrarily disconnecting telemetric
command in order to learn some procedure on their own, also produced
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some problems. But this was a healthy sign, agreed their tutors on the
space station: a certain degree of arrogance was natural to pilots.
Within weeks, four young men and one woman were showing
sufficient progress at the flight controls to begin flying missions for the
hulk community itself.
Much was needed to be done. The former residents of Pacifica
One were now building townships all along a 300-mile coastal strip of the
new continent. One season’s crops had already been picked, and the
rich, ash-fertilised soil had produced bumper harvests. Livestock was
now reproducing and building work continued at a frantic pace.
Helicopters proved the ideal means of rapid transport – especially to fetch
medical emergency cases for treatment in the Global Haven’s operating
theatres.

Fuel would become the main problem. Although the luxury vessel
still retained large stocks of kerosene-based aviation fuel in its catamaranhull tanks, nobody knew how long it might take to prospect for new oil –
nor whether any oil was present in the newly-formed landmasses. After
the initial training period, helicopter flights had been restricted to medical
emergencies only.
For all of these reasons, the Apollo mission controllers were
anxious. It would be impossible to recover the command module itself –
there were no heavy-lift choppers. Neither were there any frogmen or
inflatable dinghies available. The plan was that when Global Haven’s
air-sea rescue helicopter and recovery team arrived the Apollo crew
would clamber out of the module and into the sea. They would then be
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winched up into the helicopter one by one. Once the crew was safe, their
vitally important cargo could be recovered from the spacecraft itself.
But twenty-eight minutes after it had splashed down, all power
failed in the command module. The crew members rocking in their
couches heard a loud fizz and crackle just before the lights went out and
the power drained out of all communications systems.

‘Water’s getting in,’ said Negromonte, flipping the emergency
power switch up. Two bulkhead lights lit, but there was no sign of life in
the radio communication system.

‘We won’t even know when the helicopter gets here,’ gasped
Emilia, still anxiously clutching the sick bag to her chest.
‘I don’t think we can wait that long,’ said Negromonte. ‘We must
get into the water now – this old craft could go down very quickly.’
In Mission Control there was a stunned silence as all
communication and telemetry from the downed module was lost. The
only voice to be heard was Capcom’s, repeating over and over; ‘Come in
Apollo. Apollo, come in.’
‘Looks like they’ve lost all power,’ suggested the Flight Director,
with forced optimism. Nobody was going to be the first to suggest the
module might have sunk before the helicopter could reach it.
Slightly less than 66,000 kilometres below Mission Control, Emilia
Knight was first out of the escape hatch and into the water. She was still
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attached to the hull of the space craft by a quick-release line connected to
her belt. As soon as the water touched her modern spacesuit, its inner
buoyancy lining inflated.
Michael Fairfax was next into the ocean. He forced his still-heavy
arms to paddle him closer to Emilia.

But Nicholas Negromonte did not follow as expected. They waited
bobbing about beside the command module, which was now riding
noticeably lower in the heavy seas, until Michael finally grabbed a handhold and forced himself back up the side of the craft to peer into its open
hatch.
Negromonte was busily piling their cargo of hydrogen fuel pellets,
flight-guidance computers, livestock embryos, medicines and DNA
material onto the three couches.
‘Get out of there!’ Michael screamed above the rising wind. ‘This
thing could submerge at any moment!’

‘We’ve got to get these supplies loaded,’ yelled back Negromonte
as he worked frenziedly in the dark interior.
Suddenly Michael felt – rather than heard – the whump of
helicopter blades. Clinging on to the side of the bucking module, he
raised his head.
A man was already descending from the chopper in a sling.
Michael pointed towards Emilia, and the rescuer swung himself sideways
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and dropped into the water beside her. It took only thirty seconds for the
winchman to get a second sling under her arms and then, with a wave of
his hand, her swarthy rescuer was winched back up to the hovering
helicopter, holding tightly on to his prize.
Five minutes later Michael felt a hand snatch at his suit collar as he
still clung on to the side of the module. The winchman was now beside
him on the hull, also clinging on to its aluminium hand-holds. As he
pushed the empty sling in Michael’s direction, the lawyer shook his head
and pointed mutely down inside the module.

The man inched upwards and put his head inside the escape hatch.
Michael heard a shouted exchange, then the winchman unclipped himself
from the winch line. Guiding both empty winch-slings down into the
interior of the module, he held the line steady while Negromonte worked
feverishly inside. Then the winchman waved to the crew hovering above,
and the first load of cargo was hoisted skywards.
Through an observation window, Michael could see that Nick
Negromonte was already up to his knees in water, but was still working
to position the next batch of vital cargo. There was little time left for him
to get out.
Two more hoists were necessary before the cargo transfer was
complete. Then their rescuer reattached himself to the line and proffered
the empty sling to Michael.
Michael shook his head and gestured towards the escape hatch, for
the winchman to get Negromonte out before the module sank. But as he
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glanced up the heaving side of the spacecraft, he saw the skipper himself
beginning to emerge.
‘Crew goes first,’ shouted Negromonte with a grin, and pointed
down towards Michael.
Strong hands roughly whipped the padded sling over Michael’s
head. Then he felt himself being jerked upwards. After a few moments
of swinging in the air, he glanced back down at the bobbing spacecraft.
Nicholas Negromonte was now nowhere to be seen.

Michael was hauled backwards over the sill of the large Sikorsky
and found himself propped up against a rear bulkhead beside Emilia.
Other crew members quickly fitted safety harnesses around his body.
As the helicopter banked suddenly, the two rescued astronauts
could see what the pilots were observing.

The Apollo module was

disappearing beneath the waves.
Despite descending to only fifty feet and circling the spot for an
hour, no trace of Nicholas Negromonte could be found.
*
The former hulk people of Pacifica One had settled themselves along a
lush coastline graced by wide sandy beaches.
‘It looks just like Cape Cod,’ Emilia yelled to Michael, as the
helicopter circled before landing on the flight deck of the Global Haven.
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What astonished both of them was the amount of development that
had already taken place. For as far as the eye could see, both to the north
and south, furious building work was underway. Most surprisingly, all of
the undeveloped inland surfaces seemed covered by thick emerald-green
vegetation, and in the patchy sunshine they noticed the far-off glint of
small lakes or rivers.

But their exaltation at seeing the Earth once again was tempered by
their feelings of grief and shock at Nicholas Negromonte’s death.

‘It wasn’t accidental, you know,’ Emilia had shouted above the
pounding of the helicopter blades as it returned to base. ‘I was watching.
He deliberately climbed back into the module just as it was going down.’
The co-pilot had relayed the news of their successful recovery to
the communications centre on Global Haven. He also reported their
unsuccessful search for its commander. Back at Mission Control, and on
the moon, even the news of Negromonte’s loss could not diminish their
jubilation at the advance party’s successful return to Earth. Elsewhere in
space, wherever human beings had survived, the joy was unalloyed.
Forty-five minutes after they had been plucked from the sea, the
new arrivals had been shown to separate staterooms on board the giant
liner. Both found it so difficult to walk in the Earth’s gravity that they
each needed to be supported by two of the fit young men running flight
operations.
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In their rooms, they found fresh clothes laid out for them, all
bearing tags from designer boutiques in the Global Haven’s shopping
malls. After showering and shaving, Michael pulled on a white shirt and
casual black trousers and, grasping onto hand rails as he walked, went to
find Emilia.
‘This is heaven,’ she smiled, admitting him to her suite. ‘My first
real change of clothes in eighteen months.’ Both were slowly beginning
to reacclimatise to the energy-sapping gravity.
Up on the flight deck, they found the helicopter crew waiting for
them, under a sky of gathering clouds.
‘All set, Mr and Mrs?’ called out the young pilot. After they
settled themselves into the rear seats, Michael gave him the thumbs-up
and seconds later they were in the air, flying northwards above a long line
of beached hulk vessels. All now looked deserted.
The flight took ten minutes, mostly at low altitude over the rapidly
growing new coastal development. Down below, people everywhere
seemed to be busy constructing buildings or tending the small fields and
vegetable patches they had created.
‘It’s a pity that I’m going to have to advise them to relocate,’
shouted Emilia in Michael’s ear. ‘But there’s a real risk of Tsunamis on
this coast line. We’ll have to find them somewhere safer inland.’
The helicopter finally landed in a wide town square. As the pilot
switched off his engines and the dust kicked up by the rotors began to
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clear, the passengers could see a large crowd of people gathered to meet
them.
The co-pilot helped each of them down from the helicopter and, as
Michael’s foot touched the soil of his home planet, he felt an
overwhelming rush of emotion. He turned to Emilia, whose moist eyes
revealed that she too felt overcome.

But there was no time for emotion – people were waiting. With an
exchange of glances, the two envoys from the marooned space
community waved aside offers of assistance and forced their gravityladen bodies to begin a slow but unaided progress towards the waiting
reception committee.
All around, there was an air of suspended activity. Workmen were
staring down at them from every roof-top – only a few young boys still
ran heedlessly backwards and forwards, carrying hods of newly-baked
bricks.
Immediately behind the reception committee rose the framework of
a larger building, perhaps intended to be a town hall or a civic centre.
Chanda Zia stepped forward from the crowd. He was wearing a
gleaming white tunic and Nehru hat.

‘Namaste,’ he said, pressing his hands together in front of his face,
then lifting them to his forehead before bowing deeply.

‘Namaste,’ echoed Michael, copying his gesture.
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‘It is good to see you again, Counsellor Fairfax.’ Chanda extended
his hand.
‘It’s sure good to see you too.’ Michael shook the older man’s hand
warmly, before turning to introduce his companion.

‘This is Doctor Emilia Knight,’ he said. ‘Emilia’s a geologist and
she’ll select the site for the new landing strip, assuming you will still give
us permission to build one.’
‘Aapka swagat Hai,’ said Chanda with a small grin.
‘Pardon me?’ said Emilia.
‘It means “You are welcome here”, Doctor Knight,’ Chanda said,
again extending his hand.
Emilia smiled and gave a small bow as she returned his handshake.

‘What do you call this place?’ Michael swept an arm around the
square.
‘We have called this land Kayaa Kahanaa,’ said Chanda. Then
with a look of pronounced merriment on his face, he said, ‘If you and
your friends on the moon intend to come and join us, we’ll expect you to
learn some of our languages.’

Michael and Emilia exchanged involuntarily smiles.
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‘Kayaa Kahanaa means “Beyond Words of Praise”,’ explained
Chanda. ‘That’s how we all felt when the seas finally subsided and we
saw this land for the first time. We hope that is how you and all those
who will follow you may also feel.’
‘Kayaa Kahanaa,’ repeated Michael carefully.

Then he felt a splash on his cheek, then another. It had started to
rain.

